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FOREWORD

For the 14th consecutive year, the International Olympic Academy has organized
in Ancient Olympia from July 6 to August 6, 2006, the International Postgraduate Seminar on Olympic Studies. This year's seminar was attended by 35 students, 16 men and 19 women, from 27 different countries. The academic background of the 14th Seminar's postgraduate students included history, archaeology, sports management, physical education, social and political sciences and they
attended for 4 weeks seminar courses that were delivered in English, the established working language of the Seminar.
The Seminar's main theme was “The Olympic Games and the Olympic Movement: Past, Present and Future” and the special theme “Sport and Ethics”. The
following 11 faculty members from 9 different countries taught at this year's seminar and supervised the students' work: Associate Professor Hugh Lee (USA), Dr
Christian Wacker (GER), Associate Professor Kostas Georgiadis (GRE), Professor
Thierry Terret (FRA), Associate Professor Supranee Kwanboochan (MAS), Professor Mike McNamee (GBR), Associate Professor David-Claude Kemo Keimbou
(CMR), Professor Benoit Seguin (CAN), Dr Leigh Robinson (GBR), Professor Alberto Reppold (BRA) and Assistant Professor Ian Henri (GBR). It is worth noting
that five of the Seminar's professors had attended the Seminar themselves as postgraduate students in previous years and have now returned as teaching staff. This
proves that one of the Academy's objectives, to train and prepare young researchers
through its Postgraduate Seminar is being attained.
The courses' lectures focused on 4 main areas. The first was sport in Ancient
Greece, the second the revival of the Olympic Games and the modern Olympic
Movement, the third approached the Olympic Games phenomenon from a soci19
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ological angle and the fourth considered the institution from a philosophical aspect. Some of the more specialized topics that were covered by the professors' lectures included the Winter Olympic Games, the Olympic Movement in Asia, Olympic marketing, the management of Olympic organizations, modern sport in
the Moslem world, etc.
The Seminar's programme includes educational tours, sports activities and social evenings. Students visited this year the Acropolis Museum, the National Archaeological Museum, Palamidi castle in Nafplion, the archaeological sites and museums of Nemea, Epidaurus and Mycenae and at the end of the Seminar they also visited Ancient Elis and Delphi. Naturally, the archaeological site and museums
of Olympia were the highlight of these educational tours.
As a result of the Postgraduate Seminar and the opportunity all students had
to attend courses in the archaeological site itself, the place took on a different dimension for them. Students learned, studied and lived together harmoniously for
thirty days in an ideal setting, filled with age-old symbolism, in a multicultural and
creative environment where they could combine learning with physical exercise.
They also had the opportunity to take part in social evenings where they could present customs, songs, dances and traditional costumes from their homeland.
At the end of the Seminar, 22 students successfully took part in optional examinations for the purpose of obtaining 30 points from a total of 180 points for
Loughborough University's postgraduate programme in England.
By organizing the Postgraduate Seminar on Olympic Studies for the last 14 years
without interruption the IOA has achieved academic recognition as a higher education institution, attracting and providing learning on Olympic issues to promising scientists from all over the world.
Assoc. Prof. Konstantinos GEORGIADIS
IOA Honorary Dean
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– The opinions of the students do not necessarily reflect
those of the International Olympic Academy.
– Out of respect for multiculturalism and diversity of scientific research, we do not intervene in every student’s
way of presenting his/her bibliography and footnotes.
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GREEK EROS AND ATHLETICS IN ANCIENT GREECE
Fani Mourtzoukou (GRE)

Defining eros
There are various definitions of eros associated with ancient greek athletics. First
of all, Eros was a divinity who was worshiped in the gymnasium along with Hermes, the supervisor of the skillful activities and Hercules, the impersonation of
superhuman power.
Second of all, eros as an emotion dominated in the gymnasium. This side of
desire, included both “pothos” (a longing for the absent) and “himeros” (an attraction to what one sees with their own eyes). Hence, eros is an actual or
metaphorical hunter who is satisfied by capture or frustrated by rejection or loss.
Friendship sometimes accompanies eros, though the two lovers are most of the
times of unequal status and have unequal claims upon one another. Normally,
ancient greek eros was hierarchical; the lover is of higher position than the
beloved. Thus, the phenomenon had an agonistic aspect to it.
Thirdly, there is a philosophical and abstract eros that defines proper sexual
or athletic activity according to a broader philosophical system. A number of Plato’s dialogues took place in gymnasia, and that is a natural reflection of the social
context in which the ideal ‘a beautiful mind in a beautiful body’ was promoted.
After all, Plato, Aristotle and the Cynics organized their major philosophical
schools at gymnasia, the Academy, the Lyceum and the Cynosarges.

23
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Admiration of the athletes
It is commonplace that throughout the centuries athletes stand as an ideal of
beauty and success. In ancient Greece, athletes were treated with great respect
and admiration. When it came to finding a lover or a potential husband, they
were top of the list. The pursuer could either be a male or a female, whereas the
athlete was always a male. It is of great importance to realize that sexual ethos
differs from time to time and from society to society.
The ancient Greeks did not even use words such as bisexual, heterosexual and
so on. They simply admired the beauty of a naked athlete in the stadium and thus
erotic attraction came about. Nonetheless, the phenomena of what today is called
pederasty and homosexuality occurred at a certain period of time and place in the
ancient greek world. As it has been proven, pederasty occurred only in the gymnasia. Furthermore, a man could for some time of his life have homo- and for another heterosexual relationships. This also appears to be the privilege of the elite citizens of Athens. We must, however, repeat that these terms merely help us, the
people of the twenty first century understand a little about the ethos of the past.
A characteristic calyx-krater from Capua shows a gymnasium scene. Here the
beauty (kalos in ancient greek) is shown. Naked athletes prepare themselves for
exercise. Dating back to 510-500 B.C., it proves that training took place in gymnasia from the sixth century onward. An inscription in the center says “Leagros
kalos”, meaning that an athlete called Leagros is handsome.
Inscriptions such as the one mentioned, were frequently written on baths and
city walls, even on the interior surface of the entrance tunnel at the stadium of
Nemea.
A poem from the Greek Anthology quotes:
“Philocles from Argos is beautiful in Argos, and Corinth’s
inscribed pillars and the tombstones of Megara shout this fact.
How beautiful he is has been written even on the baths
at Amphiaraus”.
(Aratus, Greek Anth. 12.129)
24
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Iconography of the vases
The iconography of the vases helps us correlate ancient greek athletics and eros.
The vases contribute much to the theme of athletic eroticism.
An attic red-figure kantharoid skyphos with handles in the form of Hercules’s
knots painted by Aison, ca. 420 B.C., shows on one side Eros the divinity offering a strigil to an athlete. This is a mere suggestion to clean up and reveal the
healthy bloom of one’s skin after exercising & before indulging in eros. On the
other side, one athlete with a strigil seems to give advice to another who practices with the javelin, a sign of friendship that is associated with male eros.
A very interesting vase dated ca. 500-490 B.C. presents an hetaira playing
krotaloi or castanets on side a and a discus thrower on side b. This column-krater
by the painter Myson may be interpreted on several levels; both the protagonists
possess erotic attraction, celebrate the hedonistic pleasure of leisure activities.
This hetaira perhaps is participating in the celebrational party for the athlete’s
achievement. It could, of course, be merely a play on the nude form.
Moving on to this psykter, attributed to Smikros ca.510 B.C. , we can see men
cleaning up after exercise, while others consort with boys in the gymnasium.1
The Peithinos painter created a kylix in the late sixth century which shows
young men with men in the gymnasium. Strigils and sponges on the wall identify
the location. On the other side men with women, probably hetaerae or prostitutes, are apparently not in the palaestra. The Berlin kylix shows the bisexual
ethos among Athenian youths, while homosexual activities were most of the
times held in the gymnasium.
Once again the setting is presumably a gymnasium as an oil-flask & fillets are
hung on the walls, two men have oil-flasks and hold four spears, girls hold blossoms & circular fillets. This black-figure skyphos cup by the Amasis painter dates
in the third quarter of the sixth century B.C. It shows six pairs of amorous encounters, three on each side. There are two pairs of older bearded males with
younger males and one bearded male with a young female.
1. Scanlon, 2002, 237.
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The older ones each offer conventional lover’s gifts, mostly small animals, to
their beloved. As the years went by, painters seemed to introduce the presence
of girls as objects of love in the erotic scene of the gymnasium.2
A rather interesting kylix, attributed to the Carpenter painter, has athletes of
the pentathlon on side a, while on side b a rather older –as his long beard
proves– contestant is throwing the javelin and then dedicating his discus on the
altar of a patron god in thanks for his victory. What seems to be more interesting
is the interior tondeau. It shows the older athlete receiving a kiss from a boy, but
he is not enjoying it. Regularly, the older male would be the active party. The
boy, with his enlarged breasts which give him an almost hermaphroditic quality,
reminds us of the bisexual orientation of some greek athletes. One can presume
that the owner of the cup had the privilege of enjoying the interior scene as he
drank, while others in his presence admired his athletic arete on the exterior.
As we move on, we will examine some vases with another frequent motif.
This motif is more metaphorical, in the sense that it shows the god Eros in a
gymnasium. A kylix cup attributed to Douris (first third of the fifth B.C.) shows
Eros invading in the gymnasium holding what may be a sandal or a knife. He is
trying to send two clothed youths to flight and perhaps on to love. On the other
side, one youth drops his strigil as he is amazed, probably witnessing the invasion of the deity. A colleague holds on to him to steady him; a third one to the
left continues to dress (or undress) unaware of the disturbance.
A fifth century B.C. bell-krater from Italy shows Eros approaching a startled
youth who turns to run as he gestures in surprise. Various other vases show similar cases of Eros’ invasions either attempting to approach a lone athlete or more
athletes. Furthermore, there are vases with men and women showing the heterosexual aspect of the athletic attraction. All these cases make clear that Eros invades in the gymnasium and has the power to turn it into turmoil as he works his
erotic power upon athletes.
A different theme is that of Eros offering a victor’s fillet, crown or other object
as a prize to a young athlete. Whereas, normally, Nike offers prizes, Eros’ pres2. Dover, 1990, II B5.
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ence means that the boy has acquired more than just success in competition; he
has won the attractive qualities of a beloved.
The skyphos by the Zephyros Painter shows Eros carrying a fillet, apparently
to place on a victorious youth on the other side. The significance seems to be
that the boy will become an object of the lover’s conquest. Here we are on the
stadium floor.3
Another vase with the same theme, a fourth century kylix in Frankfurt, shows
Eros in the tondeau holding a fillet. On each of the exterior sides, a naked athlete
holding up a strigil faces a robed man who gestures to him, perhaps offering a
crown or fillet.
In the mid to late fourth century a clothed female is added to these erotic-athletic theme scenes opposite the naked victor who is being given a crown or a fillet by Eros.
This pelike from the museum of Louvre shows Eros flying above the youth
with a fillet while the female opposite him gazes over the basin between them.
She is offering him a present or a box, perhaps as a prize for his victory.
Athletic beauty aroused heterosexual attraction. Such vases, which all come
from Apulia, are frequent in the late fourth century, a period when homosexuality was not as frequent as in earlier years. Whereas in Apulia scenes with heterosexual meaning appear in the late fourth century, in mainland Greece they appeared from the late fifth or early fourth century B.C.4

Athletic festivals of eros
One of the most famous cults of Eros in ancient Greece was at Thespiae in Boeotia. The Erotidea was held every four years like the Olympics and the
Panathinea. “The people of Thespiae celebrated the Erotidea just as the Eleans
the Olympics” reports Athenaeus.5 A series of inscriptions from Thespiae records
3. Scanlon, 2002, 243.
4. Dover, 1990, 153-196.
5. 13.561e.
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the victors at contests that included most of the conventional athletic events
found at Olympia and elsewhere.
Pausanias considers the rough-stone cult image of Eros at Thespiae to be
“very old”. However, we are not sure when the cult of the divinity was established
there. It became popular all over Greece when a statue of the god by Praxiteles
was set up there in the fourth century. Hypothetically the sculptor made it as a gift
to the famous, beautiful hetaira Frini who had it installed in her birthplace.6 Since
then tourism grew in the city of Thespiae. The locals took advantage of it by instituting joint festivals of the Erotidea & the Musaea. The association of the Muses
with musical contests is obvious, but the organizers, by attaching Eros to athletic
contests, show a conscious association of that deity with athletics.
Unfortunately, we know little about Eleutheria, the festival of Eros in Samos.
Athenaeus informs us that “the locals dedicated a gymnasium to Eros and called
the festival that was established on this occasion the Eleutheria”.7 It has been
suggested that there were athletic contests. The occasion for the founding of the
gymnasium and the games has been associated with the fall of the tyrant Polycrates in 522 B.C., at which time a cult of Zeus Eleutherios –the God of Freedom– was also established.
We need to explain the connection of a “Festival of Freedom” with Eros rather
than Zeus. Freedom is a very broad and complex concept in greek culture. It includes, amongst others, the meaning of civic and private liberties, as well as the
freedom of one state from repression by another. Eros is a spirit seeking to preserve
freedom in the state by promoting friendship and concord among citizens. In that
sense the god can be understood as the patron deity of the Eleutheria at Samos.
As it has been already mentioned, Eros, Hermes and Heracles were the three
gods who were worshipped in the gymnasium. Each one represents a different
virtue (arete in greek). When they all unite, friendship and concord come about,
virtues (ethics) which can only strengthen a city’s power.8

6. 9.27.1.
7. 13.56 1f-2a.
8. 16.56 1d.
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Epilogue
To sum up, pederastic eros did not appear because of the gymnasium, it simply
grew in that specific environment. It became a place of erotic relations and social-political palliances. Unfortunately we do not have a full historical image of
the development of the phenomenon. One can only assume that pederasty was
taken for granted and that it was acceptable in the ancient greek world.
Eros, as far as its heterosexual side is concerned, aimed at marriage between
a male athlete and a female. The exception to that were the affairs between athletes and prostitutes, who preferred them because of their beauty and health.
Eros as a god was worshipped in the gymnasium and also in athletic festivals,
which shows the importance of the divinity’s presence in athletic activities. One
should not ignore eros’ contribution to the blossom of values such as friendship,
concord and freedom.
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NERO AT OLYMPIA
Thomas Kroppen (GER)

Introduction
The Olympic Games of the ancient world produced a lot of great champions. They
were honoured in their home towns and their names were written down in lots of
documents. But the name of one Olympic champion has been extinguished from the
ancient Olympic documents. The Roman emperor Nero took part in the Olympic
Games of the year 67 A.D. and appeared as a charioteer. But Nero fell off his chariot. Though he was not able to continue and finish the race, he proclaimed himself an
Olympic champion. In view of this and later scandalous behaviour the organizers of
the Olympic Games refused to retain his name on the official list of victors.1
Why did a Roman emperor participate in Greek festivals and why did he take
part in a chariot race at Olympia? Why did he postpone the Olympic Games
from 65 A.D. to 67 A.D. and why is he called a periodonikis? This paper examines the appearance of Nero at the Olympic Games in 67 A.D. and the special
role of chariot racing in the Olympic Games.
Although the mythic origin of the Olympic Games is based on the legendary
chariot race between Pelops and Oinomaos, the early Olympic Games did not
include chariot races. The first chariot races were introduced to the Olympic
Games in the year 680 B.C.
1. Olivovà, Chariot Racing in the Ancient World: p. 85: “The only emperor to actually take part in the Olympic games was Nero, in 67 A.D, but he fell from his chariot and had to be lifted back into it; even then he
did not complete the race – yet was given the victor’s wreath.”
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When Poseidon fell in love with Pelops and brought him to Mount Olympus,
the gods donated him a legendary chariot with winged horses. After the death of
his father he came to Greece and participated in a chariot race in order to gain
the love of Hippodamia. Her father Oinomaos hunted every suitor in his chariot
and shot him with his bow. Nevertheless, Pelops defeated Oinomaos with the
help of Myrtilos and killed both of them. But Pelops felt guilty and sacrificed in
the stadium of Olympia and the rulers of Pisa celebrated the memory of Pelops
and founded the Olympic Games. In the Iliad the Greek poet Homer gave us a
detailed and colourful description of the chariot race which formed part of the funeral for the dead hero Patroklos who fell during the siege of Troy.2

Chariot-racing in the Ancient World
Originally, the chariot races were sacred rituals or aristocratic competitions.
Chariots and horses were the exclusive privilege and highly appreciated monopoly of the royal families. Since that time chariot racing became a fundamental element of the civilisation of the Ancient World and aristocratic entertainment. Chariot racing in Ancient Greece was a royal tradition to demonstrate power and social rank. In the seventh century B.C. chariot racing was included in the Olympic
Games for the first time. The social character of chariot racing began to change
when it became part of the public games in the Roman Empire. The chariots and
the horses remained the costly property of the aristocrats and the upper classes,
but instead of competing in the races themselves, they began to employ professional charioteers. The victory, nevertheless, belonged to the aristocratic owners,
2. Homer, Iliad, XXIII 257ff.; Olivova′ , Chariot racing in the ancient world: p. 74f.: “A third question that arises from Homer’s description of the chariot races in honour of Patroklos is whether it presents a Mycenaeen
tradition orally preserved, or whether it reflects contemporary (i.e. 8th century B.C.) reality. The description
is so detailed, direct and colourful that one doubts whether Homer was only recalling a long-dead tradition...
The lively, colourful, and dramatic description of the chariot races that we find in Homer strengthens the hypothesis that this detailed, practical presentation reflects more than a centuries old tradition, but was rather
the impressions of an eye-witness who had seen such races for himself in his birthplace in Asia Minor.”
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so that is not surprising that we can find a woman called Kyniska in the list of the
Olympic champions.3
The public games reached their peak under the Roman emperors in the
first four centuries A.D. The number of days in the year devoted to public
games rose from eighty-eight in the first century to 135 in the second and 176
in the fourth century. Julius Caesar was a regular attender, but it was noticed
that he was sometimes giving his attention to state documents and his correspondence rather than to the chariot races.4 On the other hand Augustus went
less frequently to the Circus Maximus, but he was interested in the chariot
races.5 Tiberius was a victor in Olympia some time before 4 B.C., and in 17
A.D. his stepson Germanicus attained the Olympic olive wreath. Of course,
the wreaths were not given to the charioteer, but presented to the owners of
the victorious chariots.6 Some years later Tiberius did not show much interest
in the public games.7
Caligula was a fanatical supporter of the Green Faction and he often visited
their stables and dined with the successful charioteers.8 Suetonius reports that on
one occasion he made a gift of two million sesterces to a charioteer of the Greens.9
3. Ebert, Griechische Epigramme auf Sieger an gymnischen und hippischen Agonen, S. 42.
4. Sueton, Caesar IL.
5. Sueton, Augustus XVIII: “Spectaculorum et assiduitate et varietate et magnificentia omnes antecessit. Fecisse se ludos sit suo nomine quater, pro aliis magistratibus, qui aut abessent aut non sufficerent, ter et vicies... in circo aurigas cursoresque et confectores ferarum, et nonnumquam ex nobilissima iuventute, produxit.”
6. Olivova, Chariot Racing in the Ancient World, S. 85, Sueton, Caesar IL.
7. Sueton, Tiberius XLVII: “Neque spectacula omnino edidit: et iis, quae ab aliquo ederentur, rarissimae interfuit, ne quid exposceretur, utique postquam comoedum Actium coactus est manumittere.”
8. Cameron, Circus factions, p.74: “Central to all modern accounts of the factions is the conviction that the
Blues represented the upper, the Greens the lower classes...the Blues are still the land owning aristocracy,
but also their clients: the Greens embraced well-to-do commercial and industrial interests as well as the poor...
and what is humble about Caligula, Nero or Lucius Vero, all fanatical Greens? Last it be argued that they only favoured the Greens for political reasons, we happen to know that Nero had been a fan from childhood.”
9. Sueton, Caligula LV: “Prasinae factioni ita addictus et deditus, ut cenaret in stabulo assidue et maneret,
agitatori Eutycho comisatione quadam in apophoretis vivies sestertium contulit. Incitato equo, cuius causa
pridie circenses, ne inquietaretur, viciniae silentium per milites indicere solebat, praeter equile marmoreum
et praesaepe eburneum praeterque purpurea tegumenta ac monilia e gemmis domum etiam et familiam et
supellectilem dedit, quo lautius nomine eius invitati acciperentur: consulatum quoque traditur destinasse.”
Harris, Sports in Greece and Rome, London 1972.
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Claudius invested a lot of money in the embellishment of the Circus Maximus
und allocated special seats for the senators.10
The charioteers in the Roman circuses were mostly professionals, recruited
from the lower classes and slaves. They belonged to different factions, owned by
private individuals mainly from among the Roman aristocracy. The factions were
distinguished by their colours, and each faction was represented by at least one
team.11 Although the charioteers in the circus did not enjoy civil rights, successful
charioteers could become popular heroes and wealthy men. At the start of their
racing careers many charioteers were slaves to whom success commonly brought
freedom.
There were official regulations according to which an active participation
of the nobility was considered socially undesirable. Charioteers were inhonestae personae and their social position as popular heroes was contrasted by
the paradox that the law held them in the lowest esteem. Nevertheless, some
young men of the upper social classes at Rome protested against the prohibition of taking part in chariot races and they managed to give up their civil
rights in order to be allowed to appear in the circus and take part in chariot
races. This attempted deception was shattered by the second resolution of the
Tabula Larinas. The elaborated version of the Senatus consultum excluded
every Roman citizen from the arena and the circus who had formerly enjoyed
Roman civil rights.12

10. Sueton, Claudius XXI: “Circenses frequenter etiam in Vaticano commisit, nonnumquam interiecta per
quinos missus venatione. Circo vero maximo marmoreis carceribus auratisque metis, quae utraque et tofina
ac lignea antea fuerant, exculto propria senatoribus constituit loca promiscue spectare solitis; ac super quadrigarum certamina Troiae lusum exhibuit.”
11. Cameron, Circus factions, p.1ff: “Despite an abundant scholary literature, the factions of the Roman and
Byzantine circus remain an astonishingly underresearched subject... We must in fact make a sharp distinction between the small body of professional performers who organized and took part in the actual shows, and
the much larger bodies of spectators who merely watched... Yet, in every single ancient text where the word
factio occurs, there can be no question but that it refers to the professional performers, not to their fan clubs.”
12. Levick, Das SC der Tabula Larinas, S. 41ff.
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Nero the emperor – Nero the charioteer
Nero was born on 15th of December in the year 37 A.D. After the death of his father Domitius Athenobarbus and the banishment of his mother Agrippina he was
brought up by his aunt Domitia. In 41 A.D. Agrippina returned to Rome and
married Claudius. Lucius was adopted by the emperor in 50 A.D. and called
Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus Germanicus. He married Octavia, the daughter of
Claudius, in 53 A.D. in order to confirm his ambitions. After the removal of
Claudius Nero was emperor of the Roman Empire. The early years of his reign
were promising (quinquennium), but the good influence of the philosopher
Seneca vanished more and more. Nero arranged the killing of his mother and his
stepbrother Britannicus. Unfortunately, he dissociated from his teacher Seneca
and forced him to commit suicide in 65 A.D. The biographer Suetonius states the
bad dispositions of Nero in the beginning of his biography.13
Nero more and more suffered from his megalomania. The burning of Rome
in 64 A.D. and the persecution of the Christians were the cruel atrocities of the insane emperor. Nero committed suicide in 68 A.D. Nevertheless, the emotional
and extroverted emperor was popular with the Roman masses because he gave
them what they demanded – panem et circenses. He was inspired by Greek culture –solos scire audire Graecos solosque se et studiis suis dignos ait– and he intended to receive Greek traditions.14 From his earliest years he had a special passion for horses and chariot racing. The Roman biographer Suetonius describes in
some passages of his biography of Nero the ardent passion of the emperor. The
historian Tacitus quotes Subrius Flavus who expressed his contempt calling Nero
a murderer and charioteer.15

13. Sueton, Nero I: “Pluris e familia cognosci referre arbitror, quo facilius appareat ita degenerasse a suorum
virtutibus Nero, ut tamen vitia cuiusque quasi tradita et ingenita rettulerit.”
14. Sueton, Nero XXII: “Nec contentus harum artium esperimenta Romae dedisse, Achaiam, ut diximus, petit hinc maxime motus... solos scire audire Graecos solosque se et studiis suis dignos ait.”
15. Tacitus, Annales, 15,67,2: “Odisse coepi, postquam parricida matris et uxoris, auriga et histrio et incendarius extitisti.” According to this formulation we can expect that the expression charioteer has no good connotation.
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Once, while Nero was lamenting the fate of a charioteer and his preceptor
was scolding him, he pretended that he was talking of Hector. At the beginning
of his reign he used to play every day with ivory chariots and he came from his
house in the country to all the games so regularly that no one doubted that he
would be in Rome on that special day. He soon longed to drive a chariot himself
and even to show himself frequently in public.16
Nero never missed a meeting in the Circus, if he was anywhere near the city.
He knew that the urban population expected to be provided with amusements as
well as food by the emperor. Nero understood better than any emperor since
Augustus how to win the people’s favour, or how least to incur their hostility. He
gave many entertainments of different kinds and increased the number of races.
Almost 250.000 spectators in the Circus Maximus represented to some extent
the Republican committee assemblies and provided opportunities for popular
opinions to reach the emperor directly.17
The chariot races were of a major interest and a subject of constant discussion among the commons in Rome. This huge mass of people did not constitute
a serious threat to imperial power, but it was on the interest of the authorities
that they should be kept reasonably content and free from a disposition to riot.
Nero appeased the Roman masses with his bread and games policy.18 He was
16. Sueton, Nero XXII: “Equorum studio vel praecipue ab ineunte aetate flagravit plurimusque illi sermo, quanquam vetaretur, de circibus erat: et quondam tractum prasini agitatorem inter condiscipulos querens, obiurgante paedagogo, de Hectore se loqui ementitus est. Sed cum inter initia imperii eburneis quadrigiis cotidie
in abaco luderet, ad omnis etiam minimos circenses a secessu commeabat, primo clam, deinde propalam,
ut nemini dubium esset eo die utique affuturum.”
17. Sueton, Nero I: “Spectaculorum plurima et varia genera edidit: iuvenales, circenses scaenicos ludos, gladiatorium munus... circensibus loca equiti secreta a ceteris tribuit commisitque etiam camelorum quadrigis...sparsa et populo missilia omnium rerum per omnes dies.”
18. Harris, Sport in Greece and Rome, S. 213; Sueton, Nero, VI: “Nero natus est Anti post VIIII. mensem
quam Tiberius excessit, XVIII. Kal. Ian. tantum quod exoriente sole, paene ut radiis primus quam terra contingeretur.” Nero XI: “Spectaculorum plurima et varia genera edidit: iuvenales, circenses, scaenicos ludos,
gladiatorum munus... commisitque etiam camelorum quadrigas.” Nero XXII: “Equorum studio vel praecipue
ab ineunte aetate flagravit plurimusque illi sermo, quanquam vetaretur, de circensibus erat; et quondam tractum prasini agitatorem inter condiscilulos querens, obiurgante paedagogo, de Hectore se loqui ementitus est.
sed cum inter initia imperii eburneis quadrigis cotidie in abaco luderet, ad omnis etiam minimos circenses a
secessu commeabat, primo clam, deinde propalam, ut nemini dubium esset eo die utique affuturum.” Nero
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not content to be merely a patron of racing but he wanted to participate himself.
However, it was unthinkable that the emperor, with his unlimited powers and
unique social standing, could compete with any human being. So, he built a private practice track and prepared carefully for his appearances as a charioteer in
the Circus Maximus.19 The traditional place for chariot racing in Rome was the
magnificent Circus Maximus between the Palatine and the Aventine hills.
The Circus Maximus was one of the first monumental buildings which marked the
transformation of Rome into a caput mundi and the open track is familiar today to anybody who has ever been in Rome. The races were celebrated in honour of the emperor.
This was one of the places were the cult of the emperors was born and encouraged.20
Nero surrounded himself with the spirit of divinity and required the horse
drawn chariot to be the exclusive vehicle of emperors and gods.21 When the
XXII: “Neque dissimulabat velle se palmarum numerum ampliari; quare spectaculum multiplicatis missibus in serum
protrahebatur; mox et ipse aurigare atque etiam spectari saepius voluti positoque in hortis inter servitia et sordidam plebem rudimento universorum se oculis in circo maximo praebuit, aliquo liberto mittente mappam unde
magistratus solent.” Tacitus, Annales XIII 3: “Nero puerilibus statim annis vividum animum in alia detorsit...aut
regimen equorum exercere.” Annales, XIV 14: “Vetus illi cupido erat curriculo quadrigarum insistere.”
19. Sueton, Nero XXII: “Neque dissimulabat velle se palmarum numerum ampliari: quare spectaculum multiplicatis
missibus in serum protrahebatur, ne dominis quidem iam factionum dignantibus nisi ad totius diei cursum greges ducere. Mox et ipse aurigare atque etiam spectari saepius voluit positoque in hortis inter servitia et sordidam plebem rudimento universorum se oculis in circo maximo praebuit, aliquo liberto mittente mappam unde magistratibus solent.”
20. Olivova′ : Chariot Racing in the Ancient World, S. 81f: “At a time when civil political activity had been stifled, this right provided one of the outlets for free speech, and gave the circus games a distinctly political
character. The emperors accepted the demands made on them, and those who replied accordingly became
extremely popular figures.” Harris, Sport in Greece and Rome, S. 213: “This huge mass of people did not
constitute a serious threat to imperial power, but it was to the interest of the authorities that they should be
kept reasonably content and free from a disposition to riot. The recipe for securing this was, in Juvenal’s memorable phrase, ‘Bread and Games’ (panem et circenses).” Ammianus Marcellinus, XXVIII: “the Circus Maximus is temple, home, community centre and the fulfilment of all their hopes... They declare that the country will be ruined if at the next meeting their own particular champion does not come out first out of the starting-gate and keep his horses in line as he brings them round the post.”
21. Olivovà, Chariot Racing in the Ancient World, p. 87: “In religious painting this was reflected in the motif of the emperor as a charioteer being welcomed in Heaven by God Himself; by the depiction of Elijah in
his holy chariot, and the frequent motif of Christ ascending to Heaven in a racing chariot. Thus once more,
as at the very beginning centuries before, the horse-drawn chariot became the exclusive vehicle of the emperors, holy men, and God Himself.” Tacitus, Annales, XUV 14: “concertare equis regium et antiques ducibus
factitatum memorabat.” Sueton, Nero 53: “Solem aurigando aequiperare existimaretur.”
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Parthian Tiridates came to Rome in A.D. 66 to confess himself Nero’s slave and
to receive from Nero the throne of Armenia, special purple awnings were
stretched over the theatre of Pompey and a picture of Nero driving his chariot
among the stars was painted on them.22
The races themselves were inaugurated by a white scarf thrown into the arena. In addition to the traditional two and four horses, there were races with six
even ten horses harnessed to the chariot. Each stable was represented by at least
one team and each race took seven rounds. The chariots often had collisions at
the colonnade around which the chariots had to turn. The charioteers carried
knives, to be able to free themselves from the tangled harnesses. The tragic end
of many of these accidents is attested by the funereal inscriptions on the gravestones of many charioteers, whose death between eighteen and twenty-two was
nothing unusual. The charioteers were mostly professionals, recruited from the
lower orders and slaves. Successful racers could earn a lot of money and improve their social status. Each race was for an advertised sum of prize money, up
to sixty thousand sesterces.
Nero broke with tradition in 60 A.D. when he founded the Neronia.23 These
sacred games imitated Greek traditions and their expense was a charge on the
public treasury. They were celebrated in the summer every four years. These
events took place in Nero’s freshly built amphitheatre. There were also athletic
events and chariot racing in the Circus of Gaius and Nero. The charioteers in Ancient Greece started virtutis causa and the participation as a competitor, far from
involving “infamy”, was to be honourable, as it had always been in Greece, and
open to the highest rank in society. Even the Roman emperor was able to participate in the chariot races at the Neronia like the aristocratic princes in Ancient
Greece. The Neronia were given a status higher than that of the ordinary games
and imitated Olympic traditions. Nero invited the Vestal virgins to witness the
contests of the athletes, because at Olympia the priestesses of Ceres were al22. Baldson, Life and leisure in Ancient Rome, S. 258.
23. Tacitus, Annales XIV, 20: “Nerone quartum Cornelio Cosso consulibus quinquennale ludicrum Romae
institutum est ad morem Graeci certaminis.” Sueton, Nero XXII: “instituit... certamen primis omnium Romae
more Greco triplex, musicum gymnicum equestre.”
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lowed the same privilege.24 Four years later in 65 A.D. the games were held for
the second and last time. At this time the Senate thought it prudent to offer Nero
the prizes of victory before the competitions started. But Nero was not content
with showing his proficiency in these arts only at Rome.

Nero - Periodon›kis
Nero desired a foreign campaign to become a circuit victor (periodon›kis). This title
was bestowed on someone who had been victorious in the panhellenic games that
comprised the circuit (per›odos). Milon was the first Olympic hero in Ancient Greece.
In the second half of the 6th century A.D. he won 32 wreaths in the four panhellenic
festivals in Olympia, Pythia, Nemeia and Isthmeia and was called periodon›kis.25
Nero seemed to be jealous of this extraordinary record and he decided to surpass this performance by winning all Greek festivals in the same year.26 For this
unique title the games were all shunted into the same year, regardless of when
they were properly celebrated.
The Olympics, the Pythia, the Nemeia and the Isthmeia were part of the circuit in the Classical and Hellenistic periods. The Aktia in Nicopolis and the Heraia at Argos were also incorporated in the early Roman period. The period of the
early Roman age comprised six festivals in all – the four games of the original circuit plus the Aktia and the Heraia. According to Suetonius and Cassius Dio Nero
competed in every Greek festival.27
Nero gave his most conspicuous performances in Greece, where his sporting
activities were combined with his feats as actor and musician.28 The major festi24. Sueton, Nero XII: “ad athletarum spectaculum invitavit et virgines Vestales, quia Olympiae quoque Cereris
sacerdotibus spectare conceditur.”
25. Decker, Sport in der griechischen Antike, S. 131ff.
26. Suetonius, Nero XXII 3: “certamina deinceps obiit omnia.”; Cassius Dio, 63.14.3x.
27. Kennel, NERON PERIODONIKHS; S. 242ff.; Sueton, Nero XXII : “Instituerant civitates, apud quas musici agones edi solent, omnes citharoedorum coronas ad ipsum mittere.”
28. Sueton, Nero XXII: “Instituerant civitates, apud quas musici agones edi solent, omnes citharoedorum coronas ad ipsum mittere.”
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vals were celebrated in cycles of two or four years, but during Nero’s presence in
Greece the 211th Olympic Games were postponed from 65 to 67, and Nero was
thus able to take part in the Pythian and Isthmian festivals as well. He insisted on
musical and dramatic contests being added to the Olympic programme for the
first and only time in the history of the Games.29
In competition he observed the rules and when the victory was won, he made the
announcement himself.30 He won the crowns for harp playing and tragic acting. He
then entered, and of course, won the competition for heralds which had by this time
become a regular feature of the festival. In the hippodrome he won the quadriga races
for horses and colts. Although in a poem written earlier in his life he had rebuked Mithridates, King of Pontus, for his ostentation in driving a ten-horse chariot, he demanded
that an event in that category should be included in the Games. In the early stage of the
race he was jolted out of his chariot. He did not remount but was replaced in it.
Although he did not complete the course, he was nevertheless awarded the crown.31
The spectators in the theatre were not allowed to leave the theatre while Nero
was singing.32 Depending on his trepidation and anxiety at the contests, he tried
to fool or bribe his opponents.33 Nero also took part in other Greek Games and
although there is no way of telling how many festivals Nero really did attend, he
returned to Rome with 1.808 victory crowns.34
29. Sueton, Nero XXIII: “Nam et quae diversissimorum temporum sunt, cogi in unum annum, quibusdam
etiam iteratis, iussit et Olympiae quoque praeter consuetudinem musicum agonaa commisit.”
30. Sueton, Nero XXIV: “In certando vero ita legi oboediebat, ut numquam exscreare ausus sudorem quoque
frontis braccio detegeret...in tragico quodam actu... pavidus et metuens... victorem autem se ipse pronuntiabat.”
31. Sueton, Nero XXIV: “Aurigavit quoque purifariam, Olympiis vero etiam decemiugem, quamvis id ipsum
in rege Mithridate carmine quodam suo reprehendisset; sed excussus curru ac rursus repositus, cum perdurare non posset, destitit ante decursum; neque eo setius coronatus est.” Moretti, Olympionikai, S. 158: “Neron
di Roma, imperatore, quadriga, quadriga dei puledri, tiro a dieci dei puledri, araldi, tragedi, citaredi.”
32. Sueton, Nero XXIII: “Cantante eo ne necessaria quidam causa excedere teatro licitum est. Itaque et enixae quaedam in spectaculis dicuntur... aut morte simulata funeree lati.”
33. Sueton, Nero XXIII: “Quam autem trepide anxieque certaverit, quanta adversariorum aemulatione, quo
metu iudicum, vix credi potest. Adversarios, quasi plane condicionis eiusdem, observare, captare, infamare
secreto, nonnumquam ex occursu maledictis intessere ac, si qua arte praecellerent, conrumpere etiam solebat. Iudices autem prius quam inciperet reverendissime adloquebatur, omnia se facienda ferisse, sed eventum in manu esse Fortunae.”
34. Kennell, p. 246: “The number has an air of meticulous exactitude, but it is illusory.”
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Cassius Dio describes in one passage that the soldiers and crowd in Nero’s Greek
entourage hail their emperor as: Pution›kin ka› Olumpion›kin ka› periodon›kin panton›kin.35 The acclamations were recorded in ascending order of prominence. Nero
as “universal victor” implies that he was victorious in the four great Classical Games
and the minor Roman games in Greece. Nero had won the six festivals in the same
year, moreover, he had won in every contest he had entered.
The only expression for this performance could have been “absolute victor”
(panton›kis). But we have to consider that only Nero had the power to arrange
the great four Classical Festivals in the same year and that no competitor hazarded to win against the Roman emperor.
In spite of Nero’s scandalous behaviour Olympia has profited from his attendance. A lot of building activities were the direct result of Nero’s anticipated visit
to Olympia. The pavillon for the Olympic judges was converted into an imperial
residence and the Altis has been extended by a special building for the representation of the athletes. According to Flaminius and his reverence to Greece he
presented the province with freedom and gave the judges Roman citizenship and
a large sum of money.
Returning from Greece, Nero came to Naples and entered that city with white
horses. Coming back to Rome, he rode in the chariot which Augustus had used
in his triumphs and he bore the Olympic crown on his head.36 Although he was
praised like an Olympic champion and compared with Augustus, his victories
have been extinguished from the official lists.37

Conclusion
Nero had a great predilection for the Greek culture and he appreciated the
chariot as their aristocratic and religious symbol. Furthermore, he had a special
35. Cassius Dio, 63.10.2.
36. Sueton, Nero XXV: “Reversus e Graecia Neapolim... albis equis introit... sed et Romam eo curru, quo
Augustus olim triumphaverat... capite gerens Olympiacam, dextra manu Phyticam.”
37. Cassius Dio 63.20.5.
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favour for the great Greek festivals, especially for the Olympic Games. So he
decided in 67 A.D. to visit Greece and take part in the festivals in order to become a new kind of periodon›kis. But the title peridon›kis was not enough for
the Roman emperor. He wanted to surpass the great performances of the
Greek athletes and created a new kind of competition. He postponed the
Olympic Games from 65 A.D. to 67 A.D. in order to win all festivals in the same
year. The four great Greek festivals were complemented by the two Roman
festivals in Nikopolis and Argos.
Nero was a fanatic adherent of chariot racing and he did not reserve himself
from taking part in the Olympic chariot races. He could not bear to lose in the
Olympic chariot race and although he fell off of his chariot and could not finish
the race he proclaimed himself a victor.
Cassius Dio states that Nero gained 1.808 wreaths during his excursion to
Greece in 67 A.D. This accurate specification prima vista seems to be probable,
but the huge number of his victories finally is incredible. Nero’s megalomania
depended on the love of his populace. So he decided to appear as the ultimate
champion in the Greek festivals.
The condemnation of Nero’s aesthetic and sporting activities did not lie so
much in the activities themselves, which were morally reprehensible, but the degree to which Nero practised them. The Romans did not blame Nero’s passion
for music or his performances as an amateur, but the fact that he posed and
failed as a “professional”.38 Although Nero failed as a sportsman, we have to be
grateful for the generous benefits and the donations he gave to Olympia.
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“ZANES” AS PENALTIES AND THEIR EXTENSIONAL MEANING
IN THE MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES, VIEWED BY A SEMIOTIC ASPECT
Irene Parastatidou (GRE)

Zanes as penalties in ancient Olympic Games
The most serious form of unfair play that could be committed in Ancient
Olympic Games by an athlete was a paid victory, and anything else that Hellanodikes considered as offence to the sacred Games (1). Paid victory occurred
when a rich but weak athlete paid a stronger but poor athlete to lose the game
on purpose. The Olympic Games were dedicated to Olympian Gods, and so the
judicature and punishment were given to the “faulty athletes” by superior divine
power, by Nemesis. The above rationale was adopted by the Elean organizers in
order to prevent athletes from committing unfairness or cheating and so to preserve the proper holding of the Olympic Games. Eleans, more specifically the
Delphi’s oracle, had the right to exclude even Athens from these games, whereat
every Mediterranean athlete could participate (1). Until nowadays sixteen bases
of Zanes are saved (2).
The most serious penalty against illegal athletes was the construction of
Zanes, which were made with the monetary fines that the athletes-cheaters paid.
Zanes were coppery figurines of the father of gods, Jupiter, that a) warned athletes not to violate the rules of the Olympic Games, because they would be punished and humiliated in front of Gods’ and people’s eyes and b) showed the
Eleans’ devotion to gods. Zanes decorated the road that was leading athletes to
the stadium, the sacred area of Altis, and back inside the gymnasium. They men43
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tioned the offender’s name, his hometown and the way he offended gods; they
humiliated not only him but also his hometown. So, these figurines were set really cleverly, because they warned athletes –before they entered shrine Altis– that
if they cheated during the Games, they would show their disrespectfulness to
gods, to the rest of the athletes and to the Olympic Games per se, therefore they
would be punished by Nemesis.
Although every athlete was aware of the punishment that followed the illegality, there were some athletes that breached the Olympic rules. What kind of personality would exchange god’s grace for an Olympic victory that one doesn’t
even deserve? What were their feelings when they intended to deceive gods, athletes, games’ spectators and even themselves, that they were the best? It is possible that these athletes hardly believed in gods and that they craved for victory
and glory so much that they did not care about gods’ disgrace. The illegal athletes may have also been weedy characters, without resistance to temptations,
with irrepressible craving for victory by all means, without respect to themselves
and the rest of the athletes. Furthermore, it seems that these athletes didn’t understand or didn’t even care about the enormous cost of their unfairness. Last
but not least, the illegal athletes might have a dilemma; being the winners and
accept the public honor (for example, erection of statue) and admiration, or being faithful to Gods and having their grace.
However, a critical comment is that none of the wrongful athletes was Elean,
except of Poliktotora’s father. There are of course some possible explanations:
a) the illegal athletes came from remote countries, such as Egypt and Smyrna
and they did not believe in the Eleans’ gods; b) they were simply atheists as personalities; c) they were unaware of the penalty’s severity in Altis Games; d) they
didn’t care about the potential punishment, but only for victory, because the
journey to Altis was long and grueling or e) they may have believed that the punishment would not “keep alive” through centuries and would not go further than
Altis, where the Olympic Games were hold.
It is also argued that some rules made for the Ancient Olympic Games might have
been created, as a confrontation measure to avoid forms of illegality, which are not
known nowadays. There had been an Olympic oath (swearing to the rules of the
44
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Games) and also a regulation that compelled the athletes to be at Olympia for training 10 months before the Games. So, this rule might have been enforced so that all
athletes would be together and not try cheating before the games by any means.

The penalty of “Zane” in modern Olympic Games
The most serious offence against the Games’ rules that an athlete can commit in
modern Olympic Games is to make use of anabolic steroids and other forbidden substances. This is considered as an offence, because the athlete that makes use of
sneaky means (additional substances) is favoured against the others that do not
make use of them. At this point lays the modern “Zane” and it is called so, because
the “faulty athletes” deserve a punishment such as Zanes in Ancient Olympic Games.
It is widely known that professional athletes train unendingly and reach the
zenith of human body performance. In this way, all athletes –without receiving
forbidden substances– can have the same records but some of them use these
substances in order to improve their performance. Consequently, it seems that
victory is a result of the “best substance” and not the outcome of the best effort.
Unfortunately, the stronger the substances are, the more side effects they cause
to an athlete’s health.
It could be said that athletes buy fame and victory not only with money but
also with their health and ethics. The consequence of the above comment is unpleasant, because it seems that championship does enhance neither health, nor
morals; vice-versa, it destroys athletes’ health and mars their morality totally. As
regards health, the most serious problems seem to be coronary disease, renal
and hepatic dysfunctions, sterilization, and even sudden death during training (4).
As regards ethics, it follows that the use of forbidden substances makes athletic
values and aspirations (such as rivalry, meritocracy, morals, solidarity, fairness)
vanish, while it promotes mischief, victory by all means, lack of meritocracy and
respect to all other athletes.
A whole mechanism is constructed on sport life and it is well built up “on the
athletes’ and coaches’ backs”. This system includes: a) sponsors that push ath45
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letes to the edge of their performance (Citius, Altius, Fortius), in order to make
the games more interesting for the consuming public; b) pharmaceutical industries that compete per se to create the best and more effective substance; c) even
the States, which push their athletes to the edge, in order to gather many medals,
so as to show off to all other countries.
Generally, it seems that Olympic Games and sports are influenced by globalization. During the first four decades of the modern Olympic Games, the International Olympic Committee (IOC) was looking for financial sources. By the time
television “became interested” in promoting the Games, the IOC did not deny
selling the Olympic coverage. Some large multinational companies (Coca-cola,
Adidas) were then attracted by this action and wanted to advertise and promote
their products via the Olympic Games and television all over the world. All these
things made athletes become “more professional”. Athletics has ended up being
a profession, being business; an enterprise that makes the most competitive athletes, who try to perform the greatest show for all the people worldwide to watch.
Working in that enterprise one should be more than the best of what he is.
So, athletes go to extremes, use drugs and lose their identity as “real moral
athletes”. Moreover, they become just executors of their job whether that means
making a new record or gaining the first place or a medal. Such athletes do not
compete for fun or satisfaction, but for victory, money and glory, without caring
if they really deserve all these. Athletes –of course– are not the only persons to
blame; all the agents taking place in the mechanism of the Games are responsible for drug use, because they trade on athletes. Except from the aforementioned
factors, another factor is the Games’ viewers all over the world, who starve for
records and super shows, just like the ancient Romans in the Circus, who sought
for “panem et circuses” (bread and show) (5).
Consequently, Olympic champions are “symbols” in front of the public eyes
and all the others are “users of the symbols” in the sense that all they want is to
promote themselves without caring about the Olympic spirit. Pharmaceutical industries and sponsors have economic aspirations, while athletes’ trainers are interested in fame, victory and money that they may have not obtained during
their athletic career. But, athletes for themselves want their self-assertion, be46
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cause victory comes as a spur and an answer to the cruel and lasting hours of
training sessions, to their choice of sacrificing their personal and social life (and
their own health) in the name of championship.
To control or prevent the phenomenon of illegal substances’ use in sports, a
means called doping control has been set up. Unfortunately, it is not for all athletes but it is selectively applied, because the cost of this method is too high. The
penalties (“Zanes”) –according to the International Olympic Committee’s decision in 1988– are a) forbiddance of participation at the Olympic Games against
doped athletes, their coaches and agents, b) monetary fines, c) medal retraction
and d) blackening of their reputation (5). But, the worst penalty is health problems that show up when years pass by. Here lays the “modern Nemesis”, which
is related not with a punishment coming from a God but with a punishment that
comes as the years go by in fullness of time.
The doping problem has become bigger and bigger during the last decades and its
confrontation is now really hard. Except from doping control, which should be applied
to everyone, there should be adequate athletes’ informing and coaches’ sensitizing
about their vital role. Specifically, they (athletes and coaches) should learn everything
about the side effects of forbidden substances’ use and should look forward not to
their self-assertion, but the protection of the athletic morals and their health.
For the sake of the best solution to the problem, differences between doped
athletes or coaches promoting dope and “clean” athletes or coaches rejecting
dope should be made clear. Evidently, the former place victory in priority, lacking the necessary psychic resistance, whereas the latter know how to say “NO”,
count on their own efficacy, value health over and above victory and glory, thus
showing respect for themselves and the rest of the athletes.

“Zanes” as penalties in ancient and modern Olympic Games
from a semiotic point of view
According to the above features, it is obvious that motives that prompt athletes
to commit an offense during the games are the same in modern as well as in An47
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cient Olympic Games. More specifically, it seems that athletes and their escorts
seek for surpassing their opponent by all means, for victory and glory. All these
manifest the will to take control of their rivals, dominate and impose power upon
them.
In ancient times, the offence that an athlete could commit was to buy the given victory from a very strong but poor athlete – before the beginning of the
games. In this way, the last one deliberately lost the match that was won by the
rich but weak athlete. The rich athlete sought for victory and domination upon a
stronger athlete, who needed money and let the rich athlete hold over him. On
the other hand, the offence in modern Olympic Games refers to the use of anabolic and other substances, which improve the athletes’ performance against all
other athletes that do not make use of such substances, either because of morality codes or because of financial reasons. The first ones want to win their opponents and so they make use of drugs. The offenders, either in ancient or in modern Olympic Games, seem to care only about themselves and their needs for
money, glory and self-assertion. In reverse, they do not appear to care for the
Olympic Spirit and “fair play”.
The harshest penalty in Ancient Games was not the monetary fine given to
the offenders but the “humiliating figurines” (Zanes) which were constructed
with this fine. The offender’s name was inscribed on the base of the figurine
along with other inscriptions that talked about people’s devotion to the gods. In
this way, the assignment of Nemesis was depicted, since Jupiter stepped on the
rules’ violators, reminding all other athletes to awe gods, to respect their opponents, to try to win fairly with the body and legs’ power and not with briberies (6).
Respectively, the harshest penalty in modern Games seems to be athletes’ exclusion from athletic organizations that means stopping their athletic career in which
they have invested their dreams and their own life. In Ancient Games the penalty was considered as harsh because the offenders “gained” god’s disgrace, but in
modern days religion is not that important. In fact, there are some other factors
that keep athletes off making drug use and violating the Games’ rules: social outcry, athletic career’s termination, and even oncoming health problems.
As regards the illegalities’ confrontation measures, it seems that they were
48
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more clever and more effective in ancient times (Zanes’ construction), than those
in modern Olympic Games (doping control). Ancient Olympic Games lasted approximately 12 centuries (776 B.C. - 393 A.C.) (7); however, there have been
recorded a few cases of offence. On the other hand, in modern Games, which
are on their 110th year of life, there are dozens of such cases. So, the repute of
Ancient Olympic Games –according to evidence that comes up to date– was well
protected by the Elean organizers. But, nowadays the prestige of the Games is
questioned by ideologists, who believe that the Olympic Games have lost a big
part of their athletic spirit, the so-called “fair play” («Î·Ïﬁ˜ Î·È ·Á·ıﬁ˜»). On the
other hand, persons who seek for wealth, victory by all means and glory confront
the Games prestige with their indifference and hypocrisy. Of course, it is obvious
that things in ancient times were more easy and simpler than they are in modern
world.
Moreover, in Ancient Games there was a direct warning about the penalty
that would follow an athlete’s violation of the rules before one entered Altis
(Zanes were placed under the thesaurus in a line until the Crypt). But in modern
games, laws, which are instituted and concern penalties against doped athletes,
do not give warnings so directly, but rather indirectly. Furthermore, warnings are
related with time and not with place. Specifically, athletes know that doping control may take place before and after the event at any time.
Because of the fact that doping control is applied selectively to a few athletes,
it can be said that “faulty athletes” have a good chance to escape from being
“caught”, in contrast with the athletes of ancient times. Concerning the last ones,
it seems that athletes were fewer than nowadays and the illegal athletes could not
hide in the crowd. So, they had fewer hope to escape from being caught and
when this finally happened, they were humiliated. Indeed, some researchers believe that Zanes may have been stolen by the “guilty athletes”, whom they were
made for, or by their birth towns that were also disgraced.
Another point is that in ancient times victory was sure, as the deal was made
between two persons who were satisfied with the results. The strongest athlete
earned money and the rich but weak athlete gained fame and glory. On the other hand, in modern Olympic Games satisfaction of victory that follows the unfair49
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ness is not so sure for every athlete and that is because there are not so many
“first positions” for all. There might be many athletes that make use of drugs but
only three of them could take a medal and 8 or 16 of them would earn money.
Consequently, the sacrifice of time and good health is outbalanced only in a few
cases with a victory as a “payoff”.
What is more, athletes in modern Olympic Games buy victory with money
(for the best “amplifying substances”), with ethics and with their health (the
stronger a substance is, the more serious the physiological problems are on
board). On the other hand, in ancient times when athletes bought victory, they
only lost money and their respect and faith to Gods. Belief in Gods was equal to
morality, as conceived nowadays, while health was not sacrificed in the name of
glory and victory. In any case though, when athletes (and their escorts) were
caught/are caught for violating the rules, they were/are the losers of the Games.
In summary, as regards to athletes (in ancient and modern Olympic Games)
it seems that they use money to attain glory and the first place, which is only
worth when these are achieved straightly and not with sneaky means. Athletes
“sell” their ethics, which reflects the strength of their character and they “sell”
their health, which is the most priceless good in man’s life, for victory. Therefore,
it seems that they want so much to dominate over their opponents, that they
cannot “dominate over themselves”. Unfortunately, when they are caught, together with domination over themselves, they also lose the domination over the
others and “gain” peoples’ resentfulness.
Furthermore, regarding sports as a notion, it seems that professionalism in
modern times is already part of champions’ life. This attitude is dangerous for the
Olympic Spirit, since athletes view sport as a job and not as a game that offers
pleasure and all its positive consequences to its participants. In Ancient Olympic
Games amateurism was an attitude that characterized the Olympic Games and it
meant honest and decent participation and not craving for victory by all means.
When professionalism was introduced, it partly caused the Games’ decay. The
same phenomenon might occur in modern Games. This is an additional reason
for more drastic efforts against drug use to be undertaken. The Olympic Games
deserve it, to regain the sense of being a game and not an occupation.
50
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Last but not least, in Ancient Games the Olympic Spirit, “fair play”, as an
idea of amateurism was alive till the end. Unfortunately, this spirit is absent in
modern Olympic Games. If doping control continues to be applied on the same
bases (being applied selectively to few athletes) and without the substantial interference by the responsible persons, then most of the athletes in championships
(not to say all of them) will be doped and so championship will end up to be the
worst side of sports. The well-built mechanism that has been constructed for so
many years “in a fixed and wise way” is too difficult to be catalyzed.
It seems that in the modern Olympic Games better measures must be taken
in order to protect athletes from oncoming drug use. The measures should be
more direct, so erection of statues that will humiliate the “faulty athletes” would
be a good idea. The difference will be that such statues should be transferable,
because modern Olympic Games are held in different countries every four years.
Consequently, the statues or just some symbolical signs could be placed in a position, so as to be seen by anyone, athletes, coaches, spectators.
Generally thinking, using force and emotions of fear as a way of preventing
rules infractions is not the most appropriate method. It would be better if confrontational measures for elite athletes (doping control) were replaced by preventative measures that actually take place before an athlete uses drugs. It is good
for an athlete to know why one should not make use of drugs and which are the
consequences of such a use (prevention). If a doped athlete is just “caught” and
then punished (confrontation) he may not deeply understand why he is punished. So, it is better to shape internal motives (respect), than external ones (fear)
in order to prevent the athletes from making use of drugs. Internal motives are
more powerful, more appropriate and more effective.
So, if a solution is still possible, it can come up by the athletes themselves. Informing about doping substances must take place in childhood at school and by
the members of the athletes’ family (parental education is also very important).
In Switzerland a lesson about doping is included in the schools’ program, but this
does not happen in every country. Moreover, the states should invest more in
mass athletics, public health, spread of physical education and sports, as the case
is in Scandinavian countries (8), and less in championship. Athletics counts the
51
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most if it promotes ethics and idealism and not when it is used by ambitious and
arrogant people for personal benefit. Via sport one can learn to respect himself
and all the other people, to be a strong character with high stamina and psychic
resistance, not to control other people but to control his egoism and lusts especially when one comes against other persons and the society itself. Unfortunately, it seems that it is not sport that shapes good character, but it is the athlete’s
personality –with its strong or really weak features– that shapes sport.
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SPORT AND RELIGION
AN INVESTIGATION OF RELIGIOUS SUPERNATURAL POWER APPLIED
IN SPORT
Lung-Hsien Wu (TPE)

Introduction and motivation
At first impression it would normally be assumed there is little, if any, relationship
between sport and religion.
The relationship of Sport and religion started from ancient Greeks. Ancient
Greeks worshipped beauty and entwined religious observance with their athletic
demonstrations in such a way. Sculptors portrayed their gods as perfect physical
specimens, to be both admired and emulated by Greeks. They believed god took
pleasure in the same things as mortals, like reciting poems and displaying physical excellence. Most of the important sports games or meetings were part of religious festivals. Ancient Olympic games, the major religious festival honoring
Zeus, were the biggest event of their world. It was ended by a Roman emperor
who was in favor of Christianity. Actually, before the 20th century people used
to ignore the connection and interaction between sport and religion even though
in their origin, sport and religion were interdependent.
With the evolution of civilization of human society, human life began to show
its variety. Besides survival, spiritual enjoyment triggers culture institutions constructed as art, music, language, law, drama, history appreciation, literature and
religion as well as newly fashioned “sport”. Sport isn’t a supplementary activity
for religion any more; it has its own followers.
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‘Sport’ and ‘Religion’ are cultural institutions with a global reach. Now both
of them are similar in psychological effectiveness and also in their formality within human society. They both have their Saints/superstars, regulations, followers,
sanctuary/hall of fame and they both offer us the comfort to be with other people. While it may too superficial to suggest that sport shares many of its characteristics with religion, it is nevertheless true that these two fields of human activity
have become increasingly intertwined, and each is making inroads into the traditional activities and prerogative of each other (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H.
Sage, 1993). In western countries, the Christian church uses athletes as missionaries to convert more people to Christianism by sponsoring sports events. With
the enormous growth of organized sports, sport uses religion, as well. Numerous
activities with a religious connotation –ceremonies, rituals, and so forth are employed in connection with sport contests. I also think that is why it’s difficult to
separate some athlete behaviors to religion or sport. Many people have noted religious dimensions in the world of sport.
The connection between sport and religion was observed by two publications, Sport and Religion, edited by Hoffman in 1992 and Religion and SportThe meeting of sacred and profane, by Charles S. Prebish in 1993. They attracted people’s attention and started to bring up discussions. Two years later, in
1995, the entangled relationship seemed to become clearer with the book, God
in the stadium: Sports and religion in America, as well as the book, From season
to season: Sports as American religion. In more detail, from my point of view,
besides the origin of sport and religion, in modern society the relationship between these two cultural institutions also combines two key notions, fascination
and consolation for the people. They illuminate the role of sport and religion in
the social formation of collective groups and explore how religion might operate
in the service of a sport community.
Modern athletes acknowledge their respective gods in victory, and the invocation
of a higher power on the playing field signals their respect for divine intervention in
athletic outcomes (Tara Magdlinski & Timothy J. L. Chandler, 2002). Through some
unique and individual behaviors (ex. holding fetishes, pray for victory, bearing symbols, wearing unquiet uniform, wearing charms, lucky lane, numbers, team cheers,
54
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and so on), athletes find their way to connect with something they deeply believe in.
This is specially valid and obvious in “team sports”. This kind of mystical element of
sport attempts to clarify certain aspects that are not, in other ways, understood. Yet,
the paradox is also true; it makes sport more difficult to comprehend.
In this article, I would like to discover how the religious dimensions operate in
sport and how religious supernatural power through rituals, ceremonies, sacred
objects, place of worship and so forth, are applied in sport for Taiwanese athletes.

Terminology:
In order to clarify the perspectives of this paper, according to references from
other scholars’ research, I use three different words to refer and ascribe meaning
to “supernatural power” so that readers can easily understand. They are:
ñ Magic: means which do not appear to follow normal scientific rules. It’s a
word for ordinary people usually used to describe something they can’t explain.
ñ Superstition: it can be defined as a “belief that one’s fate is in the hands of
unknown external powers governed by forces over which one has no control”. In other words, it represents an attempt to control and manipulate the
supernatural to live up to one’s own goals.
ñ Supernatural Power: this word comes from religion. It is about something
that functions to maintain and transmit beliefs about forces considered being supernatural and sacred.

Literature review
Sport and Religion
At first glance, you might think religion ostensibly deals with the supernatural, the
transcendent and the sacred, whereas sport is seemingly embedded in the physi55
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cal, mundane and earthy dimensions of human condition (Snyder EE, 1989).
Sport is a competitive, dynamic, and to a great degree, individualistic activity.
Religion is the belief that supernatural forces influence human lives; it is actually
a non-competitive process founded upon deliberation and commonality of social
organization. Upon further investigation and analysis it can be realized that both
are areas of human activity expressing a strong desire to formulate a value structure going along with the “common good”. It must be understood that basically
religion makes life easier. The spirit of man, in sport and religion, is an exercise
of personal venture into the scientifically unknown. Sport, like religion, assists the
participant in developing an idea of his self.
Sport and Religion, whilst possessing disparate philosophical foundations,
appear to share a similar structure (Tara Magdlinski & Timothy J. L. Chandler,
2002). Each religion offers its respective adherents a ritualistic tradition, an assemble of suitable deities that complement each other and a specific time and
place of devotion.
Clifford Geertz (1966) defines religion in a phenomenological sense that emphasizes the experiential process which can include both supernatural and humanistic elements. In his point of view, religion is a system of symbols which act
to establish powerful, pervasive and long-lasting moods and motivations by formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that the moods and motivations seem
uniquely realistic (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H. Sage, 1993).
To my mind, I think the theological perspective on play and sport must begin
with the analysis of transcendence in human condition. The transcendental dimension can be uncovered by looking more closely at self-experience, which includes gradations of conscious awareness moving from a vague mood to a carefully articulated self-awareness.
Superstition and sport
In religion, God is just, while in sport the credo is “may the best man win”.
Somewhere, in both sport and religion, there are occurrences of the unjust
or the unfortunate, but likewise, theoretically, they are ignored. God is just.
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And the best man will win. In the game the athlete knows that what he/she
needs to do is to win. Regardless of the level of competition he/she knows
he is there to win. He is told to advance whatever the directive, he knows
well the “name of the game” is win. It is rare that man’s goals in life are so
clearly defined.
What is the key factor to make religious supernatural power apply in sports? I
think Milton Yinger (1970) got the best interpretation; he defines religion as a
system of beliefs and practices by means of which a group of people struggle
with the ultimate problems of human life. As a social institution, religion is a system that functions to maintain and transmit beliefs about forces considered to be
supernatural and sacred (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H. Sage, 1993). Let us focus on the eagerness in pursuing excellent performance as the core experience of
sports; in these circumstances, supernatural elements play an important role for
athletes. On the one hand, I can say the religionist calls it “belief” and on the other hand the athlete calls it “spirit”.
People fear to meet uncertain outcomes that they face in work and life. The
unpredictable and sometimes dangerous world produces personal fear and general anxiety that incite reverence for the power of nature (D. Stanley Eitzen &
George H. Sage, 1993). This kind of emotion is experienced a lot by athletes as
well as ordinary people too.
Many individual practices of a magical-type are invoked by a given athlete to
improve performance. Just like ordinary people do in religion, the athlete must
follow rituals or certain behaviors and bear sacred objects to pursue worthy
goals. Most of the times, I think superstitions in sport are commonly used to reduce the athlete’s anxiety. Seeking cooperation through religious symbols and
rituals may alleviate.
Superstition can be defined as a “belief that one’s fate is in the hands of unknown external powers governed by forces over which one has no control”. In
other words, superstitious behavior and thought represent an attempt to control
and manipulate the supernatural to one’s own goals. The power and influence
of the supernatural (magic or superstition) has increased enormously in Western
countries, also especially in America. It seems that winning is the core ideology
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for both amateur and professional sports. Winners are the good people; personal worth, both in this and the other world is equated with winning. Those to be
selected by God are the winners; the loser is obviously not one of God’s chosen
people.
The supernatural can be viewed from one point of view as an important
means of coping with situations of stress. It is usually applied in sport through uses of magic in sport. When you see rituals, prayers for victory, bearing symbols
or some specific behaviors athletes adopt before/during competition they can
certainly compare with religious acts oriented toward reverence, praise, and
goals of the supernatural. Athletic activities began as religious rites, this happens
in man’s desire to gain victory over foes seen and unseen, to influence the force
of nature (Rudolph Brasch, 1970). Both of magic and religious behaviors are
alike in assuming the existence of supernatural powers.
Why athletes and coaches believe that supernatural power exists?
The attitude of supernatural power (some people call it “Magic”) believers is likely to be utilitarian. It gives rise to superstitious beliefs and overt practices to ward
off impending danger or failure and bring good luck.
Accordingly, Malinowski’s thesis about the conditions under which Magic
(supernatural power) appears are applicable to the world of sport. Athletes
and coaches are engaged in an activity of uncertain outcome and in which
they have a great deal of emotional investment. Even dedicated conditioning
and practice, and the acquisition of high-level skill do not guarantee victory
because opponents are often evenly matched, and player injury and other
dangers are often present. Thus, “getting the breaks” or “lucking out” may be
the determining factor in the outcome of a contest (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H. Sage, 1993).
Drawing on Malinowski’s theory, it appears that athletes and coaches would
use supernatural to bring them luck and to assure that they get the breaks, thus
supplying them with beliefs that serve to bridge over the uncertainty and threat
in their pursuit of victory. It would also enable them to carry out their actions
with a sense of assurance and confidence.
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When many of them share this ordering principle, they can deal with each
other or themselves in meaningful ways and even transcend themselves and
their egotism, sometimes even to the point of self-sacrifice (D. Stanley Eitzen &
George H. Sage, 1993). Although the cliché “the best team always wins” is part
of folk wisdom, athletes and coaches commonly believe that this is not always
so, and indeed believe that factors leading to a win or a loss are somewhat out of
their control (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H. Sage, 1993).
The function of supernatural power applied in sport is to ritualize man’s optimism, to enhance his faith in the victory of hope over fear. It expresses the
greater value for man of confidence over doubt. In newspapers and magazines
we see stories about athletes and coaches using supernatural power that leave little doubt, though, that magical beliefs and practices play a prominent role in the
life of athletes and coaches. They tend to employ almost anything imaginable
that might ensure “getting the breaks”, and this often involves some form of ritualistic superstitious behavior.
Prayer is perhaps the most frequently employed use of religion by athletes
because it cannot do any harm: it might help, but how much can it hurt? Prayer for protection in competition, prayer for good performance and prayer for
victory are three examples. Sometimes the act of prayer is observed by a Roman Catholic crossing himself before shooting a free throw in basketball or a
team at prayer in the huddle before a football game (D. Stanley Eitzen & George H. Sage, 1993). One of the claims for this type of service is that the sharing of rituals and beliefs strengthens a group’s sense of its own identity and accentuates its “we feeling”.
Gregory and Petrie (1975) investigated magical practices among members of six intercollegiate athletic teams at a Canadian university and found
that the ranking for sport superstitions were similar between team and individual sport athletes. They also reported that team athletes indicated greater
support for superstitions related to equipment and its use, order of entering
the sport arena, dressing room rituals, repetitive rituals, and sports personalities. Individual sport athletes showed greater support for superstitions related to wearing charms, lucky lane numbers, team cheers, and crossing one59
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self before participation. They concluded that magical practices were prevalent among athletes of their sample, and that 137 respondents endorsed 904
superstitions (with repetition) which could be grouped into 40 categories
clearly indicating the strength of superstition in sport. On the whole, they
concluded that various forms of magic are practiced in sports, including ritual, taboo, fetishes and witchcraft.
Taiwan is an island where people are fascinated with politics and religion, but
they don’t care about sport as much as other people in western countries who
care about sport as well as religion.

Experimental set-up
The purpose of this study is to discover how religious behaviors affect athletes in
sport and what the main reasons urging them to work are. “The questionnaire
survey on religious behaviors in sport” is adopted as a research instrument to analyze some surprising or non-surprising religious behaviors in sport.
The purposes of this questionnaire are stated below:
1. to discover religion variation in the composition of college basketball teams
in national university games.
2. to investigate what is the percentage of college basketball players in national university games that try to gain advantage through religious rituals or
symbols before competitions.
3. to investigate cognitive diversity in the effectiveness of a supernatural power applied in competition between college basketball players.
Frequency distribution percentage is used for the major statistical techniques.
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Results and discussion
There were 205 questionnaires distributed and 300 questionnaires retrieved
there from; the retrieval rate of questionnaires is 97.7%. Moreover, 183 questionnaires were effective and the effectiveness rate of questionnaires reached
92.9%. Gender composition of college basketball players is: male athletes
79.8%, female athletes 20.2%. There are 71.6% athletes whose age is between
19 to 25. Only 6% of them are aged between 33 to 39.
49.7% are intercollegiate players of school teams; 49.2% are amateur basketball players. In this research, there are 45.4% players claiming they don’t have
any religious belief, most athletes are Buddhist –20.2%. The proportions appear
in table 1.1.
TABLE 1
Religion proportion of college basketball players
Religion
non
Christianity
Catholics
Buddhism
I-Kuan-Tao
Taoism
Folk belief
Others
sum

Number
83
10
7
37
6
24
11
5
183

Percentage
45.4
5.5
3.8
20.2
3.3
13.1
6.0
2.7
100.0

Effective %
45.4
5.5
3.8
20.2
3.3
13.1
6.0
2.7
100.0

Accumulated %
45.4
50.8
54.6
74.9
78.1
91.3
97.3
100.0

When I asked about the frequency of prayer in normal days, 30.6% basketball athletes claimed that they often pray 1 day a week; 14.8% athletes pray 3
days a week, 6.6% pray 5 days per week.
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TABLE 2
Frequency of praying or doing rituals within a week
Frequency (times/week)
Non-answered
7days
5 days
3days
1days
others
sum

Number
83
4
12
27
56
1
183

Percentage
45.4
2.2
6.6
14.8
30.6
0.5
100.0

Effective %
45.4
2.2
6.6
14.8
30.6
0.5
100.0

Accumulated %
45.4
47.5
54.1
68.9
99.5
100.0

Furthermore, there is a matched research result concerning how many times
a week athletes pray or do rituals in normal days and in the days before competition.
TABLE 3
Having prayer/rituals before competition or not
Having prayer/rituals
before competition
Yes
No
Sum

Number

Percentage

29
154
183

15.8
84.2
100.0

Effective %
15.8
84.2
100.0

Accumulated %
15.8
100.0

To go a step further, below are the reasons that make athletes perform their
special rituals and behaviors.
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TABLE 4
What makes athletes perform their special rituals or behaviors
Reasons
Learned from
my own religion
Created
Imitated from mates
Be led by coaches
Others
Sum

Number

Percentage

Effective %

Accumulated %

80
40
4
15
44
183

43.7
21.9
2.2
8.2
24.0
100.0

43.7
21.9
2.2
8.2
24.0
100.0

43.7
65.6
67.8
76.0
100.0

To talk about what motivates them to pray or do rituals, 44.3% college basketball players think it’s a way to maintain body health or to look for more
strength. Only 24.0% recognized it could help them to be victors, 10.9% for other reasons, 8.2% expressed that they were ordered by God.
TABLE 5
Motivation for praying or doing rituals
Motivation
Number
Victory
44
Health
81
Career benefit
11
Consolation
1
Being ordered by God
15
For other reasons
20
Others
11

Percentage
24.0
44.3
6.0
0.5
8.2
10.9
6.0

Effective %
24.0
44.3
6.0
0.5
8.2
10.9
6.0

Accumulated %
24.0
68.3
74.3
74.9
83.1
94.0
100.0
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Concerning what kind of behaviors athletes follow to ensure that supernatural
power is effective. 45% athletes say that they do obeisance and burning joss sticks
to worship supernatural power.
TABLE 6
Behaviors college basketball athletes adopt to invoke supernatural power
(multiple choices)
Behaviors
Cheers
To do obeisance &
burn joss stick
Go to church
To bear fetish
Having fetish to go with team
Taboo
Sum

Number
80

Percentage
34.9

103
12
25
4
5
229

45.0
5.2
10.9
1.7
2.2
100.0

Accumulated %
43.7
56.3
6.6
13.7
2.2
2.7
125.1

(PS: 0 missing cases; 183 valid cases)

TABLE 7
Reasons for athlete to follow superstitious behaviors
Reasons
Number
To release stress
78
To imitate others
21
Feeling acclaim
82
Feeling closer to mates
15
Following my own religion rules
13
Others
6
Sum
215
(PS: 0 missing cases; 183 valid cases)
64

Percentage
36.3
9.8
38.1
7.0
6.0
2.8
100.0

Accumulated %
42.6
11.5
44.8
8.2
7.1
3.3
117.5
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72.3% think these kinds of behavior don’t help with competition outcomes.
TABLE 8
Distinguishing victory won with superstitious behaviors
Distinguishing victory won
with superstitious behaviors
Yes
No
Sum

Number Percentage Effective % Accumulated %
49
134
183

26.8
73.2
100.0

26.8
73.2
100.0

26.8
100.0

TABLE 9
Superstitious behaviors make you feel you can perform better
Better performance
Yes
No
Sum

Number
37
146
183

Percentage
20.2
79.8
100.0

Effective %
20.2
79.8
100.0

Accumulated %
20.2
100.0

However, there is a 67.2% of athletes who recognize that superstitious behaviors can help them be more confident in competitions and 57.9% think it
makes them more concentrated in competitions.
TABLE 10
Superstitious behaviors make athletes be more confident in competition
To be more confident in competition Number Percentage Effective % Accumulated %
Yes
123
67.2
67.2
67.2
No
60
32.8
32.8
100.0
Sum
183
100.0
100.0
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TABLE 11
Superstitious behaviors make athletes be more concentrated in competition
To be more concentrated
in competition
Yes
No
Sum

Number

Percentage

106
77
183

57.9
42.1
100.0

Effective % Accumulated %
57.9
42.1
100.0

57.9
100.0

And 61.2% college basketball athletes appreciate the feelings that superstitious behaviors help them have more confidence to face challenges as well as
56.8% to overcome frustrations in competitions.
TABLE 12
Superstitious behaviors help them have more confidence to face challenges
Confidence to face challenges
Yes
No
Sum

Number Percentage Effective % Accumulated %
112
61.2
61.2
61.2
71
38.8
38.8
100.0
183
100.0
100.0

TABLE 13
Superstitious behaviors help them to overcome frustrations in competitions
Feeling of overcoming
frustrations in competitions
Yes
No
Sum

66

Number

Percentage

104
79
183

56.8
43.2
100.0

Effective % Accumulated %
56.8
43.2
100.0

56.8
100.0
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56.8% athletes are willing to take more responsibilities and work harder for
competition after following special behaviors.
TABLE 14
After following special behaviors, I am willing to take
more responsibilities and work harder
Taking more responsibilities
and work harder
Yes
No
Sum

Number
104
79
183

Percentage
56.8
43.2
100.0

Effective % Accumulated %
56.8
56.8
43.2
100.0
100.0

The proportion of athletes who have no religious belief is relatively high
45.4%. There are 84.2 % athletes who hold their faith but don’t perform religious rituals for competitions, and only 10.9 % of them have fetishes. The major
cause of following religious behaviors is seeking health 44.3 %. 71% of athletes
made no comment about their religious behaviors.
Research outcomes point out that college basketball players are positive
about religious/special behaviors helping them to be more confident and self-disciplined; however, they are negative about whether supernatural power could be
applied through religious/special behaviors in sports.

Conclusions
As Eitzen and Sage (1993) said, sport and religion may seem to have a little in
common; we have attempted to demonstrate that contemporary sport and religion are related in a variety of ways.
It’s slightly too strong a word to claim that everything is pre-ordained or predetermined. Religious behaviors do exist in sport, but athletes don’t follow those
behaviors regularly to the point of fanaticism and have nothing to do with sport
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competitions. Athletes create their own unique ways to connect with what they
believe in.
For religionists, this psychological state is called “belief”; in my conclusion,
for athletes it could be called “spirit”. It is applied in sport through superstitious
actions. No matter what the purpose and the effect of superstitious behaviors,
Supernatural power behind superstitious behaviors means it brings consolation
and more confidence for athletes.
In my research results, most of the Taiwanese athletes do believe in supernatural power or fate; however, they have a high degree of personal responsibility
for their own performance and future. They have their firm beliefs but they aren’t
superstitious. Comparing my research results with the literature review of
Magdlinski & Chandler (2002), religious behaviors affect athletes more especially in the western world.
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Brendan Magee (USA)

Homer’s Iliad provides significant evidence that the spirit of athletic competition
is not necessarily diminished by the inclusion of valuable prizes for the competitors. In this epic, the great heroes of the Achaeans compete against each other in
the funeral games in honor of Patroclus, the fallen friend of Achilles. The description of these games is the most extensive account of ancient athletic competition
in Greek literature; it is also the oldest. Therefore, it is invaluable as a source
which provides insight into the attitude of the Greeks towards material compensation for athletic victories. The athletes who participate in the games in honor of
Patroclus are the same men who fight on the battlefields of Troy, and thus, they
bring to these games the same intensity and dedication which they show in combat. There are great riches to be won in both arenas, but the men are motivated
by more than a mere mercenary desire to enrich themselves and fill their coffers.
The ancient Greeks did not have concepts of amateurism and professionalism in the modern sense, as there was no stigma attached to receiving prizes or
remuneration for victories in athletic contests. In fact, by etymology, the word
“athlete” means one who competes for a prize, or athlon. The games in Homer’s
Iliad are certainly marked by the rich athla presented to the victors and participants in each contest. The athletes are all Greek champions, who are definitely
of noble birth. Because of their status, they are not dependent on the prizes as
income without which they would be unable to live. Rather, these heroes covet
each prize as an outward sign of the enhancement of their arete, their excellence
or virtue. For the heroes of the Iliad, arete and kleos, or personal glory, are the
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most important concepts; they are the ideas which lead them to strive so earnestly for victory both on the battlefield and in athletic competition.
The monetary value of the prizes which a competitor receives is somewhat
less significant than the symbolic value of the same prizes, as they are representations of the hero’s status and prowess. However, the rewards for the victors are
not mere trinkets to be disregarded as purely symbolic. For the first competition
of the funeral games, the chariot race, Achilles sets out many valuable prizes for
the participants. Homer describes the trophies:
First, for the fastest charioteers he set out glittering prizes:
a woman to lead away, flawless, skilled in crafts,
and a two-eared tripod, twenty-two measures deep –
all that for the first prize.
Then for the runner-up he brought forth a mare,
unbroken, six years old, with a mule foal in her womb.
For the third he produced a fine four-measure cauldron
never scorched by flames, its sheen as bright as new.
For the fourth he set out two gold bars, for the fifth,
untouched by fire as well, a good two-handled jar.1
Several aspects of this list are significant. First of all, there are prizes presented
for every participant, not just for the victor. This is more akin to the money (chrematitic) games of ancient Greece than to the crown (stephanitic) competitions,
such as those held at Olympia or Nemea. At the ancient Olympic Games, for example, only the victor would receive any recognition (even then, it was only a
crown of olive leaves). The antiquity of Homer suggests that giving valuable
prizes to all participants in a contest is a truly ancient practice. Also, these are obviously objects of very real worth to an ancient Greek man. The woman given to
the victor would, without doubt, be useful as a slave in his household because of
her abilities in crafts. Likewise, a cauldron is something that would likely be em1. Hom. Il. 23.302-311.
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ployed in preparing food for the man who had won it. The winner of that prize
would be able to consume what was cooked in the cauldron, and at the same
time, he could reflect on his success which brought him that prize in the first
place. No hero would take his prize and set it aside to be admired merely as an
emblem. On the contrary, these objects are of import both because of their symbolic value and because of their material worth. Nestor, conscious of the double
significance of athletic trophies, advises his son, Antilochus, to “muster all [his]
skills or watch the prize slip by.”2
The chariot race is the first event of the funeral games, and Homer spends
more time describing this one event than any of the other ones. In the field there
are five Argive heroes, competing for the aforementioned prizes: Eumelus,
Diomedes, Menelaus, Antilochus and Meriones. Homer describes their skills as
charioteers, the horses, and the drawing of lots for starting position. Finally, the
race begins, and the action proceeds as follows:
It is Eumelus in the lead, followed by Diomedes, when the gods suddenly
intervene. Apollo knocks the whip from Diomedes’ hands, causing Athena
to retrieve the whip and, in retaliation, to cause Eumelus’ chariot to crash.
As Diomedes takes the lead, Menelaus finds himself in second place. Antilochus, now in third, calls to his stallions, telling them that they must not
allow themselves to be beaten by mares, and in fact, he threatens them
with death if they lose. Understandably inspired, the stallions pull harder
and Antilochus passes Menelaus at a narrow spot in the road, forcing
Menelaus to pull wide, relinquishing the lead.3
The competitors finish in that order, with Meriones coming in fourth and
Eumelus bringing up the rear. Clearly, the race did not proceed as expected,
with the best horseman coming in last and the young Antilochus beating
Menelaus with aggressive maneuvering (as per his father’s advice).
2. Hom. Il. 23.357-358.
3. Kitchell, Jr. 1998: 164.
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Every one of the combatants in the Trojan War is profoundly concerned with his
personal reputation. Notions of fair play and sportsmanship are certainly not entirely
absent from the contests, but the heroes value their status above all other things. In
the chariot race, Eumelus is initially regarded as “the first by far” because of his excellent ability in horsemanship.4 He obviously should have been victorious in the
chariot race, but the goddess Athena interfered and caused his chariot to crash. Instead of Eumelus, Diomedes won the race. Achilles, out of a sense of fair play and
recognition of the skill of Eumelus, offers him second prize. Eumelus’ merit as a
horseman is sufficient to earn him such a consolation prize; nevertheless, victory is
the most important thing, and Diomedes must have the top honors. A debate ensues
however, as the actual second place finisher, Antilochus, demands to be awarded
the mare anyway. Achilles gives a valuable breastplate to Eumelus as a consolation
prize, so that neither he nor Antilochus suffers a slight against his reputation.
Antilochus himself had finished in second place by cutting off Menelaus at a
narrow point in the track. The king of Sparta, indignant at having been defeated
in such a way, demands that Antilochus swear before everyone that he had not
won by any “deliberate foul.”5 The young prince wisely yields to Menelaus and
his seniority by offering to give him the mare. Menelaus, appeased by Antilochus’ gift, makes his own display of magnanimity by returning the mare to the
younger man and walking away, content with third prize. Here, as with the case
of Eumelus, each man’s honor is satisfied. In this episode, the importance of fair
play and sportsmanship is central. However, of greatest significance are the glory
and reputation of each involved participant. Had Antilochus not yielded to
Menelaus, there would surely have been much spite and ill-will between the two.
Likewise, had Achilles not consoled Eumelus with a prize worthy of his abilities,
further hostilities would likely have erupted. Additionally, Achilles awards fifth
prize to the aged Nestor, who can no longer compete in games because of his
advanced years. This is given in recognition of Nestor’s youthful athletic prowess
and his standing among the Greeks as a wise, experienced leader.
4. Hom. Il. 23.331.
5. Hom. Il. 23.650.
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In the foot race, there is a field of three participants: Odysseus, Oilean Ajax
and Antilochus. Odysseus emerges victorious through the intervention of
Athena, just as Diomedes won the chariot race with her help. Oilean Ajax, although he is the swiftest of the three, does not win; the gods foul his chances just
as they had done previously to Eumelus in the chariot race. Thus, the deciding
factor in the foot race is Odysseus’ prayer to Athena: “Hear me, Goddess, help
me – hurry, urge me on!”6 He desires victory to such an extent that he is willing
to call on the gods for assistance. Similarly, Meriones succeeds in the archery
competition because he promises to sacrifice “splendid victims, newborn lambs”
to Apollo.7 In this profoundly agonistic society, the achievement of victory was
important enough to invoke even the assistance of the divine. As the Greek athlete was in the midst of the agon, or contest, he would have been entirely focused on winning the race, throwing the furthest, or being the strongest. The
prizes awarded after the agon were important as indications of the greatness of
his victory and athletic prowess.
There is clear evidence in Homer’s epic that the poet himself did not see a
conflict between the pursuit of kleos through athletics and the taking of prizes. A
passing reference from the description of the final duel between Hector and
Achilles indicates that prizes for sport were commonplace in Homer’s time:
Past these they raced, one escaping, one in pursuit
and the one who fled was great but the one pursuing
greater, even greater – their pace was mounting in speed
since both men strove, not for a sacrificial beast
or oxhide trophy, prizes runners fight for, no,
they raced for the life of Hector breaker of horses.
Like powerful stallions sweeping round the post for trophies,
galloping full stretch with some fine prize at stake,
a tripod, say, or a woman offered up at funeral games
6. Hom. Il. 23.855.
7. Hom. Il. 23.967.
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for some brave hero fallen—so the two of them
whirled three times around the city of Priam.8
Through this incidental mention of athletics, Homer reveals much about contemporary attitudes. “Grand prizes for equestrian events in funeral games were
obviously well known in Homer’s time; otherwise he would not use them as a
point of reference for a simile.” The poet mentions prizes of real material value
here, indicating that it was normal for such things to be won in foot races and
chariot races.9
In his poetry, Homer clearly equates athletic competition and victory with
glory won on the battlefield. The conflict which sets in motion the events of
the Iliad and provokes the infamous wrath of Achilles is all about prizes.
Agamemnon loses his prize, the captive Chryseis, because of the intervention
of Apollo. He therefore takes Briseis from Achilles to compensate for his loss.
“It is not the actual loss of Chryseis that stirs Agamemnon to take Briseis from
Achilles, and Achilles surely has other women in his tent. What stings each
warrior is the loss of his honor before the other Achaeans.”10 Clearly, kleos is
of paramount importance here, just as in sport. The goal is to “always be the
best” (aei aristeuein) and to “hold your head up high above the others.” 11
Even in the tale of wily Odysseus, Homer illustrates the great significance of
athletic glory. One of the Phaeacians challenges the hero of the Odyssey, asking him, “What greater glory (kleos) attends a man, while he’s alive, than what
he wins with his racing feet and his striving hands?”12 Odysseus, like many
other Greek heroes, is so competitive that he cannot resist the challenge. These examples all serve to illustrate the tremendous importance of kleos and
arete to the Greeks. They pursued glory and enhanced their virtue in combat
just as in sport.
8. Hom. Il. 22.188-198
9. Young 1984: 112.
10. Kitchell, Jr. 1998: 165.
11. Hom. Il. 6.247.
12. Hom. Od. 8.170-171.
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When the Olympics were resurrected at the end of the nineteenth century, the
participants attempted to emulate the ideology of the ancient Greeks. The competition was limited to those individuals who received no monetary compensation
for their victories and who did not earn a living by the sweat of their brow; even
the spectators tended to be educated people from the middle and upper classes.
The idea was that the athletes would be amateurs, gentlemen at play, competing
for the sake of sportsmanship and friendly camaraderie. Theoretically, no one
would dedicate himself to his sport to the extent that he trained sedulously and to
the detriment of all other activities. This concept of the Olympics was an attempt
by moderns at recreating the spirit of the ancient Greek games. However, the
ideals expressed at these newly revived Olympic Games were more Victorian
than Homeric, having been influenced extensively by the English elitism of that
era. Only later, when professional athletes were included in the Olympics, would
they be a closer approximation of the games of the ancient Greeks.
The modern inclusion of professional athletes does not diminish the spirit of
the Olympics. Regardless of social status and material wealth, when athletes step
onto the field of competition, they are focused on one thing: victory. Today,
when a sprinter is running a race, he does not think about lucrative endorsement
deals, perquisites provided by his native land, the glory of his nation, or any other distraction. Rather, he focuses exclusively on attaining victory in that particular race. He sees the finish line and fixates all of his attention on being the first to
cross it; talk of medals and prizes can wait until after the race. Just like Antilochus
in his chariot, the sprinter thinks only of winning; for a moment, he is able to forget all else and concentrate on the competition. This spirit is common to all athletes, and it persists even in the most highly paid stars of the modern era. No one
would doubt that the teams of professional athletes participating in the World
Cup are more interested in claiming a victory than in whatever remuneration
they might receive. There are genuine tears of sorrow when a team is defeated,
just as there is real elation on the faces of the victorious players.
The Olympic movement of today carries on the tradition of friendly competition in a strife-ridden world. Nations make an effort to rise above their political entanglements and complex foreign policies, and thus they are usually able to come
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together every four years to cheer for their own champions. The excellence of the
body and of the human spirit is the primary focus at the games. Just like the ancient Greeks, modern Olympic athletes attempt to temporarily set aside differences
in the spirit of the games and concentrate entirely on competing with one another.
The ancient athletes would strip naked for their events, so that all spectators might
witness the perfection of the human form. Additionally, this nudity was representative of the temporary removal of all socio-economic differences. Indeed, nobles
look the same as commoners without their opulent robes and expensive jewelry.
When athletes face each other, having been literally stripped of all remnants of
their social standing and any concomitant advantages, only he whose arete is
greatest will emerge victorious. Any attempt to restrict the competition to so-called
“amateurs” only succeeds in diminishing the overall arete of the games. Because
they include all the best athletes, regardless of class or financial standing, the current Olympic Games are closer in spirit to the athletics depicted in Homer’s poetry
than were the games of the late nineteenth century revival. Ultimately, pecuniary
prizes are not at all detrimental to the pursuit and advancement of arete.
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THE END OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN THE ANCIENT WORLD:
ABOLISHMENT OR VANISHING?
OBSERVATIONS
Verusca Verratti (ITA)

1. The properly called Games were performed in Greece at nearly 1250 B.C. or
earlier, as we understand from Nestore’s reminiscences1. Nearly at 1000 B.C.
“sport” was already an integral part of Grecians’ life, even if it was only later that
its ethical and sacred values became predominant2. It’s verified that the superior
classes of Mycenae were already characterized by an interior impulse later called
“agon”, aimed to reach a personal supremacy, to be legitimate by a victory in a
public agonistic game.
Pisa, Peloponnesian region, already a place of Mycenaean cult and one of
the most famous athletic contests for weddings, renamed later Olympia, would
become the place of a happening among the state cities born of the Mycenaean
Empire ashes, the poleis of Doric and Ionian people, a sacred performance
where each city could show its cultural and agonistic values (its own champions).
Each state-city shows athletes in accordance with its own life style, as it’s
demonstrated by the dominion of Sparta during many lustrums and many
Olympic Games with the consequent assertion that a perfect athlete is a perfect
soldier and a man devoted to the State. Fame is a sort of immortality and a
hero’s exploits were narrated forever. The most important poet of the Olympic
1. Omero, Iliade, XI, 936-937.
2. Cfr. M. Aiello, Viaggio nello sport attraverso i secoli, Firenze, 2004, p. 5.
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Games celebrates victory and glorifies bodily bravery as a sign of nobility. Pindaro moves clearly in the path of ancient aristocratic ethics, in the classic educational style, of paideia through the construction and communication of ideal
models, unchangeable over time, nourishment of contemporary and future generations3.
The Greek athlete ideal develops from the “heroic” one of the archaic era,
which is warmly represented in the Homeric poems (where the arete is expressed
and realized in the ethic-soldier value and the soldier hero, who has always to be
the best4 attesting his superiority in a sport and warlike game), to the “political”
athlete (owner of a psycho-physical property partly innate, but essentially well
educated and nobly moved to act for the public interest). Later the agonistic
comparison, a part from the warlike contest, becomes established as a functional
base of the Greek society5.
Athletes gradually take the place of gods and heroes of epos and myths; they
become the new heroes whose images and exploits become the educational paradigm of new generations, as it’s shown by the graphic and painted iconography
since the VI century6. Statues celebrating the athlete, his handsomeness and efficiency, his exploits contribute to spreading physical education to larger social
strata and the gymnasium proliferates in all the poleis. It was this popularity that
contributed, without a doubt, to push sport towards its ultimate degeneration
that is showing at this time the first premonitory signs.
As time goes by the athletic ideal does not coincide any more with the political one. The best athletes, the ones that compete in front of passionate crowds,
since 600 B.C. are no longer amateur7. A runner, a certain Astilo from Croton
wins games, on a distance of one and two stadiums, in two different Olympic
Games, the ones of 488 and those of 484 B.C. Most probably persuaded by sub3. Omero, Iliade, VI, 208; XV, 784.
4. Cfr. W. Jaeger, Paideia: formazione dell’uomo greco, Milano, 2003.
5. R. Frasca, L’ideale atletico nella Grecia antica, in Coroginnica (a cura di A. Noto e L. Rossi), Roma,
1992, p. 373.
6. R. Frasca, op. cit., p.376 e ss.
7. Cfr. H.W. Pleket, Per una sociologia dello sport antico, in Angeli Bernardini P. (a cura di), Lo sport in
Grecia, Roma-Bari, 1988, pp.31-37; Angeli Bernardini, op. cit., Introduzione, p. XIII e ss.
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stantial funding of the Siracuse despot he also takes part in the next games (the
ones of 480 B.C.) as Syracusan. And this is only one example of how personal or
political interests are placed before ethic and sacral aspects of the Games. As it’s
known, according to the chronology of Eusebio of Cesarea, the Olympic Games
were born in 776 B.C. in a religious contest. Bodily strength is the most direct
and perceptible demonstration capable of giving the chance to free man of the
limits and caducity of human nature and reaching the first step towards perfection and immortality, up to the gods in Olympus. On the background Myth there
is a model, strongly sedimented in the ancient Greece popular subconscious:
Achille8. His extraordinary bodily strength is a revealed sign of his semi-divine
nature: the athlete as a connection ring between human and divine nature. And
agon is inserted in a deep and total vision of life.
In the meantime other, less important games are performed, Pitic Games at
Delphi celebrating Apollo, every four years, in the even years between the
Olympic ones; Isthmus Games of Corinth, celebrating Poseidon, performed
every two years (started as the Pitic Games in 582 B.C.) and Nemei Games in
Argolide, in honour of Zeus, started in 573 like the Isthmus Games performed
every two years but in even years.
The importance of sport in the Greek world, as an expression of panhellenic
unity over the city particularism and as model of a perfect and complex organization, is stated by the institution of the four big games and by other less important feasts, but significant ones like the Panatheneans.
“After libations ratifying the sacral truce start and having deposited the current fights, we meet and sharing prayers and sacrifices we celebrate the common
origins, we get ready for a future of a greater benevolence toward each other, we
renew the ancient relation of hospitality and we create new ones”9.
So in Greece every year there is more than one sport game, each of them to
celebrate a god with particular rewards, where athletes compete as a sort of itinerant ambassadors, totally foreign to active life of their community: “the athletic ac8. Omero, Iliade XXIII.
9. Isocrate, Pan., 2,1.
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tivity is of no relevance on the political field [...] being winner in a race does not
nourish the city cash –Senofane of Colofonie writes– reproaching athletes for gaining more money than a regent or a soldier who, as a good citizen defends the state
boards”10. This is what Senofane wrote in VI cent. B.C., in a climate already contaminated by illicit forms of corruption, betting, falsification of the performance by
using illegal invigorating stimulants, with the presence of trainers or attorneys not
quite legal. On this matter Euripide writes scornfully in the V cent. B.C.: “Compared to the so many evils in Greece no one is as bad as athlete’s races [...]. In their
prime they show brilliant performances and are the state pride; but at the arrival of
the bitter age, they are like rough worn cloaks. If I condemn the Greek habit to attend these spectacles celebrating those useful delights in a feast [...] In fact which
fighter, or runner having thrown correctly a discus or given a stroke to the antagonist’s jaw has ever defended his fathers’ city thanks to a winner crown?11. Commercial aspects have taken clearly the place of ethic and moral values, the ones
that Sacral Games intended to glorify. Becoming professionals, finding the scope
inside the performance itself, Games start a process, as they say, of laicization12.

2. The Romans borrow the Olympic Games from Greece. And not only do they
borrow them, but in the Urbe athletic games are organized to compete with the
Olympic ones, having their top expression with the Nerone games; but at the
175th Olympic Games in 80 B.C. Silla invited to Rome all the athletes enrolled in
Olympia, so that in the stadium on the slopes of Cronio only the races reserved
to youth were performed. At the same time while the growing poverty of Greece
reduces the availability of money to support the Games, the claim for remuneration and winners’ venality becomes bigger and bigger.
By this time being an athlete is having a real profession: since the II cent. A.D.
a society of professionals appears in Rome, founded by Grecians and Asians,
giving with compensation lessons even to women. It’s the “Herculeans” who,
10. Senofane, fr. 2D; Memor., 3,7,1.
11. Euripide, Autolico, fr. 282 N.
12. F. Ravaglioli, Filosofia dello sport, Milano, 1990, p. 8 e ss.
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under the protection of Hercules whose cult they celebrate, have their own
Court, their own temple and have a profession that, unlike that of gladiators and
actors, is not covered by shame. It is this exaggerated professionalism that causes
the decay and finally the end of the Games. As it’s cited by Luciano13 at the
236th Olympic Games (165 A.D.) in Olympia the public is still numerous, but
spectators are not any more immersed in the mystic atmosphere evoking gods
and heroes of ancient times while Rome has not yet imposed the cult of its divinized emperors. In Rome, since the republican era, the relationship between
the state and the people, besides proper political life, revolves in a spectacle. It’s
the same that happened in the empire epoch when the amphitheatre circus (and
the theatre) become the preferred places where consent is created; in these
spaces each actor has its own role: nobles have the best seats since they are the
spectacle for the people, object of admiration by those whose social rank makes
them crowds more indistinguishable the lower their level is. The magnificence of
the spectacle, be it munera gladiatorial, venations, mime or theatre
performance14, is directly correlated with the greatness of the patron (a prince,
magistrate or a rich individual) offering it as a gift comparable to alimenta that
Traiano distributed to the poor with the aim of promoting agriculture or to donativum that soldiers had by that prince.
It’s true that in Italy and later all over the Roman Western countries sport asserted itself mainly as boxing and circus races; these last ones reached soon a
main position over the other agonistic practices. The Games that were organized
with the Greek scheme added to the other specialties were occasional, starting
from the first ones, where the presence of athletae surely from Greece, was organized by M. Fulvio Nobiliore in 186 B.C. until the first empire era. The only
public Game of this kind destined to last was the Agon Capitolino organised by
Domiziano at the end of the II century15.
13. Luciano di Samosata, Erodoto o Ezione, 1-3.
14. Cfr. V. Beare, I Romani a teatro, Roma-Bari, 1986, pp. 170 ss.; E. Paratore, Storia del teatro latino, Milano 1957, p. 231 ss.
15. M.L. Caldelli, L’agon Capitolinus. Storia e protagonisti dall’istituzione domiziana al IV sec. , in Studi
dell’Istituto di Storia Antica, n. 54, 1993.
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In Rome sport was never seen as expression of a civic body as it was in Greek
poleis and in Greek cities of the empire. The competitive sport became a mass
show, not unlike the munera gladiatoria16: together, the two forms of spectacle
created that form of imperial evergetism that can be summarized in the formula
of Giovanale: “panem et circenses”17. A gap was created between the protagonists and the public that the Greek world never knew: in Greece spectators and
athletes could (at least in theory) identify, in Rome, in other Empire cities and later in Constantinople cart races, boxing and other specialties took place in front of
great crowds, the immense urban plebs; this was the place of consent or of
bloody rebellions, the theatre of organized sport with its teams (factiones) and its
idols to support, where an insuperable distance divided field from terrace, practice from imagery. And the contradictory status of the gladiator (and perhaps of
the athlete too) seen as a wicked person, but often rich and cuddled by powerful
men, reflects its political nature as a privileged moment of consent creation, typical of imperial games18.
The condemn of the pagan world by Tertulliano has to be inserted in this
contest of spectacle politics. The long oration De Spectaculis based on the need
for Christians not to participate in pagan spectacles, besides its ethic and religious meaning has also a strong political importance.
Forbidding pagan spectacles meant also preventing Christians from the only
form of consent (or dissent); avoiding the dialogue between political power and
Christians meant ratifying the sectarial nature of Christianity and promoting a
hostile attitude against the pagan world. Of course, since the effect of this prohibition has a great political meaning the reason why it was promoted was essentially of ethic and religious nature, being addressed to the “sect” (expression
used by the same Tertulliano) of Christians.
All spectacles, (chapters V-XIII) circus, theatre and athletic games, gladiators’
munera must be avoided because of their idolizing nature. Tertulliano underlines

16. Cfr. E. Bellizzi, A.Teja, P. Di Tano, Lo sport a Roma, Roma, 1990.
17. Cfr. P.Veyne, Il pane e il circo, Bologna, 1984, pp. 626 ss.
18. Cfr, L. Russi, La democrazia dell’agonismo, Pescara, 2003, p.104 ss.
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also their spectacularity and great pomp describing sacrifices and ceremonies
performed before and during the Games, authorities moved for this purpose and
colourful charioteers white, red, green, blue (respectively sacred to Zeffiri, Marte,
mother earth, and the sky), the sound of flutes and trumpets accompanying sacrifices.
Another fundamental reason against spectacles is the ethical one concerning
passions (madness, anger, pain, delight) affecting the mind of spectators (chapters
XV-XXI). The collective rage at the “start” during a cart race, the satisfied enthusiasm in front of scenes normally condemned by public morals, the sadistic pleasure looking at a gladiator’s mangled body, underlined by Tertulliano, show that in
Roman amphitheatres there was nothing of the concerted nature and attendance
characterizing sport in Greece, with a high religious and anthropologic content.
Lucrezio only could trace with the same clarity the spectator’s position in the
Roman world19.
Tertulliano’s work, finishing in an apocalyptic vision, resounding the stoical
eschatology, inviting Christians to blame the earthly world and its pleasures and
flatteries, is, with no doubts, the firmest and most complete condemn of pagan
rites in the late ancient world. Not far from the Carthaginian’s opinion, later, Lattanzio and Agostino will show the same critical sensibility condemning the dangerous attendance for spectators.
In the sunset of Myths and of Ancient world religion how could the Olympia
ideal survive? This is why it is not historically acceptable to attribute to Christianity and more precisely to Ambrogio the responsibility of the suppression of the
Games.

3. It’s true that Christianity brings about a decisive change in world history and
the Mystic fervour, with a detachment from any earthly thing and the total refusal
of paganism; it’s logical that Christians prefer their mystic ascending in the darkness of catacombs to bodily triumph in the light of stadiums. In the first letter to
19. Lucrezio, De rerum natura, II, 1-4.
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Corinthians S. Paolo writes: “Don’t you know that in stadium races all competitors run but only one wins the premium? You do the same and try to conquer
the premium. Athletes are moderate, these ones run to obtain a corruptible
crown, we all run for an incorruptible crown. So I run, but not like someone who
is without destination: someone fight but no like who strikes the air, on the contrary I beat my body and drag it in slavery to avoid being discredited after having
preached to others”20. Apostle Paolo often looks for athletic comparisons and uses agonistic words in his admonishments, knowing well the popularity of them
even among the addressees of his letter: the first Christians are fond of athletic
performances, race, fight, boxing, jumping and throwing.
A century later, Ignatius, bishop of Antiochia, writes to Policarpo, bishop of
Smirne, exhorting him: “Increase the heat of your running. Carry, as an athlete,
everyone’s sickness, since where the effort is bigger the premium is richer. Put into practice the moderation of an athlete of God. [...]. A real champion can triumph in spite of strokes beating his flesh”.
At the end of III century, Eusebio, later famous bishop of Cesarea, with his
mind turned to conciliate Greek thought with the Christian one, defines athletes
as pious men, timorous of God. In the same way Methodio, bishop of Olympus
in Lycia, exalting the principles of Christian life refers to some young girls engaged in a fight, throughout their life, the battle of the “Olympic” purity.
In the same way Giovanni Crisostomo writes: “If one of the members of
Olympic Games’ board had a friend he wouldn’t proclaim him winner thanks to
their friendship, but for his personal efforts: and it’s thanks to their friendship, because he wants the best for him that he behaves in this way, that is the correct
way. This is the way Christ follows too: The more He loves a soul the more He
wants him to contribute to reach glory with his own efforts. I want –Our Lord
says– that my disciple, my athlete fights hard till death”21. It’s evident that the
Christian fights against sin and temptations invading his life, invisible enemies.
“Who can bear a fight if nobody trains himself to fight? Which athlete can win
20. Paolo, 1 Cor 9, 24- 27.
21. Giovanni Crisostomo, Commento al Vangelo di san Matteo, 55, 1.
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against his antagonist and earn the prize at Olympic Games without having,
since his adolescence, trained himself at fight? Shouldn’t we train ourselves every
day, to fight and run? Can’t you see that awaiting competitions athletes train
themselves hanging a bag full of sand in order to prove all their strength? Many
young men train themselves in false fights with their mates to be prepared to
fight with competitors. Do the same in your fights to let virtue win22.
Basilio the Great does the same, he cheers on the spiritual fight: “I believe
that the brave athlete, already steady fighting for a life of pietas, should stand his
opponents’ strokes, aiming to reach glory and victory. In athletic games also he
who has trained himself to gymnasium stress is not discouraged by a stroke but
he attacks the opponent for celebrity’s sake. So, if an event strikes the eager
man, he doesn’t let his happiness suffer: tribulation produces patience; patience
leads to approval, approval to hope; and hope doesn’t blush with shame”23.
“Soldier, if you take part in the Gospel work, fight the good battle against evil’s
spirits, against the flesh’s passions, and wear God’s armour: don’t let world matters involve you, to be agreeable to Him who has chosen you for His army. Athlete, be careful of yourself, do not violate sport rules. In fact, no-one deserves victory without a fair playing. Imitate Paolo and run and fight and attack; you, like a
strong boxer, have a firm glace of faith; protect your vulnerable parts by hands
and focus on your adversary. Running, rush forward: do your best at the performance to be the winner; in fighting, attack your invisible adversaries. This
phrase wants you like this all over your life: do not fall down, don’t be sleepy, but
sober and vigilant and self-confident”24.
There are no doubts that agonistic spectacles arouse reservations and suspicions among Christians. Novaziano, to whom the small treatise De spectaculis is
attributed, writes: “those games where a man is under another, gripping each
other in a shameless manner! A man can win in such a game but decency loses.
[...] Someone jumps naked; somebody else throws a discus in the air with all his
22. Giovanni Crisostomo, Ivi, 33,6.
23. Basilio il Grande, Omelia sul ringraziamento, 1-3.
24. Basilio il Grande, Omelia ‘Fa attenzione a te stesso’, 4-5.
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strength: is this a heart? I say it’s madness. Christians have to remove their sight
and hearing from such spectacles with no content, dangerous and in bad taste”.
The difference between the stadium and the circus has become small. Games
have become spectacles where corruption, indecency and even crime are
spreading. This could justify the attitude of Church Fathers to condemn all athletic activity as corrupted and dangerous even the Olympic Games, once the
most celebrated among ancient agones, since only circus games were very popular in the Roman world. Their condemn was intended to sound like a condemn
of all the activity by that time considered corrupted and dangerous.
In Ambrogio’s mind the massacre in the circus ordered by the emperor would
give rise to images of bloody crowds in circuses where brutalized plebs might be
at the same time victims and persecutors. (in the same way Giustiniano, prohibiting Christians to attend these spectacles25 makes no difference between the gymnastic-sport games and other more violent and less decorous forms of spectacle).
The new religion, from time to time and above all after Costantino’s edit,
judges the celebration of Olympic Games with all their ostentation of bodily and
moral corruption very far from its spirituality. The hostility against the games
shown by Christianity spreads towards other agonistic spectacles connected to
pagan religious fests in the will of eliminating all ancient beliefs and rites.
The fear that Christian health is threatened by corruption as a result of ‘contagion’ from the Grecians and Hebrews is readable in Onorio’s constitution of
408 A.D.26
The abolishment of the Olympic Games is the final stroke to paganism. After
the Thessalonica edit in 380 A.D., which was the formal birth date of the Christian and confessional empire, the repression of any form of agonistic spectacle
connected to the cult of ‘false and lying gods’ took place more and more. Emperors issue decrees not always homogenous, depending on circumstances or
places, but always declaring paganism a religio illicita on the juridical level, a superstitio to be eradicated. The prohibition of agonism, many times promulgated
25. Giustiniano, Novella CXXIII.
26. C.Th. XVI, 5, 44.
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by imperial decrees, but, until 549 A.D. when the last horse races were organized
by king Totila, in fact disregarded, is part of this complex historical process. In
fact, the games, formally abolished in 393 A.D. according to a consolidated literature, were performed also after the destruction of the Zeus’s temple by Theodosio II; other similar games, like the Antiochia ones, were celebrated even after
392 A.D., becoming the most important sport spectacles of the empire, as it’s
recorded by Onorio and Theodosio II’s constitution in 409 where Lapidarius, the
games patron, is recognized as the highest city authority; and, surely Greek-like,
agonistic phenomena went on to be organized not only in Hellade but all over
the Hellenistic east until 521, year of the Giustiniano reform.
It is difficult to establish when the effective end of the ancient agonistic competitions is.
What is true is that since 393 A.D. the Olympic Games were not performed
any more; it is difficult to say whether they ‘vanished’ or ‘disappeared’, as someone says, or were suppressed by default, by the edit against pagans issued by
Theodosio I in 392 (applied in the western area in 393); or by a specific measure
of which there is no trace in juridical sources, but of which Giorgio Cedreno
writes in his work (Historiarum Compendium), that we got in a unique critical
version edited in two volumes by Bekker in 1838-39, re-printed half a century
later in Patrologia greca by Migne27.
The analyses of Cedreno’s testimony gives rise to unusual and interesting results.
First of all, the destruction of Byzantion synagogue which occurred under
Theodosius II is confused with the fire of the Callinicum synagogue that took
place under Theodosius I, and that was the cause of the emperor’s hard reaction,
who obliged the local bishop to re-build it; this fact caused Ambrogio’s intervention, who couldn’t accept that Christians had to obey a pulpit that wasn’t their
own. He meant that this fact put Christianity in a lower position than Hebraism,
since in another event, when pagans destroyed a Christian temple, emperor
27. Cfr. A. Biscardi, Una costituzione poco nota di Teodosio I, in Atti Accademia Romanistica Costantiniana,
IV, Perugia, 1981, p. 370.
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Theodosio did not interfere. This was the true reason, according to some historian, and not an abuse of power by Ambrogio over the emperor.
Another not clear reference is the one to the kingdom of Manasse, king of Giuda (687-642 B.C. according to Bible sources) indicated as contemporary to the
birth of the Olympic Games, attested, as per Eusebio of Cesarea chronology, in
776 B.C. It’s unlikely that Cedreno compares human history to the Hebraic one.
On the other hand it’s possible that the Byzantine monk might see the Olympic
Games in the light of Hebraic history viewing it in the same way as Judaism, as a
phenomenon to be eradicated.
It’s significant that this constitution is not reproduced in Theodosius’s code
nor in Giustiniano’s one.
Anyway, in case of a proper measure issued by Theodosius it’s necessary to
consider if the abrogation of the Games was part of the same law forbidding the
rebuilding of the synagogue of Constantinople and the public practise of Hebraic
cult or, on the contrary, three different measures were issued part of a unique
pack of anti-pagan and anti Hebraic rules that turned the state religion to a privileged one, in a context of bigger and bigger intolerance28.

28. Cfr. E. Franciosi, Miti da smitizzare, in ‘Lancillotto e Nausica’, n. 3 2004, p. 52 ss.; F. Lucrezi, La successione intestata in diritto ebraico e romano, Studi sulla “Collatio” III, Torino, 2005, p. 73.
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CAN ORIGINAL ANCIENT ‘SPORT’ BE A MODEL
FOR MODERN SPORT FOR ALL?
Jernej Pisk (SLO)

The origins of sport in ancient Greece
Philosophy and sport1, both were brought forth in fullness in ancient Greece.
The economic situation of that period allowed some men to stop scrambling just
for how to survive physically, but gave them extra time and energy which they
directed to the things that do not bring any immediate benefit to survival. Therefore, both philosophy and sport represent a very human particularity which distinguishes them from other living beings.
From Homer’s poems it has been clear that Greek people valued sport highly. This is also proved by the fact that wherever the Greeks came and built a city
they always built also a theater and sport facilities.2 The Greek word athletés signifies those who compete for prizes. The single aim in Greek athletics was to win.
There were no awards for second place; in fact losing was considered a disgrace
(Weiss, 1969, 175). But, why was there such emphasis on winning? Sport competitions gave athletes the possibility to test and show their arete (excellence),
their virtues. The meaning of winning does not lie simply in defeating competi1. It must be said that neither ancient Greeks nor Plato himself used the term sport. As it is well known the term
sport, in the meaning of special physical activity, appeared only in 19th century in Great Britain. Nowadays it
is widely spread and used for different physical activities which had different names in ancient times. Because
of that we use sport in this paper for physical activities and to point out similarity with modern times.
2. We can find proof for that also in the Old Testament of the Bible: “Thereupon they built a gymnasium in
Jerusalem according to the Gentile custom.” (1st Book of Maccabean 1, 14.)
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tors, but in testing oneself, recognizing truth and the true worth of oneself. “The
victory in a battle was not just a representation of one’s superior physical force
but also a presentation of better arete.” (Jaeger, 1973, 7) We must know that the
first sport competitions in Olympia were called ‘competitions for a wreath’ (stefanitis agon) and not ‘competitions for money’ (chrematitis agon) (Fournaros,
2005, 5).3 This shows us that from the earliest times agon was the inspiration
and source of sport competitions and the revealing of truth about oneself was the
award, although in later years many other prizes were added.4 The meaning of
original agon was in the creativity, in uncovering or revealing the truth (aletheia),
in finding who I am through what I can do, in recognizing and showing my abilities, my virtue. Besides that, victory was also the highest thing that an ancient
Greek could desire because it gave him immortality and honorable memory. Victory or honorable death were both worthy of the highest veneration and both
were worthy of sacrifice.5 All of these inspired Greek passion for competition
(agon) and victory worth of sacrifice.
In the 5th century BC the change in attitude toward original agon became
more and more obvious.6 The loss of the original agon whose mission was in the
revealing of truth about human beings (in accordance with words of wisdom
3. The problem of ancient amateurism and professionalism arise here. For example, Homer in his poems shows
that the athletes were given prizes for competing. We cannot say, however, that he was talking about the time
when the games in Olympia started in 776 BC. In addition, Homer was talking about funeral games or competition, not Olympic games. It seems that material prizes for Homers heroes were not the main motive to
compete. Material prizes were not the main source of income for athletes. For Homer’s athletes, showing their
arete was the most important.
4. Regardless of Homer we cannot imagine that the first impulse for competitive sport activity came from
material prizes. From an ontological point of view, the material prize –the consequence of sporting activity–
could not be the first impulse for sport. The first motive or impulse for sport must be something other than
the material prize. It will be argued that the motivation is derived from the need to test oneself in a contest
that demonstrates ones abilities, values, arete – to oneself and to the others. On the one side, the fact that
athletes in Olympia did not gain material prizes shows us that competing in Olympia was a great sacrifice for
athletes. Conversely, the games in Olympia were the most important and most adored. This shows us that
having greater arete was more important than gaining a material prize (R.D. Mandell, 1884, 47).
5. Of course there are some differences between victory and death. With death your life is over, but with
victory you can continue to do great acts.
6. Jacob Burckhardt period before 5th century BC named agonal era. The changes was coincidence with
political changes at that time and advent of sophistry.
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from the Delphi Oracle ‘Know Thyself’), had its consequences in degradation of
sporting activities. From that time on, material prizes were the main motive for
being involved in sport (E.N. Gardiner, 1971, 99). But material prizes were reserved for just the one who won the contest. All the others returned empty-handed. So, the sport contests were somehow reserved just for the best. Adding material prizes to sport represents, as we will see more deeply later, a first blow to the
original value of sport. As a consequence of that the first critique of athletes and
sport came forth too. For example, Euripides (Athens, 5th century BC) said: “For
of all the many thousands of evils which now beset Greece, nothing is worse
than the breed of athletes. First of all, they do not learn to live a good life, nor
can they do so. ... Glorying in their youth, they parade through the city and are
ornaments to it. But when bitter old age falls upon them, they are discarded like
a threadbare cloak.” (Quoted in: W. E. Sweet, 1987, 122) Some ancient Greek
thinkers noticed, however, that sport did not acquire meaning solely with the
earning of prizes for the few and making the rest of polis citizens feel happy, but
that it could have deeper meaning for the human being in itself. One of them
was Plato, for whom sporting activity had a special role in the life of ancient polis
community. In what follows we will make a short philosophical excursion focusing on Plato’s thought and its relevance for our investigation.

Plato’s understanding of sport
Plato lived in the 4th century BC, when sport had already lost its original innocence and had gained broader social influence. For the Greeks the sport competitions were a sign of the wealth of their culture. Therefore Plato could not avoid
sport in his thinking. Gymnastics and music are for him two of the oldest cultures.7 Plato found the mission of his life in political activity – in the education of
men. So he touched sport many times in his dialogues and exposed its role in the
education of young people. For him all education is directed to the development
7. E.g. Plato, Republic 376 e.
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of virtue. Plato was also the one who introduced the four well known cardinal
virtues: wisdom, justice, fortitude and temperance.8 He found the value of sport
in the development of virtue of fortitude (courage). This is not surprising if we remind ourselves that Greeks before Plato had originally understood sport as
agon, that is competition where at the same time also courage has to be demonstrated. Plato took over this understanding of sport, he deepened it and included
it in his educational system.9
Plato likewise uses examples from sport in his dialogues many times to illustrate different truths from everyday life. He compares true philosophy with gymnastics in opposition to sophistry, which is like cosmetics.10 All education is designed to give young people a solid ground on which they can enter the word of
philosophy.11 Education (paide›a) through gymnastic and music in childhood was
directed to build up some customs regarding justice and beautifulness12 and to remove ‘leaden weights’13 –impulses– which pull them to ground. Only when one
gets clear of them, can he turn towards truth. “We can say that gymnastics and
music paide›a create effects of Good, but not the knowledge of Good” (Reale,
2002 b, 229). The later is the aim of philosophical education. In the activity in accordance with reason –in philosophy– Plato saw the final point of Greek paide›a,
as the process of realization of the highest fullness of human abilities.

Plato’s philosophy and the study of sport
Although in his dialogues Plato mentioned sport quite often and integrated it into
his educational system he never asked the fundamental philosophical question; a
8. E.g. Plato, Phaedo 69 a-b , Republic 427 e. All Republic is dedicated to relations between those virtues. But
the question can arise why just four virtues, why not more? The answer is simple: because they entirely cover all
others (e.g. Republic 428 a, 433 b-c). Moreover, for Plato all virtues have only one form (e.g. Republic 445 c).
9. E.g. Plato, Laches 190 c-d.
10. E.g. Plato, Gorgias 465 c.
11. E.g. Plato, Republic 498 b.
12. E.g. Plato, Republic 538 c.
13. E.g. Plato, Republic 519 b.
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question which he often asked his co-speakers in dialogues and with which he
brought them to the cognition of their ignorance; a question about ‘what is something?’. So, if we want to walk on the paths of Plato’s philosophy, we ought to ask
the question ‘what is sport?’. There is no doubt that this would bring us too to the
cognition of our ignorance. This cognition allows us to start walking on the path of
philosophy. For instance, it is necessary firstly to know what is ‘human’ to get to
know how one can become better. “Can we ever know what art makes a man
better, if we do not know what we are ourselves?”14 Or: “Should we ever have
known what art makes a shoe better, if we did not know a shoe? Impossible!”15
Only good knowledge of a thing allows us to be good in handling it. This is true
for shoes and also, because of their complexity even more so, for human beings.
And so it is for sport. So, when we have long discussions about sport, we should
first answer Plato’s fundamental question of what something is: ‘what is sport?’
Plato’s intention is not to destroy something by analysis, but to build it on a solid
ground of truth itself. If we interpret Plato’s philosophy in that way, as stimulation
for rethinking already accepted beliefs, it still is of big value. In modern times
when wisdom is a ‘mass phenomenon’16 and when one ‘wisdom’ is contrary to
another, this need for searching real wisdom is even bigger.
So, what can Plato’s philosophy tell us about what sport is? More precisely:
what is good, real, worthy sport? All Plato's philosophy had a strong ethical-political direction. Because sport is in strong connection with human and because,
as we will see, different modes of sport correspond to different stages of the human soul, we should first take a look at those divisions.

The human soul and the modes of sport
Beside the doctrine of Ideas Plato is also famous for teaching the doctrine of the
14. Plato, Alcibiades I 128 e.
15. Ibidem.
16. We can make comparison with ancient Athens, where, as Thucydides said: “This is the only polis, to
which you cannot make something good, not to cheat it at the same time.” (Cited in: F. Zore, 1997, 110).
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state and the human soul. The ideal state and human soul have very similar construction. The soul is just like a small state. Plato divides the state in three different classes: the lowest is the economic class; the second is the military class; and
the third, the highest and the most noble is the governing class of rulers –
philosophers. Each of these classes has its own virtue. And those virtues are presented also in different parts of the soul: in the appetitive, emotional and reasonable ones. So, to the lowest part of the soul and to the lowest class in the state
belongs the virtue of temperance. To the second part of the soul and to the second class of the state belongs the virtue of fortitude. And to the highest part of
the soul and the highest class of the state belongs the virtue of wisdom.17
As we have already seen for Plato sport has value because it helps to develop
the virtue of fortitude in the human soul and in the state. In both cases sport is a
means of education on the second of three stages, because it is connected with
the second, emotional part of the soul and with the second military class in the
state. So sport, as Plato showed us, does not extend directly to the third or first
part of the soul neither to the third or first class of the state.18 However, some
modes of sport which are common today correspond to Plato’s division of the
state and human soul. This can, at the same time, show us that sport is tightly
connected with human. In Plato’s teaching man is his soul. Different values of
different parts of the soul can then reveal to us different values of sport, because
every mode of sport is founded on a different part of the soul.
Three different pleasures are connected to the three parts of the soul: “Because
there are three parts of the soul appetite, emotional and reasonable, there are also
three different pleasures: pleasures connected with material things and riches (own
to appetite soul), pleasures connected with honor and victory (own to emotional
17. In his Republic Plato compared classes of the state with parts of the soul and showed that each owned a
special virtue (Plato, Republic 429 a – 432 b).
18. However, Plato indicates this: “The very exercises and tolls which he (educated person) undergoes are
intended to stimulate the spirited element of his nature, and not to increase his strength; he will not, like
common athletes, use exercise and regimen to develop his muscles.” (Plato, Republic 410 b). Athletes have
only partial benefit of gymnastics because for them is to be true: “There was gymnastic which presided over
the growth and decay of the body, and may therefore be regarded as having to do with generation and corruption” (Plato, Republic 521 e).
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soul) and pleasures of cognition (own to reasonable soul)” (Reale, 2002, 182). Plato found the value of sport in the second part of the soul. This part of the soul owns
fortitude and seeks fulfilment in pleasures connected with victory, which reveal the
truth about arete of oneself. In this activity of the second part of the human soul we
can recognize the elementary ancient agon and origins of ancient sport. As we
know in earlier times the only prize for victory was a wreath and honour because it
reveals the truth and true virtue about oneself. But later, as we saw, material prizes
became more and more important.19 From this it is clear that when sport lost its
sources in agon (based in the second part of the soul) and got its motive and fulfilment from material prizes, it was degraded to lower and worse pleasures of the appetite soul. The fact that this became the main reason for sport20 represents –from
a philosophical point of view– a step back. Sport in which money and material
prizes are in the first place (sport in the service of money and not money in the
service of sport) is in Plato’s eyes degraded and the worst possible mode of sport
because in it there is no place for love of wisdom, nor any cognition of soul for
knowing oneself through using the highest human capabilities. Sport like this is degraded sport if we compare it with the sport for honour and glory, because it fulfils
only the lowest (appetite) part of the soul while the emotional and reasonable part
of the soul which are specially proper of human, remain unfulfilled.
If sport which is based on the appetitive part of the soul and seeks its fulfillment in getting material prizes is the worst, then sport which extends to the third,
highest, part of the soul is the best. This sport is ethically superior because it corresponds to reasonable human soul and is connected with pleasures of cognition. But, where can we find sport like this? If we can recapture sport in its earlier
Greek instantiations (where material prizes are involved and the second where
victory and honor can be reached), then we can search for the third kind of sport
only outside the ‘sport for money’ or ‘sport for honor’. Both, money and honor
do not originate in the human but come from the outside and do not depend on
the particularity humanness. As Aristotle found out, honor and glory is inde19. For example, olive oil or food in city house...
20. For example: contemporary professional sport as a mere job to earn money.
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pendent of him because only another human can give honor to the first one.21
Also, only another man can give a prize to the winner. So we must search for the
third kind of sport in tight connection with humanity itself. And this, in the first
place, is competition with the self. The aim of this can be to attain perfect execution of movement or exercise22 that can be only achieved with tight cooperation
with reason. We can say that it is the highest union or the oneness between body
and soul, the full harmony of body with the instructions of reason. In this way the
best possible sport can be achieved. Sport like this presents human beings in the
perfection of all of their potentials. In the activities and cognition that are in accordance with reason the highest fulfillment, true contentment of the human, the
reasonable being can be found. With this sport essentially intervenes in the
sphere of philosophical cognition – the sphere of searching and cognition of wisdom and knowledge; cognition of self and self-borders.
At this point the question can rise if division of sport in three stages of goodness is not only a human construct which has no connection with reality. The answer based on Plato’s philosophy is ‘no’. Because there is no sport in the physical world without a human; sport can become factual only through human beings and the human being is for Plato as much as the human soul; therefore, it is
evident that the human soul has direct influence on sport. So this division of
goodness of sport is based on the fact of reality of the man as Plato understood
it. Moreover, this kind of division of sport is not something completely new, because we accept different modes of sport e.g. educational sport, recreational
sport and professional sport and connect them with different values.

Intervention of sport in the sphere of philosophy
As we have seen sport may extend to the highest, third sphere of the soul, to the
sphere of philosophy. But why is sport of the third part of the soul the best in do21. E.g. Aristotle, Nicomachean ethics 1095 b.
22. In Plato’s terms maybe we can say that we try to get close to the pure Idea of that movement or exercise.
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ing this? Sport like this is similar to philosophy because they both use the same
highest human capacity – reason. Sport of this kind can lead human to philosophical cognition of oneself. Through sport like this human reveals the most
about himself. As we showed before, the original ancient sport whose purpose is
also in the revealing of truth to the self, originates in the second part of the soul.
But the revelation of truth with reason leads to the highest happiness of man, as
Plato said. Not because the lower parts are incapable of revealing truth, but because only the highest, reasonable part, is able to evaluate the truth of the situation and have powers which could direct a human being to further improvement
of self. To show that philosophical cognition is of the highest value and the
source of highest happiness Plato used an example from sport: “He (athlete) only gives you the appearance of happiness, and I give you the reality.”23 But now
it is clear that also sport can be a means of philosophical cognition of truth and
source of true happiness. Just as the rulers in the state, so the sport on the third
stage intervenes in the sphere of philosophy, because it has its origin in the reasonable part of the soul. In using the mind (intellect) sport extends over the physical world and touches the everlasting and unchangeable world of Ideas. And the
world of Ideas is for Plato the tﬁpos where the very truth is revealing itself.24
Of course, it is hard to find sport which we could classify in just one of the
categories of goodness of sport. In real life it is necessary that different sports get
mixed. For example we have a top-level basketball-player, who plays to earn a
huge salary (first and lowest stage of sport). But he also is motivated to play by
his desire for victory and glory (second stage of sport) and, besides that, he has a
lot of fun when he completely controls his body and the ball (third, highest stage
of sport). As in Plato’s state also in the human soul the prerequisite for happiness
is harmonization of all parts. The good does not entail the negation of lower
parts of the soul, classes of the state or modes of sport but in harmonization of
them and bringing them to the proper relation. Since in the state the highest class
has to direct the lower two, likewise in the soul the highest stage has to wisely
23. Plato, Apology 36 d-e.
24. E.g. Plato, Phaedrus 247 c.
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harmonize the lowest, it has to be so also in sport. If an athlete wants to fulfill his
potential as a human being his sporting activity has to be in accordance to this.
In this harmonization of all three stages of sport where the highest reasonable
part leads the lower two, we can find also the highest virtue of justice. The other
three (wisdom, fortitude and temperance), as we saw, can be found in different
stages of sport. So different modes of sport intervene in the very essence of human’s ethical nature. If professional sport wants to be worthy of humans, and the
aspiration for victory and glory legitimate, both of them should be under the control of sport from the rational part of soul; from this kind of sport which is directed to the improvement of self.

Original ancient sport and modern sport for all
Now we have to remember once again what we have said about original ancient sport, in close connection with the original meaning of agon. The meaning
of original agon was not just in gaining glory and honor but in the creativity; in
uncovering the truth (alethéia), in finding who I am and what I can do. It did
not have any other motive (like securing material prizes) than only to recognize
and show one’s arete, one’s virtue, the very truth about oneself.25 That was the
main and original motive for being involved in sport. And the same can be the
main motive for being involved in sport also in modern days. If we further
broaden this pure testing of oneself and showing his abilities (virtues), with usage of the highest human capabilities –rationality– we may achieve a perfect
combination of inner sources and motives for being involved in sporting activity, which not only lasts longer but also gives real possibilities to actualize one’s
highest potentials as a human being. As Plato clearly shows us, it is not worth
engaging in sport if the aim is just something external to us. It is not worth doing
sport from an ethical perspective just to earn money while neglecting improvement of the self. External motives for being involved in sport usually do not last
25. I connect in this point to a main idea of the book of Heather L. Reid The Philosophical Athlete.
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long.26 Besides that not everyone has capabilities of earning money from sport.
But everyone can benefit from sport if he takes it in the original ancient meaning: to test myself, to learn something about myself and to use reason not only
to become better in sport, but to fulfill my potential as a human being: to become better man. And this is the true reward which sport can give to everyone
of us. It is kalokagathia as the combination of beautiful and good human being,
that sport can provide.

Some problems and possible solutions
As with any theory, the connection of Plato’s philosophies to modern sport is not
perfect. The first and main critique may come from the philosophical point of
view which is against Plato’s idealism. This poses a problem between the fundamental principles of different philosophical schools. It is not the purpose of this
paper to discuss these questions. Let us rehearse what has already been shown
throughout the paper, namely that Plato’s philosophy had a strong ethical-political direction and that Plato understood the psychology of human beings. As an
expert in human things he can help us to understand the possible relations between human beings and their motives for sport.
Another criticism can also be made. If we take Plato’s philosophy, we must
understand that it is not only idealistic but in many cases it is also individualistic.
Individualism emphasizes the care of a human being –athlete– for himself: he
tests himself, he competes with himself, he improves himself. Although he competes against another athlete or in a team sport, the fundamental principle is the
same: to help myself to fulfill all my potential. We may say that this is quite an
egoistic position which can be very problematic in the community. As Aristotle
said: the being who could live alone is either god or animal but not human. To
resolve this, we must go back once again to Plato’s writing, to his famous allego26. The example of this represents many young talented athletes who finished their sporting careers too early because they had got oriented just in getting material prizes for their competitions.
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ry of cave in the dialogue Republic.27 In this, Plato states clearly that the one who
manages to get the knowledge of Good –philosophers (in our case the athlete
who reach the highest stage of involvement in sport)– must return back to the
cave to tell the others about the real truth and highest happiness. Though they
would prefer to stay on their high point of cognition and human fulfillment, they
have the duty to go back and teach others the reality. If we analogically transfer
this to our case involving athletes on the third stage, those who use sport to test
themselves, to recognize the truth about themselves and to fulfill their highest capabilities (in Plato’s analogy we may say that they have knowledge of the Good),
we may say that they have a duty to come back and teach others about the more
noble possibilities of sporting activity. In this we can recognize also the excess of
individualism and the major social function (role) of those athletes.

Conclusion
As we have seen, studies of Greek history and philosophy do not have meaning
only in themselves, they also touch us in our present time and situation. Therefore our investigation of original sport and Plato’s philosophy concerns us as
much as it touches our situation and contemporary sport. Plato’s thesis about
human nature and the human soul can speak to us about which kinds of sport
are good, better or worse. At this point Plato warns us that true value and goodness of sport is not determined by physical dimensions of space and time. The
seconds and meters are no more important because truth, good, sport goes beyond these borders since for the true good sport cognition and improvement of
the self are the most important and even essential prerequisites. And these are
not reserved for just few top-level individuals. Everyone is capable of attaining
them. Everyone can test and improve themselves. And this is the true and lasting
award, with much bigger, even universal value. Finally, professional sport – sport
for money and for glory gets its value only when it is harmonized with the rea27. Plato, Republic 514a – 521c.
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sonable part. And that is the way to make the goal of Olympism (“...to place
sport at the service of the harmonious development of man...”) real.
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A small percentage of Thai people carried out physical exercise on a regular basis, therefore, Thai government made its first attempt in the promotion of sport
for health in 1988. This promotion was placed in the 1st National Sports Development Plan, the policies and guidelines on the development of sports, which
was effective from 1988 to 1996. This promotion aimed to encourage the Thais
to play sports in order to get benefits for their health. However, in 1992 the National Statistics Office found that only 26% of Thais carry out physical exercise
on a regular basis. As a result, the promotion of sports for all was still placed in
the 2nd National Sports Development Plan (1997-2001). After the 2nd National
Sports Development Plan had ended, the percentage of people playing sports or
exercising did not increase substantially. The percentage of Thais playing sports
or exercising raised up to only 30% in 1992.
Today, we are in the period of the 3rd National Sports Development Plan
(2002-2006). This plan is still concerned with sport for all aiming at the involvement
of more people in sports and exercise. It has defined sport for all as promoting the
use of sports and exercise as a means to enhance the quality of life of the people.
Two main areas of promotion are sports as leisure activities and sports for health.

Sports as Leisure Activities
Promotion of leisure sports has been intensively launched in the past two
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decades by the government through the construction of multipurpose sport halls,
fitness parks and outdoor sport fields, accompanied by the provision of basic
sports equipment throughout the country. Moreover, active recreation is also
well blended with tourism in Thailand. One can enjoy sightseeing as well as various sports and adventure activities at many places.

Sports for Health
The promotion of sports for health in Thailand aims at: health and fitness promotion for the public; prevention of some illnesses resulting from lack of physical
activity; treatment and rehabilitation of the above illnesses as well as the acceleration of recovery from several diseases; and promotion of sports for people with
a disability. Moreover, the 3rd National Sports Development Plan has emphasized the development of sports for all in the “special groups”, such as veterans
and disabled people. The government and private sector will provide facilities
and organize activities by combining sports and recreations to fit each group.
The government hoped that the promotion of sport for all would increase the percentage of Thai people doing sports and exercise up to 60%. Moreover, sports centers, facilities centers and fitness parks would be available in every village, and sports
venues under the control of educational institutions had to be accessible to the public.
The two main governmental bodies responsible for the promotion of sports
for all are the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of Tourism and Sports.
They provide facilities such as equipment for physical fitness tests, issuing of
public relations materials concerning sports and exercise for health, training in
sports for health personnel and instructors, and organizing activities such as
“Run-Walk for Health” and “Sports for Health Exhibitions”.
The Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) serves as the prime agency in enhancing
the health of the Thai population. MOPH has been supporting Thai people to exercise by launching several Campaigns such as “move for health”, “30-person running for health”, “Walking - Running for Health”, and by setting up health promotion clubs. Until 2004, the number of health promotion clubs increased to 35,532
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clubs. Plenty of physical activity programs for all age groups were managed through
the mass media and exhibitions. There are also civil societies promoting physical activity habits and mental health. In addition, there is a network of 50 NGOs participating in the program of exercise promotion. Such efforts aim to raise awareness so
that 60 percent of Thais will exercise for 30 minutes a day at least 3 days a week.
The Ministry of Tourism and Sports, through Sports Authority of Thailand
(SAT), is in charge of all activities that develop sports for excellence. However, it
has also supported sport for all by promoting basic sports amongst Thai youths,
e.g. provision of Physical Education teachers. SAT also provides 5 regional offices to promote sports in the province near the regional office and to provide facilities and sports equipment. SAT has also carried out plenty of projects to persuade Thai people to do sports and exercise for healthy mind and body. Examples of their projects are “Hill Tribal Sports Competition” and “Veterans Sports
Competition – A Hundred-Percent Heart”.
Besides those two governmental agencies, the Thai Health Promotion Foundation, or ThaiHealth, is also a major agency that promotes exercise. It was established by the Health Promotion Foundation Act in 2001. Its objectives are the reduction of sickness and death, and general improvements in the quality of life. To
reach its goals, the promotion of physical activity was selected as a major strategy
among various strategies. The Thai Health Promotion Foundation has also provided a large amount of budgets to several agencies to complete various tasks (table 1).
The major activities that ThaiHealth supports are:
1. Encourage provincial governments to promote sports and exercise
2. Encourage educational institutions to promote sports and exercise and to
conduct research on sports and exercise
3. Funding sports events and organizations
4. Promote sports and activities that are particularly beneficial to health, that
can be carried out by large numbers of people, and that can be carried out
in the existing facilities.
5. Support community initiatives by assisting communities to develop models
for promoting physical activity that can be replicated elsewhere.
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TABLE 1
The budget provided by ThaiHealth
Budget (million baht)
Action
Encourage provincial governments
to promote sports and exercise
Encourage educational institutions
to promote sports and conduct research
Funding sports events and organizations
Promote suitable sports
Promote community initiatives
Total

2005

2006

2007

70

70

70

10
10
15
5
110

15
15
20
10
130

15
15
20
10
130

In addition to the promotion of sport for all, the government also added the
promotion of school sport into the 3rd National Sports Development Plan as
well. This promotion targets children and youths so that they are able to learn
how to play sport. Basic sport skills will be instructed by physical education
teachers so that 80% of the children and youths will do sports and take exercise
habitually, at least 3 days a week and 30 minutes a day.

Summary
Few percents of Thai people exercise or play sports regularly. This may lead to
the occurrence of health problems in Thais. In order to improve the quality of
life, the government has launched the National Sports Development Plans to
support the government agencies encouraging Thai people to do more exercise
or sports. Therefore, several programs of exercise and sport promotion have
been launched intensively by those agencies in the last two decades. However,
the percentage of Thais who exercise or play sport regularly is still less than ex105
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pected. The government had expected that the percentage of Thai people doing
sports and exercise regularly would rise up to 60% by the end of the 3rd National Sports Development Plans. However, in 2004 only 47% of Thais did exercise
or played sport. Therefore, the promotion of sport for all in Thailand has to be
continued and developed. Moreover, the Thai government has to support their
agencies seriously.
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THE IDEA OF OLYMPIC HERO OF THE 1924 GAMES
IN FRENCH LITERATURE
Julie Gaucher (FRA)

In L’Orgue du stade, André Obey remembers the heroes of the political and military history that he studies at school and is captivated by these models of past
masculinity. As an enthusiastic spectator of the 1924 Olympic Games, the author
expressively hopes for a transfer of the same kind of heroism to the stadium1.
Then, the reader of L’Orgue du stade imagines a history where dates of fights
(“1066-fight of Hastings, 1214-Bouvines, 1515-Marignan, 1806-Eylau”) are replaced by a chronology with a regular rhythm (1896-Athens, 1900-Paris, 1904Saint-Louis, 1908-London...). So, weary of the romantic or traditional hero (the
saint, the knight, the genius, the dandy or the soldier2), French literature of the
twenties seeks the arrival of new supermen. From this perspective, the 1924
Olympic Games have become an important symbol in French novels, as an experimental place for remodelling of the hero.
Therefore, this study examines the process of writing about Olympic heroes
using one significant example from Paris’ Olympic Games of 1924. The texts
questioned by this study were published in the twenties and belong to the
French “athletic literature” and are, more specifically, inspired by Olympics. In1. André Obey, L’Orgue du stade, Paris, Gallimard, “Les documents bleus”, no 16, 1924, p. 35: “Daignent
les dieux vouloir que ma petite fille dont, chaque matin, les quatre ans invoquent l’air et la lumière de la fenêtre
ouverte, récite un jour en litanies non les batailles mais les records, plus beaux que les travaux d’Hercule.”
2. Classification established by Georges Minois, in Le Culte des Grands Hommes, des héros homériques au
star system, Paris, Louis Audibert, 2005.
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deed, according to the example of La VIIIème Olympiade by Géo-Charles3,
L’Orgue du stade by André Obey4 or La Résurrection d’Olympie by André
Geiger5, the literature uses the Olympic Games as a source of inspiration. Published after the Games, these texts use Olympics as a theme of narration. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the creation of Olympic art contests gives dynamism to this first literary surge: the arts competitions, after little enthusiasm in
the first Olympics, became important in Paris, giving the impression that the
contest had matured. Artists from 23 nations submit 189 works in five categories: painting, literature, architecture, sculpture, and music. More specifically,
the panel of judges of the literary contest includes, among others, Maurice
Maeterlinck, Gabriel d’Annunzio, Maurice Barrès, Paul Claudel, Jean Giraudoux, Jean de Pierrefeu and Paul Valéry. In any case, the titles of the French
texts presented to the Olympic art competition like Histoire de Quinze hommes
by Marcel Berger, Jeux Olympiques by Géo Charles and Le Paradis à l’ombre
des épées by Henry de Montherlant, suggest, quite obviously, the variety of the
Olympic literary “vein”... Moreover, France has known a cultural dynamism
around the Paris’ Olympic Games: sport becomes a theme of intellectual reflections and artistic productions. For instance, an operetta about sport, written by
Jean Cocteau, is played on the 20th of June 1924 in the Theatre of ChampsElysées.
Therefore, firstly, it is of interest to envisage Olympic Games as an event
favourable to the arrival of a new definition of the hero. Before we can understand the narrative function of the champion, we need to question more specifically the identity of the Olympic hero of the 1924 Games. Since the definitions of
the hero and of masculinity depend directly on the social and cultural context,
this article will focus on French literature and the conclusions drawn will be applied within the national context of France.

3. Géo-Charles, VIIIe Olympiade [1924-1928], Bruxelles, L’Equerre, 1930.
4. André Obey, L’Orgue du stade, op. cit.
5. André Geiger, La Résurrection d’Olympie, (Gémier – D’Annunzio – Carpentier), Paris, Typographie Plon
– Nourrit et Cie, 1920, 31 p.
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1. 1924 Olympic Games, an event favourable to the arrival of the hero
The stadium: a place of predilection for the expression of heroism.
The specific example of Colombes
The identity of the hero appears in the Olympic stadium because of the dramatization of the place and the “spectacularization” of the athletic meeting. There are
two perspectives that we can consider. On one hand, the stadium is designed as
a space to stage athletic heroism that permits the mythicized realization of the
champion. The stadium, which is marked by competitive events and coloured by
specific imageries of excellence, increases the identification of the champion or
team6: it reveals obviously the heroism of some sportsmen. The terraces, with a
kind of funnel configuration, seem to point out particular sportsmen. Because
this configuration invites attention, the description focuses progressively on the
essential place in the stadium, the track. In this way, novels suggest that the architecture of stadiums shows obviously the originality and the excellence of
champions. For example, André Obey notes that the architecture imposes a sensation close to vertigo:
“I saw the Olympic stadium. I saw it in the distance and closely, at the top
and at the bottom [...]. I sat in it, I touched it, I smelt it, I heard it. It is a
marvel. The sport has its temple.” 7
The multiplication of the points of view on the stadium, their duplication and
the synesthetic dimension suggest the impression of size given by the installation.
Henry de Montherlant, athlete and novelist, considers also Colombes’ stadium
with enthusiasm:
6. Thierry Terret, “France”, p. 58, in Histoire du sport en Europe, James Riordan, Arnd Krüger and Thierry
Terret, Paris, L’Harmattan, Espaces et Temps du Sport, 2004.
7. All the quotations are translated by the author.“J’ai vu le stade olympique. Je l’ai vu de loin, de près,
d’en haut, d’en bas, je m’y suis assis, je l’ai touché, senti, entendu. C’est une merveille. Le sport a son temple.” (André Obey, op. cit., pp. 77-78)
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“It is a high-pitched song that expresses the harsh yellow of the stands of
Colombes and the green of the new lawn [...], when we see the stadium
from far. The sun shines on this installation. The colours seem to be in fusion. [...] The stadium is beautiful. Beautiful! [...] Iron and cement; it is
simple.”8
Because the architecture, simple and harmonious, is marked by a certain sobriety, the spectator can focus on the cinder track. The descriptive focus is concentrated on the essential place where the performance is realised.
“And, what a story it is! I fell in love with the track. It is reddish as if it is
suntanned, smooth as if is was ironed, soft and strong, we guess this, as a
body in the youth.”9
Additionally, the visual perspective is not enough to describe the track:
metaphorically, the author invites us to have a more tactile experience, by describing the texture of the track. In itself, the “temple of sport”, designed like this
by André Obey, with its simple presence, mobilises all the senses: it is already an
invitation to a full participation of the spectator. Furthermore, drawing attention
to the technological innovations of the stadium, Géo-Charles suggests all the upheavals that modernity can introduce in literature. In Jeux Olympiques, the text
expresses technological modernity in an amazing way, by proposing that the
loudspeaker represents the human being.

8. “C’est un chant aigu que chantent le jaune cru des tribunes de Colombes et le vert de la pelouse nouvelle
qu’elles surplomblent, quand nous apercevons de loin le stade. Le soleil donne là-dessus. Les couleurs semblent en fusion. [...] Le stade est beau. Beau ! Quel monosyllabe ! Un oui seul peut être aussi plein. Fer et ciment armé : on a pris le parti simple.” Henry de Montherlant, “Soyez bons pour la piste de Colombes”, Demain, no 3, juin 1924, p. 221.
9. “Et puis, quelle affaire ! je suis tombé amoureux de la piste. Elle est rougeâtre comme si elle était hâlée
par le grand soleil, lisse comme si elle avait été repassée au fer, tendre et résistante, on le devine, comme le
corps dans la jeunesse.” Henry de Montherlant, op. cit.
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The Olympic Games, a ritualised ceremonial favourable
to the revelation of the hero
On the other hand, through evident ritualizations and defined ceremonies, the
Olympic Games represent an event to specify the arrival of the hero claimed by
Pierre de Coubertin. The Olympic ceremonies, because of the ritualization, allow
the expression of the heroic excellence:
“The feast is permitted in excess and this allows the individual to find a
dramatization and become the hero. The ritual realises the myth and permits the legend to live.”10
The opening ceremony and the procession of teams integrate this process of
ritualization. The time that the competition is held, dramatizes and shows evidence of the hero according to a logic of epiphany. The “apotheosis of podium”11
becomes an explicit and unanimous recognition of supremacy, sometimes heroic,
of a champion. It’s interesting to note that the religious ceremony in Notre Dame
invites us to consider the Olympic Games as a sacred time of competition.
Finally and more specifically, the Olympic oath reveals the importance accorded to the moral integrity of the athlete. To pronounce the oath is to be recognized
as a messenger of Olympic values. Géo André becomes, in the process of writing
of 1924 Games, “the incarnation of the Olympic oath”. And, according to Philippe
Hamon12, the hero refers implicitly but inevitably to a system of values: “he is the
character that the reader suspects of assuming or incarnating positive the ideological values of a society at one point of its history”. Therefore, the moral dimension
institutes the hero and gives him a responsibility that exceeds his participation on
the track. Olympism focuses on moral values and imperceptibly changes the defini10. “La fête est un excès permis par lequel l’individu se trouve dramatisé et devient ainsi le héros, le rite réalise
le mythe et permet de le vivre.” Roger Caillois, Le Mythe et l’homme [1938], Paris, Gallimard, Folio essais,
2002, p. 188.
11. Georges Minois, Le Culte des Grands Hommes, des héros homériques au star system, p. 465.
12. Philippe Hamon, Texte et idéologie, PUF, “Quadrige”, 1984, pp. 47 – 48.
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tion of ideal masculinity. In summary, we can consider that the Olympic celebration is presented as a crucible where heroes of the twentieth-century are moulded.

2. Identity of the hero in 1924 French Olympic literature:
between heritage and modernity
The revelation of the hero realises, in literature, the individuality of a champion
and recognizes his exceptionality. Tinged with a certain ancient nostalgia and, at
the same time, moulded by modernity, the champion is not only a performer,
but he reaches a heroic dimension that exceeds the limits of the stadium.
So, at the beginning of the twentieth-century, the literary context is marked
by the ancient memory: among a significant number of “archaeological” novels,
the 1924 Olympic literature is presented sometimes as a historical reconstruction,
sometimes as an “exercise of neo-parnassien style”13. Alfred Robert proposes a
lecture of modern Olympics through the Hellenistic Games:
“So, you appear for a new time, Eternal Olympia!
From your dust of gold.”14
The “athletic literature”, in its neo-parnassien vein, offers a hero inevitably
coloured by ancient mystic. The javelin thrower who practises in Colombes’ stadium is, according to André Obey, same as a “Hercules full of pride, aiming at
the sun”. Paul Souchon15 considers that “the athlete who triumphs is a picture of
divinity”. Concentrating on the stadium, the author notes athletes who:
13. Pierre Charreton, Le Thème du sport dans la littérature française contemporaine (1870-1970), PhD of
French literature, Nice’s University, 1981. The author designs with the term “neo-parnassien” the literary movement that is marked by the ancient heritage. These texts exploit the ancient imaginary and the Hellenistic aesthetic. We can quote: Pisidore, Un drame à Olympie, Maurice Huet (1924), Au Soleil du Stade, Alfred Robert
(1924) and La Beauté d’Alcias, Jean Bertheroy (1905).
14. «Voici que tu renais, Olympie éternelle!
De ta poussière d’or.»
Alfred Robert, L’Athlète couronné, Paris, éditions Élaia, 1926, 275 p.
15. Paul Souchon, Les Chants du stade, Paris, Tallandier, 1943.
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“Standing on the grass, under the contemplating eye,
Recall gods
Who would have come down from an invisible temple
To participate in the Games.”16
The champion of today is compared, on a metaphorical mode, to Pollux,
Hercules or Milon of Crotone. The ancient statue is envisaged as an aesthetical
reference, an ideal conception of the athletes.
The athletic literature of the twenties, in its “neo-parnassien” vein, uses athletism as a pretext of a mythological evocation of Greece. Then, this heritage of
Olympics seems to accord nobleness to sport and justify its translation in literature: “Evoking Hellenistic Antiquity about sport allows it to be adorned with a
cultural, intellectual and artistic dimension”17.
However, in spite of these digressions, the French novels do not inscribe the
modern Olympics as a pale copy of the Ancient Games: André Obey, among
others, asserts the modernity of sport is unalienable to its Hellenistic model. The
translation of the Hellenistic model to the athletic reality of Colombes, when it is
systematic, is denounced as an artificial exercise of style18:
“Of course, the Hellenistic dream will haunt the Olympic stadium; it will be
on the lawn where the discus flies, in the movements of these athletes who are
16. “Debout sur le gazon, sous l’œil qui les contemple,
[...] évoquent des dieux
Qui seraient descendus d’un invisible temple
Pour prendre part aux Jeux.”
Paul Souchon, “Athlète au repos”, Les Chants du stade, op. cit.
17. Pierre Charreton, Le Thème du sport dans la littérature française contemporaine, op. cit., p. 162.
18. Georges Magnane reveals: “I know nothing more attractive for the imaginary than the condition of the
athlete of Greek Antiquity. But that we have claimed to translate the “Greek miracle” in the modern society,
after the Christian revolution and the industrial revolution, is very stunning.” (“Je ne connais rien de plus séduisant pour l’imagination que la condition de l’athlète dans la Grèce antique. Mais que l’on ait prétendu
transposer le « miracle grec » dans le monde moderne, après que la révolution chrétienne et la révolution industrielle ont eu lieu, voilà qui est proprement stupéfiant.”) In Pierre Charreton, Le Thème du sport dans la
littérature française contemporaine, op. cit., p. 165.
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like lively statues, on this mysterious track where the runner embodies the riddle
of time and space. But, around the track [...] there will be living men.”19
So, if the authors are fascinated by the Ancient Olympics and envisage contemporary Olympic Games as a translation of Hellenistic myths, others, resolutely more modern, praise the champions of today. Their texts, quasi-journalistic,
are inspired while they are in the terraces of the stadium. They consider that the
stopwatch produces the modern hero. The record becomes poetic. In addition,
according to André Obey, “the record is the last word of concision, the poem-express”20. In other words, “to compete against tiny fractions of time is sublime as
the aspiration to the purity. It’s a way to reach the infinity, to tend towards the
absolute”. In other words, Jean de Pierrefeu21 emphasizes the fact that the
essence of sport and its poetic dimension are written primarily, on the dial of the
stopwatch. The originality of the Olympic literature is manifest in the writing of
the modernity of the stadium. It implies a new definition of the hero, influenced
by a new perception of the performance. Better than the words, the language of
numerals invites us to imagine, in a quasi-physiological way, the rhythm of the
running. Impulsing dynamism, “the numerals of the record whip” 22; like a magic
spell, it invites the real participation of the spectators and the readers.

3. Specificities of the 1924 Olympic Games in the writing of the hero
It’s interesting to note that during the 1920s, it was both literally and literary evident
that “the athletic hero, unconceivable at the beginning of the century, becomes
19. «Certes, le rêve grec hantera le Stade olympique ; il sera sur la pelouse où vole le disque, au sein de ces
athlètes qui sont des statues qui bougent, en cette piste mystérieuse où le coureur incarne l’énigme du temps
et de l’espace. Mais autour de la piste [...] il y aura des hommes vivants.» André Obey, op. cit., p. 79.
20. «Le temps-record est, à ma connaissance, le plus dense des raccourcis littéraires, le dernier mot de la
concision, le poème-express.» André Obey, op. cit., p. 34.
21. Jean de Pierrefeu, “Le Stade de Babel”, L’Illustration,19 of July, 1924.
22. Jean Prévost, Plaisirs des sports, Essai sur le corps humain [1925], Paris, La Table ronde, “La petite vermillon”, p. 151.
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possible”23. Actually, at the beginning of the century, sport was not an important
method of producing heroes, in French novels. Heroes were generally associated
with the characters of genius, the dandy or the soldier. Thus, in the 1920’s, the
champion is constructed early as an icon and as a symbol by the social discourse: he
comes to the literature full of imagery and fantasies, of cultural representations and
collective myths. Before the sportsman is written in the novel, he is a product of the
social discourse created, for example by journalists. Without a doubt, the character
of the hero refers directly to the hegemonic masculinity defined by Connell:
“Hegemonic masculinity can be defined as the configuration of gender
practice which embodies the currently accepted answer to the problem of
the legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is taken to guarantee)
the dominant position of men and the subordination of women.”24
Literature used the idealistic perception of masculinity to produce some novelistic heroes that seem to function as an echo. In this way, from a stylistic point of view,
the description uses stereotypes to show, visually, the heroic evidence of the champion. With the comparison and the metaphor, “every thing is said in no time ”25.
The suffering, a quality to define the hero
Moreover, at first, Ritola and Nurmi seem to be ideal to incarnate, in literature,
as the heroes of the 1924 Games. Their victories design them as supermen.
However, it was an unspoken assumption among French authors in the 1920s
that, as André Rauch (2004) suggests “if the winner becomes a champion, the
suffering only makes the hero”26. Thus, in the description of the hero within the
novels, suffering is a key element of the hero’s character.
23. Thierry Terret, Histoire du sport en Europe, op. cit., p. 57.
24. R. W. Connell, Masculinities, Cambridge, Polity Press, 1995, p. 77. If the definition proposed by Connell refers to the two last decades, it can be applied to the twenties.
25. Alain Ehrenberg, Le Culte de la performance, Hachettes Littératures, “Pluriel”, 1991.
26. André Rauch, L’Identité masculine à l’ombre des femmes, de la Grande Guerre à la Gay Pride, Paris,
Hachette Littératures, 2004, p. 170.
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“Sometimes the icy perfection of a statue, its impassiveness and the immortal smile are not worth the desperate eyes and the suffering of athlete
who wince.”27
Focusing on the description of suffering, the authors look for ways to describe
the physical effort of the athletes, for example the display of grimace and agony
and the gasping for breath. In the novel of André Obey, the athlete is isolated:
the description tries to show the signs of tiredness and exhaustion. It confirms the
identity of the hero, established by his capacity to move the reader. Thus, with
the one hundred metres, an event that can surprise by its speed, the sentiment of
reality is assured by the marked suffering of the winner: for example, Abrahams
ends the run like a “dead man”28. His suffering is captured by the spectator and
the reader, and they have a greater understanding of the athlete’s performance.
This necessity for the spectacle of suffering invites us to consider the superman as an anti-hero. Thus, Nurmi is a character that creates problems. The following poem deprives him of heroism, with the using of the question mark. He is
not definable. Géo-Charles notes:
“Wide the pure beauty
Ritola classical
Nurmi, record, Genius?”29
His running is the one of a machine. He is mysterious, haughty and inhuman so much so that he is sometimes hated by the narration. With champions
such as Nurmi, running loses its indecision and uncertainty. The excellence of
27. «Il est des heures où la glaciale perfection d’une statue, son impassibilité de marbre et l’immortel sourire
de sa face aux yeux morts ne valent pas l’œil éperdu, la grimace d’effort ni cette faible et tiède chair que ride
une souffrance d’homme.» André Obey, op. cit., p. 37.
28. Ibid., p. 178.
29. «Wide la beauté pure
Ritola classique
Nurmi Record, Génie?»
Géo-Charles, VIIIe Olympiade, p. 50.
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the athlete irritates. So, the poem recognizes that sometimes the losers are authentic heroes:
“For this time, I don’t want to speak highly of Nurmi, athlete with haughty
and lonely stride but I praise the heroic losers.”30
Therefore, the aesthetic of suffering, particularly present in “athletic literature”, surpasses its simple descriptive function to affirm, surreptitiously, the humanity of the hero. Now, following the example of Alain Ehrenberg and after
having studied the inscription of heroes in literature, we can admit that the hero
is constructed in a circular movement between human and superhuman. He is
written in a logic of revelation that brings him closer to the spectators and a logic
of mystery that places him on a divine pole31.

4. Narrative and ideological functions of the hero
The word constructs the identity of the hero. With successive touches, the word delimits the features of the champion and models his character. When the Olympic
hero is represented in text, he has a poetic and narrative function: his record gives
him meaning in the story. The character of the hero makes it possible to create the
plot and exists only in the words that are used in the text, as he is not a real champion using conventional or traditional writing. As Georges Minois said, “historians
and journalists make and destroy heroes”32. In this sense, contrary to the champion,
the hero does not exist by himself. In other words, the exploits of a champion “are
not enough to reveal him as a hero”33. Actually, the text composes the legendas.
30. «Je ne chanterai plus cette fois le coureur Nurmi, [à] la foulée hautaine et solitaire,
Mais les vaincus héroïques».
Ibid., p. 61.
31. Alain Ehrenberg, op. cit., p. 81.
32. Georges Minois, op. cit., p. 16.
33. Ibid., p. 34.
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More specifically, the linguistic and poetic presence of the Olympic hero permits the development of narration, polarizing the ideological main lines of the
text. Furthermore, if the phenomenon of identification is natural to the activity of
reading, it is facilitated in Olympic novels because the hero appears as a “convex
hero”, as suggested by Vincent Jouve34. This means that the hero, “rounded”
and “bulging” “imposes the exemplarity”. In other words, the Olympic hero becomes inevitably the favourite character for the reader as he identifies with him.
Indeed, “athletic novels” write the hero as a symbolic and ideal extension of the
Nation. Because the hero of the stadium represents the Nation, he embodies the
masculine identity of the people that he represents35. His victory, or at least, his
capacity for suffering helps to restore the national virility. Masculinity is brought
up in the public’s body because of the symbolic advantages granted by the
champion. The benefits of heroism are “em-bodied” by the male spectators and
readers – in an etymological sense.
The narrative role of the hero includes a cathartic function. Beyond the
process of identification, the Olympic Games permit, with a logic of spectacle, to
offer a place where the spectators can invest themselves36. In other words, the
modern Olympics realise a symbolic function of outlet:
“In certain periods, in certain societies, the theatre had an important social
function: it gathered all the society in a similar experience: the knowledge
of its own passions. Today, sport realizes this function in a different
way.”37
34. Vincent Jouve, “Le héros et ses masques”, in Le Personnage romanesque, Cahiers de narratrice, nÆ 6,
Nice, 1995.
35. We have already note this aspect in novels of boxing. Julie Gaucher, “Les romans de boxe ou l’écriture
de la virilité”, in Anne Roger & Thierry Terret (dir.), “Sport et genre”, vol. 4: “Objets, arts et médias”, Paris,
L’Harmattan, Espaces et Temps du sport, 2005, pp. 105-120.
36. Georges Minois, op. cit., p. 466.
37. «A certaines époques, dans certaines sociétés, le théâtre a eu une grande fonction sociale : il rassemblait
toute la cité dans une expérience commune: la connaissance de ses propres passions. Aujourd’hui, cette
fonction, c’est le sport qui, à sa manière, la détient». Roland Barthes, Le Sport et les hommes, Presses of the
University of Montréal, march 2004, p. 63.
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Thus, the reader, fascinated by the writing of the performance, is invited to
participate in the athletic event.
In this sense, the hero can only be written with a male identity since his first
function is to affirm masculinity. Through his presence and performance, he restores the national male identity.
“The true Olympic hero is, in our point of view, the male and individual
adult.”38
Plainly, Pierre de Coubertin expresses all the gender stakes brought by the
identity of the Olympic hero. The sportsman, in the twenties, indeed appears as
the allegoristic symbol of virility. With the imagery and the fantasies, he assembles the male stereotypes. So, it seems that the hero cannot be translated into a
female form without losing its meaning and identity:
“Being associated principally to action, and action being more masculine,
we hesitate to speak about the heroine.”39
The literature uses, in a repetitive way, the common idea that considers sport
as a school of virility40. According to Henry de Montherlant, for instance, sport
teaches values such as “strong life, friendship and suffering”, which favour “the
blossom of virility”41. Thus, refusing evidently his inscription in a female way, the
hero seems to incarnate a summary of the hegemonic masculinity, the ideal of
common norms to represent virility. The norms of gender and the criteria of definition of masculinity, with their caricatural aspects, are envisaged as constitutive
values of heroism.
38. “Le véritable héros olympique est à nos yeux l’adulte mâle individuel.” Pierre de Coubertin.
39. Georges Minois, op. cit., p. 491. “l’héroïsme étant associé principalement au domaine de l’action, et
l’action étant plutôt du domaine des hommes, on hésite à parler d’héroïne”
40. This approach is developped by Henry de Montherlant. “Avant les Olympiques”, Demain, nÆ 1, avril
1924, pp. 221-222.
41. Henry de Montherlant, “Première journée d’athlétisme olympique”, Demain, nÆ 5, août 1924, p. 222.
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Conclusion
To explain the literary identity of the 1924 Olympic hero it is necessary to question myths, representations and fantasies produced by the collective imagination
and the social discourse of a period around the definition of masculinity. Beyond
the heroic identity, novels question the definition of Olympism and reveal a
beam of values that extends over it. The Olympic hero isn’t a simple sportsman;
he brings an ideology, the one of Olympism, and an imagination in accordance
with the IOC’s values. Olympic novels, beyond the process of writing of hegemonic masculinity, question the Games’ symbols. Moreover, if the Olympics of
Paris have unsuccessfully tried to define Nurmi and Ritola as the heroes of the
stadium, the Olympic Games of London realise, more specifically, this figure
with the athlete Zatopek. Zatopek embodies, in the French novels, a mythical
and allegorical symbolism of Olympic heroism, beyond his national condition.
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FOOTBALL AND ETHICS: THE OLYMPIC GAMES OF PARIS 1924
Arnaud Waquet (FRA)

Integrated within the global work “Le Paris des Jeux Olympiques de 1924”1, the
historical study of football-association during the 8th Olympiad pursues two
goals common to the whole of the project. The first one identifies the new stakes
which crossed the Olympic spirit in one sport, football. The second one looks at
the state of development of football-associations in the early 1920s, at both the
French and international levels.

Football in 1924
After World War I, football underwent a period of spectacular rise (Lanfranchi 1986:
264). In France as in the World, it became the most popular sport. Within a few
years, the game underwent a range of transformations –democratisation, economic
development– which changed its position in the field of sport. Underhandedly, professionalism interfered in the French championships, in opposition to the Olympic
ideology, leading to a debate within the IOC at the 1923 Rome’s congress. In fact,
with the new football context, the ideal of Olympic amateurism was corrupted.

1. Editorial project of the CRIS (Centre de Recherche et d’Innovation du Sport – Center of Research and Innovation of Sport), coordinated by Thierry Terret (University of Lyon), it includes sixty chapters and mobilizes thirty-two researchers. Publishing in 2007, first trimester.
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Ethics in sport in 1924
From a historical and linguistic point of view, the ethics concept in sport did not exist. The 1924 Olympic Charter, the bible of the Olympic spirit, did not use this term.
The concept of ethics was similar to Coubertin’s morale and values. At the time of
the 8th Olympiad, what were the values associated with the Olympics? Thanks to
thirty years of IOCs governance, was Pierre de Coubertin succeeded so as to conserve the sport’s spirit of Olympic Games? In the post World War I context, the
Olympic values were scorned. Indeed, the sporting boycott initialised by the British
people2 questioned the pacifism and internationalism3 of the Olympic Games.
Amateurism became more or less the only value which embodied Olympism.
In the first part devoted to amateurism, I wish to question how the IOC, the
FIFA and the national associations4 tried to respect the Olympic ethics. With the
increase of professionalism, were the Olympic values in danger during the 1924
Olympic tournament? Did football players respect this amateurism which was indispensable to participate in the Olympic Games? Did amateurism have the
same characteristics in 1924 as in 1896? Who controlled the amateur status of
players and gave them the right to participate in the Olympic Games? As a hosting country and nation of the father founder of the modern Olympic Games,
shouldn’t France be the guarantor of amateurism? If footballers did not respect
the rules fixed by IOC, what were the penalties against him? The economic profitability of the Olympic football tournament was equivalent to more than a third
of all the tickets office receipt5. Consequently, did it influence the IOC members’
attitude with regard to the lack of respect for Olympic amateurism?
2. After World War I, the British had decided to prohibit access of international competitions to the beaten
countries. Just after the trenches traumas, it was not possible for British athletes, and for all the victorious countries, to gather their old front enemies. On this subject, see Arnaud, P. & Riordan, J. (1998) Sport et relations
internationales, 1900-1941. Paris: L’Harmattan.
3. Identified values as guarantor of Olympic Spirit.
4. For France, the fédération française de football-association (FFFA ou 3FA) and the national olympic
commitee.
5. In Comité Olympique Français. (1924). Les Jeux de la VIIIème Olympiade: official report. Paris: Librairie
de France. Web access on www.aafla.org, May 2006.
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In 1924, according to French newspaper l’Auto of the 25th May, the Olympic
football tournament obtained the status of “le premier tournoi mondial du football”6. Apart from the absence of some nations like England7 and Germany8, the
competition led the specialists of football to give a good image of the international football development. In the second part, attention will be focused on the
sporting point of view of the Olympic Games. As a mirror of the international
football development, did the people (especially journalists) care about technical
and tactical characteristics? Did the presence of teams that came from all around
the world reflect differences in the style of play? Did the absence of England, the
motherland of the game and triple Olympic champion, damage the sporting legitimacy of the Olympic tournament? Could the Olympic Games favour the
emergence of a country for which football was a way to promote their position
on the international political scene? What was the position of France in football?
And what methods were used to train the national team for the Olympic Games?
In the post war context, the 1924’s Olympic Games could not be considered
“the Games of peace” (Arnaud, 1994: 133). For the second time, Germany was
excluded and only the country members of the League of Nations were accepted. In this way, international sport’s development was submitted to a boycott
from the victorious countries against the belligerents of World War I9. Nevertheless, the presence of Bulgaria, Turkey10 and Sweden11 permitted the Games of
6. The first football world tournament.
7. British engagement to the Olympic Games was refused by IOC and FIFA because of the presence of professionals in the British nation team. In Les Jeux de la VIIIème Olympiade Paris 1924: official report. op. Cit.,
p. 314.
8. Because of the post World War I sporting boycott.
9. Boycott from victorious to vanquished countries to WWI and especially from Great Britain, France and
Belgium against Germany. For more references on this subject, see Arnaud, P. & Wahl, A. (1994). Sport et
Relations internationales, Metz. Also Terret, T. (2002). Les Jeux Interalliés de 1919: Sport, guerre et relations internationales. Paris: L’Harmattan.
10. Bulgaria and Turkey were in the German side during WWI. Consequently, they were submitted to the
international sporting boycott. So their participation in the 1924’s Olympic Games showed a decrease of
geopolitical tension against them.
11. Sweden was a neutral country during WWI. After the conflict Sweden declared its opposition against the
French-British boycott.
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Paris to defend the values of internationalism and peace. Yet, the first two countries were allied to Germany during the Great War. For its part, Sweden decided
to defend Olympic peace during the congress of Lausanne in 1921; Hence, its
decision to abstain from participation if Germany was not invited. Finally, its
presence in the Olympic football tournament has to be understood as a will of
the IOC to decrease their geopolitical influence through the Olympic Games.
From an ethical point of view, what was there left from Coubertin’s Olympic
Games spirit? Did the Paris games of 1924 question the respect of the Olympic
ideal and its associated values? A fact was established: amateurism became the
only Olympic value still defensible. More than in 1900, Pierre de Coubertin had
the ambition to make the Olympic Games of 1924 “his” games. As the president
of the IOC, accompanied by the Members of the executive commission, he
preached the defence of amateurism, in the respect of the purest British tradition.
In this context, according to F. Carpentier (2004: 146), the Olympic charter of
1924 institutionalized amateurism. Essential to differentiate the amateur sportsman from the professional sportsman, this definition became a priority. The
leaders of the Olympic sporting movement thus showed their concern for the
growth of professionalism in the sport. The case of football had to be placed in
the centre of these debates.
After the Great War, football underwent a process of professionalization due
to an increase in the number of clubs and spectators. With the example of the
English professional championship created in 1885, international football underwent the rise of semi-amateurism: players received prize money for the match,
club to club transfers became payable by cash or by advantages12. In European,
as well as in American football13, amateurism was in danger.
Before the 8th Olympiad, the IOC members debated strongly on the definition of amateurism. During the 1923s Rome Congress, S. Edström, the IAAF14
leader, was inspired by “the general context of democratisation where ama12. As job offers or flexible working time for training. For more references and for France, see Wahl, A.
(1989). Les archives du football, sport et société en France 1880-1980. Paris: Gallimard/Juillard.
13. Except Oceania and Asia in 1924.
14. International amateur athletic federation.
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teurism status changes” before defining amateurism one year later15. Despite this
discourse, the conservator Pierre de Coubertin postponed the question of the
definition to the next Olympic Congress at Prague in 1925. What was then the
IOC definition of amateurism during the Games of 1924? The answer is not
clear. The IOC explained its failure in the elaboration of a universal definition of
amateurism because of the inherent differences in each sport.
It was written in the Olympic Charter that each international federation would
be responsible for this definition within its sport (Carpentier 2004: 148). Through
this IOC stalling-reaction, it is now possible to understand the ethics problem
caused by the amateurism question during the 1924’s Olympic Games in the
case of football. Indeed, the amateurism definition elaborated by FIFA did not
question the practices of national associations which permitted semi-amateurism. Before the Paris’ Olympic Games, the FIFA, through the voice of R.W
Seeldrayers “decided the tolerance of loss earnings” (Eisenberg, C; Lanfranchi,
P; Mason, T. and Wahl, 2004 : 69) as the compensation for the loss of wages.
For him, it was a means to eliminate the economic discrimination and to permit
the popular classes to play: “to play football is not synonym of sacrifice” (Eisenberg & al 2004: 69). According to this position, FIFA was in opposition to the
IOC and to Pierre de Coubertin in particular, who considered that “the player
had to assume all the charges of his practice” (Eisenberg & al 2004: 69) to be
considered an amateur. Nevertheless, as IOC had decided it, it was the FIFA duty
to choose the characteristics of amateurism in football. Moreover, the FIFA had
to announce to the football players the way to respect it for a participation in the
Olympic Games. Reflections about amateurism in the international federations
developed. For the IOC, it was difficult to find an exact definition of amateurism,
even in a single sport, knowing that the customs of each national association
were very different.
The Olympic football tournament began on the 25th of May 1924, but the
FIFA did not elaborate its own definition of amateurism. One must wait until the
28th of May in the 13th international congress to see the FIFA fixing definitely the
15. In IOC archives, official report from the congress of Rome. Afternoon, 9 April 1923.
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amateur status of football players16. Published after the beginning of the tournament, this definition was not able to be used in 1924. In a letter to Pierre de Coubertin of the 15th of March 192417, M. Edström said that it was the duty of the
national associations to determinate the status of footballer participants to the
Olympic tournament. Furthermore, he declared that there were differences into
national associations about the definition of amateurism. While a large part of
them followed “the rule of loss earnings”18, a minority would go as far as to pay
back the travelling costs; in this case, Edström noted Hungary and Austria19.
Thus, the gap which existed in the amateurism definition between the nations
was the origin of disparities at the beginning of the tournament. A part of these
countries, especially those where football was only recently developed, like
Turkey or Lithuania, defended a “total/integral amateurism”20. Supported by the
IOC for its defence of Olympic sport’s spirit, there was a huge difference on the
sporting plan21 between these teams and those which were less scrupulous on
the right respect of Olympic amateurism. When the eyes were closed to “the
rules of loss earnings”, the IOC permitted a legal falsification of amateurism by
football players. Why Pierre de Coubertin, who was against football (Clastres
2006: 205), chose to ignore this fact?
The answer was surprising, because it seems to be more in line with the present times. With the rise of international sports federations after the Great War,
the IOC needed to increase its legitimacy on the international sporting scene. In
recognising the popularity of football internationally, Pierre de Coubertin had to
16. Report from 13th FIFA congress published in the Le Pilote de la Somme newspaper, 29 may 1924. The
FIFA gave an amateurism definition in two parts. First a definition of professionalism to know its characteristics and a lots of rules which had to be respected by players and leaders to be considered as amateur; the key
point of this definition was obviously the integration of the rules of “loss earnings”.
17. In IOC archives, M. Edström correspondence from 1921 to 1924. Pierre de Coubertin letter,
15/03/1924.
18. The loss earnings were in fact the compensation of lost wages because of the sport’s competition which
was held during working time.
19. Austria was not allowed to participate because it was a vanquished country.
20. Concept of «amateurisme intégral» taken into FIFA: 1904-2004, op. cit., p. 101.
21. The team which respected Olympic amateurism had a lower football level. See the second part for more
details.
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make a strategic choice. Although the football players did not uphold the
Olympic code of amateurism, the potential for increased media coverage and
economic legitimacy from football influenced Pierre de Coubertin’s decision to
accept football as an Olympic event in 1924. From strictly the economic point of
view, receipts of the football tournament brought in 1.798.751 francs, that is to
say a third of all the tickets office receipt22. This amount of money reflected the
spectators’ involvement who were more than 40.000 the 9th of June in the stade
de Colombes23 for the final Suisse-Uruguay. For the fortnight of the tournament,
it counted 200.000 spectators24. Quite evidently, those statistics made football a
real Olympic success. Moreover, they created dependence from the IOC on football so much so that its presence in the Olympic program seems to be indispensable for the credibility of the Olympic Games.
At that time, the Olympic Spirit would be the guarantor of the spirit of sport.
Amateur and disinterested, 1924’s Olympic Games gave the features of 20th
century Olympic Games. More than directed by diplomacy and politics as in
1920, the Paris’ Olympic Games sacrificed for the first time the Olympic Spirit to
economic needs. Last Games under his governance, tinged with hypocritical respect of Olympic values, the 8th Olympiad has indicated the peak, the limits and
the end to Coubertin’s spirit in international sport.
The Olympic Games had as a vocation to gather all the athletes in the world
and to permit their meeting in “all sports and physical activities practiced at that
time” (Coubertin 1894). With a quadrennial periodicity, they gave to soccer’s
players and leaders the opportunity to observe the state of the sports world development.
The most popular sport, football, did not have, in 1924, its own competition.
Even though the world cup had been a project since the beginning of FIFA in
1904, the Olympic Games remained the only international football meeting.
With the engagement of twenty-three nations25, the Olympic tournament of Paris
22. In Les Jeux de la VIIIème Olympiade Paris 1924: official report, op. cit., p. 316.
23. Ibidem.
24. Ibidem.
25. This was a record if it was compared to the fifth nations of 1908 Olympic Games in London. Ibidem.
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was considered as “the first world tournament of football”26. However, a restriction was able to be done. Even though the tournament gathered nations which
came from all around the world, one important nation was excluded: England.
Triple Olympic champion, it was in 1924 the model team, considered by everybody –players, leaders and spectators– as the best. Without a study of the historical context, the absence of England seems to undermine the sporting legitimacy
of the competition. Nevertheless, with the coming of top-level teams as
Uruguay27 or Czecho-slovaquia28 which secured spectacle and popularity, the
Olympic tournament was not in anyway inferior to British competitions29. Its success allowed FIFA to advance their relations with the Football-Association30 and
to talk with evidence on the possibility of creating a football world competition
without the help of the British. Thus, the Olympic Games of Paris illustrated –if
not a break– a move of sporting power from Britain to the rest of the world,
which was represented by FIFA. Furthermore, the British absence permitted a
better sporting visibility and suspense in the tournament. There was more parity
between the other teams. All the teams seemed to have a chance to win, except
Uruguay who was called “dangerous”31. The quality of the participating teams
was unknown. From that moment, the press32 increased the number of articles
with the aim to permit the Olympic crowd to understand what the sport level of
each team was. Using the media in this way, the Olympic Games were able to
promote nations on the geopolitical scene. Moreover, in a context where patriot26. In L’Auto, 25 May 1924.
27. Future world champion team and which was the winner of the American’s inter-continental cup.
28. One of the favorite teams before the tournament because of these international successes. For example,
its second place at the Olympic tournament of Antwerp in 1920 and their victory against English teams. In
l’Echo des Sports, 25 May 1924.
29. Idea developed by M. Pefferkorn, journalist in l’Echo des Sports. He added that several teams had also
beaten the English and that the winner of the Olympic tournament will be considered as the best team in the
world. In l’Echo des Sports, 25 May 1924.
30. English football federation created in 1863 which had in the twenties a real influence on the football
world development.
31. Title of an article in l’Echo des sports, 13 May 1924.
32. Three newspapers have been consulted. L’Auto and l’Echo des Sports, sporting national press and Le
Pilote de la Somme, regional generalist press in a similar time, May-June 1924.
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ism was an exacerbated value and where sporting victory had taken the place of
battlefield victory, the Olympic Games held a diplomatic function for each nation33, this one of international legitimacy.
From 25 May to 9 June 1924, the Olympic tournament was at the same time
the place for both top-level and less competitive matches. The difference of skill
level with respect to amateurism, training, experience and style of game influenced the results. In accordance with the official Olympic Games report, there
were two kinds of football34. On the one hand, there were the first rank teams
which practiced football consisting of short passes with specific tactics for the
player positions; these teams included: Uruguay, Switzerland, Sweden and the
Netherlands. On the other hand, there were newly constituted national teams,
which played with “courage and will”35, some examples of these are: Turkey,
Lithuania, and Poland. For France, despite preparation against English teams36,
it was difficult to consider it as a team of the first rank. Of course, it won a solid
victory against Lithuania in the second round37, but the 5-1 defeat against
Uruguay in the quarterfinal38 showed the French team and French football the
reality of international competition. Indeed, in comparison to football practiced
by other nations, France had developed a style of play which still followed the
model of the “dribbling game”, the one that was practised according to upperclass ethics of self-government and instituted in the British public schools of the
nineteenth century. For the other nations, the style of play was based on short
passes with actions being built progressively from the defence line. Chechoslovakia developed it and it soon became the Chechoslovak style of play. The Latin
33. On this subject, see Arnaud, P. & Riordan, J. (1998) Sport et relations internationales 1900-1941, L’harmattan: Paris.
34. In Les Jeux de la VIIIème olympiade Paris 1924: official report. op. Cit., p. 314.
35. Ibidem.
36. For its training for the Olympic tournament, the French team met for several time English professional
teams. For example, its last training game was a match against West Ham United finalist to the FA’ cup the
23rd of May at Bergeyre stadium. In Pilote de la Somme, 23 May 1924.
37. The match had taken place on Tuesday, 27 May 1924 at 17h, Paris stadium. In official report, p. 321.
38. The match had taken place on Sunday, 1st December in the “Stade de Colombes” in front of 40.000
spectators. In l’Echo des Sports, 2 June 1924.
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game was based on this model, but it qllowed more freedom to the players. After
the Italy-Spain match of the 25th of May spectators asserted to “the triumph of
Latin game”39. Press specified even that the public, in majority French, “showed
its preference for a game conforming to their desire and better than the one they
generally used to see from their own team”40. When France met Uruguay, it was
confronted by a team which had developed a mixed game, somewhere between
the “passing game” of Britain and a more sophisticated style where each player
was able to control the ball. With its national style of game, Uruguay brought a
style unique to its own country41 called by those supporters the “Rio of Plata’s
football”42. Throughout the competition, the “science of game”43 developed by
each team was observed by spectators. Moreover, members of the press wrote
long descriptions of it. From this point of view, the Olympic Games as a combination of tactical and technical influences provided many teams with the opportunity to learn. This is the case especially regarding “the Muslims who had gone
to learn in France”44. As it was written in the sporting newspaper l’Auto, Turkey
and Egypt had gone without the goal of winning, but rather to learn from the
best teams in the world45. For France and the French, the Olympic tournament
was a place to focus on the football world development and to understand the
gap which existed between the French national team and central European or
Americans teams. Would French specialists hold back the lesson? Did they learn
also during this world cup? That was the question from the Echo des sports46 after the defeat against “the world cup champion”47. The Olympic Games had become after the Great War the forum of international football development, a
39. In L’Echo des Sports, 26 May 1924.
40. Ibidem.
41. In FIFA 1904-2004, op. cit., p. 153.
42. Ibidem, p. 154.
43. The “science of game” is the term employed by the French press to qualify the technical and the tactical
characteristics of a team.
44. In l’Auto, 29 May 1924.
45. Ibidem.
46. In L’Echo des Sports, 2 June 1924.
47. Term used to qualify Uruguay’s team in an article from L’Echo des sports of 11 June 1924.
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place for opposition, to meet players and leaders who came from all around the
world. By watching other matches, each team was able to return home with the
benefits of the experience.
The 1924 Olympiad show cased the growing importance of ethical questions
regarding football. Indeed, on the one hand, this Olympiad gave an indication of
future crises of the Olympic Spirit48; and on the other hand, it showed the independence of FIFA from the IOC and the sporting power of the British. This was a
key element necessary for the future creation of the FIFA’s world cup49 in 1930.
Finally, it is necessary to understand that this study of sporting and ideological issues of the 1924 Olympic Games is integrated in a global work which will
offer, in its entirety, a better comprehension of the significance of Paris’
Olympiad in the history of the Olympic Games.

Archives
– Newspaper:
ñ L’Echo des Sports, between May and June 1924.
ñ L’Auto, between May and June 1924.
ñ Le Progrès de la Somme, between January and August 1924.
– IOC archives, Lausanne:
ñ Correspondence of S. Edström from 1921 to 1924.
ñ Correspondence of Pierre de Coubertin from 1923 to 1925.
ñ Report of amateurism committee (correspondence from 1894 to 1968).
ñ Amateurism committee: Reports and definitions.
ñ Report of executive committee (1921-1925).
48. The title of the book by F. Carpentier is very explicit: «Le comité international olympique en crises, la
présidence de Henri de Baillet-Latour, 1925-1940». In English: “the IOC crises, the Henri de Baillet-Latour
governance, 1925-1940”, op. cit.
49. The success of the Olympic football tournament, with the absence of British players or organisations’
leaders, showed to FIFA it was able to create an international competition without British help.
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ñ Report of the 22nd Rome’s Congress, 1923.
ñ Report of the 23rd Paris’ Congress, 1924.
– Official Report of the 1924 Olympic Games:
French Olympic Committee. (1924). The 8th Olympiad: official report.
Paris: Librairie de France. 854p. Web access on www.aafla.org, May 2006.
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ALTERED DESTINY OR NATURAL EVOLUTION?
TRENDS AND TRANSITIONS WITHIN SNOWBOARDING CULTURE
Megan PÔpovic (CAN)

On Day 2 of the 2006 Winter Olympics in Bardonecchia, Italy, American snowboarder Shaun White rode to victory in the Men’s Snowboard Half Pipe final.
White has been hailed as one of the greatest snowboarders of all time and is embraced by those within the snowboard community. He represents the current
generation of youth; with his flowing red locks, cool style, and immaculate riding
ability, the ‘Flying Red Tomato’ is the face of Burton Snowboards and the icon
of the sport. However, in tracing the history of snowboarding, one must question: Is Shaun White the prototype of what the pioneers of snowboarding envisioned for their activity?
In the 1993 inaugural issue of Snowboard Canada magazine, the editor at
the time, Mike Fabrro wrote,
The moment I strapped a snowboard to my feet, I knew my destiny had
been altered. I knew immediately that snowboarding was not a fad, but a
new and exciting way to express yourself and pump the adrenalin. As my
involvement in the sport grew, I noticed that the very qualities that made
the sport so wonderful were hampering its growth and acceptance.1
While Fabbro did not state explicitly what those qualities were, it is possible
1. M. Fabbro, “First Run: Editor’s Note,” Snowboard Canada, Buyer’s Guide 1993, 6.
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to assume that he meant the individualism, creativity, spontaneity, and freedom
that snowboarding brought to the early riders. Reflecting on his views of snowboarding thirteen years later, I believe that it is those qualities that ‘made the
sport so wonderful’ that were marketed and led to snowboarding’s increasing
alignment with traditional sporting culture. The purpose of this paper is to explore the shifts within snowboarding subculture in conjunction with the dominant
values of traditional sport. I will argue that because snowboarding was born within late 20th century capitalist society, snowboarding has paralleled the interests
of the dominant group in society: white, male, wealthy, and able-bodied.

Shaping of Snowboarding Subculture
The current traditional or ‘mainstream’ sport culture is one that embodies competition, extrinsic rewards, and elitism based on skill and specialization.2 Over
time, participants’ attitudes have evolved from embracing the experimental and
spontaneous atmosphere of sport toward a professional and productivity-oriented sporting milieu.3 These elements of sport culture are framed within the value
structures of advanced capitalism and exemplify such values as discipline, control, accountability, and bureaucratic rationalization. When capitalistic values are
reaffirmed outside of the work force they appear to be common-sense.
Snowboarding emerged as an alternative sport with its own values, norms,
and practices that differed from the pre-existing traditional sporting activities
such as basketball, baseball, football, and hockey. Over time, these fundamental
components shifted to the point where snowboarding became representative of
many of the attributes that participants veered away from previously. I will discuss what I consider to be three major shifts within the sport of snowboarding
that demonstrate the strength of the hegemonic process: intrinsic to extrinsic
2. D. Whitson, “Sport and Hegemony: On the Construction of Dominant Culture,” Sociology of Sport Journal, 1 (1984), 70.
3. D. Whitson, “Sport and Hegemony: On the Construction of the Dominant Culture,” Sociology of Sport
Journal, 1 (1984), 70.
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benefits, individuality to homogeneity, and participant-controlled to mainstream
competition.

Rewards through participation
At its onset, snowboarding was started from ski hills across North America. Participation demanded a full commitment to riding and snowboarders showed resilience in their endeavours. One rider recalled his early experiences, “Some of
my friends and I would go to the local golf course, jump the fence, and build a
booter on anything that resembled a downward slope. There was a certain camaraderie between the few of us who had a passion for the sport.”4 Those attracted to snowboarding experienced a unique connection and sense of solidarity with those who shared similar leisure interests. An interviewee described the
early days of snowboarding: “if you went to the hill and you saw another snowboarder, you’d go over and say hi. That’s literally what it was like and you probably knew every rider on the hill. If you didn’t, you’d be like ‘who are those
dudes?’”5 Thus, the act of riding a snowboard automatically qualified you as a
friend and member of a brotherhood, and these fraternal associations helped
shape and define snowboarding culture.
Much to the chagrin of those involved in snowboarding from its inception,
snowboarding is no longer solely about the virtuosity of riding. Sponsorship,
profits, and fame intermix with the purity of the activity as style and image are
often as important as snowboarding ability. With increased financial investment
in the sport during the 1990s, the opportunity for profitability through snowboarding became apparent and the original tenets of the activity were re-shaped
to fit a new mold. In a sport where the pinnacle of success was not represented
by an Olympic medal or World Championship podium finish, the inclusive
snowboarding environment defined its own meanings of accomplishment. Spon4. S. Gaffney, “The 1st Time,” Snowboard Canada, Winter 2001, 44.
5. M. Houghton. Personal Interview, Toronto, Ontario, 27 October 2004. Houghton is the editor of Snowboard Canada magazine.
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sorship became the primary determinant of success, enhanced by appearance in
niche media, such as magazines and films. This is illustrated by one interviewee’s
description of success: “People are like, ‘woo hoo, we love magazines, we love
movies.” That’s how we know someone has made it because they’re being recognized in the culture... It’s like, ‘you’ve made it because you’re in the mainstream’, but it’s a different, separate mainstream.”6
There are some riders within the core snowboarding community who seek to
resist the inevitable changes in snowboarding due to this penetration from outside sources. The assistant editor of Snowboard Canada magazine urges riders
to stay firm in their commitment:
After a while, the roots are buried too deeply. The message loses its shine
or is crushed by a big pile of money... The riders voice has been resonating on the inside for years. The message. The gospel. The word. Keep it
real kids. Stick to what you believe in... If we don’t take control, who
will? Look beyond what you see to what’s underneath and make your
decision.7
One interview explained this ongoing negotiation: “It’s really easy to get
caught up in all these trappings, you know. The clothes, the graphics, the hot
way to look on the hill, what’s the lingo, what’s the best video, who’s doing this,
who’s doing that... [but] people at the end of the day say ‘let’s go riding.’”8 Thus,
a constant struggle exists within the snowboarding subculture to remain committed to the original values.

6. M. Binsted. Personal Interview, Bolton, Ontario, 26 October 2004. Binsted is a former professional rider
and current Vice President of the Association for Ontario Snowboarders.
7. C. Adair, “Inside Out: Two Snowboard Companies Emerge From Canadian Soil,” SBC Business,
Spring 2000, 38.
8. Houghton, Personal Interview.
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Defining snowboarding identity
As snowboarding became more popular in the 1990s, there was a desire among
participants to forge their own identities. Within a few years after their arrival to
the ski hills, snowboarders rejected the fashionable, 1980s ‘extreme’, neon look
and aligned themselves with the emerging alternative, ‘grunge’ culture. Eventually, wearing snowboard-specific outfit was a recognizable feature of being a snowboarder. As a former rider recalled his early involvement with the culture, “if you
wore snowboard clothing, like you wore a snowboard jacket to school, you were
a snowboarder. [It was different than if] you wore a hockey jacket, or you wore a
ski jacket, or you wore a Biway jacket.”9 Although a distinct snowboard subcultural identity came into fruition, there was less of an emphasis on appearance as
a form of status within the subculture. Sean Johnson, an outspoken legend of
Canadian snowboarding, recalled in an interview that “Snowboarding used to
be about rolling out of bed, throwing on stinky boots and crusty snowpants, and
hitting the hill... not some fashion statement”10 By the early 1990s, snowboarders understood the subtleties of their styles, and sought to control to direction of
the snowboarding image.
During this period, hundreds of smaller snowboard companies developed
and they attempted to carve their own niche in the burgeoning market. A company’s success was determined by their ability to harness the loyalty of the core
market of snowboarders. The entrepreneurs had to appear authentic to the most
committed members of the snowboard community while portraying the right
message. In addition, the sponsorship of the most popular team of riders greatly
influenced the company’s image. As one of the early editors of Transworld
Snowboarding magazine explained, “Manufacturers realized, ‘We don’t have to
have the best guy. We just have to have the coolest, and we can make a hero out
of him in the magazines and the videos.’ ”11 For instance, an interviewee who
9. D. Jones. Personal Interview, Bolton, Ontario, 26 October 2004. Jones is a professional snowboard coach
at a private ski club in Ontario.
10. C. Adair, “Sean Johnson: Redheaded Stepchild,” Snowboard Canada, Fall 2002, 138-142.
11. S. Howe, (Sick): A Cultural History of Snowboarding (New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 107.
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works in the snowboard industry recalled that the snowboard manufacturing company Forum was a prime example of a “totally perfectly marketed company.” He
explained, “They had a mediocre product but bought up the best riders, had coollooking graphics, [and] a lot of kids got hooked on the stuff... it was basically this
huge smoke-and-mirrors kinda show.”12 Within a relatively short period of time,
snowboarding developed into a completely image-based sport with the primary
audience being youth and the companies spending upwards of fifty percent of their
budget on advertising in snowboarding magazines.13 Eventually, the supply exceeded the demand and many companies were forced into bankruptcy; those that
survived experienced great challenges that accompanied their longevity.14
Brand identification was established as an imperative element of snowboarding subculture. The snowboarding companies determined popular styles and
fashion, and although their identity was becoming packaged and sold to them,
the riders believed their individuality continued to be expressed through their
personal style. One interviewee described this contradiction:
Like people are like, you know, ‘I’m hard core’ and ‘I’m gonna wear clothing that’s just a little bit different than the conservative mainstream and I’m
gonna have a funkier hair style and have more tattoos and piercings’ you
know... We want T-shirts, [but] we want printed logo T-shirts that say ‘I
don’t wear printed logo T-shirts.’ You know what I mean? Like, you wanna wear ripped worn out jeans, but you want it to have a label on the back
12. S. Taylor, Personal Interview, London, Ontario, 15 January 2005. Taylor is the manager of The Boardshop in London, Ontario. Taylor described how Forum is actually owned by a Japanese soya sauce magnate but the kids were under the impression that Peter Line was the full owner. Line was a popular snowboarder who had one of the pro-models named after him and a small share in the company.
13. Howe, (Sick): A Cultural History of Snowboarding.
14. Houghton, Personal Interview. This time period is referred to as the “Crash of 1996.” Houghton described how snowboarding went through tremendous growth in North America and Japan in the first half of
the 1990s. For a few years the Japanese market was so explosive that people would come from Japan to
buy boards in North America, and bring them back to Japan for retail. Eventually the Japanese market became saturated and literally bankrupted companies because most were dependent on their income from Japan. When this crash occurred, North American snowboarders were shocked to find out that their industry
was strongly supported by the Japanese market.
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that you bought it for $200... You want to wear baggy pants that are from
a designer company so they’ve been designed to look undesigned.15
In many ways, image has always been a major identification measure within
snowboarding. The ‘authentic’ snowboard identity promotes individuality, rebelliousness, and creativity, however this definition has become homogeneous
within snowboarding.
Burton’s Process logo has become a symbol that represents style and individual identity through which the rider consumes conspicuously the values of snowboarding. Burton Snowboards infuses a sense of commitment to those within the
community through their products which in turn gains respect for the company.
A mantra by Jake Burton himself at the start of a snowboard video stated:
The Process logo is just a cool take on the letter B or some stylized jib that
looks cool but means nothing. It is our heart. It is the thread that runs
through everything we do. It means day in day out, somewhere on the
planet people are thinking, designing, building, and testing products that
make riding better. Living it no matter where it is or isn’t snowing. Not giving up until it warps. Our team doesn’t just use our product, they feel responsible for it. The Process encompasses our inputs, our efforts, and
everything else in our lives. When we see other companies claim ‘rider
driven’ it seems awkward. The Process is something sacred to us, it’s why
our product rules.16
Led by Jake Burton himself, Burton Snowboards has been the leader in
hardgoods and softgoods sales since the company began17 because of the company’s ability to connect with the snowboard community yet remain steadfast in
capital society.

15. Binsted, Personal Interview.
16. Burton Snowboards, The Process [DVD], 2005.
17. Statistics accumulated from Snowboard Canada magazine from 1992-2005.
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There is a common visual appearance of riders, with their baggy pants, seasonal colours, and gadgets or ‘steez’, and various riding styles have become the
norm, from urban, to slopestyle, to backcountry riding. An article in Snowbaord
Canada describes the connection to brands: “Snowboarding is a ‘tribe’ sport.
People want to belong to the lifestyle, attitudes, values, and music associated
with the sport. They like to show others that they belong to this tribe by subscribing to its brands and styles.”18 What changed within snowboarding was that the
image was no longer defined by riders solely, but corporations that came to represent the ‘authentic’ image of snowboarding and thus define authenticity itself.

Involvement in competition
Although the snowboarding milieu promoted the new leisure movement’s philosophy of anti-competitiveness and cooperation, competitions existed from the
sport’s inception. Originally, they were more akin to social gatherings that served
as outlets to display prowess, but more importantly, they were the only opportunity for snowboarders to gather and observe new equipment, riding styles, and
fashions. The first competitions in North America were of grassroots variety and
were organized and operated by the riders.
While the competitions produced winners and subsequent rankings, there
was limited emphasis on placement as the events were often considered to be a
good excuse to party. At the 1992 Canadian Championship one competitor remembers the event:
At the hotel it was apparent by the size of the lavish party put on by the
Quebec Team that the days of celebrating a victory with a food fight were
over... [but at the event] there was a slight delay in starting after the course
officials discovered several gates had been vandalized overnight. Team
18. L. Fox, “Branded: Examining the Role of Image in the Rider-Sponsor Relationship,” SBC Business,
Spring 2003, 98.
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Ontario didn’t make it through the elimination rounds, but John Craig entertained the crowd and disqualified himself by hurdling the gates, dressed
in plaid, and protected by duct tape and tree branches.19
The early competitions were held at venues that provided the sport with a
sense of legitimacy while maintaining the non-competitive, participant-controlled
ethos of the sport as well.
As snowboarding became more popular, the early establishment of the Canadian Snowboard Federation and similar organizations became more structured.
They represented the formal, bureaucratic element of snowboarding that was
dismissed by many riders. A range of opinions existed during the 1990s as to the
importance of competition; however for the most part, only competitive events
run by and for the snowboarders, such as Burton’s U.S. Open and the Westbeach Classic were embraced by the snowboard community. Additionally, the
acceptance of snowboarding into the Olympic Games in 1998 created a huge
stir within the snowboarding community as the top-level rider’s allegiance was
divided between the snowboard-controlled organization, the International Snowboard Federation, and the international body that determined their entry into the
Olympics, the Federation Internationale du Ski.
Snowboarding’s admission to the Olympic Games evoked much emotion
and consternation within the snowboard community. Upon the acceptance of
snowboarding to the 1998 Games which many in the core community of snowboarders revolted against, Burton Snowboards produced a T-shirt that exchanged the Olympic rings for handcuffs, representing the imprisonment of
snowboarding by the International Olympic Committee.20 One of the most significant events in snowboarding history was when Burton-sponsored rider Terje
‘The Legend’ Haakonson of Norway decided, in a very public manner, not to
compete in Nagano. Haakonson was widely regarded as the best snowboarder
in the world and he believed that the Olympics misrepresented snowboarding.
19. M. Fabbro, “92 Canadian Amateur Champions,” Snowboard Canada, Buyer’s Guide 1993, 38-41.
20. Howe, (Sick): A Cultural History of Snowboarding.
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He was disgusted by the corruption of those in power, going so far as to equate
the International Olympic Committee with the mafia: “When I say the mafia, I
mean what most people say in the word: people who take over control but never
let anyone have an inside look at what they are doing.”21 Canadian snowboarder and International Snowboard Federation athlete representative, Mark Fawcett
agreed to participate in the Games but repeatedly expressed his disdain of the
Federation Internationale du Ski and its intentions: “It’s been basically a lot of
soul-selling to get to this point right now. My analogy is that I’ve had to climb
through a lot of slimy hoops. But I’ve got this far. I want to see what it’s like.”22
There was a consensus among riders that snowboarding’s resistance to bureaucracy and abuse of power was being challenged upon entering such a largescale, bureaucratic, hyper-marketed athletic event like the Olympic Games.
Snowboarders were concerned about the potential ramifications on their sport
due to Olympic involvement and one snowboarder explains, “I think that the
Olympics are way too big and [the IOC] is going to change snowboarding. They
are making us fit into their mold. They aren’t fitting into our mold. It will create a
reality for snowboarding that millions will swallow and accept.”23
Throughout the Games, the snowboarders were often criticized because their irreverence to formality was perceived to belittle the Olympic Movement.24 The most
publicized and significant event that took place within snowboarding, and possibly
the entire 1998 Olympic Games, was the drama surrounding Canadian snowboarder, Ross Rebagliati. Rebagliati rode to victory in the Giant Slalom racing event and
upon accepting the gold medal, he became an instant Canadian hero and both his
name and snowboarding immediately became publicized on a grandiose scale.
21. R. Starkman, “Snowboarder ‘Sells Soul’ for Shot at Games,” Toronto Star, 24 January 1998, E9. Some
individuals within snowboarding recognized with without Terje Haakonsons’s participation, winning the Olympics does not reflect the best snowboarder in the field. There are also riders that claim the IOC’s reaction
to Rebagliati was sparked by Terje’s public statements against and resistance to the Olympics.
22. Starkman, “Snowboarder ‘Sells Soul’ for Shot at Games.”
23. Howe, (Sick): A Cultural History of Snowboarding, 151. Statement by professional American snowboarder, Meghan LaFonte.
24. D. Smith, “Snowboarders Make Own Path: Some Olympians Don’t Take Kindly to Rebels of Slope,”
Toronto Star, 7 February 1998, B6.
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Unfortunately, within a few days of his victory, Rebagliati was stripped of his
gold medal by the IOC for testing positive for traces of marijuana in his urine. Rebagliati’s defense was that the minute traces of marijuana were the result of second-hand smoke, not from his personal actions of smoking drugs.25 The IOC Executive Committee voted to uphold the Medical Commission’s recommendation
to strip Rebagliati of his gold medal and the COA was forced to withdraw the
medal awarded to Rebagliati. Although the decision was eventually overturned
within two days, by a ruling of an IOC Court of Arbitration appeal hearing, the
event had already reached incredible proportions.26
The riders viewed the controlling actions and public statements by the organizations as completely unacceptable. It was widely believed that the IOC and FIS
honed in on the snowboarding athletes to test for illicit but non-performance-enhancing substances. The riders were quite public with their disgust at the lengths
taken by the organizations to tarnish their sport’s identity. For instance, one competitor recalled:
This is the first international dealing with snowboarding and this is the big
carrot on the stick that the FIS was dangling in front of all the snowboarders
for years and they fucked it up. They didn’t think. Because if they tested
everybody under their umbrella they’d be getting more than just Ross in the
net... [The IOC] was trying to jerk the snowboard chain and they pulled a little too hard and the snowboard dog turned around and bit them in the ass.27

25. Both urine samples provided by Rebagliati tested positive for traces of marijuana metabolites. The IOC
considers marijuana a prohibited substance, but the FIS lists the concentration of over 15 nanograms per milliliter illegal. Rebagliati was found to have 17.8 nanograms per milliliter. Rebagliati claimed that he attended
a party where marijuana was smoked on January 31, 1998 in his hometown of Whistler, BC and denied using the drug himself on that occasion. According to Bill Corrigal, director of behavioural research at the Addiction Research Foundation in Toronto at the time, “There [were] a lot of loose ends” with the charge. Studies presented at the time showed that tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, marijuana’s main active ingredient
can build up in the body even if a person is exposed only to the second-hand smoke of cannabis users. L.
Papp, “2nd-Hand Smoke Tale Plausible, Experts Say,” Toronto Star, 12 February 1998, A1.
26. R. Starkman, “Golden Snowboarder Stripped of his Medal,” Toronto Star, 11 February 1998, A1.
27. S. Jarrett, “Rob Stevens: CBC’s TV Olympic Snowboard Analyst,” Snowboard Canada, Spring 1998, 46.
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Snowboarding reached the homes of ten million Canadians during the
Olympics and the mass media pounced on the opportunity to exploit the incident. Rebagliati became the tainted poster boy for snowboarding and, although
his pristine image was spoiled, the sport’s popularity reached unimaginable
heights.
Corporate venues which included snowboarding, such as the ESPN X Games
and Gravity Games, evolved in the late 1990s as corporate interests strived to
associate their product with the action sports lifestyle. At the turn of the century,
the Olympic Games and these corporate events have become accepted events
on the professional snowboard tour. They provide the riders with the opportunity to gain notoriety and potential profits from sponsors. Success continues to be
defined by those within snowboarding as appearance in videos and magazines
are indicators of prowess; however, the competitions and venues created for
snowboarding from the corporate arena are no longer shunned but embraced by
the riders.
While Burton’s U.S. Open competition remains the most respected snowboard competition by riders worldwide, Burton Snowboards has come to embrace the most mainstream, bureaucratic sporting event today. This has taken
place within consumer capitalism and ultimately the new generation of riders has
come to see the company’s involvement as commonplace. This was illustrated
when one interview expressed his views on Burton’s sponsorship of the 2006
Olympic Games,
Now the best riders are wearing the uniform of the best manufacturer. It’s
not hypocritical; it’s a marketing tool, its business. Why not pick up a contract to do it?... Seeing Shaun White wearing the Burton suit [at the 2006
Olympics] was respectful. [Burton] didn’t take advantage of flaunting itself,
which they don’t need to do any how.28

28. D. Bourgard, Personal Interview, London, Ontario, 26 April 2006. Bourgard is a current rider sponsored
by Solomon Snowboards and assistant manager at The Boardshop in London, Ontario.
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The interviewee went on to clarify that currently “Burton is snowboarding.”29
The company claims to embody the essence of snowboarding and prides itself of
its claim of being ‘rider-driven’. Although Burton marketed goods that reflected
the core community’s views on the Olympic Games, the company has become
the official outfitter of the 2002 and 2006 United States Olympic Snowboard
teams. Whereas in 1998 there was great resistance to the traditional, staunch
structure of the Olympic Games, these attributes have become commonplace elements of snowboarding.

Conclusion
Using Gramsci’s (1971) theory of hegemony and Williams (1978) concepts of
dominant and emergent culture, hegemony is a living process whereby new
forms of culture are renewed, recreated, defended, and modified. Further, the
strength of the hegemonic process is in the ability of the dominant culture to set
limits on the emerging alternative meanings and be flexible enough to neutralize
or incorporate it. Thus, the success of hegemonic control is determined by how
well the dominant culture maintains key aspects of the emerging culture in conjunction with the dominant meanings and values that operate at the levels of
feeling, thoughts, and actions and appear as commonplace in everyday life.30
Snowboarding emerged in the 1980s as a new form of the dominant culture.
Although the intricacies of the subculture were distinct from already existing
sporting forms and shifted to more traditional patterns, the activity was embedded within the tenets of late-twentieth century consumer capitalism. By reasserting the capitalist process through consumption, the seemingly radical activity was
packaged and sold as a fresh countercultural sport while it was bound by and reasserted its inherent values. The shifts have become normalized and accepted by
those in the snowboarding community. As was discussed above, Burton Snow29. Bourgard, Personal Interview.
30. R. Williams, Marxism and Literature. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.
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boards marketed goods that reflected the core community’s views on the
Olympic Games, the company has become the official outfitter of the 2002 and
2006 United States Olympic Snowboard teams. Burton’s ability to capitalize on
snowboarding’s qualities throughout the last thirty years has earned the trust of
those in the core community. Their actions have become embraced continually,
even if they contradict the stance taken less than a decade before. Furthermore,
over the last thirty years, if there were conflicting values within the hegemonic
process, such as what took place during the 1998 Olympics, all countercultural
actions have been limited (Ross Rebagliati) or absorbed (Burton) by the dominant system.
Thinking back to Shaun White and the 2006 Olympics, the question remains,
is he the prime example of what the early pioneers of the activity envisioned? Individualism, creativity, spontaneity, and fun remained consistent in snowboarding throughout its evolution while corporate interests seized the opportunity to
capitalize on this supposedly rebellious subculture. White competes willingly at
the Olympic Games, wearing the full snowboard attire sponsored by Burton, yet
still espouses the many of the values and norms that the originators embraced.
Perhaps the Flying Red Tomato is not the exact replica of those who hiked the
back hills each night to ride; however he represents the strength and ability of the
dominant culture to embrace emerging culture and renew it to an acceptable,
common, and commodifiable form.
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ISRAEL AND MOSCOW OLYMPIC GAMES BOYCOTT
Yoav Veichselfish (ISR)

Introduction: The Geo-Political status of Israeli Sport
Israel became an independent state in 1948 and took part for the first time in the
Olympic games of 1952 in Helsinki.
The event had political significance for the new state and was a symbol of legitimacy for the Jewish people of the Holy Land. It meant that Israel was accepted as a member of the international community, in sport as well. The first delegation to Helsinki was large and included 15 athletes but no team. The achievements were not impressive and the best athlete was Yoav Raanan, the former
champion of Egypt in diving (3m springboard) who finished the final in the 9th
place.
The Suez war of 1956 didn't prevent Israel from sending 3 athletes to Melbourne. The government decided to take part in the Olympic games despite the
complicated situation in Israel.
The athletes of the new state also took part in the Asian tournaments during
the 50’s and 60’s. Indonesia was suspended from the Olympic games of Tokyo
1964 after refusing to host Israelis at the Asian games of 1962.
The only team of Israel to the Olympic games of 1968 and 1976, was the
soccer team, after qualification from the Asian preliminary round.
No Israeli athlete won a medal till the 1992 games in Barcelona when Yael
Arad became the first winner in judo (silver). The athletes’ level was low and
they functioned more as diplomats than athletes.
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The state of Israel was part of the western bloc during the cold war and had
diplomatic relations with the Warsaw pact states until the Six Days war of 1967.
These relations were suspended after the war.
Israel took part in Asian games in parallel to the European basketball tournaments. The best group was then and is now Maccabi Tel-Aviv, who played in
1967 winners cup and won the European Champions Cup for the first time in
1977.
Israel was not a member of UEFA, but played in the preliminary round of the
world cup against some European rivals, and didn't take part in the European
Championships. The Islamic revolution in Iran (1979) sent Israel off Asia according to a decision of the Asian Sports Association.

How Moscow hosted the games
The Olympic campaign of the USSR started in the late sixties, but Moscow lost its
1970 bid and the Games of 1976 went to Montreal. Soviet officials blamed the
US and Canada in conspiracy, but the next time the Soviets invested a huge
budget, estimated at $3 billion dollars. Moscow won the bid of 1980 in a 1974
IOC congress, and was counted as a symbol of Détente. Kremlin heads were
aware of the opportunity to use the mega-event as a tool of propaganda (both
outside and within the country). They wanted to demonstrate their power at the
olympic arena, to interest foreign athletes in Moscow, expose them to propaganda and prove to the local population that the capital city is attractive also for
Western people. They believed that the West would react with good will and
help them to organize the first games behind the iron curtain.
Among their arguments for hosting games Moscow emphasized the huge
number of sport facilities in the capital, and their experience in holding major
competitions such as Spartakiade (Soviet version of Olympics), Universiade,
European basketball championship, and so on. Soviet spokesmen emphasized
the connection between Communist ideology and international collaboration..
Eighty IOC members were invited to Moscow in the summer of 1974 in a last ef148
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fort to avoid unpleasant surprises. Lord Killanin, chairman of IOC, was impressed
by the Soviet preparations, and the decision fell on 23/10/74 in an IOC session in
Vienna.
Soviet union leaders had motivation to host the games and demonstrate
the strength of the Communist state during the cold war. However, a boycott
could make their efforts look silly. The main point was to use the TV coverage
and the opportunity to impress both local population and international community. Soviet leaders condemned the US as abusers of the Olympic spirit.
The games did take place and were of a consistently high athletic quality.
Many world records were achieved in the stadium and the swimming pool.
Salnikov became the first man to swim 1500 meters in less than 15 minutes.
High Jump and Pole Vault world records were also improved, and so on. The
fact that many westen European athletes participated reduced the professional
damage significantly. 36 world records were established. On the other hand,
Moscow did not get the expected media coverage and propaganda efforts
failed as well. In some cases national anthems were not heard during medal
ceremonies. It emphasized the difference between Moscow and other Olympic
Games.

The American Boycott of Moscow Games
Jimmy Carter, the democrat American president, reacted to the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan of 1979 with a call to the American Olympic Committee to boycott the Moscow Games of 1980. Moscow was, and still is, the first East European city to host Olympic Games. President Carter blamed the Soviets and their
leader, Brezneyev, as being supporters of terror and aggression and recommended the American Olympic Committee to ban the games, for the first time since
the first modern games of 1896. In the middle of April 1980 the American Committee decided to stay at home in spite of the fact that the Soviets participated in
Winter Games of Lake Placid earlier this year. The boycott turned out to be a
disappointment for Carter. West Germany was the only European state who did149
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n't send athletes to Moscow. France, Great Britain and Italy took part in the
Games, so did Australia. Canada and Japan joined the boycott.
Some governments, like those of Great Britain and Australia, supported the
boycott but allowed the athletes a freedom of choice whether to join the Moscow
games. No such freedom of choice was granted to US athletes, as Carter threatened to revoke the passport of any athlete who tried to travel to the USSR. At the
end, 65 nations turned down their invitations to the Olympics; probably 45 to 50
did so because of the US led boycott. Eighty nations did participate – the lowest
number since 1956. In the opening ceremony, 16 nations marched under the
Olympic flag and the Olympic Anthem replaced their national Anthems at the
medal ceremonies.
Israel had no official sports relations with the Soviet Union. The “Spartak
Games” were “a rehearsal” for the Olympics and took place in 1979. Israel and
Egypt were not invited to Moscow. The Russian Olympic Committee refused to
send the official documents to the Israeli committee and did it only after pressure
from the IOC. The Russians requested Israel to suspend sports relations with the
Apartheid regime of South Africa, and Israel obeyed and did so on January
1979.
A poll dated April 1980 showed that 44% of the Israelis supported the idea of
boycott, but 43% resisted. The Israeli Committee members decided to wait until
the last day of registration, 23/5 and not to declare anything before it. Some of
them expected Carter to take his steps back and send Americans to Moscow.
Others couldn’t make a decision. The committee is formally autonomous and
free of political considerations, but Prime Minister Begin got finally involved in
this matter, just like the American President.
Izhak Ofek, the head of the Israeli Olympic Committee, said on 1/4, ten days
after the official boycott declaration by Carter: “The Soviet invasion to
Afghanistan is not relevant to Israel. We have no interest in adopting the American decision”. Other members argued that Israeli sport has complicated relations
with the European sport institutes, therefore the crucial factor was the European
position concerning the boycott, and not the American decision.
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The Israeli decision-making process
The heads of Israeli sport had to take into consideration some factors concerning
this complicated situation. It was like the Jewish joke about the Rabbi who told
each of two rivals “You are right”, and when his wife told him “You can't decide
that both sides are right”, he answered “You are right, too”.
It was clear that the athletes wanted to participate, but it was also clear that political considerations were of major importance. The principal question was
whether the boycott could be considered as a legitimate political act of the democratic world against the Soviets. The answer to this question was negative. Totalitarian and third world states like Chad and Malawi, El Salvador and Nicaragua
formed the “boycott group”, while West European states took part in the event.
Over 3 millions Jews lived at that time in the Soviet Union, so the impact of
possible boycott by Israel was significant. The Soviet regime refused to let the Jews
leave the country, and some of them became “Heroes of Resistance” (“Seruvnukim” in Hebrew), such as Nathan Sharanski, who became later a minister of
the Israeli government. The dilemma of addressing the boycott had various factors.

The political factor
The conflict focused on the impact of Israeli boycott on the relations with both
sides, NATO and Warsaw Pact. The American president tried to draw a line between the “free world” and “the communist repressive states”, and Israel had a
chance to join the “free world” and help the Americans to diminish the quality of
the Moscow games. It seemed like a mistake to concentrate on sport and on
chances to win a historical medal, and disappoint the White House. It was clear
that the Americans expected Israel to stay at home. We have to remember that
the US was and is now the political-diplomatic closest ally of Israel.
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin supported the boycott in January, but
sports functionaries asked him not to declare it publicly, worried about sportive
damage. They decided to wait, as we say “sitting on the fence”.
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The American support of Israel increased during the 70’s, and that's why Begin felt obliged to Carter. Furthermore, the Americans had some disagreements
with the Begin government, concerning the question of Jewish settlements in the
West Bank and the Palestinian Autonomy. Begin looked for a chance to improve
his image as a tough rightist and an obstacle to the peace process. Carter was
busy with the elections of 1980 and tended to the Egyptian position. The main
point was the status of Jerusalem. The opportunity to ban the Olympic Games
came to Begin “exactly in time”. Rightist members of the Knesset (Israeli parliament) called upon the government to join the boycott and support “Zion Prisoners” in the USSR.
The opposition to boycott the Games came from people who estimated that
absence from Moscow would cause damage to the local sport. The threat of
Palestinian legitimacy in the international sports institutes was another argument
against the boycott. The concern was that the Palestinians would upgrade their
status in the various sports congresses that took place at the same time in
Moscow. No politician opposed the boycott, and the voices were of sports
“Askanim” (Hebrew word for the who-and-who).
Another argument against the boycott was the chance to empower the Jewish
identity of 3 million Jews in the Soviet Union. The Israeli soccer team played in
Moscow 24 years earlier and was a source of pride to the Jews in the USSR despite the defeat 0:5 against the Olympic champion of 1956.
Some people argued that the Israeli delegation would be the key to revive the
diplomatic relations with the Soviets, same as the USA - China table tennis match
of the early 70’s, which became the symbol of breakthrough in the political relations between the two countries.

The moral factor
Some American speakers compared the 1980 Games to Berlin 1936 and
warned against legitimization of the communist regime, same as the case of the
Nazi regime 44 years earlier. The irony was that the Americans refused to boy152
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cott the event of 1936, and the Soviets were not a member of the Olympic
movement then and stayed at home, 16 years before their first appearance in
1952. The extremists even requested to suspend the Games, because the ancient
Greek idea forbids games during wartime. They claimed that the Soviet Union
had been in war. This ridiculous call was turned down by the IOC.
The question of legitimacy was raised in Israel as well. The communist regime
was hostile to Israel after the 1967 war. No Israeli team had played on Russian
soil since the 60's. Maccabi Tel-Aviv had to play against CSKA Moscow in a neutral place at the European basketball champions cup tournament of 1977.
The victory of Maccabi Tel Aviv became a milestone in the history of the Israeli sport. It was the first victory against a Soviet rival and the idiom “We are on
the map” became part of the Hebrew lexicon.
There was no doubt that the Soviet regime was hostile and supported the
Arab enemies of Israel economically and by sending military aid. Participation in
the games could be interpreted as reconciliation with the invasion to Afghanistan
and also with the status of local Jews, who could not immigrate according to the
Soviet rules. Taking part in the games contradicted the position of Israel concerning the “Sakharov Affair”, (the famous physicist and conscience prisoner). Prime
Minister Begin declared in the parliament that Sakharov was a hero and demanded the Kremlin to let him free. He emphasized that Israel had a moral reason to join the boycott camp. Another functionary compared Moscow to Berlin
1936 as a source of legitimacy to the totalitarian regime. In 1936 the Palestinian
Olympic Committee refused to take part in the Olympic Games.
On the other hand, Izhak Ofek, head of the Israeli Olympic Committee, told
the daily newspaper “MA’ARIV” that participation and the Israeli flag in Lenin
Stadium could strengthen the Jews and moral is not the most significant factor in
diplomacy. Ofek was the head of boycott oppositioners and he also said that the
Americans supported the 1973 choice of Moscow as host city of the 1980 games.
The invasion of Afghanistan was an act of the same regime. Carter decided to react with boycott as part of his presidential campaign and that meant as a part of
his policy.
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The Jewish-Zionist factor
Israel is the only Jewish state in the world and feels obliged to take charge of and
support the Jews all over the world. One of the first questions that had been raised
dealt with the possible impact of the boycott on the local Jewish community. The
memories from the soccer match in Moscow in 1956 and the international youth festival of 1957 were very positive from the Zionist perspective, and the conclusion was
that participation in the Olympic Games could contribute to the Jewish protest and
religious identity. The meaning of participation was a stream of Israeli flags, souvenirs, books and official papers in a hostile environment which was empty of them.
It was a unique chance to promote the Zionist ideology beyond the Iron Curtain.
The supporters of the boycott argued that “The flag impact” would be minimal. Israel had no chance to win more than a few medals, and the national anthem “Hatikva” (the hope) had a small prospect of being played soon in
Moscow. They claimed that athletes and functionaries would be isolated from
the Jewish community and therefore would have no impact on them. They
added that the Soviets had the opportunity to ignore the Israeli athletes in the
live broadcasts and ban any possible communication. The immigration permits
depended on the relation between the USA and the Soviet Union, and Israel had
no chance to influence. The controversy existed also between Jewish activists in
Moscow, but most of them were finally supporters of the boycott.

The professional factor
Israel participated in the Olympic Games for the first time in Helsinki 1952. The
new state was not invited to London 1948 because of British opposition. Palestine was under British mandate till 1948, and the British claimed that the new
state was not a member of the IOC, although Palestine was. By the way, Palestine was also a member of FIFA and the national soccer team of Palestine took
part in world cup preliminary round; before World War II. Israel replaced Palestine after the Independence War of 1948.
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The participation had, as I mentioned earlier, political significance for the
new state, and the athletes functioned as “diplomats” and never missed the
games since 1952. The East European states blocked Israel in the international
sports institutes but did not throw it out. The status quo was fragile, and the concern was of hostile decisions at the sports congresses which took place at the time
of the Games. Since ’48 Israel had requested not to involve politics in sport, and
the boycott stood as a contradiction to that position. It was the first time that Israel threatened in a boycott and was not a potential victim of political-sportive
conspiracy. Israel was sent off from the Asian Sports Association only a few years
earlier, and sports functionaries tried to get a European ticket. The boycott
shouldn't improve these chances. Another risk was elimination from other international tournaments as a sanction from the side of international sports institutes. Israel wasn't in the same status of states such as the USA, Canada and
European states, and the damage should be very harmful.
All of the sport leaders of Israel supported participation in the games. They
said in press interviews that athletes shouldn't be victims of domestic policy, and
there was no reason to copy the conflict to the sportive field.
The supporters of the boycott claimed that politics and sport could not be
separated anyway. They explained the communist success in sport (especially
East Germany) as being of high significance and priority in the Eastern Bloc.
They added that Israel wouldn't be sanctioned in reaction to the boycott, because the IOA wouldn't sanction more than 40 states.
According to them, Israel had little impact in the congresses and boycotts by
the international sports establishments anyhow, after the Asian Sports Association decision. In short, Israel had almost nothing to lose.

Time of decision
The Israeli olympic committee was composed of members with political identity.
Some were recognized with the socialist block, some with the liberals, and others
with the right. The chairman, Ofek, was socialist, but his position wasn’t backed
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by any politician. He represented only athletes, but was not independent. Some
of his colleagues supported the boycott, and the committee had no official call
against it. Demonstrations did not take place in the streets of big cities. Israel was
called the 51st state of US and protest against the boycott was not relevant. Almost every Israeli considered the Soviet Union as an enemy because of their
support of the Arabs in diplomacy and military aid, threatening the existence of
Israel. The issue was political but didn’t lead to public controversy. All teams
failed in qualification tournaments, therefore all potential representatives were
individual athletes, so the football and basketball (the most popular sports) associations had no problem with the boycott. No one dared to challenge the boycott
support.
The variety of considerations posed grave dilemmas, and everyone knew that
there was no optimal solution, but just a need to locate a necessary compromise.
The natural will to compete and win medals mixed with collective memories of
Jewish prisoners in Moscow and the diplomatic relation between Israel and the
world. The decision was not to decide but wait until the final date of registration.
Everybody knew that the political considerations would be decisive. Sport is of
great importance also to politicians, and not only in Israel. It's hard to find a nation where sport and politics could be absolutely separated.
Eleven days before the final day, the sports committee of the Israeli parliament recommended to join the boycott. West Germany decided to stay at home,
and the decision had a major impact. A cultural Russian delegation came to Israel and the members declared that the Soviets expect Israeli athletes to come to
Moscow. The American ambassador, Samuel Lewis, promised that the USA
would back Israel in the international institutions and no damage could be foreseen as possible. Ambassador Lewis met with Ofek and said “We hope that
you'll make the right decision”.
The Israeli Olympic Committee meeting took place on 22/5. 25 members
came to vote, and the result was 17:8 for the boycott. The committee was composed of functionaries with political identity. Most of them voted according to the
government declarations. “Beitar”, “Elizur” and “Maccabi” members were recognized with the rightist front, and only “Hapoel“ had leftist social-democrat ide156
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ology. So the results were not a surprise. Prime Minister Begin and the White
House praised the decision as “very important, brave and moralistic act”.
A second meeting on this matter took place one week later. The decision remained the same, but some functionaries were sent to the congresses in
Moscow. Ofek was shocked when he realised that Western representatives attended the congresses. Two functionaries flew to Moscow for the volleyball congress. They achieved the aim and Israel continued to be a member of the European Volleyball Association, although they could not prevent PLO from joining
the international association. One day after the opening ceremony Ofek said that
the boycott was a huge failure, and was condemned by some politicians. Yassir
Arafat, the PLO leader, came to the Olympic village, and the Soviets were criticized for this invitation, because Arafat had a part in the 11 athletes’ killing at the
Munich Olympic Games in 1972.

Epilogue and conclusion
The boycott was supported by a significant number of countries on every continent. It proved the ability of the US to organize this kind of act, although many
European countries participated in the games. The number of tourists in Moscow
during the games collapsed from estimated 300,000 to 70,000, but American
companies, especially NBC, were damaged from the low exposure of the Games.
Israel didn't participate in the Moscow Games, but the local TV broadcast
some events and the press covered the Games. Four years later, Israel sent the
biggest delegation in history, more than 30 athletes, to Los Angeles, but
achieved no medal. The Eastern Bloc boycotted these games, so the chances
were better than ever, but without results.
Esther Rot, the best Israeli sprinter, who reached Montreal 1976 final in
women's 100 meter hurdles, missed the chance to take part in the third consecutive games and decided to retire.
The local sport had no benefit from the boycott, and the status of Israel had
not changed over the next 5 years. Israel didn't use the “American support” to
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prevent damage. The communist bloc even helped Israel to join the Judo European Association. Some Israeli said that the boycott was also good for the KGB
which had fewer security problems.
The boycott proved that politicians make use of the sport events, in Israel as
well, and that functionaries tend to follow their agenda.
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THE MASS SPORTING LEGACY OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
– A CASE STUDY OF THE 2008 OLYMPIC SAILING REGATTA IN QINGDAO
Weiming Wang (CHN)

Introduction
The Olympic Games are regarded as the world’s most prestigious sporting occasion. The increasing number of cities bidding to host the Olympics and the increasing funds invested in Olympic bids indicate that local leaders perceive the
securing of such an event as an opportunity to improve economic and social aspects of a city or region through the accumulated investment triggered by staging
the Games (Malfas et al., 2004, p. 209). Therefore, the Olympic Games have
emerged as an important tool of urban and regional renewal through their ability
to justify redevelopment and enhancement, attract inward investment, promote
tourism and create new images for host cities (Essex and Chalkley, 2004, p.
201).
Beijing 2000 Olympic Games Bid Committee was set up in 1991, when for
the first time the PRC formally applied to the IOC for the right to host the 27th
Olympic Games in 2000. However, Beijing lost to Sydney for the 2000 Games
by 2 votes. In 1999 Beijing bid again for the 2008 Olympic Games and win the
bid in the 112th International Olympic Committee (IOC) session in Moscow in
2001. Qingdao was the only partner host city in the bidding process. A member
of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Bid Committee categorises the reasons of
choosing Qingdao as the host city of the 2008 Olympic Sailing Regatta as its geographical location, economic construction and sea condition. Qingdao is a
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beautiful coastal tourist city, situated in the north of China on the southern coast
of the Shandong Peninsula bordering on the Yellow Sea and the Jiaozhou Bay.
Public transportation from and to Qingdao is very convenient by air, train,
coach, car, ship and ferry. Secondly, Qingdao is an important coastal economic
centre in China and plays an important role in the development of the Chinese
economy. Thirdly, the wind force and sea condition in Qingdao make Qingdao a
suitable host city for the Regatta (Qingdao Municipal Government, 2006). Qingdao Municipal Government desired to take this opportunity to improve the economic and social aspects of the city, including the promotion of mass participation in sport.
Considerable research has been done by researchers regarding the postGames economic, social and physical environment impacts of the Olympic
Games. However, little attention has been paid to the sporting impacts of the
Olympic Games, particularly impacts on mass sport participation. The purpose
of this article is to critically evaluate the impacts of the preparation of the 2008
Olympic Sailing Regatta on the mass sport development in Qingdao in the preGames period, drawing upon primary data from interviews with senior managers
conducted in July 2005 and documentary analysis.
The research draws on globalisation and policy making theory to unravel the
public sector multifaceted nature of change and development of mass sport in
Qingdao. The reasons for selecting these two theories were: first, the impacts of
the Olympic Games emerge due to the actions and behaviours of organisations
and individuals, how organisations and individuals act and behave is influenced
by globalisation as well as policies made by the governments; second, globalisation influences the administrative system of China, the way in which China’s policy is formulated and enacted, how decisions are made, and how stakeholders
use such opportunities for their benefit. Third, government policies affect the extent to which organisations and individuals can use the new opportunities to extend their benefit; these benefits or maybe losses will form the effect of the Sailing Regatta.
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Theoretical Framework
Although the word “global” can be traced back to the 1600s, it was not until the
1960s and early 1970s that the term ‘globalisation’ acquired academic and
wider currency (Held and McGrew, 2002, p. 2). The main characteristic of the
contemporary global system is its interdependence. The common sense meaning
of this term is that events, trends and decisions that happen in one place are likely to have an impact elsewhere.
Globalisation is often portrayed solely as an economic phenomenon. Busch
(2000, p. 22) underlines that the definitions of globalisation can range from “the
narrowly economical to the truly, well, global” and therefore the concept of globalisation can mean “a lot of different things to a lot of different people and has,
small wonder, also met fierce criticism”.
Globalisation is restricted not only to large, globe systems, such as the global
financial system or transnational corporations, its impacts are also felt in personal lives, in the way people think of themselves and their connections with others.
Scholte (2000, p. 20) states three broad impacts of globalisation. A first set of
claims posits that globalisation has transformed the nature of economic activity.
A second set of claims and counterclaims about the changes worked by globalisation relates to governance, especially the fate of state. Scholte argues that the
growth of transworld spaces has encouraged some privatization of governance,
which means, increased regulatory activity through nonofficial channels. Third,
the process is argued to bring a worldwide ‘cultural synchronization’ (Tomlinson,
1995). Globalisation introduces a single world culture centred on, for example,
consumerism, sport activities, and even habit. Globalisation has intensified intercultural relations, in the process encouraging countless new combinations and
blurring distinctions between nations and between civilizations. The development of national and international sports organizations, the world-wide acceptance of rules governing specific, and the establishment of global competitions
such as the Olympic Games and soccer’s World Cup tournament are all indicative of the occurrence of globalisation in the sports world (Maguire, 2000, p.
357).
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Since China is a part of the globalising world, it is increasingly apparent that if
the country wants to participate in world competition, it has to converge with
global operations. China’s conduct in international forums –whether on economic and financial matters or the environment or sport events– is also likely to be
grounded in a perception of a globalising world. Moreover, globalisation has implications for domestic policy, particularly in those policy areas that are sensitive
to global, such as economic reform, media, minorities, information technology
(Knight, 2003, p. 319). Consequently, the way in which China’s political elites
perceive globalisation will exert an influence on policies that has an impact both
on the lives of many Chinese as well as the world. Along with the advantages,
the accompanying negative effects of globalisation in China can be reflected by a
widening ‘gap of wealth between the North and the South’ (Moore, 2005). The
most important is how China handles the globalisation process, adapt it or reject
it due to the challenges it presents.
China’s sport development depends upon (and its development options are
limited by) the country’s global connections because of the government’s domination in sport. Compared to the levels of the overall globalisation process in
China, the sports globalisation is far slower in many ways of reform. China is still
in the process of reform; more work is being done by China to keep pace with
the process of the developed countries.
Public policy is the sum of governmental activities to establish plans and
methods of action that will govern society. Research on policy focuses on the decisions that create the outputs of a political system. Institutional approaches,
power approaches are the most widely accepted frameworks to analyse the policy making process.
Institutions are the arena within which policy-making takes place. Institutions
embody cultures and past political decisions and adapt to their political environment (John, 1998). When institutions are out of kilter with social and political
change, they make incorrect adjustments. Power models view decision-making
as something which is shaped and determined by the structures of power: class,
wealth, bureaucratic and political arrangements, pressure groups, and technical
knowledge or professionals (Parsons, 1995). Elitist models of the policy process
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hold that power is concentrated in the hands of a few groups and individuals,
who are controlling significant organisations and important institutions. Decisionmaking according to this model is a process which works to the advantage of
these élites and elitism purports to be founded on an analysis of how the real
world works. Pluralist approaches highlight the significance of the involvement of
interests in influencing policy-making, in which a balanced bargaining process
could be seen. They insist on the reality and importance of multiple channels
whereby citizens can control their political leaders and shape the development of
public policies. The decision-making process therefore is biased in favour of the
powerful, and functions to the disadvantage of the less-powerful and less-well resourced.
Since 1978, a series of administrative reform efforts have been initiated,
which typically involve ‘making deliberate changes in decision-making institutions including their structure, process, attitudes, and the behaviour of decisionmakers for the purpose of improving organizational performance’ (Caiden,
1969, cited in Lan, 2001, p. 439) for China’s political development and economic construction.
Before analysing the policy-making process in China, it is important to understand China’s political structure and state power. The Chinese Communist Party
is the ruling party, and all levels of organisations and individuals of both the party and the state must submit to the Party centre. The National People's Congress
is the “highest organ of state power” in China, and the State Council is its “executive body” and “the highest organ of state administration” (People’s Republic
of China, 1982). In practice, the State Council manages most domestic and foreign governmental affairs, and for the most part it does so within overall policy
guidelines defined by the Party rather than by the National People's Congress.
Huang (1999, p. 57) argued that the main influence of China’s institution on
policy-making processes can be seen by exploring the highly centralised power
system. This includes the party being in the core position of state leadership; the
party system intertwined with the state system to a great extent, and the power
monolithism being strictly exercised. The impacts caused by such a highly centralised power system on the policy process are multiple. He argues that it can
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ensure a high efficiency for policy making, especially in war time and a revolutionary period, however, it is not good for the power balancing, which is an important aspect of policy making.
It is easy to find evidence that the élitist theory significantly matches the reality of China’s practice because the power is often centred in the hands of a few
people who direct and decide on everything (Chan and Cabestan, 2001, p.
402). For example, top party leaders (most of them are also the state leaders) are
the key influencers on policy decision-making. They usually give new ideas, initiate policy or guide policy-making. The applicability of pluralist theory to China’s
practice is limited since the Chinese Communist Party takes a leading role in the
political configuration, as the relationship between the CCP and the interest
groups and other political parties is not equal.
The basic structure of provincial level units mirrors that of the centre. Therefore, the structure of decision-making and the role of the key actors played in the
process are similar to the centre. On one hand, the local governments implement
the orders, decisions, and regulations issued by the government at a higher level,
on the other hand, the local government guides governments at lower levels and
changes or abolishes unsuitable decisions and orders made by them. In China’s
still relatively closed system and policy process, the strongest influences come
from within the state (Duckett, 2003, p. 233).

Research Methods
Qualitative research approaches provide interpretative studies of specified issues
or problems with the researcher being central to the sense that is made (Parker,
1994). The research project reported in this article employs a qualitative research
approach to evaluate the impacts of the 2008 Olympic Sailing Regatta on mass
sport development of Qingdao and examine the extent to which mass sport policy, facilities, participation and national physique have been affected in Qingdao,
based on the material drawn from official documents and semi-structured interviews. The interviews are conducted in Chinese and translated into English.
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Every interview lasted about 60-90 minutes, and was conducted in the office of
interviewees. The interviewees, who contributed to the study, include the Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao, the Head of Mass Sport
Department, and the Head of Sports Documentation Centre, who was also a
member of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Bid Committee.
The issues are also examined through Olympic candidate city bidding files,
Qingdao Olympic Action Plan, The Law of the People's Republic of China on
Physical Culture and Sports, Outline of the National Fitness Programme, Physical examination project report, Qingdao Mass Fitness Undertaking Regulations,
Mass sport annual report and Qingdao Sport Zhi.

Findings and discussion
The impacts of the Olympic Games are ‘created’ by various stakeholders due to
their actions and behaviours involved with the Games under globalisation and
policies made by the government. In this session the author will discuss the roles
played by globalisation and policies in ‘creating’ the impacts of the 2008
Olympic Sailing Regatta and what exact impacts have been generated to mass
sport development of Qingdao. All interviewees agree with the strong link between the 2008 Sailing Regatta and mass sport development of Qingdao. They
all claim that some improvement will happen even without the 2008 Sailing Regatta, but the 2008 Sailing Regatta brings it forward, which also can be one of
the impacts of the 2008 Sailing Regatta. The significance of globalisation and
policy-making in ‘creating’ the legacy of the 2008 Sailing Regatta were also appreciated.
Globalisation has an effect not only on the globe economic system, but on
personal lives as well. Comparing other western countries, the participation rate
in sport in China is very low. Because of the ‘cultural synchronization’ (Tomlinson, 1995) under globalisation, mass sport development is a trend. The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao specifies that ‘the 2008
Olympic Regatta is a great chance for China to improve sport facilities and in165
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crease mass sport participation’. Due to the domination of governments in sport,
the development of mass sport is still promoted by the governments. He also
stated that, in the process of making new policies and implementing the policies,
‘Chinese governments, including Qingdao Municipal Government learn from the
experience of other countries how to develop their own policies and strategy’.
Since the setup of the People's Republic of China in 1949, China has been
always establishing itself to be respected, and recognized; “sport uniquely offered
the opportunity to take the limelight in the full glare of world publicity” (Riordan,
1996, p. 96). Consequently, China has reinforced the improvement of high profile sport to demonstrate its capabilities to the rest of the world. The government
did not attach such great importance to mass sport, and the facilities for mass
sport are poor while mass participation in sport is very low as well (Mass Sport
Study Centre, 2001). In 1987 only 37.7% population of Qingdao regularly participated in physical activities (Qingdao Municipal Government, 1994), which is
a lot higher than the average rate of the whole country, since the rate of participation in sport of China averagely reached 35% in 1991 (National Bureau of
Statistics of China, 1991).
China has been attaching more importance to mass sport since the 1980s,
when China began to formulate new policies for improving mass sport in China,
especially after China decided to bid for the Olympic Games. As part of the promotional materials for the Beijing 2008 Olympic Bid it was claimed that, if the
Bid is successful,
“The primary legacy that the Olympic Games leave for the hosting cities is
the sports facilities and Olympism... In the planning and construction of
Olympic facilities, host cities will integrate with the communities and sport
development in China to make sure these facilities can benefit the public
post Games”. (BOBICO, 2001)
The bid documents also emphasize Olympism will be widely spread through
the media, school education and the passing of the Olympic torch. Sport is the
first dimension of Olympism and is the primary stated purpose for the Olympic
166
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festival. With the 2008 Olympics held in China, nationwide mass sport participation would be boosted (BOBICO, 2001).
A big gap existed between the development of high profile sport and the development of mass sport in China; therefore, both national and local governments of China carried out plans to bridge the gap between high profile and
mass sport, create people’s interest for sports, gain people’s support for the Beijing 2008 Olympics, create a sports environment and promote mass sport development. Some plans ‘refer to the practice of other countries’ (The Executive
Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2005). Qingdao municipal government did so as well. Listed below are the regulations and projects initiated by
Qingdao governments that will generate the impacts of the 2008 Sailing Regatta.
Qingdao made the ‘Qingdao Olympic Action Plan’ in 2003, in which it states
that Qingdao will maximize the positive impacts of the 2008 Sailing Regatta and
mass sport development will be a priority again.
We will promote the “Sports for All” movement vigorously and improve the
infrastructure for it accordingly. Diversified physical culture service system
will be constructed and network of fitness and sports facilities for the public
will be built up in accordance with the development of the city to meet the
utmost needs of citizens. (Qingdao Municipal Government, 2003)
All the calls from the central and local governments pass the information that
it is time to develop mass sport. The first big step was taken by the Chinese government from 1995, when the first ‘Law of the People's Republic of China on
Physical Culture and Sports’ was established, which specifies that the primary
basis for sport work in China is national fitness (General Administration of Sport,
1995). To conform to the Law, the Chinese government promulgated ‘An Outline of the National Fitness Programme’ in 1995, which turned out to be a milestone in the history of mass sports in China. The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao argues that all the following regulations and projects are
based on this Outline. The project aims to improve the health and the overall
physical condition of the general population.
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In accordance with the Outline, Qingdao Municipal Government took the following actions, including ‘building more sport venues, providing more sports facilities, holding sport events regularly, developing mass sports instructors project,
and physical examination project’ (The Head of Mass Sport Department, 2005).
All these actions greatly promoted people’s interest in sport and improved mass
sport development. When questioned about the relationship between policy
making and the impacts of the Sailing Regatta, the Head of Sports Documentation Centre clarified that the propagandas made by the government raised people’s consciousness about the benefits of participation in sport and governments
built the facilities for mass sport. In contrast to other cities in the developed countries, Qingdao has insufficient sporting facilities compared to the population;
therefore, the Qingdao Municipal Government have been investing millions of
RMBs in building new facilities and improving the existing facilities (The Head of
Sports Documentation Centre, 2005). Since 1997 the local governments of
Qingdao have invested more than three hundred million RMB in building large
and middle-scale sports facilities to support mass sport activities. In 2003, a new
and modern stadium was built with the investment of 75 million RMB, which
made year 2004 to be ‘Qingdao Sport Facilities Construction Year’. Outdoor fitness centres have been installed in communities in public parks, squares, schoolyards, and other convenient locations. Qingdao also built hundreds of fitness
paths for the public. From 2001 to 2005 650 fitness paths are built with 20 million RMB raised from sports lottery, corporation sponsors, and society support
(Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2004). Since then the way of investing in facilities has also changed from completely state investment to society and individual investment. The growth of transworld spaces has encouraged some privatization of governance, which means increased regulatory activity through nonofficial channels. The new strategy taken by the government is greatly affected by
the globalisation process, since commercialization and privatisation is the trend
of the global system (The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao,
2005). By 2005, the sport facilities per person in Qingdao reached 1.82 average,
which is far more than the target set by ‘Qingdao Olympic Action Plan’ as 1.3
average by 2008 (Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2005). The scale of con168
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structing facilities is larger than planned, which gives more people the opportunities to participate in sport (The Head of Mass Sport Department, 2005).
The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao argued that the
central policies and decisions are usually made by the key élites in the General
Administration of Sport and the Party, such as the launch of the ‘Law of the People's Republic of China on Physical Culture and Sports’ and ‘An Outline of the
National Fitness Programme’. The process is similar in Qingdao. He also argued,
Qingdao Municipal Government accepts the comments and suggestions from the
public more than before, which can contribute to transparency in the city administration.
The ‘Qingdao Olympic Action Plan’ fully expressed the wills of various stakeholders and called for holding diversified cultural and sports activities to cater for
the needs of the people, popularize Olympic knowledge, and enhance people’s
consciousness of the Olympics as well as their initiative to participate in sports
(Qingdao Municipal Government, 2003). Qingdao municipal government plans
to hold all kinds of sports events and games to promote the sport culture in Qingdao. In 2005, to promote Olympism, celebrate the tenth birthday of the ‘Outline
of the National Fitness Programme’ and welcome the 2008 Olympic Games,
Qingdao Municipal Government and the Olympic Sailing Committee held a jogging event with the participation of 12,000 people. Besides the events and
games held by the government, the government ‘called for all kinds of organisations and corporations to hold sports events and games’ (The Head of Mass
Sport Department, 2005).
Mass sports instructors project is another action taken by the government,
which was launched in 1993 and ‘the initiation of the project referred to the
models of Japan, America and Germany’ (The Head of Sports Documentation
Centre, 2005). This project suggested that people can do exercise under professional guidance and ‘mass sport in China has been developing in a scientific
way’ (The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2005). In
2003, Qingdao Mass Sport Instructors Training Centre was set up at Normal College of Qingdao University. In recent years, the project has made a great
progress and Qingdao just set up the ‘Qingdao Mass Sports Instructors Associa169
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tion’ in 2006; the ‘Centre for National Mass Sport Instructors Professional Evaluation’ will also be set up shortly. Qingdao had about 9100 mass sports instructors
in 2005, whereas only 3693 in 2003 (Sport Administration of Qingdao 2005,
2005).
Veal and Toohey (2004, cited in Cashman, 2006) argue that there is little evidence that hosting events has a significant influence on participation, but the
case of China and Qingdao may be different. The Head of Sports Documentation Centre explained that there was no strong mass sport culture before, partly
due to the underdeveloped economy; people were struggling for their living.
Now the case has changed a lot since the launch of ‘An Outline of the National
Fitness Programme’ in 1995. More and more people showed their interest in
sports to improve their health and physical attributes. ‘The regular sports participation rate has improved significantly across all age-categories since 1990’, stated by the Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao. Statistics show
that in 2005 in Qingdao the number of people engaged in regular physical training (aged 7-70) accounts for 45.6% of the total population, which showed an increase comparing to 37.7% in 1987 (Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2005).
The government also launched the Physical examination project in 2000. In
2005, China carried out the second national physique examination. The result of
2005 physical examination showed that eligibility rate is a lot better than the first
examination in 2000, which can be testified not only in the life-span per person
from 40 in 1949 to over 70 now, but also in the national physique (The Head of
Sports Documentation Centre, 2005). However, a large number of people are
still in the state of subhealth. The report reveals that the physique of most Qingdao citizens is better than in 2000, and people are good in reflection, vital capacity, and bounce, however, people still lack in flexibility and equilibrium, which
means that citizens still lack in scientific fitness practice (Sport Administration of
Qingdao, 2005).
Inevitably, there are also negative impacts of the 2008 Sailing Regatta in
Qingdao. The first is that the gap between the urban and rural area in mass sport
development is enlarged. On the one hand, though the government also produced policies to promote mass sport in rural areas, the implementation is a little
170
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tough because of the economy. Rural area governments do not have funding for
building sport facilities; on the other hand, because the rural area is more closed
to the global world, sports culture is not so spread and people have not developed their consciousness of keeping fit benefits.
The second negative impact regards the water sports programmes and facilities. Because Qingdao is attempting to reimage as a ‘Sailing City’, Qingdao Municipal Government invested a large number of money in building the facilities
for sailing programmes and other water sports, which are all expensive programmes. In fact, the economy of Qingdao is not developed enough and ‘the citizens of Qingdao can not afford to enjoy these programmes’ (The Head of Mass
Sport Department, 2005). However, the Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao argues that more and more people are interested in water sport
programmes and are actually enjoying the new facilities. The decisions about
building facilities for water sport were made by the key élites in Qingdao Municipal Government and the party leaders, without getting suggestions from the public (The Executive Director of Sport Administration of Qingdao, 2005), due to
their desire to increase the recognition of Qingdao. The government invested in
the water programmes, which can not benefit the general public in shortly forthcoming years.
The final aim of all the policies is to increase people’s participation in sport to
keep fit. The making of policies for mass sport is a trend contributing to the effect
of globalisation, such as launching the mass sport instructor project. The sport
policies are made by the Sport Administration of Qingdao under the guidance of
the General Administration of Sport, but both the central and local governments
give more chance for people to feel free to express their opinions and suggestions in developing policies for mass sport, especially Qingdao Municipal
Government. The officials decide whether the suggestions will be adopted or not
guided by their experience. ‘Evidence showed that most actions are very successful and the government will keep opening it up and increase the transparency of policy-making’, argued by the Executive Director of Sport Administration
of Qingdao (2005).
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Conclusion
This paper departs from reviewing the literature of globalisation and policy making theory to aid understanding the actions taken by the government, organisations and individuals. The paper reviews the emergence of globalisation and its
impacts to the world, then analyse the perceptions of China in the globalisation
process. The policy making was introduced and explained; the most widely used
frameworks and their applicability to China’s practice are also presented. Qualitative research approach is employed to explore the research, based on the material drawn from official documents and semi-structured interviews. The data revealed that hosting the 2008 Olympic Games do generate positive impacts on
the mass sport of Qingdao, which can be demonstrated from the law and regulations made by the central and local governments, the increasing of participation
rate in sport, and the improvement of national physique. In the meantime, negative impacts are also generated, including the enlarged imbalance in mass sport
between rural and urban area, and some water sports facilities not really working
for the public in shortly forthcoming years. The paper clarified the positive effect
of globalisation in not only economic but cultural interactions. The élitist approaches are more suitable for the sport policy making of the central government; Qingdao Municipal Government does not hear a single voice but contains
a variety of actors, therefore, pluralist approaches are the trend of policy making
of Qingdao Municipal Government. This paper contributes to the research of
studying the sporting legacy of the Olympic Games and can provide reference
for the future work of the government.
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SWISS CANDIDATURES FOR THE OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES:
WHY ARE THERE SO MANY FAILURES?
Rebecca Sueur (SUI)

Introduction
Switzerland, a mountainous country at the centre of Europe and one of the cradles of winter sports, is –at first glance– ideally placed to host the Olympic Winter
Games. Its mountainous areas are easily accessible and are already regularly
used for snow sports, its economic situation is favourable, it has taken part in the
Olympic Winter Games since they were first held, it is small (making rapid transport from city to mountain possible), and it is the location of the IOC's headquarters. All these factors appear to be major assets and to offer ideal conditions to be
among those elected as Host Cities. And yet, for a number of years, Switzerland
has, by means of various candidatures, attempted to be selected but has nearly
never succeeded.
So what is preventing Switzerland from achieving this objective, considering
that the country would, on the surface, seem to be an ideal organiser of such an
event? Why have there been failed candidatures in favour of nations that, a priori, appear less suited than Switzerland to host the largest international winter
sports event?
The aim of this article is to shed some light on this question by means of an
analysis of the last three Swiss candidatures for the Olympic Winter Games, i.e.
Sion 2006, Berne 2010 and Zurich 2014.
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History of the Olympic Winter Games
Within 80 years, the Olympic Winter Games have become the leading winter
sports event. They hold a very special place within the Olympic Movement.
Their history began later than that of the Summer Games, but unlike their summer counterparts, they have no historical point of reference1, which made their
acceptance a long and difficult process. Neither wanted nor prepared for, the
Winter Games needed to face opposition from, among others, the Scandinavian
organisers of the Nordic Games which had held a monopoly over international
winter sports competitions since 1901. A great deal of perseverance was required
to overcome reticence and rally a majority of the IOC members to support the
idea of Olympic Winter Games. The first edition was held in Chamonix, in 1924,
under the title of “International Winter Sports Week”. Although under the patronage of the IOC, this competition did not constitute an integral part of the
Olympic Games. The considerable success of the event, however, led to its official recognition by the IOC. For several years, the Games were considered to be
the winter complement to the Olympic Summer Games, and were automatically
attributed to the country hosting them, with the exception of the Winter Games
of 1928 in St-Moritz (Switzerland) since the Netherlands, the organisers of the
Summer Games in Amsterdam that year, could hardly organise such an event
for winter sports. It was only at the end of the Second World War that the Winter
Games ceased to depend on the Summer Games, and became the event we
know today.
A small number of countries have had the opportunity of organising the Winter Games. Since 1924, 20 cities and resorts (in ten different countries) had enjoyed this privilege. We note that these cities, like the candidate cities, are all located in a geographical area that is extremely limited on a world level. European
cities predominate among the IOC's choices, and were selected on 13 occasions
1. The Summer Games benefited from a wide consensus around their renovator, Pierre de Coubertin, while
the Winter Games were purely something that was created. Coubertin himself was opposed to the idea, fearing that the event would over-commercialise the use of snow, which was contrary to the principles of the Olympic Ideal (IOC, 2002: Participation at the Olympic Winter Games).
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out of a total of 20 (i.e. in 65% of cases). In the case of the first ten candidatures,
the figures are even more striking, since European cities accounted for 80% of
the winners. This can be explained by the location of the cities (all in mountainous zones of the Northern hemisphere, with a suitable climate) and by the economic and cultural factors necessary for hosting such an event.
Candidate cities and organisers of the Olympic Winter Games (IOC, 2002)

In the space of 20 years, the size of the delegations and the diversification of
the disciplines at the Winter Games continued to increase2. Today, we are a long
way away from the first edition held in Chamonix. The size of the Games and
the issues surrounding them –notably economic– are aspects that have also affected the Winter Games, which have today attained the gigantism that is attributed to the Summer Games.

2. The number of athletes was 300 in Chamonix (1924) and exceeded 2,500 in Turin (2006). The number
of events also grew massively, from just 16 in Chamonix to over 78 in 2006, in Turin.
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History of the Swiss candidatures for the Winter Games
Switzerland first hosted the Winter Games in 1928. For these, the second Winter
Games, three candidatures –all Swiss– were submitted: Saint-Moritz, Davos and
Engelberg with that of Saint-Moritz being selected. Saint-Moritz again submitted
a candidature for the 1936 and 1940 Games, but without success. It was to be
twenty years later, for the fifth Winter Games (and the first following the war, after twelve years during which the Games were not organised)3, that the Games
came to Switzerland once more: to Saint-Moritz, which was elected over Lake
Placid (USA). Saint-Moritz submitted its candidature for a fifth time, in 1960, but
was not elected. For the 1976 Games, Switzerland –with the town of Sion– finished in second place, with 9 votes fewer than Denver (USA).4 For the 1994
Games, Lausanne prepared a candidature but withdrew it prior to the IOC's decision procedure following a rejection by 62% of the population of Lausanne.
For the Winter Games of 2002 and 2006, Switzerland again submitted a candidature, with Sion, but both failed to succeed. And finally, for the coming Games
in 2010 and 2014, two Swiss cities were ready to join the race once again. The
first, Bern, and despite being included in the IOC's shortlist, withdrew from the
process following a negative vote by the Canton's inhabitants. The second
–Zurich– and despite being selected by Swiss Olympic5, will not submit a candidature to the IOC.

3. After twelve years during which no Games were held because of the Second World War, these Vth Games
were dubbed the “Games of Renewal”. Japan and Germany were not invited to Switzerland since memories of the War were still too fresh.
4. It should be noted that two years later, the city of Denver “under pressure from ecological groups” withdrew its candidature. The IOC's Executive Board finally decided to attribute the Winter Games to Innsbruck
(which had organised the Games 12 years previously and thus already had a considerable number of facilities available).
5. Swiss Olympic is the name of the Swiss National Olympic Committee.
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Swiss Candidate
Cities

Year
of the Games

Number of
candidate cities
accepted
by the IOC

Swiss
result

1. St-Moritz
2. St-Moritz

1928
1936

3
3

Victory
Defeat

3. St-Moritz

1940

3

4. St-Moritz
5. St-Moritz

1948
1960

2
4

1976
1994

4
4

8. Sion

2002

9. Sion

2006

4
(3 not accepted)
6

10. Bern8

2010

4
(4 not accepted)

11. Zurich9

2014

7 currently
candidates

6. Sion
7. Lausanne

7

City
selected

St-Moritz
GarmischPartenkirchen (D)
No Games
(World War)6
Victory
St-Moritz
Defeat
Squaw Valley
(USA)
Defeat
Denver (USA)
Withdrawal prior
Lillehammer
to the procedure
(NOR)
(negative vote
by population)
Defeat
Salt Lake City
(USA)
Defeat
Salt Lake City
(USA)
Withdrawal after
Vancouver
pre-selection
(CAN)
(negative vote
by population)
Will not submit
candidature
(fear of rejection
by inhabitants)

?

6. A vote was nevertheless carried out prior to the events, and designated Sapporo (Japan) as the organisers
of the Games. The Japanese withdrew because of the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in 1937, so the IOC
decided to attribute the Games to Saint-Moritz. A disagreement between the Swiss Olympic Committee and
the Olympic authorities nevertheless led to Saint-Moritz losing the Games in favour of Garmisch-Partenkirchen,
which subsequently was also forced to withdraw following the outbreak of the Second World War.
7. Lausanne ran against Interlaken, and had been pre-selected by Swiss Olympic.
8. Bern ran against Davos, and had been pre-selected by Swiss Olympic.
9. Zurich ran against Davos, and had been pre-selected by Swiss Olympic.
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Switzerland thus submitted a total of 10 official candidatures. With the USA
(20 candidatures) and Canada (10 candidatures), it is among the countries having submitted the highest number of them. Of these ten attempts, Switzerland was
only selected on two occasions, in 1928 and 1948: periods during which the competition was still relatively lacking. Generally speaking, perseverance on the part
of the various candidate cities has been a factor in their success. Of the eight cities
that have submitted repeated candidatures, only four have never been chosen
and include Sion, Lathi (Finland), Östersund (Sweden) and Montreal (Canada)10.
Candidatures by the National Olympic Committees
between 1924 and 2006 (IOC, 2002)

The evaluation of the candidature
Drawing up the candidature file constitutes the most important phase within the
steps to be taken by a city wishing to be elected as the Host City of the Olympic
Games. The election of the city is the sole prerogative of the IOC members. Before reaching them, however, the candidature file must first be approved by the
National Olympic Committee (NOC) of the candidate city.11. The city, the NOC
10. Sweden, despite six candidatures and optimum conditions for hosting the Olympic Winter Games, has
never been selected.
11. If several cities in the same country wish to submit a candidature file, it is for the NOC to choose the best
among them, and at least nine years prior to the opening of the Games.
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and the State then present the candidature, and make a formal commitment to
respect the Olympic Charter and to provide a financial guarantee to the IOC. The
IOC's Executive Board designates, at this point, the cities officially accepted as
candidates. Following this comes the most complex phase, with the designation
by the IOC President of an Evaluation Commission12 that inspects the cities and
provides a report to the IOC member one month prior to their Session. It is during this Session that the city elected to host the Olympic Games seven years later
is designated. The process of electing the Host City is thus a two-year process in
total.

The last three Swiss candidatures
The last three Swiss candidatures for the Olympic Winter Games, i.e. Sion 2006,
Bern 2010, and Zurich 2014, are all representative of our country's failure in the
race for the Olympic Games in recent years. The failure took place, for each of
the candidate cities, at a different stage within the candidature process and for
reasons that are, in part, different.
Sion 2006
Sion had already been a candidate for the Winter Games on two occasions: for
the first time to host the 1976 edition and for the second time that of 2002. A few
days prior to the attribution of the 2002 Games, Sion had already decided –in
secret– that if it did not succeed, it would present a new candidature for 2006. It
did so, having been soundly beaten by Salt Lake City (54 votes against 14, while
nevertheless taking equal second place with Östersund, which was on its third attempt).

12. The Evaluation Commission consists of: three IOC members, two members of the International Federations (IFs), one member of the Athletes Commission, one member of the International Paralympic Committee, plus possible experts.
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For the new candidature, Sion began by correcting the negative points in the
former file13, taking into account comments made by the Evaluation Commission regarding the 2002 file and developing the positive points that were already
present. Eight commissions were placed in charge of drawing up the Sion 2006
project file. The initiative gained extremely wide support, and in a vote, the people of the Canton of Valais accepted the decree of the Cantonal Council concerning the organisation of the 2006 Olympic Winter Games and the financial
guarantees in case of deficit by an extremely strong majority (67% of votes). A
candidature file was then drawn up. The report by the IOC's Evaluation Committee (January 1999) clearly showed that on a level of objective technical criteria,
Sion was considerably ahead. From the very outset, Sion was thus the favourite
among the six cities who submitted a candidature: (Turin (Italy), Helsinki (Finland), Klagenfurt (Austria), Poprad-Tatry (Slovakia) and Zakopane (Poland)).
For experts, the outcome appeared to be a foregone conclusion. The only option
open to Turin to win the race was, therefore that of lobbying. The Italians took
that route, and with remarkable success since they carried off the vote to the
amazement of all. The parameters that tilted the scales in favour of Turin were
thus, to a large extent, independent of the technical quality of the file. Superb
lobbying and financial guarantees far higher than those of the Swiss gave the
Italians the edge (Turin's investment budget for the Games was almost ten times
higher than that of Sion). Turin used most of its candidature budget and knowledge management for lobbying on an international scale right up to the very last
moment. Switzerland believed, no doubt, that the quality of its file would be decisive, and based its lobbying activities essentially within the country. Nothing,
therefore, is ever achieved until the last moment: the IOC assumes that the candidates who have reached the final all possess the technical capacities to carry
out the project – and Turin proved exactly that by successfully organising its
Games.

13. The main negative points coming out of the 2002 candidature were the dispersed sites, two Olympic villages and the low budget [Chappelet, “Le rêve inachevé” (The dream that did not come true), June 2000].
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Bern 2010
One year after Sion's unsuccessful bid for the 2006 Games, a new Swiss candidature file was being prepared: that for Bern 2010, based on a pre-candidature
for 2010 by Montreux. Leading personalities from the political and tourism sectors in Switzerland's capital stated their support for the project. The initiative was
considered beneficial by the Federal Council, which felt that the new project
would strengthen Switzerland's credibility on an international level and provide a
new boost for the economy, foreign policy and national sport. In 2001, the project was accepted by the Swiss Olympic Association14. Soon afterwards, the
Chairman of Bern's City Council affirmed that the city could only allocate limited
resources to the project.15 In 2002, the IOC's Executive Board accepted the Bernese candidature for the 2010 Winter Games along with three other cities (Vancouver (Canada), Salzbourg (Austria) and PyeongChang (South Korea)). Bern's
candidature was nevertheless withdrawn one year later (on 22 September 2002)
following a vote among the population of Bern that resulted in the people refusing to finance the city's project for hosting the Olympic Winter Games (two credits for a value of CHF 25 million were voted upon). The financing was rejected
by 78% of the electorate.
Zurich 2014
Following these two successive failures (Sion 2006 and Bern 2010), and mainly
as a result of the Bern 2010 candidature being withdrawn despite being accepted
by the IOC, the Executive Council of Swiss Olympic decided to modify the requirements for future candidatures by Switzerland for the Winter Games. In fact,
and as Marco Blatter (Director of Swiss Olympic) regretted, a withdrawal like that
of Bern ran the strong risk of tarnishing Switzerland's image abroad and robbing
it of any credibility in the eyes of the international sports authorities. Switzerland
14. The Swiss Olympic Association is the former name of Swiss Olympic (Switzerland's NOC).
15. The budget for the Bernese candidature estimated a modest investment of CHF 130 million, of which
CHF 90 would be borne by the Confederation.
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must therefore avoid making any more mistakes. The changes to the requirements first of all required obtaining a financial guarantee of CHF 2.5 million from
the candidate city, plus the organisation of a referendum among the population
of the Canton and the Municipality concerned, to prove that the project has popular support. Future Swiss candidates thus needed those assets in order to have
the best chance of bringing their project to a successful conclusion.
The successive failures had not, however, discourage Switzerland's sports authorities. In 2004, in fact, the two Swiss towns of Zurich and Davos submitted
their candidature for the 2014 Winter Games. The Executive Council of Swiss
Olympic pre-selected that of Zurich, since that of Davos did not correspond to
the criteria, notably regarding infrastructure and financing. The Zurich candidature did not, however, take on concrete form with the IOC. Following its pre-selection, Zurich needed to be able to fulfil the two following requirements in order
to present its candidature to the IOC: first, it needed to prove, by means of votes
at a Cantonal and municipal level that it had the necessary public support, and
secondly, it needed to show that it could make CHF 2.5 million available. Several other problems also arose. Zurich also seemed reluctant either to expand its
sports infrastructure with a view to the Games, or to take the slightest financial
risk in that connection. For these numerous reasons, the Mayor of Zurich decided to abandon the candidature without even presenting the project for a vote,
feeling that the risk of a rejection by the population was extremely high. The high
costs of the candidature, the lack of infrastructures and the fear of public rejection thus cut short Switzerland's 10th candidature for the Olympic Winter Games
even before it was submitted to the IOC.

Main factors behind the failure of the last Swiss candidatures
for the Winter Games
None of the last three Swiss candidatures for the Winter Games were successful.
All of them were halted at various stages of the process and for different reasons.
The Sion 2006 candidature mainly owed its failure to factors beyond the candi184
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dature itself. The technical file was considered excellent by the Evaluation Commission, yet despite that, the Games slipped through Sion's grasp. In this case,
the main factors behind the failure were probably an underestimation of the risks
involved, a lack of lobbying, a lack of influence on the part of the Swiss Olympic
movement within international sports authorities, and a vote by IOC members
based more on emotional and political criteria than on objective, technical ones.
For the Bern 2010 and Zurich 2014 candidatures, the main reasons for failure were essentially national, internal factors within the candidature. Bern, in
fact, was stopped in its tracks as a result of a lack of support on the part of the
population, who refused the financial investment necessary for the project. The
same factors affected Zurich, which halted its project even before submitting it to
the people for fear of suffering the same defeat as Bern.
The external factors behind Sion's failure are essentially subjective elements
that are difficult to control, and which will vary considerably from one candidature to another depending on current politics and the other cities in the running.
The exception is lobbying, which is an essential element that requires as much
commitment as the technical file.
The factors behind the failures of the candidatures by Bern and Zurich are,
however, objective elements, internal to the country, that are clearly identifiable
and that can be subjected to changes and improvements with a view to future
candidatures. The main reasons were the peoples' refusal, expressed by referendum, and the difficulties experienced by the municipalities and Cantons in securing the massive financial investment required by a project as gigantic as the
Olympic Games. These two reasons can be partially explained by the fact that
the Swiss political system is not really conducive to hosting major international
sports events on its territory. Several elements within its politics could explain the
difficulties in successfully carrying through an Olympic candidature. Swiss federalism, the absence of a systematic policy for hosting sports events, the direct
democracy system, and the country's financial strength are four factors internal
to Switzerland that appeared to constitute major obstacles to successfully submitting the country's latest Olympic candidatures, and perhaps offer the beginning
of a response to the failures. These factors are examined separately below.
185
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First, we shall handle federalism16, which in Switzerland is marked by the following characteristics: The Swiss Confederation consists of 20 Cantons and 6 semi-Cantons, which are in turn divided into municipalities –“communes” (of
which there are nearly 2,900)– which constitutes a legal structure at three levels.
For Switzerland, the originality of this structure is the distribution of the various
tasks between the Confederation and the Cantons. The Cantons, in fact, benefit
from considerable prerogative and a large degree of autonomy. This high level
of fragmentation within the decision-making system required the agreement, for
the majority of decisions, not only of the Confederation but also of the Cantons
and municipalities. Secondly, the Cantons –the collective bodies that constitute
the Swiss Federal State– are entities whose status is virtually that of a State: they
have their own territory, population, financial resources and political power. Finally, the Cantons are not sovereign because they are not independent towards
the exterior and not fully autonomous within the country. In a centralised system, the central State is at the forefront when supporting a candidate city whereas in a federal State, it is above all the regional states (in Switzerland, the Cantons) that provide the essential support. This three-level political structure found
in Switzerland also plays a major role concerning subsidies for major sports
events. In fact, Article 10, paragraph 3 of Swiss Federal Law in favour of gymnastics and sports of 17 March 1972 was modified in relation to the Sion 2002
candidature, so that in future, it would require the following distribution of subsidies for a major sports event: one-third of the investment would be borne by the
Confederation and two-thirds by the Canton and the municipalities concerned.
This triple financing solution makes subsidising a sports event as gigantic as the
Olympic Games extremely difficult. For the Sion 2006 candidature, a total of
CHF 180 million in subsidies was obtained, whereas Turin was allocated CHF
600-700 million by the Italian State. How can a Swiss municipality or even a
Canton allocate such a sum? Such a distribution between the Confederation and

16. Definition of Federalism: “Federalism is a political system whereby the central government of a State shares
its constitutional competencies with the governments of the collective entities constituting that state” (Translation from Le petit Robert).
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the Cantons appears impossible in the case of major events. It would appear, in
fact, impossible for Switzerland to be able to organise the Olympic Games without a major financial effort on the part of the Confederation (Chappelet, 2004).
In May 2006, Chappelet stated that if Switzerland wished to move forwards rapidly, a popular initiative should be launched for the 2018/2022 Olympic Games,
which would propose a change in proportions for subsidies granted to world or
pan-European events: two-thirds (or three-quarters) would be financed by the
Confederation and one-third (or one-quarter) by the Cantons and municipalities
concerned.
Secondly, Switzerland's lack of a systematic policy for hosting and organising
sports events should be noted. To date, several countries (such as Canada or
Denmark) have adopted such a policy. On a federal level, Switzerland does not
yet have one. It was only in 2000 that the Federal Council officially announced
its support for major sports events by means of the “Federal Council's Concept
for a Sports Policy in Switzerland”17. The existence of a specific policy for hosting
sports events nevertheless appears essential if there is to be any hope of Switzerland hosting the Winter Games at some point. In fact, public expenditure devoted to sports events (Chappelet, 2004) renders such policies increasingly necessary. According to the Sentedalps candidature guide (2005), “the existence of local, regional or even national policies for hosting sports events is important, since
hoping to obtain positive economic and social impacts over time by investing in
the organisation of sports events is hazardous unless the events fall within a
clearly established development concept. The political leaders of the region must
be able to justify their wish to position themselves in this economic sector rather
than in others.” It thus appears essential for Switzerland to adopt a systematic
public policy regarding the hosting of sports events if it wishes to equip itself with
the means of carrying out an Olympic candidature that will result in success.
17. The “Concept for a sports police in Switzerland” (30 November 2000) mentions that: the economic dimension of sport is not generally estimated at its true value in terms of a valorising economic factor, and it is
important to consider the new aspects of sport, particularly for the economy and tourism, and the fact that
the economic significance of major international sports events should be taken into consideration to a greater
extent.
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Third is the major influence of referendums among the public concerned.
The changes to the requirements for future candidates state that a referendum is
essential for any Swiss city that presents a candidature in order to demonstrate
the people's support for the project. Such support is effectively essential when
launching an Olympic candidature. According to the Sentedalps candidature
guide (2005), “because of the constraints in terms of time and space imposed by
a sports event, the unconditional support of the host site and its population is of
prime importance.” In this perspective, and in accordance with the current political system, the use of a referendum can prove decisive (R. Schenk, 2005). As
we have seen for Bern 2010, where the candidature project was halted following
the people's refusal to allocate the credit necessary for the Olympic Games – financing that was refused by over 78% of the population concerned. Inversely,
however, such a referendum can also be a decisive element in favour of the candidature. This was the case for Sion 2006, where the candidature gained the
support of over 67% of the population. The result constitutes an element of
prime importance, which was highlighted throughout the entire 2006 candidature. A direct referendum among the population can thus, in many cases, constitute a major obstacle to the candidature process and place Switzerland at a disadvantage compared to other countries, where the opinion of the people does
not influence such decisions. It is indeed, in most cases, popular voting that has
sealed the fate of the projects. A candidature supported by the enthusiasm of an
entire population, however, can on the contrary constitute a major force and a
tremendous asset for a candidature.
The last possible explanation is Switzerland's relatively low economic power.
Because of its small size, it is difficult to compare the country's economic power
to that of giants such as the USA or Canada: this argument seems to be shared
by the IOC. In fact, as we have noted, many cities chosen as candidates for the
Winter Games are located in countries where the economic factor undeniably
plays a role. We also observe that since 1988, apart from the case of the Lillehammer Games, all the Winter Games have been attributed to G7 countries, i.e.
the richest nations on the planet. Going even further, it is worthy of note that
since the creation of the Olympic Winter Games in 1924, of the ten countries
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that have hosted the Winter Games, six belong to the G7 (France, the USA, Japan, Italy, Germany and Canada). This is without doubt not due to sheer
chance: given the gigantic proportions that the Winter Games have attained, the
costs necessary to organise them have become enormous, and make it difficult
to hold them without major financial support and sports installations of which
some exist. Although Switzerland's overall financial situation is solid, the country
nevertheless remains –with its 7.3 million inhabitants– a dwarf in comparison
with nations such as the USA or even Germany or Italy.

Conclusion
Through this article, we have noted that the determination on the part of the
Swiss sports sector to organise the Games indeed exists. Switzerland possesses
the essential elements to bring the Games to its territory: ideal mountainous
topology, a long-standing tradition of winter sports, and the capacity and means
to draw up an excellent technical candidature file. The failure of Sion 2006 will
certainly have served as a lesson for the future. It has shown that nothing can be
taken for granted until the very last minute, and that as much commitment is
needed to lobbying as it is to the technical file. However, in addition to ideal topographical conditions and undeniable technical qualities, organising the Olympic
Games requires, in Switzerland, the support of the population in general and the
commitment of major financial resources. All these elements show that an
Olympic candidature today requires an extremely professional approach. It
therefore seems essential for a change and an evolution to take place in various
areas of Switzerland's sports policy: changes that will in future require the development of a genuine public policy regarding the hosting of sports events. The
Confederation must provide most of the financing for future Olympic candidatures if it wishes to see them succeed. Such financing implies a modification of
the current subsidy attribution scale. Switzerland's credibility in the area of hosting international sports events must also be developed in order to prove its professionalism in an area where competition is becoming increasingly strong.
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Switzerland will be able to demonstrate this over the coming years, by hosting
two major sports events: the European Football Championships in 2008 (jointly
with Austria), and the 14th Gymnastrada in Lausanne, in 201118.
The successive failures of the last Olympic projects will, in fact, have made it
possible to identify the shortcomings within Switzerland's sports policy regarding
the hosting of international sports events. Now that these shortcomings are
known, it will be possible to move forward and to resolve these issues in order to
develop a Swiss policy on such events that is no longer considered as an obstacle
to Switzerland's Olympic dreams, but one that will contribute, finally, towards
winning the race for election. At a time when a city such as Geneva wishes to enter the race for 2018 or 2022, this appears indispensable.
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THE IMPACT OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT ON THE EVOLUTION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING AND PEACE
FROM 1894 UNTIL 2004
Nikolaos Choutas (GRE)

Introduction
In a study that tries to estimate the impact of a carrier of a collective psychology,
in this case the Olympic Movement, in the historical development of the international peace and understanding of people, during the last hundred years, many
parameters for study arise. The relation between the international interdependence or the state imposition and the contribution of the Olympic Movement in
the promotion of international peace could be mentioned at this point. The
means of action of the pacifist movement, founded in the cosmopolitanism of
the 18th and the pacifist spirit of the 19th and 20th century, was the refusal to
participate in acts of violence and the formation of a “peace through justice”
regime based on legal rules and international institutions.1 The western thought,
however, defines peace “as absence of war” and describes it “as an interdependence between the international system and the world problematic”.2
The purpose of this research was to study the contribution of the Olympic
Movement in the international peace and understanding examining the degree,
1. Renouvin, Pierre, Duroselle, Jean-Baptiste: Introduction a l’ histoire des relations internationales. ∞thens
1977, p. 400, 423-424.
2. Thompson, W. Scot, Jensen, M. Kenneth, Smith, N. Richard., Schraub, M. Kimber: Approaches to
peace, an intellectual map. Washington, D.C. 1991, p. 373.
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the character and the means of this contribution from the formation till the beginning of the 21st century. The research was based on historical sources of
modern bibliography, on international relations manuals, on scientific journals
articles, on the proceedings of international assemblies, congresses and sessions
as well as on reports of imprint journalism.
In order to validate this searching procedure it is vital at this point to note that
the application of the historical method at the field of the international organization “allows the understanding of the present and the prearrangement of the future prospects within logical boundaries, through the study and analysis of the
tension which roots are being located into the past”.3

The revival of Olympism. The frame of its peaceful principles
The period, which is being limited in a conventional way between 1870 till the
beginning of the 20th century (1914) was stigmatized by multiple phenomena,
which were either the continuation and foundation of older situations or, rarely,
meant the beginning of new manifestations.4 From the second half of the 19th
century the action for peace, was declaring the desires of wider popular masses.
The representatives of the pacifist spirit can be found among famous personalities mostly economists and political scientists. A sequence of various unfortunate
events, as a result of a tension in the European ethnicities, did not allow the systematic promotion of their efforts, up until the two international Conferences of
Hague in 1899 and in 1907.5
Pierre de Coubertin was raised under this political, social and ideological
complex. He was attracted by the ideas and declarations of the French republicans, unaffected by his aristocratic roots. He considered athletics as the ideal
means of promotion of the democratic principles and consciousness among the
3. Christodoulidis, Theodore: Introduction to the International Organization. Athens 1984, p. 24.
4. Dimakis, Ioannis: Liberalism, socialism, and nationalism in modern Europe. Athens 1983, p. 131.
5. Svolopoulos, Konstantinos: “The historical evolution of the international society”, in: Introduction in the
organization of international society, v.A. Thessaloniki 1984, 27-85, p. 64-65, 68.
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citizens.6 The general spirit of peace problematic affected his ideas. In 1889, he
was in “de la Ligue de la Paix” conference, president of which was his close
friend Jules Simon, in order to express his ideas concerning world peace, as direct school training.7
In January 15 1894, he sends a circular to various associations in France and
abroad, making known the proceedings of an International Athletic Conference.
The most important part of this circular was the sense of correlation of peace and
internationalism to the Olympic Games.8 With the formation of the International
Olympic Committee (IOC), the global society acquired another institution that
hoped to play an important role in the international relations, through athletics.9
The IOC, as well as other organisms that were founded the same period, such as
the Institution of International Law (1873), the International Peace Office (1892)
and the Interparliamentary Union (1889), was the result of the conditions that
the international interdependence had created. Their creation was hastened
when non-governmental organisations, contacts and persons from various countries realized the effect of their ideas in the international field.10
The Constitutional Charter of the IOC was created according to these dynamic and mature in content ideas, and set its principles in which: “The goal of the
Olympic Movement is to contribute to building a peaceful and better world by
educating youth through sport practiced without discrimination of any kind and
in the Olympic spirit, which requires mutual understanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play”.11
In a lecture that was given at the Literary Association of Parnassus in Athens,
Coubertin made an estimation of the Sorbonne Conference, noting that: “The
6. Georgiadis, Konstantinos: Olympic Revival. The revival of the Olympic Games in Modern Times. Athina
2003, p. 59.
7. Mueller, Norbert (ed.): Pierre de Coubertin 1863-1937. Olympism. Selected Writings. IOC, Lausanne
2000, p. 135.
8. Georgiadis: Olympic Revival, p. 65.
9. Panagiotopoulos, Dimitrios: Law of international sport relations and institutions. Athens-Komotini 1995, p. 34.
10. Christodoulidis: Introduction to the International Organization, p. 121.
11. International Olympic Committee: “Fundamental Principles”, in: Olympic Charter, Article 6. Lausanne
18th July 1996.
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revival of the Olympic Games should be a point of reference for the brotherhood
of young people all over the world, where the ignorance for other people and
nations will gradually disappear. This ignorance is also responsible for the lack of
understanding and the carrying of ancient mistakes”.12
There were, however, different views. There were many doubts, specifically,
on whether the involvement of various races at the Games, would result in a
conscious and wise coalition of contemporary people –something that was supported by Coubertin– and not in a “chaotic tumult” of cosmopolitanism. Paul
Bourget expressed the following view concerning this problematic: “when many
different races meet and are obliged to interact, they repel and withdraw when
they think they mix”.13
The importance of Coubertin’s initiative lies in the internationalization of the
Games. A worldwide event begins in 1896 that is being repeated every four
years, and constitutes an important element of the modern world. It is also connected directly to the ideological, political and economic transformations of the
20th century.14
At the Olympic Games of London the athletes were participating not personally
but nationally, meaning that the athletes were taking part in the Olympics as members of national teams since 1908. This act was undoubtedly reinforcing the appearance of chauvinism within athletics.15 An epistle had already been sent by Coubertin
to the publisher of the Viennese sports paper “Allgemeine Sportzeitung”, clarifying
the issue that came up during the preparations of the 1912 Olympic Games in
Stockholm, concerning the nations, their symbols and their flags, setting at the same
time the boundaries of the “athletic geography”. In his epistle he also noted that: “It
is my duty to report that a nation is not necessarily an independent state. Athletic geography exists and maybe is occasionally different from political geography”.16
12. Mueller: Pierre de Coubertin, p. 533, 537.
13. Maurras, Charles: Athens 1896. The first Olympic Games. Athens 2000, p. 60, 62.
14. Koulouri, Christina: Athletics and visions of urban socialization. Sport associations 1870-1922. Athens
1997, p. 109.
15. Giannakis, Thomas: Zappeies and Modern Olympiads. Athens 1997, p. 592-593.
16. Mueller: Pierre de Coubertin, p. 589-590.
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The end of the World War I had as a result the eminence of the USA as the
new global power contradicting the decadence of Great Britain. National Geographic in one of his issues in 1919 of which the title was: “The Geography of
Games: How the Sports of Nations Form a Gazetteer of the Habits and Histories
of Their Peoples” presents the most important American ideas as far as athletics
is concerned and quotes: “athletics bring the world closer”.17

The impact of political interference on the Olympic principles
of international peace and understanding. The position and role
of the Olympic Movement
After the ending of the war, the IOC entrusted the 7th Games in Antwerp. The decision for the choice of the hosting city was based on the logic that was dominant
to the victorious countries after the war. It was symbolically important for the first
games after the war to be held in Antwerp since the German invasion in Belgium
was seen as an act of war and as a cause for the country to insert into the battlefields. The IOC agreed with this choice and in addition the idea of the participation
of the defeated countries was quickly abandoned for fear of creating tension.18
It was not, however, only the IOC that forbade the participation of countries
at the Olympic Games, but also many countries disregarded the institution and
its pacifist character. After the Revolution of 1917 the leaders of the Soviet Union
defied the athletic organisms and the games, especially the Olympic ones.19 At
the same time the American Olympic Union claimed through its president
Colonel Robert M. Thompson, that the basic purpose of the participation of the
USA teams abroad was to: “advertise their country to the rest of the world”.20
17. Dyreson, Mark: “Globalizing the Nation–making process”, in: International Journal of the History of Sport, 20, (1), March 2003, 91-106, p. 97.
18. Guttmann, Allen: The Olympics – A history of the Modern Games. Urbana and Chicago 1992, p. 37.
19. Riordan, Jim: “Rewriting Soviet Sports History”, in: Journal of Sport History, 20, (3), Winter 1993, 247258, p. 247.
20. Dyreson: Globalizing the Nation–making process, p. 100.
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Meanwhile the French intellectual Lucien Dubech, referring to the Olympic
Games, quoted that: “these athletic meetings have no relation with the sacred
Olympic spirit of truce and brotherhood of people on the contrary they unbridle
national fanaticism”. In 1928 he sent a letter to Coubertin noting that: “the vehicle that will lead people to global brotherhood is definitely not athletics. Anyone
who continues to believe the opposite is naïve and dangerously utopian”.21
After World War I, the Olympic Movement did not avoid in its function the involvement of political expediencies, which became an objective reality,22 with
the form of tug of war, for the completion of the Olympic principles. This ascertainment was confirmed when in May 29, 1933 the New York Times presented
the message of Tschammer who was athletics responsible of the 3rd Reich, concerning the preparations of the 1936 Olympic Games. The essence of the message was that: “German athletics is for the Aryans”. These views were parallel
with the rise of Hitler into power and made many western democratic states
wonder whether they should send their teams to Berlin.23 The supporters of the
international Olympism, contrary to those who organized the boycotting, believed that they supported a Movement that encouraged tolerance and understanding.24
With all these contradictions the Winter Olympic Games began in GarmischPartenkirchen in Germany on February 6, 1936. The spirit of euphoria that was
originally dominant was soon to be over since in an inspection made by members of the IOC at the athletic installations, many signs were found placed in front
of the toilets saying: “no dogs and Jews are allowed”. The IOC asked for their
immediate removal since these acts were considered to be against the Olympic
principles. Hitler then told the president of the IOC: “Mr. President when a friend
invites you to his house you certainly do not tell him how to run it” and Latour
21. Maurras: Athens 1896. The first Olympic Games, p. 208, 210-211.
22. Stathis, Theodoros: “The Olympic Games: Institution in danger and the historical challenge for IOC,
State and Society”, in: Proceedings of international congress: The institution of the Olympic Games, an inter-scientific approach. Athens 1993, 209-218, p. 211.
23. Bachrach, D.Susan: The Nazi Olympics, Berlin 1936. Boston, New York, London 2000, p. 35, 44.
24. Mandell, Richard: The Nazi Olympics. πoannina 2004, p. 127.
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replied: “Excuse me Mr. Chancellor but when the flag with the five circles is waving in the stadium, then we no longer are in Germany but in Olympia and there
we are in charge”. The signs were finally removed and Olympism preserved its
principles.25 In addition, with the athletic conditions of the Berlin Games, the
nazi goals could not be achieved. The American colored athlete Jesse Owens
won four gold medals, which can be translated as the overthrow of the nazi myth
concerning the aryan tribe.26
The examination of the effect of international politics on the Olympic Movement brings useful conclusions. Athletics was a mild social power and it became
an element of self-respect for every state, capable enough to transform it into an
international value or even degrade its status.27 After 1945, world politics was the
result of two European-centered wars with ideological battles that were characterized by the American journalist Walter Lippmann as “Cold War”.28 At this period the national teams of the USA had to compete with those of the USSR in 44
athletic meetings. These organisations were an excellent opportunity for the two
super-powers to advance with the form of an athletic propaganda, and so athletics became the tool for diplomacy and foreign affairs.29 It seems that the structure
of such an international system did not leave any choice for Olympism to became a point of reference and interstate cooperation.30
At this under examination period, the intact and stable policy of the IOC con25. Silance, Luc: “The Olympic Movement and the international understanding”, in: Reports of the 25th session of the International Olympic Academy. Ancient Olympia 1985, 114-124, p. 122.
26. Dyreson, Mark: “American Ideas about Race and Olympic Races from the 1890’s to the 1950’s Shattering Myths or Reinforcing Scientific Racism?”, in: Journal of Sport History, 28, (2), Summer 2001, 173-215,
p. 173.
27. Konstas, Dimitris: “Athletics at the service of diplomacy: Traditional and modern comprehensions”, in:
Foreign Themes, v. 12, January 2004, 50-56, p. 51.
28. Cassels, Alan: Ideology and International relations in the modern world. London, New York 1996, p.
207.
29. Turrini, M. Joseph: “It was the Communism Versus the Free World: The USA-USSR dual track meet series and the development of track and field in the United States, 1958-1985”, in: Journal of Sport History,
28, (3), 2001, 427-471, p. 428.
30. Cheila, Irini: “Theories of conflict resolutions and sport organizations”, in: Foreign Themes, v. 12, January 2004, 64-72, p. 69.
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cerning racism should be noticed. This matter was raised in 1958, when the government of South Africa passed a law according to which the athletes of the black
race could not participate in athletic teams. In reaction to this policy, the athletic
organizations of black athletes asked IOC to exclude their country from the
Games. The pressures of the “Third World” countries had as a result the threaten
of a general boycotting from the Games of 1968. With the fear of facing this case
at the Mexico Games, the IOC did not send an invitation for participation in South
Africa and in 1970 the country was officially excluded from the Games.31
The contribution, therefore, of world athletic organisations at the sensitization of
the public opinion through their publicity on matters such as the human rights should
not be ignored. It is a tool of psychological character, the impact of which cannot
easily be measured, and it operates on a long-term basis affecting public opinion on
matters of international interest. It would be groundless to claim that the reaction of
the Olympic Movement had an impact on the institutional reforms of South Africa,
but the constant race for the rights of black athletes was on the right track.32
These references, however, do not set the rule. When in 1972 the IOC president Killanin was challenged to comment on the Munich events he said: “The
political pressures of the Munich Games were unfortunate. The Olympic Committee met and decided with a gun on its head”. These situations lead many to
conclude that the Olympics would change form.33
The verification of the above happened in a dramatic way at the next
Olympiads. The culmination of the Cold War was accompanied by the boycotting policy in Montreal (1976), in Moscow (1980) and in Los Angeles (1984).
During these Games, the world athletic meeting turned into a conflict, where the
feelings of hatred passed through the athletes themselves and international understanding was totally undermined.34 The need to fortify nationalistic feelings,
made the Games seem like a tool for the international-political relations, no mat31. Konstas, Dimitris: “Athletics and diplomacy”, I Kathimerini. Athens 16-5-2004, 12-16, p. 15.
32. Cheila: Theories of conflict resolutions, p. 70-71.
33. Mac Donald, Kin: “The Olympics change form”, TO VIMA. Athens 6-9-1972, p. 2.
34. Irantos, Konstantinos: Athletics and society. The political sociology of athletics in classical and modern
times. Thessaloniki 1990, p. 104.
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ter what the political regime of the states that followed that policy was. This view
was characteristic not only by totalitarian regimes (1984 boycotting) but also by
democratic governments (1980 boycotting). The Olympic Games became a dynamic indicator of the states.35
The constant exploitation of Olympism led Samaranch to declare at the
Good Will Games in July 1986 the following: “we confronted a big number of
problems the previous years, we will not allow such problems to reappear at the
Games of 1988”.36 The IOC moving politically took an even more powerful role
at the international arena. The following reasoning explains the above: the world
athletic meetings as a form of international-cultural relations and especially the
Olympic Games, cause global interest. Through these, states try to fortify their
appeal at the international system. The Olympic Movement, which administers
and supervises these meetings, strengthens as a consequence of this fact.37
Generally the IOC had the chance to influence politically. The choice of each
host-city made by geo-political criteria, the indirect interference in the internal
political affairs of each country and the selected recognition of the NOCs, witness
the use of international policy. It can inductively be proved that the relation between politics and the Olympic Movement set at the same time the boundaries of
its possibilities for international cooperation.38

The movements for the revival of the Olympic Truce
and the possibilities of its maintenance
The IOC started moving towards this direction, for the re-establishment of the
Olympic Truce, by creating the “Olympic Truce Plan”. Samaranch came in
35. Tsoukala, Anastasia: “Athletics and international relations”, I Kathimerini. Athens 16-5-2004, 21-24, p.
22, 24.
36. Senn, E. Alfred: Power Politics and the Olympic Games. A history of the power brokers, events and
controversies that shaped the Games. 1999, p. 222.
37. Cheila: Theories of conflict resolutions, p. 71-72.
38. Tzannes, Emmanouil: “International Relations and Olympic Games”, in: Foreign Themes, v.12, January 2004, 73-84, p. 75, 83.
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touch with the entire NOCs, with non-governmental organizations and with the
UN in order to make this plan come true. The invocation of the IOC for the
Olympic Truce fully developed in 21-7-1992, where taking under consideration
the density of the conflicts, declared faith in its basic mission, which were global
peace and the revival of the ancient Greek tradition of Truce.39
From the Olympic conference of Baden-Baden in 1981, which had as a
theme the international cooperation, to the 100-years conference in Paris in
1994, which occupied with the contribution of Olympism into modern society,
the goal of the Olympic Movement was focusing on the creation of a better and
peaceful world. The visits that Samaranch made in 191 countries, which are represented by NOCs, were typical of the IOC intentions.40
The acts for the revival of the Olympic Truce were generally positive. They
had, however, a symbolical character and many people based that on the international status of Samaranch.41 During the claim for the Olympic Games of
2004, Greece bounded to promote the idea of the Olympic Truce and to contribute in the revival of the institution. Since the suggestion was processed and
specified it was presented in Nagano, Japan, on February 1998 as a complete
suggestion of the Greek government to the IOC for the safety of the Olympic
Truce. The IOC adopted the suggestion in 1999 and on July 2000 the International Institution and the International Centre of the Olympic Truce were founded.42 The target was the Olympic Games to be seen as a chance for the fleeting
discontinuation of the conflicts and the settlement of international differences
through peaceful methods.43
39. Buchanan, Ian, Mallon, Bill: Historical dictionary of the Olympic Movement. Maryland and London 2001,
p. 193.
40. Samaranch, Juan Antonio: “Δhe Olympic culture in favour of peace”, in: Olympic review, 28, AugustSeptember 1999, 35-38, p. 35, 36.
41. Chakhnazarov Melik, Achot: “The Olympic Truce, yesterday, today, tomorrow”, in: Reports of the 34th
session of the International Olympic Academy. Ancient Olympia 1994, 224-234, p. 231.
42. Ypsilantis, Angelos: Resample of Suggestion in Diplomacy Academy about foundation, function and responsibilities of ∂4 Directorate. Athens 23-1-2004, 1-5, p. 3.
43. Lambrinidis, Stavros: “International Olympic Truce Centre”, in: Foreign Policy, November-December
2002, p. 33.
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The International Truce Centre for the promotion of the international fire
seize, recommended two programs. The first was a communication program and
the second, which was called “education and institutional acts”, intended to contribute to the activation of peace initiatives on a local level.44 At the same time
three action plans were formed and were relevant with the programs above. The
first was the communication plan, the second was the education plan and the
third one was about the areas in conflict and the promotion of Truce during an
Olympiad.45
From the reports above comes the question how –if possible– can the Olympic
Truce be preserved. The realistic view coincides with the political methods of obtaining Truce, mostly through diplomacy. According to Matarangas: “The discontinuation or the suspension of the conflicts could be achieved through the application of the articles 36-41 of the Hague Convention of 1907. According to the IOCs
president initiative, the Secretary General of the UN, could ask those involved in
conflict to seize fire throughout the 15-days duration of the Games, according to
the Hague Convention. The intervention of international organizations such as
the European Council, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), the Organization for African Unity and the Organization of American
States or the Arabic Association, could be very important”.46
According to the custom rule of the international law, states are obliged, just
like the diplomatic immunity, to give privileges to the international organizations,
which develop activities on their soil. In February 13, 1946, the General Assembly of the UN approved the treaty for the privileges and immunities, while another treaty concerning the Specialized Organizations had been approved in
November 21, 1947.47
44. Papandreou, Georgios: “The Olympic Truce and the International Olympic Truce Centre”, in: Reports
of the 41st session of the International Olympic Academy. Ancient Olympia 2001, 53-58, p. 56-57.
45. Papandreou, Georgios., Lambrinidis, Stavros: “Press conference about the International Centre of
Olympic Truce”, in: Information Service of Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Athens 29-1-2002, 1-14, p. 2.
46. Matarangas, Byron: “The Olympic Truce. A proposal-contribution to the upgrade of the Olympic Ideal”, Resample of international congress: To the return in ancient Olympic spirit. Ancient Olympia 1997, 1-21, p. 12-14.
47. Christodoulidis, Theodore: Structure and function of the International Organisations, v.A. Athens-Komotini 1985, p. 66, 65.
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From the analysis above arise many definite questions. Today for instance
there are no officially declared wars, with the known classical form. There are
acts of violence that could be characterized as terrorist or liberating and also
reprisals and civil conflicts. How could an act of peace among the areas with
racial, religious and national conflicts could be achieved? Also what impact could
the power of the Olympic Truce on conflicting parts that have not been recognized by the UN possibly be?48
It is being epigrammatically mentioned at this point that the cooperation of
the non-governmental organizations (IOC as well), is of major importance. The
new multi-dimensional diplomacy is being referred to this under formation situation and begins to play an important role on conflict resolution. The development of the non-governmental movement, not only in the field of charity but also in the field of politics and diplomacy in order to pose pressures for the peaceful resolution of the conflicts, is gradually being progressing.49 Meanwhile, the
contemporary international thought, supporting the dogma of the balance of
powers, resulted in the necessity of peripheral security through the establishment
of international laws. It was proven, however, that the achievement of these
goals is possible only through conflicts and not through international cooperation.50
It is being concluded at this point that the under formation international
frame deprives from the Olympic Movement the certainty of the Olympic Truce
preservation not only by states but from cultural groups as well. Therefore, due
to the nature of the global political system, the study for the application of the
Olympic Truce on a steady and long-term basis, sets as a rule its placing in the
international relations, for the fortification of temporary resolution of local or peripheral crisis.
48. Koumantos, Georgios: “Olympic followings”, I Kathimerini. Athens 11-1-2004, p. 12.
49. Christodoulidis, Aimilios: “The Cyprus challenge: Application of citizen diplomacy”, in: Proccedings of
International Assembly: Human Security, U.N, Olympic Truce and the citizens society. Athens 2003, 236242, p. 237.
50. Hughes, B. Barry: Continuity and change in world politics. The clash of perspectives. New Jersey 1991,
p. 293, 297.
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Conclusions
The impact of the Olympic Movement on the evolution of international peace
and understanding from 1894 until 2004 was partly beneficial. At this main conclusion, certain constraints are being projected. More specifically the degree of
contribution was not strong enough to drastically affect the international understanding. The Olympic Movement in coordination could not affect the progress
of understanding of people, due to its weakness to penetrate into the system for
the definition of the international relations. The character of the Olympic Movement’s contribution in a competitive environment, proved to be regulatory only
a few times. It was symbolical most of the times, without defying the value of a
symbolism in the formation of a peace climate. Finally the means of contribution
of the Olympic Movement were never stable and were based exclusively on the
exploitation of the Olympic Games for an international impression.
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EUGENIUSZ PIASECKI’S (1872-1947) VIEW
ON PROFESSIONAL SPORT AND OLYMPISM
Malgorzata Bronikowska (POL)

Social background at the end of the 19th century
At the turn of the 19th century the political situation in Poland was unstable as
the country was divided between three powerful nations: Russians, Austrians
and Germans. The Poles felt both weak and disappointed of their position as a
country within Europe, as they could not gain their independence from occupation. Economic development in this fractured country was rather poor and the
media became one of the most powerful and influential forces. Poland was far
behind “the times” with a small number of national newspapers (mainly controlled by occupants), no national radio stations and few other forms of communication between its three separated parts. This contributed to Polish society
lacking in information of what was happening in other countries of the world. No
wonder that in Polish society also the role of sport (traditional pastime activity of
the upper class) changed to create a strong nation ready for military action, as
long as liberation was a national goal.
At the same time French baron Pierre de Coubertin was looking for a solution
to reform the education of French youth. According to his vision, Olympism was
supposed to be a new way to educate young people through sport. Sport started
to be an important part of social life, especially for the aristocracy who, had more
leisure time than any other social classes, and sought to have sport organized in
a pleasant and well-mannered way. Many new forms of physical activity ap205
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peared in the sport stadium –a new public arena– where sport events meant enjoyment and pleasure, not just for sportsmen but for the spectators too. While
sport gained social popularity, it became less of a pastime activity of the upper
class as the masses joined in. The simplicity of rules allowed the less privileged
classes to join in sporting competition. But this blend of social classes and extremely different cultural and educational backgrounds led to the mixture of values and acceptance of those characteristics often associated with poverty: aggression, cheating, and “quick wits”. It is difficult to say whether, the infiltration
of values and desportification of social life came from sport. Perhaps it was the
other way around and the sportification of social life introduced “bad sporting
habits” into socio-cultural life. Nevertheless, the extreme importance of winning
and financial gain have seriously threatened the primary idea of enjoyment in
honorary sporting rivalry [Bronikowski, Muszkieta, 2001].
Through the evolving international media business at this time, information
about sport was being circulated world wide. However, in occupied Poland, information from international sporting arenas was limited and not such “hot
news” as for other counties. Sport was also a way to cultivate national tradition
and for a country like Poland, where using symbols and any means of national
language or heritage was strictly forbidden, it provided a hope for cultural survival. On the other hand, rapid development of modern “élite” sport was responsible for the gradual elimination and virtual extinction of traditional sports.
The poverty of Polish villages kept folk sports alive longer than in the town. Industrialization impacted on the peasant populations and in conjunction with other phenomena of modern civilization experienced in the Western civilization several decades earlier, it had a destructive influence on folk culture, folk plays and
games. More specifically the expansion of sports from the West in Slavonic countries was detrimental for the survival of traditional Polish games and plays. That
situation raised stronger interest in so-called “imported” sports, stronger than
love of their own tradition and was not typical of Poland only. Such situations
were also observed in other East European countries (Russia, Czech, Romania),
where “foreign” sport teachers and foreign sports were in demand and of the latest fashion [Grys, 1989].
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Professional sport and Olympism on Piasecki’s view
at the beginning of the 20th century
While Europe was influenced in sport by Anglomania, especially weak and not so
much industrially developed eastern countries including Poland, struggled for
their international recognition and political acceptance. The situation in Poland
was more complicated due to the occupants’ policy, who had no interest in educating Polish youth intellectually nor physically, as they feared it could mean a
dangerous, military preparation against them. None of the occupying countries
cared about physical fitness and the development of any other parts of Polish life.
This destructive work of occupants on the national culture, the lack of national sport activities and organizations (very few clubs and federations) as well as
the very unstable, poor status of physical education in Polish schools worried
many Poles. Polish people, especially those of the intelligence, demanded the
preservation of national cultural heritage and physical potential. This resulted in
the proclamation of “Sokol” (Falcon - 1869) movement [Wroczyn′ ski, 2003],
which aimed at the cultivation of physical activities (especially gymnastic and
team games) in a patriotic context.
The life, scientific achievements and international reputation of Eugeniusz Piasecki (1872-1947) happened to fit into the above described period in Poland.
Brought up in a patriotic family of intelligence, where his father was a professor
of medicine and an expert in gymnastics, Piasecki received good preparation for
his future scientific career. At the beginning of his work, he concentrated on a reform of the Polish physical education system, both in schools and sport organizations. Here Piasecki resembles very much Coubertin (1863-1937) in his search
of ways of reforming French education system. Piasecki in Poland, like Coubertin in France, was the great reformer of the physical education system. The
difference was not so much in his idea or his approach, but in the scale of the undertaking. Coubertin’s idea was more international in scope (although his original idea of a reform originally concerned only the French educational system) as
the Modern Olympic Games expanded to a global arena. Piasecki was an example of local, regional reformer. However, both men wanted to revive something
207
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on a broader scale – Coubertin with his motto: “All nations, all games” and Piasecki with his comparative approach to regional traditions and cultures “Games
without spectators” as he wanted everybody to participate in rather than watch
others playing. As an official delegate of the Hygiene Section of the League of
Nations in Geneva he visited many European countries to observe and compare
physical education systems. After that journey he published his well-known document La science de l’éducation physique dans les différents pays de l’Europe
(State of physical education in different countries of Europe)[Lipon′ ski, 1999].
Eugeniusz Piasecki became a university professor of medicine, main organizer
and chairman of the first Polish Department of Hygiene and Physical Education
at the University of Poznan in 1919. His outstanding character, in combination
with his academic credentials, influenced the development of his belief in that
harmony in human development is achieved by a balance of intellectual development, physical culture and morality. Stemming from this belief Piasecki
viewed physical education as a chance for moral and physical revitalization of
the Polish nation. Traditional folk plays and games from local and regional customs were considered to be a fundamental part of that program as they strengthened one’s sense of national belonging. Perhaps a visit at the VIII International
Olympic Congress in Prague in 1925 played an important role in Piasecki’s vision. It is very likely that during the Congress Piasecki met Coubertin personally
[Porada, 1980], where he was a chairman of the committee working over university cooperation in the physical education field. One of the most important
proclamations at the time of the Congress settled amateur status in sport competitions [Piasecki 1925]. The debates during the Congress made Piasecki’s view
on professional sport more critical. Like Coubertin, Piasecki claimed that sport
should be based more on pedagogical values than just on professional. Coubertin believed in the Arnoldian system of education introduced at an English
college in Rugby and based on the “new order”. Tomas Arnold believed that
sport served three general purposes: 1) physical, by achieving harmonious and
muscular and strong body; 2) moral, achieving aims based on individual interests could enhance one’s experience and moral development; and 3) social,
pupils themselves learnt how to be a part of a team, how to lead a team and how
208
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to be led by the others [Coubertin 1994]. The educational system in the Rugby
School focused equally on the four places attended most frequently by pupils:
church, school, student campus and playing field and their pedagogical superintendence. While participating in different classes pupils had to make the rules
and then abide by them on the playing field, where they shared responsibility
within a team. Piasecki was close to that way of thinking; he came to the conclusion that professional sport was a source of demoralization in youths and was the
reason for the widely-spread carelessness in the field of physical activity.
From the early 1900s Piasecki started to collect hundreds of old folk plays
and games, not only from Polish areas but also from other parts of Europe and
the world. He created a scientific journal called Wychowanie Fizyczne (Physical
Education), where in 1928 he published a questionnaire for readers from a research project that sought to gather information on culture and traditions in different nations. He wrote:
“We are a nation of beautiful and rich traditions in all areas of culture. We
have, however, little inclination to research such traditions, and certainly little interest in nursing those elements which can be accommodated in contemporary
life. One of the most striking examples of blameworthy indifference pertaining to
the treasures of native civilisation is our attitude toward Old Polish play and folkgames. Among many Western nations many serious scientific works were made
part of national education; not in our country” [Piasecki after Lipon′ ski, 1999, p.
231] (before this questionnaire there were two more carried out in 1916 and
1921, but the last one was the most important to his work).
After analyses Piasecki was able to revitalise several hundred original folk activities by describing them in many articles and books. He dedicated nearly a
quarter of a century for collecting material, which helped him to produce the
monograph of Polish folk plays and games. It was prepared for publication in
1939, but World War II broke this process. The monograph book contained findings and conclusions from approximately 2800 replies of individuals from
Poland, Ukraine and Belarus. The majority of the returned questionnaires provided information on the same kind of plays and games, which differentiated only in names but not in structures or in a plot.
209
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As a great patriot and Christian, Piasecki was strongly convinced that physical education should serve everybody in the same way: as an educational tool,
supporting health with joy and satisfaction. He said that sport original values degenerated, because it turned into a spectacle only, feeding the media with unhealthy sensations and being a reason for money speculations (betting, bribery,
cheating). He was also convinced that professionalism and commercialization of
sport became a major reason for the degeneration and decline of the ancient
idea of sport [Krawczyk, 1970]. Pseudo amateurs were supported by the governments, whose idea was to have “agents of national policy” (this problem returned and became very clear during the period of the Cold War). Hidden professionalism was and still is immoral because it is based on lies and hypocrisy.
He couldn’t agree with sport events being organized for money to “feed” masses’ primitive instincts and desire, where results were settled before the fight [Piasecki, 1931]. According to Piasecki, sport needed to be brought back to its original meaning so as to play a role in bringing about social change. He believed
that sport was concerned with courage and ambition not only of selected individuals but of the masses sharing a similar passion and understanding of its national heritage, enjoying physical activity without international (cross-national)
rivalry. Piasecki claimed that the reform of sport education in schools of physical
education should come through the introduction of plays and games common
for different cultures and traditions, thus combining and strengthening international understanding and exchange of cultural tradition. According to the findings of Piasecki’s exceptional international survey, it was established that some
folk plays are rooted in the tradition of several nations and originated simultaneously in different parts of Europe. Though today they have different names, the
fable is the same, for example a Polish play “CHUSTECZKA” has many analogies in different countries: Belarus and Russia “Paduszaczka”, Czech “Sáte¶ek”,
England “Babbity Bowster” or “Cushion dance”, German “Kranzsingen” or
“Polstertanz”.
The oldest, English recordings of “Cushion dance” show this play as a halfritual dance, but in Croatia the same play was a wedding ritual [Piasecki, 1959].
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Organization of the play “Chusteczka”:
A group of players make a circle, holding each other’s hands, one of players goes
into the circle holding “chusteczke” (hunky).
The circle moves singing and a player who is inside goes around choosing
one person from the circle by putting a hunky behind his feet, then kisses him
and makes a change.
Song:
I have hunky, I have silky
Who is the one to take it?
Whom do I love?
Whom do I like?
This one will be kissed.

Piasecki’s legacy
The difference between sport and physical education was obvious for Piasecki
and he organized physical education in the university curriculum – though probably he did not realize it would also initiate scientific discussion on the terminology of both. After the World War II, physical culture became an important element of state policy, and as a result a small number of politicians (with their roots
deep into socialism) told academics what direction physical education should
take and how to structure sport. Sport, which has different aims (winning in regular competition, maximalization of results) in socialism was also a tool of national and political propaganda. Physical education is a form of obligatory physical activities undertaken in school setting aims for the holistic development of
social attitudes of all young pupils. In socialism it was meant to be a form of fitness preparation of the youth (for military purposes) and therefore its primary
goal was to increase fitness and subordination. It is now clear why the state (and
especially political agencies) was not interested in the continuation of Piasecki’s
work on the cultivation of folk and ludic heritage of Polish history. The new political system did not want to build on the achievements of any former govern211
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ments, in particular the one just before the war –Marshal Jﬁzef Pilsudski’s government– as they were very much anti-Russian (and even won a battle against
Russians in 1920). However for Piasecki, the years of 1920s and 1930s were also not a very good time as he could not find support and proper recognition for
his scientific work on folk heritage. Ironically, after the war he and his work were
considered to represent the former political system and also could not gain necessary support. His monumental collection of national and international folk
plays and other activities (containing plays and games from different countries) is
now located in the Archives of the University School of Physical Education in
Poznan and was brought to public awareness through the revitalization of the
most outstanding examples of our national heritage and later introduced in
school physical education by people like myself.
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OLYMPIC EDUCATION IN GREEK SCHOOLS
Athinos Constantinides (CYP)

Introduction
Education is an open system. It accepts effects from the dynamics of society and
closes after it functions in a frame of concrete aims and rules (KEMETE, 1998).
Olympic Education is the educative process that aims at the configuration or even
modification of the behaviour of young people according to the diachronic values
of Olympism, taking into consideration the elements of modern culture. It connects
the past with the modern educational and cultural values, combining the culture of
body with the intellectual dimension of the person. The process of growth in educational programs has been a characteristic of school systems in Europe for
decades and in various organisations. Educational change is the main vehicle for
transport from one social situation in to the other (CIDREE, p. 14, 1998).
School is recognized as the most suitable place for promoting social subjects
towards young people. Thus, the school climate in collaboration with the school
community and the institutions of wider social space (family, church, community
etc), constitute the fundamental condition and essential base for the promotion
of Olympic Education.

Objectives of Olympic Education
Olympic education is a new course introduced in all the Greek schools in Jan214
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uary 2001. It was inspired by the Olympic Games in Athens 2004. The Objective
of the Program is the Open School. An Open School, invites the School and Educational community, the Associations of Parents and the society of citizens to
participate in activities, initiatives and events for culture, sports and free time.
The objectives can be summarized as follows:
ñ It renders the schools and the educational spaces beehives of cultural creation and athletic education, given the training and pedagogic importance of
sports as social phenomenon and recognizing their high acceptance from society
and from young people.
ñ It propagates the values of sports as a precious good that improves health,
creates intellectual and mental uplift and promotes the quality of individual life.
In the society of new individuality, sports as an institution of fundamental social
values import and serve the significance of the Society of Citizens through experience and effectiveness.
ñ It promotes the individual faculties and it strengthens the collective action
via the voluntary and athletic movement in the school life as well as the importance of Olympic tradition and education in the contest.
ñ It strengthens the voluntary offer and the conduct of voluntary action in the
frame of educational processes.
ñ It strengthens collaboration and it promotes the creation of networks between educational, athletic, cultural institutions, the local self-government and
non Governmental Organisations aspiring to encourage the social role of young
people but also in the suitable preparation and education of new volunteers,
spectators, sports fans, and athletes.
ñ It promotes the equality of sexes and opportunities, as well as it supports the social dialogue for the application of supporting institutions of open
school.
ñ It gives particular gravity to the parents (family volunteerism) in the undertaking of common initiatives with the students so that the critical spirit is strengthened; it enhances the initiatives and the mobilisation of children and young people in the process of learning and social offer.
ñ It sensitises the educational and school community around the subjects of
215
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tolerance in diversity and culture, it encourages action in the aid of a healthy,
democratic, open society.
ñ It upgrades the quality of educational work through the choice and integration of activities that will be based on a wide base of knowledge, dexterities, attitudes and experiences so that it encourages and strengthens learning and the duration of life.

Aim of the program, principles and fundamental axes
Olympic Education is a pedagogic program in the frame of which values, acquired knowledge, experiences and dexterities are promoted. These ideas spring
from the Olympic Games and the Athletic Tradition. Their aim is to create body,
mental and intellectual culture for students, and to promote socially acceptable
attitudes and behaviours.

Principles of the Program
The educative and instructive force of the Olympic Tradition. The “benignity”,
that is to say the harmonious bodily and intellectual growth of a person and his
coexistence with other people. The spontaneity, the directness, the strategy, the
coexistence and the team that is related to the game. The aggregation-assembly
that relates itself with the Games. Entertainment and the acceptance of Athletic
and Moral Rules. The “measure” that is expressed in the Games themselves and
in their relevant work as well as in the technology of Games. The publicity, which
assembles the demonstration, the picture and the communication.
The above rationalities, comprehensible in the horizon of democracy, peaceful coexistence of people and populations can balance and smooth out human
relations.

216
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Fundamental axes
The person’s free growth of personality. The interpersonal relations, the sociability, the communication, the dialogue, the expression and the learning. The game
in all its forms, as children, entertainment, amusement and joy. The movement
and the contact with nature, the technique, the planning. The fight in the entire
modern Olympic program and in all its phases, as preparation, exercise, training,
attendance, infrastructure, regulations and social comprehension.
The dialectic of view in stage, television, press, fashion, publicity, technology,
victory, defeat, recognition and utopia. The forces of economy, technology, policy, science and the Olympic Games. The Olympic Games and culture, religions,
dialogue, meetings, friendship, hospitality, collaboration, solidarity and comprehension of population.
The positive and negative phenomena, as commercialisation, politicization,
totalitarianism, criticisms, contradictions in international relations, organisation,
administration etc. The polarities: place-globe, ancient-modern, body-spirit, freedom-repression as bases for education and humanism.

The Application of the «OLYMPIC EDUCATION» program in schools
from 1998-2003
In the middle of the ’90 decade, the former chairman of the Committee of the
Olympic Games (COG) of Greece, Mr Antonios Tzikas created the Olympic Institution and Athletic Education (Foundation of Olympic and Sport Education
“FOSE”), that is situated in Marousi. The objective of the Institution is the improvement of social behaviour for young people, with emphasis on the values
and ideals that come from the Olympic Games and sports in general. Mr Tzikas
organised three world conferences that aimed at spreading the values of the
Olympic Games. In these meetings, scientists took part from Greece and all
around the world dealing with the history and philosophy of the Olympic
Games, their social effect and their pedagogic elements. At the world conference
217
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that took place in Kalavryta in 1998, a pilot program was decided for Olympic
Education in Primary education in Greece. The objective of this Program was to
study the effects of Olympic values and the pedagogical elements of games in the
behaviour of students. (Mountakis, 2002)
This proposal was put in practice during the school year 1998-99 from the Sector of Physical Education of the Pedagogic Institute in collaboration with the
Olympic Institution and Athletic Education. The Piloting programme was titled “Import the Olympic and Athletic Education in the schools”; it was applied by 30
specifically trained teachers (25 professors of Physical Education and 5 Schoolteachers from the Pedagogic Institute) in the sixth (ST′) class of thirty primary
schools of the country. The pilot Program was applied in the framework of SAEPE
(Schools of Application of Experimental Programs of Education) and was financed
by the second European Community Frame of Support. The goals of the Program
were achieved, as shown in the evaluation report from the TEFAA Komotini. The
following school year 1999-2000, the program was extended to 400 primary
schools in the three last classes of state schools. Moreover, some training seminars
for 134 Professors of Physical Education were held. Also the application of an interventionist program for the promotion of Olympic Education in the three upper
grades of 400 schools of Primary education in the whole of Greece was introduced.
Finally, an “Evaluation Report of action and programs put in practice” took place.
In 2000-2001 the programme was extended to half of the schools in the
country in the Primary and Secondary Education, with the collaboration of the
Organisational Committee of the Olympic Games “ATHENS 2004”. The Program was extended to all of the schools in the country. 1000 Professors of Physical Education were engaged for this purpose; 3 training seminars in Athens and
Thessaloniki for a total of 1000 Professors of Physical Education and 22 Teachers of Special Education were also organised. The publication and distribution of
educational material “Educational Guide of courses and activities of Olympic
Education” across the whole scale of the educational system, with specific instructions on the units, instructive hours, content, proposed activities, techniques
of teaching was also accompanied by the distribution of relative books (8) and
audiovisual material to the professors of Physical Education that realised the pro218
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gram. 1000 Graduates of Physical Education engaged in the program. The determination of the coordinators for the program of Olympic Education in every
prefect as well as the application of the program in 3.000 schools of the country
for 450.000 students are indicators of its success.
More actions took place in 2001-2002: Re-engaging of the 1000 professors of
Physical Education who participated in the previous year’s program. Engagement of 1000 new professors of Physical Education. Training seminars (2) in
Athens for 1000 new professors of Physical Education and the coordinators of
the Program. Distribution of relative books (9) to the new professors of Physical
Education. Application of the program to 950,000 students in 7,400 schools of
the country’s Primary and Secondary Education. A training seminar in Athens
for Teachers of Olympic Education in the Prefecture of Attica on the subject:
“Olympic Education and Human Rights”. Distribution of relative educational
material to 2000 teachers of Olympic Education. Finally, a report of evaluation
of the realisation of programs in action followed.
In 2002-2003 the planning was completed, with the attendance of the Program by private schools and Greek schools from abroad. Moreover, the following actions took place: Re-engaging of 1.673 Professors of Physical Education.
Engagement of 327 new professors of Physical Education. Training seminar for
new professors of Physical Education and the Coordinators of the Program. Extension of the application of the program “Olympic Education” to all the schools
of primary and secondary education. Training seminars (2) in Athens and in
Thessaloniki for Professors of Physical Education of Private Schools in the country. Distribution of relative books (9) to the professors of Physical Education of
Private Schools. Extension of the application of the program in all the specialities
of state I.V.T. – Institutes of Vocational Training (from February 2003). Memorandum of collaboration in the sector of education between the Greek and
Cypriot democracy aiming at the application of the program of Olympic Education to all the schools of primary and secondary education in Cyprus. Distribution of the educational material of the program to each school unit of primary
and secondary education of Greece, as well as in the organised school units of
emigrant Hellenism and in the school units of Cyprus.
219
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The Application of the “OLYMPIC EDUCATION” program after Athens 2004
Central Action
1. Programs of Training for 2000 teachers that already allocate the knowledge
and the experience in programs promoting the Olympic Ideal (Program of
Olympic Education).
2. Briefing of Executives of Education (Regional Directors of Education,
Directors of Primary and Secondary Education, Heads of Offices of Physical Education, School Advisers of Physical Education, Prefectural officials in charge of
the Program) – January 2006.
3. School Pilot Programs with the “project” method, in which students from
the whole scale of Private and Public Education will participate – September
2006 - May 2007 (1500 subvention programs and more than 250.000 students).
4. Mobile Report “Kallipatira” with issues that will be consistent with the objectives and main axis of Work emphasising equality in all dimensions, such as
the equality of both sexes in education and society, human rights, Olympic ideal/Olympic Values, multiculturalism, social inequalities, xenophobia and racism,
equality, social sex and solidarity of generations, sustainable growth and poverty
(March 2006 - June 2007). Program “Kallipatira” will try to promote the
Olympic Ideal and the perception that democracy includes essentially the principle of equivalence of citizens in all dimensions. The achievement of these educational aims is supposed to occur as a result of instructive interventions in the educational process taking place in the space of school, contributing effectively to
the contestation of traditional social representations of social inequalities and
creating at the same time conditions for their restriction and obliteration.
The aim of the program is the energetic attendance of students as well as
teachers with experience in the Olympic Education, in programs that manifest
and promote subjects of equality in society, tolerance towards diversity and
strengthen democratic growth in society in the frame of the Olympics and the
Athletic Ideal.
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The curricula in schools
Preschool Education – Primary school – High School
Preschool Education
The axes of the cognitive content: Olympic Athletics yesterday and today.
Travelling in the Olympic Games, Honest and fair game. I – you – all together.
Athens 2004 – its Olympic Games charms.
Primary school
A Circle – A and B Class of State school
The axes of the cognitive content: Sports yesterday and today. Fable and
Olympic Games. Honest and Fair game. I play – I am glad – I dream. Athens
2004 – the biggest feast of all the world.
B Circle – C & D Class of State school
The axes of the cognitive content: Sports – Education in ancient Greece.
Olympic Games yesterday and today. I play – I am glad – I dream with ancient
and modern games. The Athlete. Olympic Games, Athens 2004 – the biggest
feast of the world.
C Circle - E and St Class of State school
The axes of the cognitive content: History of sports. Modern Olympic history.
Athens 2004 - the new challenge. Paralympic Games the utility of exercise. ‘Ev
Agwnizesthe’ (Moral and social messages).
High school
A Class of High school
The axes of the cognitive content: Sports yesterday and today. Modern
Olympic Games – installations, infrastructure. Paralympic Games. ‘Ev Agwnizesthe’ (Moral and social messages) Olympic Sports. Olympic truce.
B Class of High school
The axes of the cognitive content: Ancient and modern Olympic Games.
Victory – defeat. The utility of exercise. ‘Ev Agonizesthe’ (Moral and social
messages)
221
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Olympic Games – positive repercussions and problems. Athens 2004 – Volunteerism – Communication
C Class of High school
The axes of the cognitive content: Olympic Games the present and the past.
Sports – body, mind, spirit. The games, beginning and institutions of Olympic
movement. Olympic Games and Culture Olympic Games-environment, quality
of life.
General objectives, knowledge, dexterities, attitudes and values for Preschool
Education – Primary school - High School:
Attitudes The attendance of young people in ancient Greek and modern
Olympic Tradition. The attendance of young people in the Olympic Culture as
this is presented: a) in place, in infrastructure, in nature, b) in attendance, c) in
the body, d) in the movement, e) in the game of f) in the match g) in the beginnings h) in the spectacle, i) in the meaning, j) in the dialogue.
Social Dexterities The growth in communication with athletes of the same
team, coaches, arbitrators, opponents, journalists, spectators and with individuals of other nationalities and cultures. The culture of dexterities and particular talents of young people. The configuration of new people according to these categories: beauty, goodness, the right to genuine freedom.
Bodily – Kinesthetic Dexterities The culture of kinesthetic – athletic dexterities
and particular athletic talents of young people. The initiation is not widespread in
our country’s Olympic Sports and Games.
Knowledge The knowledge of ancient Greek and modern Olympic Tradition
and the Olympic Culture. The comprehension of the aesthetic value of art as a
source to inspire the Olympic Games and sports in general. The growth of critical
thought toward negative social phenomena, like violence and the trespassing of
human rights, etc.
Fundamental notions approach:
Equality, Dependence, Change, Time, Space, Sound, Colour – Light, Symmetry, Balance, Individuality, Communication, Collaboration, Interaction, Attendance, Freedom, Law, System, Symbolism, Classification, Structure.
222
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Content of the pilot Program
1. The free and conscious individuality and personality of a person. 2. Interpersonal relations, sociability, communication, dialogue, expression and learning. 3.
The game in all forms as children’s game, entertainment, amusement and joy. 4.
Movement and contact with nature, the technique and planning. 5. The Games
in the entire modern Olympic program and in all its phases, as preparation, exercise, training, attendance, infrastructure, regulations and social comprehension.
6. The dialectic view in the stage, the television, the press, the fashion, the publicity, the technology, the victory, the defeat, the recognition and utopia. 7. The
forces of economy, technology, policy, science and the Olympic Games. 8. The
Olympic Games and the cultures, religions, dialogue, meetings, friendship, hospitality, collaboration, solidarity and comprehension of populations. 9. The positive and negative phenomena, such as commercialisation, the existence of sponsors, the politicization, the totalitarianism, the criticisms, the contradictions in international relations, the organisation and the administration, the “religion” initiation. The dipoles place-world, ancient-modern, body-spirit, freedom-repression, as bases of education and humanism.

Educational Material
The content of the pilot Program of Olympic Education resulted from the above
issues. Teachers who applied the Program were given the handbook (Educational Guide for Olympic and Athletic Education) as an aid. It was published by the
Institution of Olympic and Athletic Education. The handbook was instructive
enough and had a particular artistic style. The teachers, with the enthusiasm they
possessed, developed all the sources of information that were available, in order
to realise the program, which included theoretical and practical components.
Further educational material was published with the following books: “Despina and the Dove” the Olympic Fairy tale by Eugenios Trivizas featuring stories
from the Olympic Games. The book and the videocassette “The Olympic
223
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Sports” describing all sports. The exercise-book “Olympic 200adio” for 6-9 year
olds with recreational activities that help students to approach the thematic units,
beginning from Ancient Olympia and mentioning the ideals of Olympism and its
symbols; it also contains reports from the winter and summer games.
The exercise book of “Olympic 200adio” for 10-12 year olds, also begins
from Ancient Olympia, talks about the statue Via, the Pan-Hellenic Games, the
Modern Olympic Games and sports. The following books were also published:
“Paralympic Games from 1960 until 2004” (report and the sports), “Olympic
Glances” (including photographic album with emphasis on the content, the ideas
and values of Olympism), “Olympic Games Reports – Approaches”, “Olympic
Education From Theory to Practice”, “Proposals – Prospects (State Primary
school)”, “Proposals – Prospects (High school/Lyceum)”, “Open Horizons”, “Little Volunteer”.

Integrating the “Olympic Education” program
Integration of the “Olympic Education” program in Primary education.
The teachers of Physical Education in Primary education teach according to
the curriculum of E and ST (fifth and sixth Class) for an hour per week. Wherever the possibility exists, the program is also extended to lower classes, A to D
(first - fourth Class); so 2-6 hours per school are devoted to Olympic Education
on a weekly basis. They are distributed in one or two days depending on the capacity of the school.
Integration of the “Olympic Education” program in Secondary education.
In High schools, the program of Olympic Education, based on the curriculum, takes one hour per class every fortnight and for all grades. These hours
have been disposed periodically by all specialities aiming at the sensitization of
school and the educational community concerning the attendance of students in
the activities. So 2-4 hours per school, distributed in one or two days depending
on the capacity of the school are devoted to Olympic Education.
224
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In Lyceum and TEE, the program is intended for the students of A Lyceum
based on the curriculum for one hour per week per class. The students of all
Lyceum grades can participate in activities out of the curriculum in their lodge or
neighbouring High schools where Olympic Education is taught. In the School
Units of Special Education (SMEA) the program is based on the curriculum and is
for one hour per week.
Integration of the “Olympic Education” program in Institutes of Vocational
Training (I.V.T.)
From February 2003 the course “Olympic Education” was included in all
specialities of I.E.K. This course is taught each semester for each speciality, in a
time interval that is determined according to the needs of the IEK (I.V.T.) training
programs. It is four hours in duration. The program is structured in such a way
that it allows it to be integrated in different semester periods of our IEK specialities (4th semester students follow a program of four hours; 3rd semester students
eight hours and finally 2nd and 1st semester students attend a program of 12
hours).

Conclusions
Based on the idea that Olympism constitutes a philosophy of life with explicit educational value, an essential condition for the effective application of educational programs is the attendance and the energetic entanglement of suitably informed executives of education. Olympic Education encouraged and motivated
the development of teaching manuals containing innovative ideas for both
teachers and pupils. It also encouraged the use of new practices and technologies in education.
Olympic Education does not only concern the space of sports, but has a
wider ideological background and aimed at the configuration of moral thought
and attitude for life. Fundamental objectives of Olympic Education are the culture of moral education in all sectors and in all thematic fields. We should insist
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on the analysis of suitable educational strategies, methods and techniques that
aim at teaching values consistent with the Athletic and Olympic Movement. Further research could be done to compare programs of “Olympic Education” in
Greece with similar programs that take place in Australia and Canada.
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OF BACHELORS AND MASTERS ON THE SPECIALTY “OLYMPIC SPORT”
IN THE OLYMPIC RESEARCH CENTRE OF LUHANSK TARAS
SHEVCHENKO, NATIONAL PEDAGOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Igor Maksimenko (UKR)

Nowadays Olympic Education is a very important component of the Olympic
movement. On the basis of Olympic Education we can effectively promote
the ideas of the Olympic movement in our society, attach the youth to sport,
and develop international cooperation and mutual understanding in the
world.
In spite of the fact that Ukraine, which I represent, is a young state, this country as a successor of the USSR has big Olympic traditions. As it is known, the
USSR took part in the Olympic Games in 1952 in Helsinki for the first time, and
since then it took part in all the Games until 1992 (except the Games in Los-Angeles in 1984). Ukraine as an independent state took part in the Games for the
first time in Atlanta in 1996. Since 1996 and until now many champions and
Olympic prizewinners were prepared in Ukraine. So far 19 Ukrainian people
have been Olympic Games’ champions, such as:
1. Oxana Bayul
2. Vladimir Klichko
3. Inessa Kravyets
4. Vyacheslav Oleynik
5. Eugene Braslavyets
228
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6. Igor Matviyenko
7. Lilya Podkopayeva
8. Katerina Serebryanskaya
9. Arthur Taymazov
10. Rustam Sharipov
11. Yana Klochkova
12. Nikolay Milchyev
13. Ira Merleni
14. Yuriy Nikitin
15. Valeriy Goncharov
16. Yuriy Byelonog
17. Elena Kostyevich
18. Elbrus Tedyeyev
19. Natalia Skakun
Olympic heroes glorify Luhansk region, which I represent, as well. The President of the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine the legendary Sergey Bubka
was born and grown in Luhansk region.
For all the history of Soviet and Ukrainian sportsmen’s participation in the
Olympic Games, 56 of them come from Luhansk region. Sportsmen of Luhansk
region took part in 11 Olympic Games, they got 12 gold medals, 10 silver
medals and 14 bronze medals.
The Olympic Academy of Ukraine (Luhansk Department), The Institute of
Sport of Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National Pedagogical University and the
National Olympic Committee of Ukraine (Luhansk Department) are the main organizations which are in charge for the process of Olympic Education and sportsmen’ preparation for the Olympic Games in Luhansk region. You can see it on
the following scheme:
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I’d like to note that the Institute of Sport of our University has got glorified
sport traditions. 27 graduates and students of our University are Champions and
Olympic prizewinners.
XVIII Olympic Games 1964, Tokio.

Nikolay Chujikov – Olympic champion – rowing.
XIX Olympic Games 1968, Mexico.

Vladimir Belyayev – Olympic champion – volleyball.
XX Olympic Games, 1972, Munich.

Yuriy Yelisyeyev, Vyacheslav Syemyenov, Anatoly Kuksov, Vladimir Onischenko – Bronze prizewinners – football.
XXI Olympic Games, 1976, Montreal.

Anatoly Chukanov – Olympic champion – cycle sport.
XXII Olympic Games, 1980, Moscow.

Fedor Lashenov,
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Valeriy Krivov – Olympic champions – volleyball,
Tatyana Skachko – Bronze prizewinner – track-and-field.
XXIV Olympic Games, 1988, Seoul.

Victor Bryzgin – Olympic champion.
Olga Bryzgina – Olympic champion twice – track-and-field.
XXV Olympic Games, 1992, Barcelona.

Oleg Kucherenko – Olympic champion – Greece-Roman wrestling.
Gregory Misyutin – Olympic champion and Silver prizewinner.
Igor Korobchinsky – Olympic champion and Bronze prizewinner – sport gymnastics.
Olga Bryzgina – Olympic champion and Silver prizewinner – track-and-field.
XXVI Olympic Games, 1996, Atlanta.

Denis Gotfrid – Bronze prizewinner – heavy athletics.
Gregory Misyutin, Igor Korobchinsky, Alexander Svetlichny – Bronze prizewinners- sport gymnastics.
XXVII Olympic Games, 2000, Sydney.

David Soldadze – Silver prizewinner - Greece-Roman wrestling.
Alexander Svetlichny, Ruslan Mezentsev – Silver prizewinners.
Alexander Beresh – Silver and Bronze prizewinner – sport gymnastics.
Irene Yanovich – Bronze prizewinner – cycle sport.
XXVII Olympic Games, 2004, Athens.

Tatiana Tereschuk – Antipova – Bronze prizewinner – track-and-field.
Andrey Serdinov – Bronze prizewinner – swimming.
Valery Brumel – champion of XVIII Olympic Games.
Vladimir Musalimov – Bronze prizewinner of XIX Olympic Games.
Vladimir Smirnov – champion, silver and Bronze prizewinner of XXII Olympic
Games.
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Sergey Bubka – champion of XXIV Olympic Games.
Alexander Rymakov – champion of XXIV Olympic Games.
Altogether 50 our students took part in Olympic Games.
The system of Olympic Education and Olympians’ preparation in our region
is the following. The promotion of Olympic ideas is carried out with the help of
Olympic lessons, lectures, and discussions.
The Olympic Academy of Ukraine (Luhansk Department) along with the Institute of Sport of Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National Pedagogical University
and the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine (Luhansk Department) conduct
Olympic lessons devoted to the history of Ancient Games, different aspects of
modern Olympic movement and Olympic Games in schools, colleges and universities.
Carrying out competitions for Olympians’ prizes is one of the forms of popularization of Olympic ideals.
Students of the Institute of Sport of Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National
Pedagogical University study historical, philosophical and other aspects of Ancient Games as well as principles of modern Olympic movement in detail. The
Institute of Sport offers and successfully carries out professional training of bachelors and masters on the speciality “Olympic sport”.

Highly qualified specialists of the Institute of Sport –professors, senior lecturers– offer courses of lectures, give seminars on the discipline “Olympic Sport”.
The bachelors’ course of training provides 216 hours (or 4 credits), the masters’
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course of training provides 110 hours (or 2 credits) on this discipline. One of the
most important aims of our Institute is training of highly qualified specialists in
the field of Olympic Sport – coaches, teachers, and sportsmen.

Besides offering lectures our teachers with the help of the Olympic Academy
and Olympic Committee of Ukraine lead Olympic lessons in schools, colleges
and universities.
We promote Olympic ideas – the ideas of fair play, humanism, friendship between different nations, peace and cooperation. We spread the aim of the
Olympic movement as creating a better world, involving the youth in sport activities excluding any discrimination; inspiring the Olympic spirit – the spirit of honesty, equality, and friendship.
Our students and scholars get knowledge about the Olympic Games not only
from lectures and Olympic lessons but also from the books.
So according to the National University’s of physical training and sports of
Ukraine and International Olympic Committee’s initiative the “Encyclopedia of
Olympic Sports” was published. It has no analog in the world.. Then a variety of
books about Olympic sports’ problems was published by the publishing house
“The Olympic literature”; Many books were also released by our university.
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A short time ago a book for children “Your first Olympic guide” edited by the
president of the Olympic Academy of Ukraine Marina Bulatova was produced..
These books are a source of knowledge about Ancient Olympic Games and
Modern Games.
Our professors and coaches help to select talented children for the children’s
sport schools. For the selection purpose we use advanced technologies and
methods of our own laboratory, which is headed by Ph.D., Professor Georgiy
Maksimenko – the leading specialist of our University on Olympic sport (he has
prepared more than 30 books on problems of sport training, these books were
published not only in Ukraine but in Russia, Byelorussia, Bulgaria, Poland, Arabian Emirates and others).
One more aspect of our activity is management of children and teenagers’
training process on their way to Olympic achievements. Our specialists are
coaches of different sports themselves, so they help the leading coaches of our
region to prepare sportsmen. The technologies, designed by the scientific laboratory headed by Professor Georgiy Maksimenko, are wildly used.
In the process of training correction we use approaches offered by Ph.D.,
Professor Vladimir Platonov and Ph.D. Professor Marina Bulatova.
It’s necessary to note that one of the most important aims of our Institute is
not only training highly qualified specialists in the field of Olympic Sport but also
providing training process for high-class sportsmen.
As it was already said our professors and coaches help to select gifted children and then train them. But our specialists can contribute more effectively to
the training process when young sportsmen become our students.
In our Institute there are 2 teams of Super League of Ukraine – men’s handball team “Burevestnik” and women’s volleyball team “Iskra”. The coaches of
these teams are our teachers –honoured coaches of Ukraine– Gennadiy Maksimov and Valeriy Sleptsov. In present time many world famous sportsmen study
in our Institute: Andrey Serdinov (swimming), David Soldadze (Greek-Roman
wrestling), Yana Onishenko (arm wrestling), Victoria Tereshchuk (modern pentathlon), Lilia Pilyugina (track-and-field), Alexander Doroshenko (invalid sport),
Yulia Derkach (weightlifting), Irene Yanovich (cycling) and others.
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Our teachers plan and correct the training process of these athletes, check
their functional state and fitness level.
We have the best conditions for champions’ training – the sportsmen are offered the choice to follow their individual plan of learning in our Institute, where
they can combine studying and effective training.
At the same time these sportsmen take an active part in delivering Olympic
lessons, in promoting Olympic ideals in Ukraine.
A great work about the propaganda of humanistic Olympic ideas is being
held. Likewise, the according presentation of the Olympic Academy of Ukraine
and National Olympic Committee of Ukraine title “The honorary national of
Luhansk” was assumed to Rimma Starostina and Vladimir Belyayev.
And then special grants are paid out to leading sportsmen and coaches by the
Olympic Academy, Luhansk national pedagogical university and the National
Olympic Committee.
To sum up I’d like to note that our University together with the Olympic
Academy of Ukraine and the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine does all in
its power so that Olympic ideas and principles should contribute in the youth’s
education through sport activities; So that young people should be filled with the
ideas of humanism, fair competition, solidarity and friendship.
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THE OLYMPIC GAMES BROADCAST AS INTERACTIVE TELEVISION –
NEW MEDIA NEW GAMES?
Thomas Bjoerner (DEN)

Introduction
The Olympic Games is the world’s largest media event and television is the engine that has driven the growth of the Olympic Movement. Increases in broadcast revenue over the past two decades have provided the Olympic Movement
with a huge financial base. More networks than ever before broadcast the
Olympic Games to more countries and territories, with a record number of
hours, a significant rise in the total viewing hours, and dramatic increases in live
and prime-time coverage. Over 300 channels transmitted 35.000 hours of the
Athens 2004 Olympic Games:
Olympic Games
Athens 2004
Sydney 2000
Atlanta 1996
Barcelona 1992

Global broadcast
revenue (Million US$)
1.492 $
1.332 $
898 $
636 $

Source: Sport Marketing Surveys for the IOC.

236

Hours of broadcast
put to air
35.000
29.600
25.000
20.000

Total Viewer
Hours
39 billion
36.1 billion
33.5 billion
30.5 billion
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The future of television is digital1, which could change how the viewers watch
the Olympic Games. New media initiatives will increase significantly, not only in
the broadcast of television but also with broadband Internet coverage of the
Olympic Games. In addition, mobile phone subscribers in some territories already have been able to watch live or delayed video coverage of the Olympic
Games. The Torino Olympic Broadcasting was the first to be filmed entirely in
High Definition Television. In the future the use of digital video processing, computer vision, 3D-visualisation and animation techniques will allow viewers to
watch sports events almost as if they were in the arena, while adding capabilities
promise to make a seat in front of the TV even better than a seat in the stand. In
the future viewers can move around the sports arena virtually, watch events from
different angles, replay different scenes, gain interactive information and create
their own races through applying 3D graphics to real footage. There are already
examples of different interactive services during the Olympic Games. Pixelplay
Inc. has developed and integrated an interactive TV application for coverage of
the 2006 Winter Olympics for DISH Network. It was possible for the viewers to
watch further information picture in picture: (up to the minute medal counts,
NBC Olympic TV listings, athletes biographies, Information about the city of Torino and the Olympic events and locations):

1. Most European countries have decided to replace the analogue transmission format with digital transmission. In Denmark the analogue switch off is planned for October 2009.
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This paper is a media ethnographic perspective focusing on the effects some
interactive services on television may have in a domestic context. I have asked
the research question: How does the viewer watch television when they are offered different kind of Interactive services?
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the social use in an interactive television context (enhanced television) – and take the everyday life in account, and
consider the advantages and disadvantages the television has as interactive media.
It must be considered if there has been too much focus on the technology itself in
the research paradigm of Interactive Television but less understanding of the television as interactive media in a domestic context, where the reception actually takes
place; as Raymond Williams points out, television is not only an item of technology, but also a cultural form (Williams 1974). To understand interactive television it
is necessary not only to understand the audience/consumer perspective, but also
supplement the vast number of market researches with studies in what environment the (interactive) television is used – and how the interactive television is used
in an everyday life context. This had been done until now in a rather small research scale (e.g. O’Brian 1999; Raudaskoski & Rasmussen 2003; Eronen 2005),
but there needs to be done more research into this field of the social use of interactive television. It is very important to point out, that this paper can not tell anything
about the social use of interactive television in general, but only something about
the social use according to enhanced television in a Danish context.
The research made is not specifically based on the Olympic Games, but is a more
general perspective on Interactive Services (including sport events). Nevertheless, I
have done some research on Interactive Services (as enhanced television) dealing
with handball, which is similar to some enhanced Interactive Services for the Olympic
Games today. My further research will make some reflections on what would happen
when the viewers of the Olympic Games get the possibilities to select their own sport
events, and watch what they are interested in – not determined by the national
broadcaster. Can the Olympic Games still be a national and global unifier if the viewers only watch sport events individually? What kind of problems could appear in the
audiovisual expression and the collective viewing when the viewers get the possibilities to choose their own camera angles or get further information about the athletes?
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The research results presented in this paper are based on my Ph.d. “Push ok
for interactivity”. The pivotal point in my Ph.D. project is research into interactive services on digital television. More specifically I followed the results of the
channel TV2/North-Digital, which broadcast interactive services on a regional
digital terrestrial transmission in a pilot project from 2002 to 20042. The programmes from TV2/North-Digital were combined with digital surplus value (a
kind of extended Tele-text) – which gave the viewers a possibility to watch further information about something going on in the programme. The example below shows how the screen was divided when the user requested further information (the digital surplus value). The audiovisual expression appeared on in the
right corner of the screen, and the digital surplus value was placed on the left
side. The menu-line was placed at the bottom of the screen. Furthermore there
was a graphical background. The example shows further information about
some history from a local Danish handball club (Aalborg HSH):

From the live handball transmission with the two national teams
HSH and Kolding.
2. TV2/North-Digital started in December 2001 and the first programme was broadcast via DTT (Digital Terrestrial Television) on 1 November 2002. The pilot project is a part of “The Digital North Denmark”, which
was initiated by the Danish Government in 2000. North Jutland was selected to establish an “IT lighthouse”
to promote IT development and IT use. This means that during the project period the region of North Jutland serves as an exploratory region to the rest of Denmark by means of different projects trying new ways
to prepare citizens, enterprises and public authorities for the network society. The vision is to create “the first
network society” in the region of North Jutland in Denmark. Within the framework program “The Digital North
Denmark” 89 projects have been set up, representing a total value of more than 80 million Euros.
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Methodological approach
The participatory research of TV2/North-Digital employed a multi method design
based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods in two different
periods (in the beginning of 2002 and in the end of the interactive pilot project in
2004). The quantitative part was based on e-mails sent from the test pilots to the
digital TV station and questionnaires sent out to all the selected households in the
pilot project3. The qualitative part of the empirical design was completed by 15 indepth household interviews. Through these interviews it was possible to obtain
further insight concerning the answers in the questionnaire. The 15 households
were interviewed two times during the pilot project. A stratified sample of the 15
interviews was designed on basis of the following criteria: Household structure,
age and geography. The interviews follow a semi-structured interview guide, and
took place as group interviews in the families4. The group interview is a kind of
collective in-depth interview, which gives it a special characteristic. “A family interview involves collective memorisation and negotiation of shared pasts and futures in the highly specific currency of the actual interview situation” (Rasmussen
& Raudaskoski 2003). These group interviews took place in private homes and as
the households were interviewed twice, it would be better to pay attention not to
the different voices, but to the fact that the interviewer puts himself in a totally different environment and by that describing the lives of other people with a totally
different background than that of his own, leading to the problem of research
power5. Even though the committed viewer of TV2/North-Digital is 35+, it is of
great importance that all members in the household are involved in the family interviews. Below a paragraph from the interview with household no. 8, where the
importance of the presence of the teenage daughter is exemplified:
3. On the 1 May 2003 (the date for sending out the questionnaire) 277 households were included in the pilot project (the response was 60%). The second questionnaire was in the end of the pilot project in 2004 sent
out to 249 households (the response was 51,7 %). Furthermore all the test pilots filled in an electronic diary.
4. The group interview is not well described as a method. Rasmussen & Raudaskoski (2003) notice with reference to Leithäuser et al. (1981) that use of the method may be found at the Frankfurt School in the
1950s, after which endeavours have been made in order to use it in German lifestyle and media research.
5. Research power could lead to what Bourdieu (1997) calls symbolic violence.
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Who uses the remote control most in this home? (Interviewer)
It’s first come. First served. (J = Male 43 years)
If I’m in the living room and you come in here you always say: “Give me the
remote control. I need to see the News”. So I will have to hand you the remote
control and watch television in my own room. (M = Female 13 years)
This shows something about power struggle in the family. The father answers the
rather tender subject in a very democratic way (became that is the way it should be
– in a democratic perspective). But the household is not a democracy in all aspects
(especially not dealing with technological issues), so the teenage daughter gives another view into the democratic answer. But it also shows, that the father can say this
because the daughter has her own television at her room, so it is possible and reasonable that she leaves the sitting room (so the father can watch the news). The
household is very typical and shows something about the fragmented television
viewing and the increasing numbers of televisions in the household in general.

Men like sport and digital TV
Roger Silverstone suggests that a characteristic of the household is a place “which
involves gender and power relations” (Silverstone 1994: 29), and this influences
the television use in the household. There are several research reports about power and gender problematic in relation to television. The main research in a sociological perspective are probably those by David Morly (Morly 1992, 2000) and
James Lull, which both conclude that men have the power in relation to television. As James Lull wrote: “Observations indicate that fathers controlled more
programme decisions than any other single family member or combination of
family viewer...” (Lull 1990: 91). Lull suggests that men and women prefer very
different programmes. Men prefer sport, news, documentary and action movies,
whereas women prefer local drama, sit-coms and local news (Lull 1990: 162).
There are different interests in a gender perspective into different television
programmes, but the differences in Denmark are very small, and there are no
different gender interests at all into news and films (Bille 2005), so even though
241
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Lull thinks that the programme preferences are the same in a global perspective,
the theory is not 100% valid in Denmark. The largest gender differences in television programmes are into the sport genre, where 60 % of the Danish men prefer sports programmes and only 30 % of the women.
A significant research result shows that 81% (1. period) and 76 % (2. period)
of the registrations are male. This is consistent with the 15 interviews which revealed that it is the man in the households (if the woman is not living alone) who
had ordered TV2/North-Digital. It is the men in the households who wants to
have access to the interactive services, whereas the women in the households
were much less enthusiastic about the interactive services:
“We see a lot of your digital programmes, but father and son in this house are
much more interested in the new possibilities that the Interactive Services offers”
(E-mail: 13.01.03, Male 43 years old).
It is consistent with David Morley’s research published in “Family Television:
Cultural power and domestic leisure” back in 1986 (Morley 1991), which can be
summarized the following way: “the power to control television lies with the husband and son”. But my research result is also consistent with other research results from Interactive TV users, showing that it is the man in the household who
wants digital cable or satellite TV (Higgins 2000 and Theodoropoulou 2003). In
the paper “Digital TV and the moral economy of the home” Jo Helle-Valle &
Eivind St. (2002) described the results of placing four families in a so-called “Future House” (outside Oslo in Norway), where each individual spent one afternoon and one evening testing two interactive pilot systems. “The wife in one of
the families refused to pay attention to the pilot and demonstrated her moral indignation by browsing aggressively through magazines... she stated that this kind
of entertainment had no place in the home” (Helle-Valle & St. 2002: 7). There is
no doubt that gender is important when dealing with perception as well as usage
of Interactive TV. But because the pilot experiment from TV2/North-Digital was
for free, it also attracted young viewers (even though they were not the committed viewers) who wanted to get knowledge about this new technology.
TV2/North-Digital attracted also some female viewers that had extensive IT skills
and were interested in the new technology.
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In continuation of the 15 in-debt interviews, there have been made some photos of the media technology in the households – especially the placement of the
set-top-box and indoor aerial. This is done on the basis of the hypothesis that it is
of great importance where the households have chosen to place their set-top-box
according to who, what and how much the members in the family watch
TV2/North-Digital. There is no doubt that the members of the family in the
TV2/North-Digital project have a very complex use of different technologies according to the social organization. Certain rooms belong to certain members of the
family at certain times regarding use of technologies. As TV2/North-Digital broadcasts via a terrestrial signal, an indoor aerial is necessary (the indoor aerial is for
free for the test pilots). However, this indoor aerial is not very popular, especially
not among the women, because it is not decorative in the living room. From an
aesthetic point of view three of the in-debt interviewed households have chosen to
place their set-top-box and indoor aerial in another room than the living room.

Egocentric Television
At first sight it seems to be a big advantage to watch additional information
about e.g. the handball players during the game. But my research results also indicate some problems watching the interactive services, when the viewing is situated in a group. Therefore it is significant that the additional information is used
more when the viewers are sitting alone, and when there are no other members
of the family watching the same.
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It is necessary to have some agreement in what to watch and when to watch
the digital surplus value. The viewers, who don’t have the remote control can
only be observers, while the viewers with the remote control can be navigators:
“It is not easy to read it all, if you don’t have the remote control. It was very
irritating if I wanted to read it if there was something in the text, which aroused
my interest”. (Household 3: Male 26 years).
There is a problem the viewers must deal with, when they watch interactive
television together. –Are they going in the digital surplus value (and disturb the
audiovisual expression), who is the navigator and who is the observer? There are
different reading speeds and different interests into different subject in the digital
surplus value:
“It is egocentric television because you can not agree on which text pages
you want to watch.” (Household 3: Male 48 years)
But it does not mean that interactive television cannot be used as a family
unifier. It seems to depend on the genre. The quiz type seems to be very popular, both when talking about what the interactive television could contain, but
also when talking about a unifier where all members of the family could participate in the new age of television – when the viewers become actors. In general,
I have achieved some of the same results as Theodoropolou (2002), that noncontextual interactive services do not attract users’ interest. Especially interactive television services, such as home-banking and search of homes in real estate applications (as it was possible via the application from HOME at
TV2/North-Digital), seem to be very unpopular. TV e-mailing is also unwelcome, but here opinions are more mixed; some users seem to have deep interest in TV e-mailing and some users seem to have no interest at all. The picture
changes however when talking about contextual interactive services. But one
thing that is very unpopular as a contextual service is different endings to a
movie. The viewers argue, that open narratives takes the idea away from the
movie, and in some cases it even becomes more difficult to understand the
movie.
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Synchronous/ asynchronous complexity
It is well known that television has a special immediacy (Ellis 1982), which is created in the moment, when “the actual broadcast and the reception of it are synchronous” (Stigel 2001: 26). But this moment could easily be edited and produced beforehand, and pretend to be live. This can also be the case with the digital surplus values. This is e.g. the case with the handball transmission from
TV2North/Digital, where all the additional information is not live with updates
during the game. Therefore, the additional information does not necessarily have
to coincide with the perception of the viewers – here and now in front of the television. This is why there are no speakers to inform the viewers about how to use
the interactive services. Consequently the interactive part of the programme can
be lost, or could be incoherent with the viewers – e.g. if there is some information
about a player in the digital information, but the player no longer plays in the
game because of penalty or injuries. From the research it appears that up-dates in
the interactive information are very important, so that the information can cohere
with the receptions of the viewers in a “here-and-now”, which could include the
score, players with red and yellow cards, the goal scores etc.
To most of the households the television is for both intensive and extensive
usage. The television can be on in the background and people just listen: “I can
string my racket when listening” [to the television] (Household 2: J = Male 26
years). “I’m doing crossword puzzles and the television is background music.
And if there’s something I want to see I just pay attention again” (Household 12:
H = Female 59 years). Therefore, can a very extensive use of television mean
fewer chances that the viewer will pay attention to the interactive services? Invitations for action and the relation between the presenter’s audio expression and
the visual expression of the program seem to be very important aspects concerning the presence and participation of the viewers. Apparently several viewers
have difficulties regarding the different expressions between the progressive
moving pictures (that are shown in the small window) and the additional information. These difficulties occur when the viewers wish to seek some of the extra
information with the digital television. “It’s clever that you can watch the pro245
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gramme at the same time in a small window, but if you’re reading the text you
don’t watch the small window” (E-mail: 23.12.02: Male 53 years).
The confusion, which exists among a group of the viewers, is to a high degree
based on the needs or the expectations from the fact that the digital surplus value
one way or another will relieve and anchor the audiovisual expression. Thus, the
confusion of genre or the irritation arises because of the fact that the messages
on the TV screen do not always cohere with the interactive information. The interactive information and the audiovisual expression more or less compete for
the viewer’s cognitive attention. This means that they have to be in the foreground and in the background in turns. The cause of this confusion and of the
problems of multi tasking between the interactive information and the audiovisual expression can be found in the fact that this group of viewers seems to be at a
high age. They do not have the same experience as young people who most certainly have embraced the new media and have much experience in multi tasking
between the numerous open windows at a computer. However, it seems to
cause problems in a cognitive way to a group of TV2/North-Digital’s viewers
when they are forced to relate to the CNN effect6 of the screen in which several
frames of communication are used in the same display. Another group of viewers, however, reveals that the enhanced television in the programmes is one of
the factors that turn the extensive TV experience into something more intensive.

Conclusion
The new digital media era has already started for the Olympic Games, and the
viewers will not be limited to the television platform, but the Olympic Games will
be broadcast to different platforms, such as the internet and mobile phones. For
the television there will be an increasing development in different kinds of interactive services, such as additional textual information, different camera angles
6. As a part of their news coverage CNN has divided the display so that there is a primary audiovisual story,
but at the same time there are graphic messages covering other stories along with the latest stock exchange.
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and 3D effects – all in a more individual choice making. Because the viewers
have individual interest in different sport events (which could be happening at
the same time), Interactive Television could be of great success among the viewers in an Olympic context, in more individual choice making – not determined
by the national broadcaster. At a content level the interactive services concerning
e.g. athletes, information about the Olympic city and team reports are not random, but the information is a marker for what should be considered as interesting during the Games. So even though the viewers feel that they can make their
own choices regarding the interactive services, the choices are still controlled and
extremely limited by the broadcaster.
The research results from TV2/North-Digital in Denmark showed that it is the
men in the households that want to have access to the interactive services,
whereas the women are much less enthusiastic about the interactive services. But
the implementation of new technology also depends on the moral economy in
the households, so the technology and especially the placing for the technology
in the households are under influence by the women.
With a positive attitude Jens F. Jensen defines interactive TV as: “a new
form of television that makes it possible for the viewer to interact with the medium in such a way that he gains control over what, when to watch and how to
watch, or directly starts participating actively in a program” (Jensen 2001: 352).
In the light of this research I would like to briefly comment on this definition.
Even though the viewers feel that they can make their own choices concerning
the interactive services, the choices are controlled and limited by the broadcaster. But the control over how to watch and when to watch is also only true to
viewers who handle the remote control, and therefore become a kind of navigator. But at the same time it means that other viewers are observers to the control, which in itself is not very interesting, but causes some problems in reading
speed, different interests in the subject (when the individual viewer wants to go
into the digital surplus value), and if the normal audio visual expression is going
to be fragmented.
To some extent interactive television appeals to egocentric viewing, but it
does not mean that interactive television cannot be used as a family unifier. It
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seems to depend on the programmes, e.g. interactive quiz shows could appeal to
collective viewing. The extra information according to the sport genre in a contextual service seems to be very popular among the viewers. This can easily be
the case in a Olympic context, because of the sport genre, where all the results
are given as seconds, time, numbers, scores, length: Citius, Altius, Fortius. This
may also be attractive sport entertainment in the future of interactive television.
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MEDIA AND THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT IN THAILAND
Sununta Srisiri1 (THA)

Introduction
The Olympic Movement was more than forty years old before the Olympic
Games were broadcast on television. The first Games, in 1896, were announced
and reported by newspapers. Records show that a dozen or so journalists were
accredited for the games in Athens (Lines & Moreno, 1999). Indeed, some competitors were there only because they had read about the forthcoming event in
the press and used their own initiative to be present. In the Berlin Olympics in
1936, which were used for a major experimental demonstration of new television technology, twenty-five halls were equipped with closed circuit television
and it was possible to watch the games on television screens elsewhere in Germany. About 160,000 people watched the daily transmissions from four main
Olympic sites (Lines & Moreno, 1999). Next, the first internationally televised
games were those held in Melbourne in 1956. In 1964 in Tokyo, where the first
ever satellite broadcasts took place, there took place a giant step towards the
globalization of the Games. The first ever color television signals were broadcast
in Tokyo, too, though it was not until the following Olympics that color television
became a general feature (Lines & Moreno, 1999). By the time another forty
years had passed, an excess of 300 million people were watching the Olympic
Games transmitted around the world by satellites (Joseph, 1999). The technolo1. Assist. Prof. in Physical Education Faculty, Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand.
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gy now makes it possible for everyone to see the games and hear the commentaries. Most of the world has access to the radio, which is still the most immediate
medium of communication. This puts the media in the position of presenting to
the world their image of Olympism, be it good, bad, true or false.
So important have the media become for the Olympic Games that the
Olympic Charter lays down the provisions that must be made for them. The aim
is to ensure the fullest news coverage and the widest possible audience. Sophisticated facilities for transmission by radio and television have to be provided by
the Organizing Committee at its expense but, of course, it receives a proportion
of the sale of television rights negotiated by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) with radio and television networks.
The media provides two essential services to the IOC and the Olympic Movement: firstly, finance – they provide a source of income through the purchase of
television rights; secondly, they present the games to a vast unseen audience,
namely, as news – free of charge. Usually, news about sport events always
makes some people happy, the winners and their supports since sport news is always good news for someone. The Games are also presented as entertainment –
sold to television networks by IOC. This is the area where the media can make
the greatest contribution to the Olympic Movement. The image that most people
in the world have of Olympism is the image presented by the media (IOC, 2001).
Moreover, broadcasting companies seem to have an increasing influence on
the Olympic Games: They interpret the Games focusing on some events and
athletes and, even further, they try to force the organizers to adapt the events to
their broadcasting needs (Jacques, 1999). For example, in Seoul Olympic
Games in 1988, almost half the event finals were held before 2 p.m. Seoul time
to accommodate North American primetime. Daylight savings time was introduced in Korea to assist with this shift. The dates of the Seoul Games were adjusted to avoid conflict with the World Series (Real, 1997). In another example,
the 2008 Olympic swimming finals were moved to the morning, at the request of
the USA broadcaster NBC. FINA will honour whatever decision the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) makes, according to recent statements. FINA chief executive Cornel Marculescu has stated that FINA would prefer evening finals for
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Beijing, but the organization will defer to whatever the IOC decides (Jeffery,
2006). The selection depends on what time live action from a city will play on
Eastern Time in the United States. The IOC stands to make more money from
television if it selects a Calgary, where a maximum number of events and finals
will play live in primetime. The main reason for this influence is that television
rights is still the main budget income for the IOC (Jacques, 1999).
Along with this influence on the event, the broadcast of the Olympic Games
is a good example of the power that mass media have in any society. The mass
media are a technical system by which a relatively small number of people can
communicate rapidly and simultaneously with a large percentage of the population, thereby narrowing physical, temporal, and social distances. Generally, the
media consist of printed communication such as newspapers, magazines, and
books, and electronic communication such as radio, television, magazines, and
movies (Loy, McPherson, and Kenyon, 1978). Because the media reach a large,
yet diverse population, as a social institution they can serve a variety of needs,
including providing information, promoting status or social integration, presenting an aesthetic experience, and serving as an escape mechanism from the realities of everyday life. Sport has been hypothesized to serve these needs as well
and therefore the use of the media to present sport is somewhat understandable.
Many scholars studying this field have highlighted that the media influence
the agenda of topics that are of interest for the audience and provide a selective
version of reality (Kinikema & Harris, 1992; Moragas Spa, Rivenburgh & Larson, 1995, Prado & Richeri, 1999; Puymbroeck, 2004). This fact raises concern,
and many voices, even from the inside of the media world, come forward with a
claim for social responsibility as the required counterbalance to prevent harmful
uses of media power.
In Thailand, the phenomenon of increased media influence is similar to that
in developing countries. The phenomenon is due to a combination of factors
such as life style, cognitive domain (strengthening information, knowledge, understanding); affective domain (providing an aesthetic, pleasurable, emotional
experience); integrative domain (providing credibility, confidence, status, contact
with family and friends); and escapist domain (providing release of tension and
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separation of the self from one’s required social roles) (Larson & Park, 1993).
But in Thailand, very little attention has been paid to sport by those studying the
phenomenon of the media.
Moreover, besides a lack of studying about the media influence, there is a
lack of basic knowledge dealing with the media and the Olympic Movement in
the following categories: how much viewing time or written reports were devoted
to the Olympic Movement in Thailand, and what could the media in Thailand do
more to promote Olympism and so on.
Therefore, I propose the following objectives for my study of the media: First,
determine how much viewing time and written reports were devoted to the
Olympic Movement in Thailand. And second, I will describe how the media in
Thailand could enhance the promotion of Olympism. It is expected that the findings of the study would be of help in the spread of the principles of the Olympic
Movement in Thailand and useful for future studies in this area.

Conceptualization of the Media and the Olympic movement
To understand the media and the Olympic Movement, the definition of them is
discussed as follows:
Definition of the Olympic Movement
According to the Olympic Charter the “Fundamental principles” Paragraph 2,
the Olympic Movement is the result of the cooperation of the National Olympic
Committees (NOCs), the International Sport Federations (IFs), the International
Olympic Committee (IOC), and all other like minded organizations and individuals who wish to promote the Olympic Games and Olympic Ideals (IOC, 2000: 9).
Therefore, the Olympic Movement is seen as the incorporation of those accredited Olympic authorities that seek to promote Olympism as a means of expanding
and developing the Olympic Games. However, there are other key groups and
organizations which affect the nature of the Olympic Games as a global event.
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These are, among others: Athletes, The Olympic Games Organizing Committees
(OCOGs), and importantly the international media. It is this final group –the
world’s media– and its associated requirements that have affected the organizational need to manage official information (Thomas, 1999).
In addition, the term Olympism, or the Olympic philosophy, is viewed by the
IOC as binding the Olympic Movement and providing a moral framework that allows the organization to progress (Segrave, 1988). Olympism is essentially, an
invented (or re-invented) tradition with educator and reformer, Baron Pierre de
Coubertin as the driving force. Initially, there were difficulties associated with the
philosophy in that it was widely open to interpretation and therefore rather
vague in terms of its specific organizational emphasis. This information has subsequently proved to be invaluable to the Olympic Movement (IOC, 2001).
According to the Olympic Charter the “Fundamental principles”, Paragraph
6, the goal of the Olympic Movement is to contribute to building a peaceful and
better world by educating the youth through sport practiced without discrimination of any kind and in the Olympic spirit, which requires mutual understanding
with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play. Olympism seeks to create a
way of life based on joy found in effort, the educational value of good example,
and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles (IOC, 2000: 9). Olympism is therefore a kind of universal humanism that has the feature of being based
on character-building through sport.
Definition of the media
The “Media” is defined as a technical system by which a relatively small number
of people can communicate rapidly and simultaneously with a large percentage
of the population. Basically, the media consist of printed communication such as
newspapers, magazines, and books, and electronic communication such as radio, television, and the internet (Loy, McPherson, and Kenyon, 1978).
The Olympic Games are widely viewed as ‘the greatest show on earth’ with
the events regularly viewed by a massive global audience on TV. Different media
forms have influenced different aspects of the historical development of the
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Olympic Movement. As the media have begun to obtain better quality evidence
from more reliable sources, the gaps in the public relations armor of the IOC
have begun to show up as more substantial cracks within the wider Olympic
Movement. Regarding the question of whether this is a symbiotic or parasitic relationship, the idea that without sport there would still be media and without the
media there would undoubtedly still be sport, says the most about the relationship between the two. Both the media and the Olympic Movement have benefited from a close and dynamic relationship, however, it has not always been consistent or mutually advantageous (Thomas, 1999).

The Olympic Movement in Thailand
Thailand recognizes the results of the Olympic Movement as the cooperation of
internal and international sport development for the improvement of human
lives. Sport is utilized as a means of personal efficiency development because
sporting and exercising are the means to develop physical and mental principles
which reflect on society. In the future, the role of sport in Thailand will be more
concerned to develop the individual, society, and also the national reputation.
The quotation from our Great Sport King Rama IX, “Sport is the most significant
to individual and nations lives; with correct conduct, with efficiency and capability, it will gain reputation to oneself and the country, if conducted with politeness
it will also gain the same reputation and national unity” (Cited in Pitakwong,
1999, p. 258).
Sport in Thailand has been promoted and developed by public and private
sectors for a long time. The Physical Education Department was established in
1993 for the promotion of sport and physical education to students in school and
young people, while the Sport Authority of Thailand (SAT) was established in
1964 for the coordination and promotion of sport among people all over the
country. The government also has a policy for local and central government
agencies to promote sport and exercise in their own capacity (National Olympic
Committee of Thailand, 1990).
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As the Non-governmental Organization (NGO) the National Olympic Committee of Thailand (NOCT) was founded on June 20, 1948 and affiliated to the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) on May 15, 1950 to promote the
Olympic Movement and sport nationally and internationally. Besides the National Olympic Committee of Thailand (NOCT), 45 National Sport Federations
(NSFs) and 76 Provincial Sport Federations (PSF) are the Non-governmental Organizations (NGO) concerned with sport and sharing the same goals (National
Olympic Committee of Thailand, 1990).
The National Sport Development Plan is the master plan to indicate policy,
direction and boundary of sport development and promotion for sport organizations including governmental organizations (e.g. Physical Education Department, Sport Authority of Thailand (SAT), NGO, etc.). The first national sport development plan in Thailand set the stage for sport science and sport for all programs in Thailand. This Master Plan consists of six major development segments,
namely: basic sport promotion, sport for health promotion, competitive sports
nutrition development planning, administration and organization development
in sport bodies, and the professional development plan (Sport Authority of Thailand, 1990).
The first two parts of the plan, basic sport promotion and sport for health promotion, emphasized on “sport for all” growth and expansion in Thailand. The
first plan advocated the training of basic sport skills and enablement of all citizens
at any stage in their life to enjoy that sport whenever they want and whenever
they are.
The improvement of Thailand sport development is indicated by the number
of medals gained in the South East Asian Games (SEA GAMES), ASIAN GAMES
and the Olympic Games. At the regional level, Thailand has a potentiality and is
recognized by all members in the Asian world to have hosted the Asiad for 4
times in 1966, 1970, 1978, and 1998 and 5 times the SEA GAMES in 1959,
1967, 1975, 1985, and 1995.
Moreover, the report by the office of Sport Authority of Thailand (SAT) indicated that after the first plan was implemented, the number of Thai citizens participating in sports activities increased to about ten percent. Following the host256
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ing of the South East Asian games (SEA GAMES) in Chiengmai in 1995 and the
hosting of the ASIAN Games in 1998 Thai citizens more openly expressed themselves toward activities in sport as a part of their everyday life. There was a felt
need to participate in exercise and sport activities in terms of being observers
and players.
The second National Sport Development Plan was set forth in 1997; the
main objective for the plan was to develop sports as an effective tool for goodwill
for the whole Thai population. The framework of the plan was divided into six
major development sections namely: the development for fundamental sport,
the development for mass sport, the development for excellence sport, the development for professional sport, the development for sport science and sport technology, and the development for sport administration. At present we are using
the third National Sport Development Plan coverage 2002-2006 (Sport Authority of Thailand, 2001).
The Structure of Olympic Movement in Thailand

Source: Sport Authority of Thailand, 2001.
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Viewing time or written reports devoted to the Olympic Movement
in Thailand
Although studies in Thailand dealing with how much viewing time or written reports were devoted to the Olympic Movement in Thailand are lacking, there is
the research of The National Statistics of Thailand (2002) which deals with the
use of sport media. This research indicates that visual and written media reports
can create interest in the Olympic movement. The National Statistics of Thailand
survey of young people aged 8 to 17 to examine their use of sports media. Researchers conducted the survey, from a random sample of 509 children; researchers were interviewed with questionnaires during April and May 2001. This
study revealed major findings as the following:
Magnitude. Based on 509 interviews, more than nine in ten –93 percent– of
Thai children aged 8 to 17 watch, read about, or listen to sports using one of
eight media – television, radio, newspapers, books, magazines, videogames, the
Internet, or the movies.
Sports Media Preferences. As expected, television was most frequently
mentioned as the medium through which children come into contact with sports.
(Table 1) Although movies were mentioned as often as television, results show
that most exposure to sports movies is through a TV set. Consistent with TV’s
overall rating, over half (55%) of the children who used any media for sports said
television was the medium they used most often for sports. While overall sports
media use by boys and girls was similar, boys were more likely than girls to use
each medium.
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TABLE 1
Use of Sports Media
Sports Media Use
Any use
Base (children 8-17)
Television
Movies
Videogames
Magazines
Books
Newspapers
Internet
Radio
Base (children 8-17
who use sports media)

Total
93 (%)
509
88
88
76
66
60
57
45
36
474

Boys
97 (%)
286
93
90
88
75
68
60
52
44
278

Girls
89 (%)
223
81
85
62
57
50
54
36
28
196

Source: The National Statistics of Thailand, 2002.

Frequency of Use. Overall, almost three in ten (28%) children reported interacting with sports through the media every day – 42 percent of boys and 13
percent of girls. One in eight Thai children aged 8 to 17 watch sports on TV
(13%) or play sports videogames (12%) every day, and one in ten read the
sports section in the newspaper (10%) every day. Seven in ten (71%) children
aged 8 to 17 reported they interact with sports through the media a couple of
times a week – 89 percent of boys and 52 percent of girls. Six in ten (55%) children reported watching sports on TV at least once a week, four in ten (43%) play
sports videogames at least once a week, and three in ten (29%) read the sports
section in the newspaper at least once a week.
Sports Preferences. Across the media measured, children most frequently
mentioned the “Big Two” professional sports –football and boxing– as the sports
they interact with through the media. Preferences for each medium mirror those
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of television, the dominant medium for sports. While the Olympic Games are
watched by more children (84%) than any other type of sport television programming, they do not rank high in terms of “the most watched sport” because
they occur only every two years. Eighty-eight percent of girls and 82 percent of
boys report viewing the Olympic Games.
Social Context of Sports Media Use. A majority of children who watch sports
on TV (70%), and of children who listen to sports on the radio (67%), said they
usually had others in the audience with them. Parents were most frequently mentioned as the other audience members. Among those children who watch sports on
TV with others, fathers (55%) were mentioned most often, and 23 percent reported
watching with their mother. And among those who listen to sports radio with others, fathers (49%) again were mentioned most often, followed by mothers (20%).
Interaction with sports through the media often occurred outside the home.
One quarter (24%) of children who watch sports on TV said they usually watch
at someone else’s home, and seven in ten (70%) children who listen to sports radio do so in a car. Children who use the Internet for sports often go on-line from
school (34%), or from a friend/relative’s home (21%).
Borrowing from libraries and friends also plays an important part of sports
media use by children. Six in ten (56%) sports videogame players reported borrowing sports videogames from friends. Three in four (77%) sports books readers reported borrowing sports books from the library, and 40 percent reported
borrowing them from friends. More than two in five sports magazine readers said
they borrow sports magazines from their school or town library (39%) or from
their friends (41%). Interestingly, the overall proportion of children with a sports
magazine subscription dropped from 21 percent in 1999 to 14 percent in 2001.
Exposure Factors. The study measured a number of potential “exposure factors." Many exposure factors correlated positively with the use of the media (or a
specific medium) for sports. These exposure factors included: someone in the
household, or the selected child, playing organized sports; household subscription to, or regular purchase of, newspapers and sports magazines; household
broadband Internet access; and the entertainment technologies (TVs, radios,
videogame systems, PCs, Internet access) that are found in the child’s room.
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What the media in Thailand could do more to promote Olympism
The following recommendations demonstrate what the media could do more to
promote Olympism:
1) Results of the National Statistics of Thailand survey show that the media
could be an effective vehicle to communicate Olympic values to children. The
study looked at the usage of sport media by 509 young people between the ages
8 to 17, during April and May of 2001. This study revealed that 93 percent of
Thai children aged 8 to 17 watch, read about, or listen to sports using one of
eight media: television, radio, newspapers, books, magazines, videogames, the
Internet, or the movies. This evidence shows that Thai children use sport media
often, so the media is an important influence toward Thai children’s life style.
Modern Thai youth are easily influenced by the somewhat contradictory information coming from a myriad of sources. Thus improved ways to package the
message of Olympism is a serious issue since these messages can convey to Thai
children positive, as well as negative values (Hunterformer, 1999).
The improved ways to package the message of Olympism can be helpful by
influencing behaviour, namely, creating ways to practice and reinforce these values with examples for extending and applying them to today's real life. Coaches
are also the instrumental and influential figures in the promotion of Olympism
among young athletes. To develop a uniform and global reinforcement procedure has limited feasibility. It is best if the nations contribute within their cultural
means and understanding of how to reach and reward their people in the best
possible manner (Hunterformer, 1999).
Moreover, advertising what Olympism means will encourage all those who
enjoy competitive sport to practice the principles of Olympism. The Olympism
message will create awareness about the qualities of body, will, and mind, including creating a way of life based on the joy found in effort, the educational
value of good example and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles
(e.g. integrity, sportsmanship, honesty, and fair play, etc.). Also, promoting
Olympism can be an illustrative educational vehicle. For example, media reports
of fair play issues and fair play situations, and condemnations of problems in
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sport such as violence, unethical strategies, “good fouls”, abusive language and
the use of drugs that make it possible to gain an unfair advantage over competitors could help emphasize the caliber of play rather than sensationalizing the violence (IOC, 2001).
2) Television and movies were most frequently mentioned as the medium
through which children come into contact with sports, but this data did not give
more detail about what kind of sport programmes Thai children actually watch.
The kind of sport programme is important and can influence understanding
Olympism, because programmes may help or hinder Olympism in the following
ways: (a) looking for scapegoats rather than presenting the spirit of Olympism (b)
distortion of emphasis which may exaggerate the good or the bad (c) hero worship development through different amounts of time and attention (d) a reporter’s bias for his or her country may obscure objective and sportsman-like reporting (IOC, 2001). So a more selective process of reporting the sport programmes for the media should be implemented by an advisory board, for example, who are concerned with the realization of the value of Olympism.
3) According to the frequency of using sport media, Thai children aged 8 to
17 watch sports on TV (13%) every day, 10 % read the sports section in the
newspaper, (55%) children reported watching sports on TV at least once a week,
(43%) play sports videogames at least once a week, and (29%) read the sports
section in the newspaper at least once a week. This volume is significant in that it
demonstrates that the sources of media could do more to promote the Olympism
by integrating multiple communications such as television, radio, newspapers,
books, magazines, videogames, the Internet, and the movies (Rivenburgh,
1999).
4) The social context of sport media use is one of the factors that influence
the selection of certain kinds of media; the research on Thai children media use
revealed that parents were most frequently mentioned as the other audience
members. Therefore, parents should have enough basic knowledge about sport
programs in order to also educate their children, because sport media has the
possibility to present both positive and negative values (Moragas Spa, Riverburgh & Larson, 1995).
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Conclusion
As I describe in this paper, I found that in Thailand, most media reports limited
their presentation of the Olympics to sport. In my opinion, most people in Thailand
believe the Olympic Movement is only about sport and they do not have a comprehensive view of the principles of Olympism beyond sport competition. Also
most of the media in Thailand only present the results of sport competition and do
not mention the principles of Olympism when presenting their reports. So, the media in Thailand should promote the principles of Olympism through sport news.
One potential benefit of what I propose could bring awareness to young children in
Thailand of the Olympic spirit, which requires understanding of a spirit of friendship, solidarity, and fair play. That is building a peaceful and better world.
Furthermore, the findings of this study revealed that there is a lack of studies
related to how much viewing time or written reports were devoted to Olympic
Movement in Thailand, and what the media in Thailand could do more to promote Olympism. Thus, future study should be considering these topics, which
are important as basic knowledge assisting the growth of Olympism. Also future
study should examine the media influence phenomenon. If we have the adequate basic knowledge, it will be helpful to spread the principles of Olympism in
the future.
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SPORTS EDUCATION VALUES AND INFLUENCES ON SOCIETY
Rahmat Rahmat Kasmad (INA)

Nowadays sports and sports education are not anymore new things for our
country. Sport is a main subject in schools from kindergartens, elementary
schools, up to college and universities. In society it is easily found that sporting
activities are done by many people from early morning until late at night; it
seems that the sporting activities never find an end. Therefore, our former Minister of Youth and Sports Affairs publicized a slogan which says “No days without
sports”. This saying means that everyone who is involved in sporting activities
would get benefits and values from them, whether they do sports for the purposes of health, recreation, self introduction and gaining more friends, strengthen
business relationships, entertain viewers, or to keep our physical endurance high
while we work or sit in the office from morning until afternoon because of the
benefits of sports.
From all sports activities we have performed, apart from the benefits and values we pointed out before, there are still other values that sometimes are neglected, such as fair play, never give in, optimism, having good ethics in social life as
well as showing respect to others.
Many factors brought up in the discussion about educational values in sporting activities are specifically explained in the “sports education” area. The meaning of sports education generally can be explained as education efforts using
sport activities as a tool. Subsequently, through sports activities humans will be
guided and directed toward civilian and responsible human beings.
Education has existed far beyond people might have ever thought about
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education itself, as well as sports and sports sciences, the psyche and psychology, the food and nutrition science. It can be illustrated that humans have been
engaged in sporting activities since their very first moment of existence; since
then they also have a psyche and cater for their daily existence. However, scientific thought about sports, the psyche, and food for daily human needs just
emerged a few centuries ago. Likewise, education the way humans educate their
children and families has existed since the first time humans existed in the world
(Sahabuddin, 1985).
Education as a field of sciences has been defined by many competent experts
based on their own point of view. Therefore, it is not a surprise that there are too
many differences of limitations or definitions of education that can be found in
different types of educational textbooks. There is no definition that is surely the
most perfect and can be accepted by all people; because every single expert has
their own definitions based on their own point of view. However, these differences do not limit or block the development of this science; on the contrary, they
complement each other.
When they are reviewed carefully, the differences of point of view seem to be
found only on the covers, while the contents reveal many more similarities. Or it
might be said that the differences occur only in the technical terms of writing or
terminology, while the contents are much more the same.
Illustrations of what is meant by education have been given by many education experts like John Stuart Mill, Carter V. Good, Alfred N. Whiteheath, Sir
Godfrey Thomson, up to Sugarda Purbakawaca.
From all of the above experts, the writer concludes that no matter how education is implemented, there are common aspects such as the influence on,
help and support for the development of the students that can reveal the targeted purposes as behavioral changes likely to occur through the delivery
process.
In the delivery process there are informers who deliver the idea and there are
also acceptors who accept the ideas. This means that the communication process
initiators who deliver the information or ideas are also called educators and the
persons who accept the idea or information are also called students. Therefore,
267
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education itself can be described as a process of communication, a process between humans which contains meaning and purposes.
How about education in terms of sport? If it is reviewed according to the
above definition, sports education is also a kind of process of delivering information between humans to reach targeted purposes. So, education through
sports is a process in which humans’ movements are manipulated in the form of
physical exercises or sports competitions to achieve the sports education purposes.
By achieving the purposes of sports education, it is hoped that these can in
turn integrate into general education purposes. Physical exercises and movements study are purposed to develop the human ability to mature physically and
also to enhance one’s way of thinking, social interaction, ethics, religious, and
cultural point of view as well as generally the human psyche and the economics
or laws of a state.
Sports as an education media has been known and practised by humans for
years, mainly in the education scope, its main essence being the growing, building and developing youth generations that will become more reliable and more
qualified than their predesessors.
One of the most well-known examples in this vein is Pierre de Coubertin, the
modern Olympics founding father, who was awakened by the struggle to grow
and develop his country through sports. For that reason, he has proclaimed the
modern Olympic Games once in 4 years time since 1896, hoping that they
would motivate athletes to struggle hard to achieve high performances in
Olympic Games. The Baron envisioned that an Olympic festive would become
synonymous to noble prestige, and excellence in performance would feature
both physical exercises in particular and human cultivation in general. This excellence is found in the performance and physical exercise that is combined with
an inner humanistic awareness of the spirit of the Olympic Games, with the purposes to respect each other, appreciate each other, overcome all discriminations
of cultural, racial, political views, or religious differences.
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The influence of sports education in society
There are two aspects of influence complementing one another in sports education that are expected to build a genuine human being in a society, namely the
process of harmonization and humanization.
1. The harmonization process means a process of humans’ development
from time to time, which is marked by formal education through schools in society. Through education, humans are becoming more skillful and develop their
ability to sustain and improve their quality of life. Humans improve themselves
to become more powerful and heighten their endurance, bravery, and ability
through sporting activities or exercises. These ideas can be found in the Olympic
Motto which says “Citius, Altius, Fortius” to encourage the motivation and spirit
of sportsmen in improving their performances. It is also found in the Asian
Games Motto which says: “Ever onward” and has the same meaning as the
Olympic motto.
Humans are trained to improve their strength and ability. This process is
called harmonization. Humans improve themselves to become more powerful,
enduring, brave, faster and in the end they struggle to be undefeated by others.
This fact can be found in official games or competitions or even in the Olympic
Games. As an example, we can see a 100 m sprinter; the sportsman always
trains and practices as well as doing physical and technical exercises to improve
his running speed and skills so that he can make a new outstanding fastest
record. Just like the one that has been achieved by Carl Lewis whose fast records
were undefeated by other sprinters for years or in few Olympic Games, but now
we might see that this record has outstandingly been broken by Ben Johnson
with only 9,8 seconds. The question now is whether or not the record that has
been named after Ben Johnson can be broken by other sprinters now or in the
years to come. The only clear thing is that humans keep trying to achieve their
best performance and of course to break records.
The harmonization process as it was discussed above is not a new thing in
sports. It was born at the same time with human competitive nature which al269
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ways wants to defeat and be better than other human beings. The human always
wants to be more superior to others. Some examples of being more superior
than other people have occurred in ancient society; for instance, a master of self
defense (silat) always felt unsafe and insecure because he knew that there were
still other masters undefeated yet. Sometimes one has to sacrifice himself
through fighting to achieve prestige. We might contemplate on the above example that a master of self defense, who had been practising this skill for years, became a leader, having great reputation and fame, but then he died of starvation
for superiority. Then we might ask: “Isn’t there any other value to be achieved in
this life?” Therefore, it is necessary to have another process, just like the one of
humanization in sports education. Sutarman (1983) initiated this idea by saying:
if sports education is merely limited to harmonization, maybe what has been revealed by Thomas Hobbes (English Philosopher), will turn to “Bellum Ominum
Contra Omnes” which means war or fight of all against all. In other words, humans will become wolf or predator for others if it is not complemented by humanism, moral, and personality education.
2. The humanization process.
Humanization as a process and education tool as is revealed by Baron de
Coubertin, through the Olympic Games, is an inner humanistic image; discipline, and fair play, can become complementary toward an indisputable human
education.
Humanistic education tends toward moral education which highly esteems
and appreciates human dignity; it renders human beings, more passionate, more
grateful, more welcome and tolerant with others, and able to overcome all suspicions regarding racial, political, religious, economic, and cultural differences. It also promotes global friendship and peace through events of global or regional
sports competitions like the Olympic Games, the Asian Games, FIFA World Cup,
etc.
A part from the positive influences of sports, sometimes negative influences
also occurr at the background of sports events or competitions. Negative
things that sometimes occur during sports competitions or events such as arise
270
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of conflicts, fights, mass chaos, social discomfort, injustice, or even boycotts by
sports contenders. Sometimes sports can also lead people to being injust or
unfair by conducting sporting fraud, tampering, or having psychological and
physical confrontations. Sometimes sportsmen try to do unfair things by using
drugs or doping to increase their performance or to win a competition. Therefore, moral education through sports is necessary to build fair play images
both for the sportsman, coaching staffs, referees, and the public as spectators
or viewers.
To overcome the above negative sides of sport, therefore a Declaration on
Sport (ICSPE), and Fair Play (French Committee for Fair Play) was ratified in
1972. The ratified documents were presented to a Scientific Congress as the two
essential documents to be adopted by sports organizers or competition performers to ensure that fair play is a main and essential part of sports. Emphasis also
was put on educating people on moral values that are contained in sporting activities and social life.
In order to grow up and develop the sportive spirit and fair play in social life,
the first effort that has to be done is through sports education at schools. It is
hoped that sports education in schools can enhance and develop the humanistic
process as well as a sportive attitude and mind.
Otherwise, if the sportive spirit failed to develop in the body, mind, and attitude of students personal or social life, then it can be concluded that sports education through sporting activities can not be expected to create humans with noble character, as well as responsible, mature, self-established, and high morality
human beings.
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SPECTATORSHIP AND THE OLYMPICS
Laura Fishburn (GBR)

Spectator viewing of sports events has occurred for thousands of years and has
developed into an area that academics have become interested in and have tried
to understand through the development of classifications and typologies. This
paper looks at a specific aspect of spectator sports by examining an event that is
probably the biggest spectator event in the world, the Olympic Games. From the
Ancient Olympics to their modern revival, the Olympic Games have been argued to be more than just a sporting event and their attraction and spectatorship
has grown exponentially to make the Olympic Games the global cultural phenomenon they are today. Here, this exponential growth is discussed, along with
how the Olympic Games have developed into the mass spectator event that it is
now considered to be.
Sport played a major role in the ancient cultures and particularly in Ancient
Greece. From 776 B.C. to 395 A.D., the Greeks held the Ancient Olympics and
the concept of spectatorship at the Olympic Games was born (Mashiach 1980,
Swaddling 1980, Crowther 2001). During this thousand year period, citizens
from all over the Greek world travelled in their hundreds as they were drawn to
the celebration and ritual of the Olympic festival (Swaddling 1980, Toohey and
Veal 2000, Crowther 2001). As the pageantry became more established and stories of the event travelled to neighbouring countries it was no longer simply those
people that lived in surrounding towns that travelled to Olympia every four
years. Thousands of spectators and competitors also began travelling from Spanish and African colonies to witness and experience the festival (Swaddling 1980,
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Crowther 2001). Swaddling (1980) shows how initially the Olympics were established as a way of honouring the Greek God Zeus. The purpose of travelling to
Olympia for the spectators and the participants was as a pilgrimage in honour of
Zeus. With the passage of time, these beliefs and traditions became less important and the Olympics lost their ritualistic and god honouring significance (Swaddling 1980).
During the thousand year period of the Games, travelling to Olympia would
have been for many a great undertaking, as most travellers would have to walk
from where they lived to be able to participate or spectate (Crowther 2001). The
numbers of spectators that actually attended the Ancient Games is unknown, but
Crowther (2001) does show how the succession of stadia at Olympia grew, and
it is logical to assume that the capacity for spectators changed with the stadia. Estimates from the middle of the fourth Century BC place the stadium capacity to
be around 40,000 (Crowther 2001, Toohey and Veal 2000), but as Crowther acknowledges, this figure is not based upon solid evidence but upon “general references and literary sources about the crowds of people that attended” (2001; 38).
Only those attending the event, had access to results and information pertaining to the Games. Others learnt about the occurrences at the Games vicariously
through other peoples’ experiences once they had returned home after the
Games. Occasionally, it is noted that results were relayed quicker than waiting
for the participants and spectators to return home to spread the message.
Crowther (2001) highlights another alternative way of sending information whilst
the Games were still being decided, with the use of professional messengers. These messengers or “day runners” could cover long distances and would run for
many hours over unfavourable terrain to rely the stories of the Games to those
who did not or could not travel to Olympia (Crowther 2001). As the sports activities became more civilised, tamer, and had a more organised structure, spectatorship at the Games as a sporting activity increased (Zauhur 2004).
The Ancient Olympics came to an end after more than a thousand years in
existence, with several issues contributing to their decline and eventual cessation.
The participants of the Games began to become professional participants that
travelled the ancient world in search of contest victories. The number of Roman
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participants also began to increase (Olympic Museum and Studies Centre 2002).
With the movement of people in the region at the time, Christianity was beginning to become more wide spread and did not fit with the religious underpinnings upon which the Games were built. (Olympic Museum and Studies Centre
2002). The Ancient Olympics were based upon pilgrimage and the worship of
the Greek gods; this did not sit well with the ideals of Christianity, which worshiped only one god. As Christianity became the dominant religion, the future of
the Ancient Olympics became less tenable (Olympic Museum and Studies Centre
2002).
The world had changed significantly in the time between the end of the Ancient Games and when the Olympics were revived into their modern form by
Coubertin in 1896. Although the Ancient Games had ended centuries ago, many
of the characteristics displayed by the spectators in ancient Greece are evident in
modern day spectators (Krohn, Clarke, Preston, McDonald, and Preston 1998).
Though this modern concept of spectatorism originated at Olympia and that the
constructs of society may have changed over time, the attraction and draw of
sports has remained (Krohn et al 1998). At the first revival Games in 1896,
which were staged in Greece, unsurprisingly the majority of the spectators were
from the home nation (Girginov and Parry 2005). Due to the large number of infrastructural advancements that were seen in the early part of the 1900’s across
the Western world, travelling to the Olympics Games became significantly easier
for a great number of people (Baker 1988 cited in Zauhur 2004). Along with this
changing infrastructure, socio-economic changes impacted the majority of the
world particularly in the West and these changes have allowed and continue to
allow growing numbers of people to travel and have new experiences (Baker
1988 cited in Zauhur 2004). However, for most of the century travelling to the
Olympic Games remained an elitist travel destination.
Since the 1800’s, elite sport has been a major form of popular entertainment
and in today’s society sport has become a social phenomenon that is followed by
millions, if not billions, of people worldwide (Whannel 1992, Zauhur 2004). As
the pinnacle of elite sport, the Olympic Games provide people with the motives
for travel and create demand for the Games (Roche 2000). As demand in275
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creased and more people began to hear about the Olympic Games and the experiences that it offered, increasing numbers of people travelled to the Games.
As the Games grew, media interest increased and was reported to those that
wanted to travel and could not do so. The Olympics are now more than just another sporting event. The Games in their own right are seen as a social, economic, political and cultural phenomenon (Toohey and Veal 2000). Today they are
much more news event, they have developed into what is deemed a major or
mega event. This development into a mega event can be attributed to the symbolic interaction with the media (Roche 2000). Through this the Olympic Games
have developed into an event with a worldwide audience. This audience has to
be catered for as the majority of people interested in the Games will not or do
not have the means to travel to attend in person. Therefore, there is a need to
publicise the message of and information about the Olympic Games (Girginov
and Parry 2005). In this way, the bond between the Olympic Movement and the
media was formed, and the manner in which the majority of people were able to
view the Olympic Games changed forever.
The first involvement of the media with the Olympic Games began with the
mass production of newspapers and the reproduction of photographic images
(Roche 2000). Initially, news reports about the Olympics were contained within
national newspapers and then later local papers, the content of the reports is said
to be of a fact based reporting and recording nature (Roche 2000). This fact reporting developed into relaying witness accounts of people who attended the
Olympic Games to the mass public. The public interest in the spectacle of the
Olympic Games and in athlete performances, led to the development of sport reporting as a diversification from the main news content (Roche 2000). This diversification led to newspapers producing special editions and supplements to
their newspapers detailing and profiling the event, along with promoting their
newspaper. Through this, a greater number of people were able to consume and
experience the Olympic Games (Guttmann 1986, Roche 2000). Unfortunately,
these early newspaper accounts were available only to those in the population
who were literate, or to those who could rely on others to read articles to them
(Roche 2000, Guttmann 1986).
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As the 1900’s progressed, so did the technology and the ways in which the
Olympic Games could be experienced. In 1932 at the Los Angeles Games, radio
was used to locally broadcast the Olympics as a demonstration as to what could
be achieved through the use of technology. In theory the radio broadcasts were
to allow the mass listening of live events, giving the radio audience a feeling of
being there from the comfort of their own homes, thus providing a more personal experience of the Games (Guttmann 1986, Roche 2000). However, the
broadcasting of the Games via the radio did not occur without opposion. Organisers of the Games and influential Hollywood figures objected to the broadcasts
as they felt this would reduce spectator numbers at the venues, as well as affecting the number of people attending news screenings in picture houses across Los
Angeles County (Toohey and Veal 2000). Therefore due to the pressure exerted
by these groups radio broadcasts were restricted to late at night (Toohey and
Veal 2000). After Los Angeles, the 1936 Games in Berlin saw the first worldwide
radio broadcasts of the Olympic Games (Roche 2000). In addition to the large
live radio audiences, the Berlin Games continued to attract large newspaper audiences and significant press coverage amongst the competing nations (Roche
2000). Unfortunately, the success of the Berlin broadcasts were never built upon
as with the break out of war in Europe in 1939, radio was not able to establish itself as a live broadcast medium of the Olympic Games (Toohey and Veal 2000).
Along with the successful radio broadcasts in Berlin, the Olympic audience experience was intensified with the broadcasting of television pictures of the Olympics
to the Berlin locality (Guttmann 1986, Roche 2000, Girginov and Parry 2005).
During the Second World War, the Olympics were abandoned and did not
re-appear on the sporting calendar until 1948 when the Olympics were held in
London. At these Games, the host broadcaster the BBC, provided commentary
to the word via the radio in 40 languages. Despite this, television had taken over
as a more popular broadcast medium of choice for the Olympic Games (Toohey
and Veal 2000). Popularity of television sports in general had grown after the Second World War and as the technological advances continued, the television
viewing experience began to rival personal attendance at an event such as the
Olympic Games (Guttmann 1986). The visual spectacle that began to arrive on
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television screens around the world made the Games ideal for television consumption (Guttmann 1986, Toohey and Veal 2000).
After an initial reluctance and uncertainty, the television broadcasting rights
for the Olympic Games have been sold to the highest bidder since the 1960’s. In
particular, the television networks in the USA have competed against each other
for the right to show the Games, outbidding any other network (Guttmann
1986). In 1964, the Tokyo Games broadcasting rights cost the US network NBC
US$600,000, since this the amount of money paid for the rights have increased
enormously, reaching nearly US$800 million in 2004 in Athens (Guttmann
1986, Roche 2000, Toohey and Veal 2000). This figure will no doubt increase
substantially for Beijing in 2008 and London in 2012 and beyond. The Olympic
Games attract audiences that are unprecedented in any sphere of broadcasting
(Roche 2000). The Marketing Report from Sydney (IOC 2002) highlights this
showing that in Sydney in 2000, television broadcasts of the Games reached 3.7
billion people in 220 countries across the world with 29,600 hours of broadcast
coverage, which was turned into 36.1 billion television viewing hours across the
world. Similarly in Athens in 2004, the number of people that the Olympic
Games broadcast reached increased to 3.9 billion people in 220 countries with
over 35,000 hours of broadcast coverage (IOC 2005). This means that on average, each television spectator watched an average of 12 hours of Olympic television broadcasts over the duration of the Games (IOC 2005).
The television networks have been quick to realise that watching the Olympic
Games via the medium of television is not the same as being there, however
they have introduced many aspects to keep the viewer interested and watching.
The networks and broadcasters are able to enrich the spectating experience by
providing many extras that the in person spectator cannot access at the live
event (Dayan and Katz 1992). Television gives the at home spectator the chance
to view action replays, slow motion footage, alternative viewing angles and provides access to a commentary team whose aim is to inform people of the subtleties of the sport or event along with providing other statistics and information
about the athletes past and present (Dayan and Katz 1992, Girginov and Parry
2005). It is recognised that the media allow many more people to access the
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Olympic Games than if there was no television coverage, however although the
media allow this widening access, it is argued that they also limit the perspectives
of the Olympic Games (Girginov and Parry 2005). The actual reality of the
Games is mediated and packaged into what those controlling the television networks see as a pleasing spectating experience with the purpose of prolonging
viewing by providing changing perspectives and incorporating drama and suspense into the events (Whannel 1992, Toohey and Veal 2000, Girginov and
Parry 2005).
The latest form of media to influence and impact the Olympic Games was the
internet. The first official website was launched in 1995, and during the 1996 Atlanta Games over 185 million hits to the Games website were received over the
16 days of competition (Girginov and Parry 2005). In a relatively short time, the
internet has become a powerful gateway to the Olympic movement. Despite the
International Olympic Committee, (IOC) preventing the broadcasting of live
events on the internet, there are over 700,000 words 7000 images and 1200 audio/video files of official content on the internet with many hundreds of thousands of unofficial sites and sources of information that relate to the Olympic
Games (Girginov and Parry 2005).
There is little argument that radio and television transformed sports spectatorship (Cone 1981, cited in Krohn et al 1998). This transformation meant people interested in sport could have access to a wider range of spectating opportunities and could be kept up to date with results and accounts of the event. The
media can now provide and process images and information to and in turn have
access to a broader global audience than ever before (Roche 2000). Since the
1984 Los Angeles Games, the number of accredited press members has outweighed the number of competing athletes and this does not include the unofficial press contingent (Girginov and Parry 2005). Television has been the engine
that has driven the Olympic Movement in recent decades (Preuss 2004). This relationship with the media has meant that the Olympic Games have undergone
many transformations and now can attract the biggest global television audience
as well as creating significant flows of tourists to the host city and country (Roche
2000).
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As the Olympics have grown in stature, spectators who travelled to the event
have become to be labelled “event tourists”, although it could be argued that
those that travelled to the Ancient Games could be seen as the original pioneers
of event tourism. With this modern labelling, there has been a change in the reasons people have travelled to the event. It still remains that the biggest motivational factor for spectators to attend an event is the desire to be entertained
(Wann 1995, Wann, Melnick, Russell and Pease, 2001). However additional
motivational factors have changed. Travelling to an event as shown previously
used to be primarily about pilgrimage and the competition to honour the Gods
in the ancient times (Crowther 2001). However, it must have also been about
the desire to be entertained as if people were not entertained they simply would
not have continued to travel to the Ancient Games every four years. In present
times, even though the concept of god honouring can still be found within the
modern games, as will be discussed shortly, the primary motivational factor is
more concerned with the need to be entertained. As well as having a once in a
life time opportunity and owning an experience that is uniquely different to that
belonging to other people (Neirotti, Bossetti and Teed 2001). Through this, the
sports venue and event have become a tourist attraction in their own right and
visiting the event and venue is seen as collecting an experience (Rinehart 1998
cited in Crawford 2004). Urry (1990) shows that it is not merely the event, but
the whole experience connected to it, that differentiates ‘being there’ in person
from simply consuming media representations of the event. Being there is seen
as a status that is acquired from attending the event.
Acknowledging this, there has been a categorisation in the literature on sports
spectators between those that attend the live event and those that consume the
event through its media representations. Wann et al (2001) make the distinction
between direct and indirect forms of consuming an event. Those that are considered to be direct sports consumers by Wann et al (2001) are those people that
physically travel to the event and experience the event in person. Indirect consumers are those that choose to consume the event through the many forms that
the mass media offers. Very often, it is these indirect supporters that are seen as
lesser sports spectators as they are thought to have a less valuable experience
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when compared to those that travel to the event in person (Crawford 2004).
Consequently, indirect spectators and are often termed as “passive dopes”
(Garfinkel 1967) that allow themselves to be seduced by the working of the mass
media (Crawford 2004). Taking this particular view may not be the most appropriate stance as the two experiences are distinctly different and one may not be
necessarily better or lesser than the other. Within the discussions about sports
spectators there has been a realisation that spectators whether direct or indirect,
passive or active are not a homogenous group. Each group of spectators brings a
different cultural perspective and level of consumption to the way they view
sports (Crawford 2004). Acknowledging this, whether intentional or not, the
Olympic Movement provides a structure to the event, which is then developed
and moulded by the host country and city for a unique experience that would
not necessarily be experienced again. There have been further sport specific classifications of sports fans, such as Giulianotti (2002), but little is known about the
characteristics of Olympic spectators either direct or indirect, to use Wann et al’s
(2001) terminology.
The Olympic Games are now a multi-faceted, multi-genre event that are expected to provide ritual elements such as opening and closing ceremonies as well
as the elements of competition, spectacle and a feeling of festival and celebration
(Roche 2000). Providing all of this is requires careful planning and balancing
and even with careful and sympathetic planning there will always be some arguments that the many dimensions of the Olympic Games are not present in the
correct proportions (MacAloon 1984, 1989, 1992 cited in Roche 2000). The aspect of Olympic competition is an allure for spectators whether they attend in
person or consume the event through the media. This allure will continue to exist
and therefore if the current trend continues, the importance of spectators will
continue to increase and the spectacle of the Olympic Games will have to be surpassed by the next Olympic host. This may cause further conflicts with
MacAloon’s dimensions, as spectators are more important today than they ever
were before (McPherson and Curtis 1989). Athletes are becoming in their own
right household names and media personalities and are even becoming to be labelled as celebrities they are simply no longer confined to the back pages of
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newspapers or sports shows on television (Crawford 2004). Athlete’s personal
lives and life choices have become the speculation of the tabloid presses and
other forms of mass media (Keller 2003). However one thing that seems to
have remained is the idea of worshiping gods. The Greek gods were worshipped in Ancient Olympics, but at today’s Olympics it is the athlete, the sporting celebrity who are our modern day gods that are worshiped. Today’s
Olympic heroes are global phenomenons and through the mass media coverage of the Olympic Games are recognisable across cultures and nationalities.
This shows how the Olympic Games have come a long way since the Ancient
Olympics in Olympia and how they have moved away from the ancient objective of festival and pilgrimage and the ideals of Coubertin’s friendship, solidarity
and fair play.
As the Olympic Games have changed, so have the methods of spectating,
travelling to the games has been made much easier and still attracts record
crowds despite other forms of coverage and the Games are now a visitable
tourist attraction in their own right. The success of the Olympics and the mass
media seem to go hand in hand as the Games are now accessible to a worldwide
audience of billions of people via one of the many different forms of media.
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BOXING IS NOT AN OLYMPIC SPORT! ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Boerge M. Oftedal (NOR)

Introduction
In this paper I will try to view some moral dilemmas that we can find in boxing as
an Olympic sport. The focus will be on the moral dilemmas of knock out. My critique will be based on the philosophy of the Olympic Movement, written in the
Olympic Charter. I will explain the moral criterion concerned with human welfare; to consider the welfare of others and to have some understanding of harm
and benefit for other persons (Beauchamp, 1991). The methods are based on a
literature study and the philosophical discussion of for and against a subject, in
Latin called pro aut contra dicere (Thommessen and Wetlesen, 1996). The debate will include an analytical moral critique of boxing as an Olympic sport by
examining or considering the moral criterion of human welfare. I will try to view
the arguments for and against boxing as an Olympic sport, which will lead to a
conclusion in the end. The research question is: Should boxing be an Olympic
sport?
The Olympic ideal
In the Olympic Charter of The Olympic Movement, p. 9, I can read;
“1. Olympism is a philosophy of life, exalting and combining in a balanced
whole the qualities of body, will and mind. Blending sport with culture and
education, Olympism seeks to create a way of life based on the joy of ef285
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fort, the educational value of good example and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles”.
“2. The goal of Olympism is to place sport at the service of the harmonious
development of man, with a view to promoting a peaceful society concerned with the preservation of human dignity”. (IOC, 2006a)
It is possible to equalise the moral criterion about human welfare with the
Olympic ideal; what is written above about Olympism as a philosophy of life has
very much the same message as the moral criterion about human welfare. One
way of how to study if knock out in Olympic boxing can be defended morally,
can be to find out if (1) knock out can expose others to considerable pain and life
threatening injuries and (2) if knock out opens the possibility for athletes to have
the intention of harming their rivals to be rewarded. Is it possible to unite the
principles of the Olympic Charter with knock out in the Olympic sport of boxing?

Knock out in Olympic boxing – a moral dilemma
According to what is written about boxing in the Olympic Movement, according
to IOC (2006b), boxing has been an Olympic sport since 1904 and ranks among
the Olympic Games’ most illustrious sports. This author writes that the modern
Games resumed in 1896. The committee thought boxing was too dangerous and
they decided to omit boxing. The boxing sport was very popular in the United
States and therefore the sport reappeared in 1904 in St. Lois. In 1912 at Stockholm it disappeared again because Sweden’s national law banned it. But in
1920 boxing returned to the Olympic Games to stay. Can we find a moral criterion that can challenge the practise of the modern Olympic Games of boxing?
Beauchamp (1991) writes that some philosophers have suggested a moral
criterion which tells us that it is important for people to have some direct references of the welfare of others – to have the possibility to estimate harm and benefit for other persons. One part of developing common sense is concerned with
286
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learning practical ethics and how to separate bad moral from good moral. The
moral criterion that focuses on welfare for others, tells us not to make unnecessary harm and try to do something good for other people. One tries to understand how people are coping with each other’s sufferings and pleasures.
With harm I understand that a human being at least should not hurt other people and/or not expose other human beings to bad actions. With pleasure I understand that a human being should have some understanding of factors that make
other human beings happy and joyful. About practical ethics Audi (1995) writes:
“The practical nature of ethics lies mainly in the development of a certain
kind of agent. The Nicomachean Ethics was written, Aristotle reminds us,
“not in order to know what virtue is, but in order to become good.” One
becomes good by becoming a good chooser and a good doer. This is not
simply a matter of choosing and doing right actions but of choosing or doing them in the right way.” (p. 50).
One way of doing good actions is to practise sympathy, which is the ability to
feel/show thoughtfulness for other people. Empathy is only pure knowledge of
how other people feel, but when one is acting in a sympathetic way, with a caring intention, one is actually doing good actions to another person (Evenshaug
and Hallen, 1991).
The intention of the athlete is important to determine if the action can be
morally accepted or not. Audi (1995) gives this description of intention; (1) characterization of action, is when someone acts intentionally or with a certain intention; (2) a feature with a thought, is when one’s purpose is to act in a specific
way now or in the future. It is interesting to discuss if the intention of knock out
can be to make harm, as well as to find out if the intention of the athlete is focused on hurting the rival, or if the intention is to seek for the technical elegance
of the Olympic sport of boxing.1
1. G. E. M. Anscombe has in Intention (1963) made a thorough philosophical discussion of different meanings of intention. In this paper I presuppose that the human being has an intention and I therefore stick to
what Audi (1995) writes about this theme.
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Boxing with knock out and human welfare
In the principles of the Olympic Charter (IOC, 2006a) it is written that Olympism
seeks to create respect for universal fundamental ethical principles. Then one can
wonder if it is possible to create respect for universal fundamental ethical principles, and at the same time allow boxing athletes to practise knock out.
In boxing the core of the competition is to hit and try to avoid getting hit by
the competitor with more or less tough punches toward the body and/or the
head (Wacquant, 1992). Here it is possible to raise questions if some moral
dilemmas exist that can criticize this kind of sport – where the athletes are allowed and actually are encouraged to hit his or her rivals as hard as possible.
Davis (1993-94) writes that boxing is probably the only legal sport that allows
and encourages athletes to harm each other. If this is so, how can the Olympic
sport of boxing –that permits knock out– have respect for universal fundamental
ethical principles?
Wacquant (1992) conducted a 3-year ethnography and participant observation study of a ghetto gym in Chicago. He describes that for many men this boxing gym was a way to have a life – to actually survive. He cites a 26 year old professional:
“I figure well, the bes’ thin’ for me to do is to chan’ my life style, ’cause I saw
a lot of my frien’s get hurt an’ kill’ from the thin’s that we were doin’ an’
thin’s like that. I said, before I wan’ed [that] to happen to me, I ha’ to change
my life an’ that idea [that I can’t go on] hangin’ on the streets an’ thin’s like
that. It was on me. What did I wanna do in life? you know. The gym show
that I coul’ do somethin’. The gym show me That I can be my own man.
The gym show me that I can do other thin’s than the gang bang, use drugs,
steal, rob people, stick people up, or jus’ bein’ in jail.” (p. 230-231).
On the other hand if the authorities of Chicago had turned this ghetto into a
safer place to live, there probably wouldn’t be any need to practise full contact
boxing, in order to experience some quality of life.
288
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It is also possible to ask oneself if we produce harmonious athletes that promote a peaceful society and actions that preserve human dignity, when we at
same time are open to boxing athletes practising knock out.
The study of Wacquant (1992) tells us that the gym was a place that could
protect the athletes from the “murdertown” outside and where it was possible to
feel some human dignity. He writes: “By contrast to this hostile environment,
and despite its severe dearth of resources, the Boys and Girls Club constitutes an
island of stability and order where social relations forbidden on the outside become once again possible.” (p. 229).
On the other hand this author (1992) describes a plentitude of bloody noses
and black eyes during his time at the gym, and every time a boxer steps into the
ring to face a novice, he puts a fraction of his symbolic capital at stake. For an
experienced boxer to do the slightest failing for a novice, brings immediate embarrassment to the fighter.
Øygarden (2000) thinks that the keywords of boxing culture are pain, loneliness and truth. Perhaps boxing is to learn about pain, injuries and loneliness and
the knowledge gained from this might be of value in itself? If this knowledge is
valuable to other people than boxers, we may say that boxing can be a part of
human welfare. In this sense boxing can give us a valuable piece of learning on
how to cope with pain injuries and loneliness, which again can lead to a peaceful
society and increased dignity. On the other hand we can wonder if we need boxing with knock out to learn how to cope with pain injuries and loneliness, and if
this practice actually can lead to a more peaceful society.
In 1896 boxing was not on the program of the Olympic Games because the
IOC found boxing to be too dangerous. Is boxing dangerous? Wacquant (1992)
sites an experienced boxing coach: “Professional fighting is, you know, it’ll knock
you outa your mind, you know. Rough game, you turn professional, it’s a rough
game – it’s not a game. Amateur, you have your fun. Professional, they’re tryin’
to kill you.” (p. 234).
Research conducted at Johns Hopkins University (Hansen et.al., 2000, appendix nr. 6), concluded: “By comprehensive inquiry of amateur boxing, such a practice does not seem to expose the athlete to neurotic psychological damage.” (p. 1).
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Even if boxing is a tough sport and many people might think it is very dangerous, research shows that this claim may not be true.

Intention of the Olympic boxer
The moral criterion about welfare of others is interesting if we want to find out
why athletes like to take part in knock out sports and if it is right to take part in
knock out sports. It is important to have some understanding of human welfare
and the ethical message of the Olympic Charter. Is it so that many athletes voluntarily show up at the gym to beat their friends black and blue?
Even if the intention of the athletes is not to beat each other up, the risk to give
each other great pain is high and to knock each other out is definitely present. Then,
we can ask if knock out in Olympic boxing is compatible with the principles of the
Olympic charter. The principles are as such: doing something good or wishing other
people and oneself experiences that feel good, valuable and meaningful. Is it possible to say that an intention of knock out can be characterized as a good intention?
The athletes should be aware of the fact that the consequences of a knock out
can be an experience filled with lots of pain and possibilities for life threatening
injuries, i.e. permanent brain damage.2 It is possible to say that many people can
agree that if a boxing athlete feels good about giving an opponent a knock out,
this should indicate that this boxing athlete has some problems to understand the
moral criterion of human welfare. If the intention to give the opponent a knock
out is to harm and to kill, what Kildea (1983) named The Survival Mode, we can
not accept the moral intention of the athlete. But if a knock out comes as a result
of the rival submitting –by accident– towards the punch and literally “running into the punch”, then we might look at it in another way. Still, such a knock out
will also involve great pain and harm, and again we can ask the question if this
pain and harm can balance other good sides in the sport of boxing.
2. Garrett (2002) claims that no one is actually sure if Muhammed Ali really has Parkinson’s disease or if he
because of the boxing has developed symptoms of Parkinson’s disease.
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The Olympic boxer can acknowledge a good experience by the intention of
“kicking the rival’s ass”3 by giving him or her a knock out. The target is to overcome the opponent, and when the victory is done by knock out, it’s just perfect.
He or she managed to avoid death and instead gave the opponent a ride to the
hospital.
On the other hand, one can ask the question if it is possible to look at knock
out as an experience of human welfare. Boxing is a tough sport where the athletes never know if they go home from the gym healthy and in a good shape.
Wacquant (1992) writes: “But sparring is also a redoubtable test of strength, cunning and courage, if only because the possibility of serious injury can never be
completely eliminated, in spite of all precautions.” (p. 241).
Athletes that consider themselves accordingly to the ethos of The Survival
Mode can have the intention to kill the opponent. The boxing match is recognized as a tough battle where the brave athletes carry on the history of great
pugilistic tradition (Holt, 1992). Fight to kill is what boxing is all about, and it is
important to maintain the culture by its roots – to the Ancient times when the
boxers could beat each other to death.
On the other hand one can argue that we now live in a world that has developed in different ways since the Ancient Olympic Games took place. Killing is
not an action that civilized societies promote and it has very little to do with the
moral criterion of human welfare.
But the intention to kill can be a human instinct that we should encourage
and practise more often – to be in touch with our need to feel and express
masculinity and power. For a man to enter the ring is a special moment. To acknowledge that it really is accurate –according to the rules, and to the ethos of
the sport– means to strike the opponent as hard as possible to have the ultimate chance of knocking him down, to enjoy the fantastic good feeling that
runs through the body when the rival drops to the floor, like a dead fly after a
fine smack. The man is down and you can praise your toughness and your
strength.
3. It’s an informal vocabulary of boxers.
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It is possible to agree that it can be important for a human being to acknowledge its own power in different ways. The question is if it is necessary to practise
knock out with the intention to kill to stimulate this need. The boxing gym is often provided with different kind of boxing pads and sacks that the athletes can
hit. It should be better to throw the roughest punches on the sack instead on a
fragile human head. This is supported both by The American Medical Association and The British Medical Association (Wester, 2000).
What about knock out as therapy? Isn’t it just perfect to hand over all your
frustrations with great strikes to your opponent? Why burn inside with all the
heavy stuff? Why not be gentle and share it with your fellow boxing partner? According to Nøkling (1996) it is quite normal to project our anger to others, so
then the boxing ring should be a perfect arena to let the anger fly away.
Parry (1998) claims that boxing not only permits, but ultimately rewards the
causing of grievous or actual bodily harm. It should be possible to find other
forms for therapy than to try to beat each other to death. Nyhus (1972) says that
if some one would like to serve as a therapist, one should have vocational training. Kittang (1997) writes that Freud insisted on finding the cause of the frustration to better treat the illness. Then one should not have the need to strike other
human beings. Nøkling (ibid.) suggests that other contingencies to release frustrations are to run, such as lifting heavy weights or to cut some wood.
According to this author there are no participants in boxing – only winners
and losers. He refers to Wacquant4 when he, identically to Wacquant, many
times has said that he very seriously appreciated choosing a boxing career instead of a life as an academic researcher. About this he writes simply: “The
words don’t hurt.” (p. 403).
It’s something about feeling alive. It’s about courage and a strong mentality.
Boxing produces meaning. The punches hurt but in one way or another it feels
good. One can not acknowledge the intimacy of life the same way in an office as
in a boxing ring. Øygarden (2000) chooses nevertheless to turn down the offer of
having a life as a boxer; he claims that he does not have the physics and the
4. Wacquant, 1996, p. 22, In : Øygarden (2000).
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strong mentality to master this rough sport. “If I had had a real choice between
being a professional boxer and an academic, I would have put my thesis on the
shelf.” (p. 403).

Conclusion
I started to ask the question; should boxing be an Olympic sport? The Olympic
Movement claims among other factors that “Olympism is a philosophy of life (...)
based on the joy of effort, the educational value of good example and respect for
universal fundamental ethical principles.” (IOC, 2006a).
Permitting knock out in Olympic boxing is morally unacceptable, because it
encourages the athletes to harm each other. The intention of the boxing athletes
can have the target of hurting the rival to win a competition, which according to
the criterion about human welfare, which I equalise with the Olympic ideal, will
be characterized as morally unacceptable.
In case an athlete has the intention of mastery and experiencing deep flow,
and this athlete by accident should give the opponent a knock out, I will characterize this as a misfortune. This can happen when the opponent by accident submits towards the punch when the punch is coming, and therefore gets hit harder
than planned.
In martial art competitions where the intention is to reach an opponent with
punches or kicks, where the focus is an experience of mastery and/or harmony
–and not to make harm– I will, according to the moral criterion about human
welfare, for the time being, accept these kind of competitions. Here I think of
martial art competitions in semi-contact and mild-contact where the athletes are
focused on mastery, harmony, fair play and technical elegance.
In order to protect the athletes that have the intention of mastery and/or harmony where the focus is on fair play and technical elegance, together with preventing the development of athletes that have the intention of doing harm, I will
for the time being have a critical attitude to knock out in martial arts.
Knock out as a medium to achieve victory in Olympic boxing fights can not
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be morally defended. Such a practice encourages athletes to harm each other,
something that cannot be accepted according to the moral criterion about human welfare and the philosophy of the Olympic Movement. Boxing should not
be an Olympic sport.
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CONSEQUENCES OF CORRUPTION SCANDAL ON STAKEHOLDERS
– CASE OF CZECH FOOTBALL
Pavel Landa (CZE)

Introduction
In June and July 2006 we could watch the Football World Cup 2006 in Germany. At the same time we were confronted with a huge corruption scandal in
the Italian Football League. The Italian scandal was one of many scandals that
have appeared in European football in the last few years. Sport and Football
courts had to solve corruption acts in Germany, Portugal, Czech Republic, etc. In
all these scandals many similarities and differences could be found. I will focus
on the scandal in the Czech Republic and describe all the consequences of this
case that enormously harmed the image of football in Czech society.

Historical consequences of corruption acts in football
– particularity of Czech and Czechoslovak system
The first evidence of corruption that has appeared in the Czech football league
was called after a main sponsor Gambrinus Liga, in April 2004. The independent Czech football league was founded in 1993 after the separation of the federal Czechoslovak state, in an era of huge social changes for the entire Czech society. The transformation of the whole football movement from a communist centralized system to a market oriented organisation was long and difficult. The Cze296
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choslovak administrational system of top football leagues in the communist era
was truly specific. Football players had a status of amateurs and they were officially employed in factories of nationalized enterprises that financially supported
football clubs. These enterprises were patrons of clubs and played a similar role
that sponsors currently have. Officially all football players were employees of patron enterprises but they have almost never worked. Only in cases of some public or social offences the players had to spend several hours in working shifts. For
example the players of Banik Ostrava that were employed and financially supported by a mining company had to spend one shift underground.
All sport organisations including football clubs had to follow very strict directives about financial operations. There were financial limits of expenses for all
sport organisations that football clubs and officials had to respect. The financial
police strictly observed all accounting operations and checked whether limits
were not overcome. Some limits often meant that top football clubs were not
able to ensure sufficient standard of some fundamental activities from the official
revenues of clubs. Another particularity of the Czechoslovak system was the extremely strong control of transfers of players between clubs. Players were registered with the mother clubs without any time limitation. There were no professional contracts between players and clubs and players were not allowed to
make a transfer to a different club without the special agreement of mother club.
Football clubs were not allowed to make any financial profit as part of the transfer. There was also a regulated number of players that could change club in one
transfer period. The absence of marketing with players and the need for exchanges of players led to using illegal financial motivations for club officials and
players. Due to these specifics it was necessary to have financial resources that
clubs could use unofficially. Football officials invented the system of illegal financial funds. There were many specific methods to generate additional revenues.
Reductions of official attendance at home matches and transfer of part of the
profits from ticketing to illegal funds, extra money from local and international
transfers, increasing some costs were some of the methods that were used. I assume that this system has strongly influenced the thinking of many professional
employees in Czech football. Administrators working in top football clubs used
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these methods as a means to satisfy favourable results for their teams. Clubs
used money from illegal funds for financing better equipment of their teams, for
transfers of players, for benefits of players and for other normal activities that
clubs could not finance adequately because of mindless directives. In addition,
clubs sometimes used the money for bribes to referees and delegates.
During the communist era top football clubs always had two budgets, one official and a second unofficial. (HOUSKA, ZEMANEK, 1996)
After the revolution of 1989 that changed the political system, market-economics attitudes started to be applied in all sectors of economics. Football clubs
were transformed from non-profit organisations to commercial enterprises. It was
common that some new businessmen purchased clubs. These new rich people
often earned their fortune illegally or due to good connections with old business
structures from the communist era. They also used similar methods in their own
private enterprises; as we now know most of them were later sentenced and
spent some time in prison. So it was obvious that these people didn’t want to
change anything in football. In non-transparent systems where all the people do
the same illegal activities and all the people know about others doing the same it
is absolutely undesirable to accept new methods of work and new people. In the
last few years many suspicious personnel changes in high positions of football
clubs and its associations took place. In the work of some people there were no
positive results, but they still have found new and better jobs. It can be noticed
that the whole Czech football movement has worked as typical clientele where
you can find patrons and their clients. It clearly appeared during the presidential
elections of the Czech Football Association in 2005. (SVOBODA, ZEMANEK,
1997)
For a long time we could see in Gambrinus Liga many suspicious matches
that seemed to be influenced by referees or players. Spectators had sometimes
the feeling that they participated in some play of theatre where the result is
known before the beginning of play. Journalists often speculated about the results of last round matches and were often successful because teams with lower
motivation willingly lost matches to teams that needed to win.
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Corruption scandal in year 2004
As a corruption scandal has shown, many referees were very easily corruptible
by managers of clubs; the same was true of delegates who should have made a
supervision of them. Information about corruption in football started to penetrate
very quickly to the media.
Some first information about police investigation in football appeared on
30th April 2004 when a police spokesman informed the media that investigators had arrested one football official and one referee at the petrol station in the
city Uherske Hradiste. The arrested football official Mr. Jaroslav Hastik had in
his pocket 175.000 CZK that he wanted to pass to referee Hruska. Police used
in the investigation telephone tapping of many football officials, referees and
delegates.

Summary of the scandal which appeared in the media in 2004
3rd May
The Czech football association asked the police for all evidence in case 1. FC
Synot. The Disciplinary Committee started to prepare a football trial with all the
accused persons.
4th May
The Police accused another referee Mr. Zejda due to the fact that he required
and later received a bribe in the amount of 120.000 CZK (4.000 EUR) to influence the match 1. FC Synot vs. Blsany.
7th May
The Prague Revenue authority started to investigate the connection of betting
company Synot-Tip (sponsor of football club) and club 1. FC Synot.
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10th May
The Police began to pursue referees Bohuslav Kratky, Josef Dvoracek and
Jaromir Hlavac for suspicion of corruption acts.
13thMay
The Disciplinary Committee of Czech Football Association (CFA) announced
that it started proceedings with club 1. FC Synot and 5 referees.
16th May
The betting company Synot-Tip announced the end of its football activities. The
Chairman of the club Miroslav Valenta said that 1. FC Synot will be sold in very
short time.
28th May
The Disciplinary Committee forbade referees Hruska, Hlavac, Zejda and Kratky
to execute functions of football officials or referees and penalized them by penalty of 50.000 CZK.
4th June
The Police began to pursue Slovak referee Eduard Cichy who judged in March
the match between clubs Synot - Teplice (2:0). According to journal MF DNES
the sport manager of Synot Mr. Hastik was accused of bribing the referee Mr.
Cichy with the sum of 200.000 CZK. The seventh accused referee in the corruption scandal was Mr. Petr Rehor.
17th June
The Commission of Referees and Delegates of CFA headed by Milan Brabec decided to abdicate.
2nd July
The Police announced that they investigate into suspicions of corruption in football club FK Teplice.
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The Disciplinary Committee decided that the team 1. FC Synot will have
twelve points subtracted in new league season and must pay a penalty of half a
million CZK. Mr. Hastik and Mr. Valenta were punished with 2 years ban of practice from all functions in the football association and its members. They both had
to pay a penalty of 100.000 CZK. Referee Cichy was banned to one year as a referee in Czech competitions. Another referee Dvoracek got a punishment of 12
months and a fine of 50.000 CZK.
5th August
17 new imputations came up in the corruption scandal. All the imputations concerned Viktoria Zizkov that in spring season was relegated to the second league.
The sports-director of Viktoria Ivan Hornik, 4 delegates and 12 referees were accused.
2nd September
The Disciplinary Committee initiated proceedings with eleven persons suspected
of corruption acts in the Zizkov case.
5th September
The Disciplinary Committee came forth with more penalties. Twelve points will
be taken away from Zizkov after the end of season 2004/05 and sports-director
Hornik is not allowed to work in football for two years. The club must in addition
pay a fine of 500.000 CZK and Hornik 100.000 CZK.
Other sentences came soon, 2-years ban of activities in football for referees
Polednik and Vidlak, same as for assistants Pustka, Habl, Gulajev and Talpa.
Delegate Vlcek who was only found guilty of bribery also got the same punishment.
30th September
The Disciplinary Committee punished delegate Ruzicka for the Zizkov case, for
his participation in influencing the match Zizkov vs. Ostrava. He was punished
with a ban of activities in football for two years and a fine of 50.000 CZK.
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1st October
The Police finished the investigation of 1. FC Synot and passed the file to Public
Prosecution in Kromeriz. The file had more than one thousand of pages.
4th November
The Disciplinary Committee punished second-league club FC Vitkovice for participation in corruption scandal. FC Vitkovice was subtracted nine points at the
end of season 2004/05 and the club in addition got a fine of 300.000 CZK. One
third of those sums had to be paid by managing director Hrubon who was also
punished by 2 years ban of all activities in football. Referee Gruber that influenced one match for Vitkovice was also banned of all activities in football and
got a fine of 50.000 CZK.
9th November
Journal Sport informed about participation of the former chairman of Referees
and Delegates Commission and at the time Vice-chairman of the Czech Football
Association Mr. Brabec in scandal. He discussed with sports director of the club
Viktoria Zizkov Mr. Hornik and delegations of referees about particular matches
and delegated referees so as to influence Zizkov matches according to Hornik’s
wishes.
11th November
Vice-chairman Brabec abdicated under the pressure of the media and executive
board of the association.
18th November
The Disciplinary Committee punished Opava officials for corruption acts. The
club will be taken away six points after closure of season 2004/05 and will have
to pay a fine of 500.000 CZK.
25th November
The Disciplinary Committee punished former chairman of Referees and Dele302
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gates Committee Mr. Brabec for misuse of power that led to corruption acts of
other persons. He was punished by ban of all activities in football for 2 years and
a fine of 100.000 CZK. Vice-chairman of the regional Football Union and former
delegate Mr. Prasil was banned for one year, but without any fine.
27th November
The Police accusef of corruption acts delegate Canaklis and officials of Slovan
Liberec Myslivecek. Liberec was taken away six points after closure of season
2004/05 and paid the fine of 200.000 CZK.
Trials with all the accused persons in cases of football corruption started during 2005. Trials still haven’t finished because all the convicted decided to appeal
to Higher Court.

Former suspicions in Czech Football League
The scandal in 2004 was not the first sign of corruption in Czech football. Most
people interested in football were convinced that massive corruption exists. Here
is a short summary of corruption mentionings as they appeared in the media.
June 1993
Former coach of Bohemians Petr Packert declared that the referee Roman Berbr
required from Bohemians in barrage of first league with Jabloncem the amount
of 150.000 CZK, otherwise the Prague team would feel it on the pitch. All the involved denied his words and the public prosecutor concluded the case.
March 1995
Manager of Liberec Slavoj Prokopec accused chairman of FK Drnovice Mr. Jan
Gottwald (former vice-chairman of Czech Football Association) that he wanted
to influence the match and offered to the club of Liberec 200.000 CZK. After his
rejection he said “I will use the money for the referee”. Gottwald denied this allegation.
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June 1995
Referee Lubomir Pucek said to TV that the manager of Olomouc Jiri Kubicek
and the chairman of Drnovice Gottwald tried to influence him. Both cases were
later postponed.
June 1995
Owner of the club FK Svarc Benesov, Miroslav Svarc admitted that bribery is
common in Czech football and he was forced to bribe referees as well. “None of
them signed anything” he said. “So, if I showed a finger on someone, certainly I
would have been forced to pay him an enormous amount of money” said again
Svarc. Referees wanted 150.000 CZK to whistle matches equally on both sides.
The Disciplinary Committee investigated the case but nobody was officially accused.
May 1999
Owner of Football Club of Pribram Jaroslav Starka said that at the end of spring
season 1999 deputies of Opava tried to bribe some players of Pribram with one
million CZK.
February 2001
Manager of Bohemians Ludek Klusacek declared that Czech football is “full of
corruption and racketeering”. Despite the fact he didn’t have any proofs police
tried to investigate the case but later postponed it.
May 2002
Former player of Zizkov Tomas Hunal was blamed for selling the match against
Slavia (0:1), which was decisive about the title for Liberec. The accusation was
never proved.
March 2004
According to a journal of city Plzen the players of Plzen received 750.000 CZK in
one restaurant after a match against Ostrava. It should have been the bribe for
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the intentional loss 1:2. Both teams denied it. The police didn’t find any evidence. (Corruption affair step by step. http://www.sport.cz/04/62/37.html, 2004)
The corruption scandal has revealed the whole system of illegal activities of
club and association officials, referees and delegates. It is obvious that the system
had to work for a long time and had a very firm structure. Before the scandal
some people involved had already spoken about strange activities in football
movement and about connections inside commissions of referees and delegates.
Delegates who supervised referees were often former referees that had been involved in the system for a long time and were probably corrupted by the same
people. The commission that solved protests of clubs against the referee performances was led by Mr. Brabec, who delegated these referees to each of the
matches. As an investigation proved Brabec delegated referees according to interests of team managers. Instead of solving the protests of harmed clubs he often decided that the referee who was delegated by him didn’t make any relevant
mistake.

Example of influencing the results of the games through the delegation
of obligated referees
Participants:
Mr. Brabec, vice-chairman of Czech Football Association, chairman of Commission of Referees and chairman of “Protest” commission.
Mr. Hornik, sports-director of Viktoria Zizkov, team that participated in the
first Czech football league and relegated.
Telephone tapping of discussion between Hornik and Brabec (exact police
telephone tapping that was published at many sport journals and of which the
disciplinary committee confirmed the authenticity)
At the beginning of the tapping there is short introduction of persons as good
friends and conversation about the latest matches. Key part of the tapping shows
the strong connection of both persons.
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Brabec: “Look Ivan (Hornik) I’ll tell you who I would delegate to the match
with Banik.
Horn›k: “Who, tell me.”
Brabec: “Either we can put some classics like Benes (very “skilful” referee) or
we can risk it with somebody like Curin.”
Hornik: “Ok put there Curda (Curin) he has good relations with Banik but the
match will be broadcast on TV and he will do it for yourself” (he will whistle
equally for both sides).
Brabec: “But they can criticise me that I put somebody who is from Prague,
we don’t delegate any referees from Prague to matches of Prague teams. And I
don’t know whether he is able to whistle such a difficult match.”
Horn›k: “So, put there Benes!”
Brabec: “You think so? OK.”
Horn›k: “That’s good because Sparta will be also interested in our points. Exactly as you say, it could be great.”
Brabec: “Oh yeah, I did not realized that connection to Sparta and Michal
(Benes) is free tomorrow.”
Horn›k: “...something that is not related to this case”
Brabec: “What will we do with that young ambitious Curin?”
Horn›k: “We will use him.”
Brabec: “For some match away, not at home, it is sure.”
Horn›k: “Rather somewhere away”
Brabec: “That is good because he doesn’t care about them. He still has the
feeling that he should get some more difficult matches and so on.”
Hornik: “I would be happy if Curda will whistle our match in Jablonec”.
Brabec: “So that’s it!!”
Hornik: “Because, if they give him whatever they want he will not care about them”
Brabec: “Exactly, you are right, so now I’d rather put Benes”
Hornik: “Yes, better.”
Brabec: “Then, we will see.”
Hornik: “At least if we lose he will not give us redundant yellow cards.”
The rest of the dialogue was about different topics.
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Mr. Hornik equipped with this useful information contacted selected referees.
Both these “consulted” referees were really delegated to the mentioned matches.
Referee Curin made in Jablonec a lot of suspicious mistakes that “surprisingly”
harmed only Jablonec. Jablonec protested against referee performance at the
commission led by Mr. Brabec. The commission judged a video-recording of the
match and expressed that referee Curin made only few unremarkable mistakes
that did not influence the final result of the match. (Corruption affair step by step.
http://www.sport.cz/04/62/37.html, 2004)

Commentaries of sport journal
Title: Main topic? Of course referee!
“The end of the match is coming and the score is still 1:0 for Jablonec. The
amount of fictitious free kicks against Jablonec is enormously growing. For example a Zizkov player Nemec is falling down without any contact with an opponent but the referee whistles another free kick. Last free kick in the additional
time of the match means a goal for Zizkov. A high ball is coming to Zizkov player
Pikl who sends the ball to the penalty area where player Klimpl pushes the ball to
the net of Jablonec goal, 1:1. The stadium is shouting: Money, money! People
are furious not only due to the huge amount of free kicks in the last minutes but
∨
also due to the hand of veteran Nemec in their own penalty area.”
I think this example described well how the whole system worked. Zizkov team
had a very bad reputation for a long time. If the journalists predicted who would relegate or not, they always wrote that Zizkov cannot relegate due to their sports-director Hornik. The influence of this man was known but nobody could imagine that his
methods of work were like these. Telephone tapping has shown that Mr. Hornik
tried to influence almost all matches in spring season 2003/04. It is really surprising
that the team at the end of the season relegated. Either the team was so bad or other teams paid the same as him or better. Mr. Hornik distributed to referees millions
of Czech crowns and the Police assumed that this money came probably from illegal
activities but there is no evidence for that. (JOURNAL SPORT, 22nd March 2004)
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Consequences of scandal on stakeholders
The media
The whole scandal was massively covered by all the media. Almost every day it
was possible to find information about the scandal in journals, magazines or on
TV. There was a high awareness of this scandal in Czech society. That massive
campaign harmed the reputation of the whole football movement in the public’s
eyes and influenced negatively negotiations about the selling of TV rights for the
1st Gambrinus League. Commercial TV channels lost interest in transmitting
football matches. TV rights were sold to Czech National Television. The price of
TV rights had to be reduced by 40% in comparison with the last contract with TV
Nova. The matches will be transmitted by channels CT2 and Sport 4 that have
much lower share than commercial TVs Nova and Prima that transmitted league
matches until the end of season 2005/06.
Investors and owners
The scandal influenced the interest of investors and owners of clubs to participate in football. Football club 1st FC. Synot that was involved in the scandal was
sold for free. Betting company Synot that was connected with club for a long
time decided to finish all its activities in football and wanted to sell its 100%
share in the club. No one accepted their price so they decided to give the club for
free. Slavia Prague that was not included in the scandal could not be sold for the
amount of money their owner, the investing company ENIC from the United
Kingdom expected. 2nd league team Hradec Kralove was saved by the town because its previous owner did not find any investor that would like to continue
with professional football and decided to close the club. Football club Bohemians was saved by the activity of its supporters.
Supporters
Average attendance at football matches in 1st Gambrinus Liga decreased in season 2004/2005 to 3.776. This season came immediately after the scandal in
summer 2004. It was the lowest average attendance in the history of Czech
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league. But we cannot say that low attendance was influenced directly by the
scandal. Average attendance was decreasing constantly from 1997. In the previous season 2005/2006 attendance increased to the level of 4036 spectators.
Sponsors
The corruption scandal did not directly influence the trend of sponsorship in the
1st league. The trend was not good even before the scandal. In 1993 when the
independent Czech Football League started its existence it had 120 mil. CZK per
season (cca 4 mil EUR) as league total revenues from sponsorship. In the period
2003-2006 it had only 110 mil. CZK per season league revenues. This result is
extremely bad if we consider the economic growth Czech Republic experienced
during these 10 years and if we see trends in other countries where the importance of sponsoring constantly grows. Budgets of majority clubs of the 1st league
decreased as well.
Public
There was a high awareness of details of the scandal in the general public. The reputation of football was extremely bad. Football public required massive personnel
changes in the Czech Football Association. There was public activity of many famous
people of cultural and sport life that called for changes in governance of organizations and supported as a presidential candidate Ivan Hasek. The public frustration after the announcement of the results of the 3rd election round was really strong because people involved in the scandal stayed in high positions of association.
Players/teams
In the last few years we can watch a huge exodus of skilful players out of the
Czech league. More than 130 players play abroad. Former experienced players
don’t want to come back to the Czech league and help young players to get new
skills and experience. All skilful players go abroad immediately after one good
season. It means that the 1st league is played only with young technically and
physically non-matured players. The quality of most of the matches in the first
league decreases every year.
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Reaction of Football movement to the scandal
Whole telephone tappings have shown that the system was strongly rooted.
Money was distributed through delegates or older experienced referees. Despite
suspicious activities of many people the Disciplinary Committee sentenced only
some of them. Some of the accused people still continue in posts of the Czech
Football Association or in particular clubs. No team had to relegate to lower division and nobody was arrested. The executive board resigned under the pressure
of the public and a general meeting of the Czech Football Association (CFA) was
called that should have voted new president, vice-presidents and executive
board of CFA. There were 3 main candidates for the presidency of CFA Mr.
Kostal, Mr. Mokry and Mr. Hasek. Kostal and Mokry were involved in structures
of CFA during the scandal. Hasek is the former captain of the national team, former player and coach of Sparta and current coach of St. Etienne in the French
League. The general meeting was re-called two times because the delegates were
not able to elect new president and vice-presidents. After many secret negotiations and many specific agreements Mr. Mokry (former vice-president) was elected as a president of CFA. The general Assembly elected as a vice-president Mr.
Kostal who stood in the first round of election against Mokry. For the last round
of election they (Kostal and Mokry) joined together against Hasek. All the massmedia symbolised Football election as a fight of good against evil with Hasek
symbolised as good. In Hasek’s team there were many people with high reputation like former famous players Lubos Kubik or Pavel Kuka, but their program
was too exceptional and courageous for Czech football environment. Many public activities were organised for support of Hasek and his team and the majority
of sport public called for relevant changes in CFA. But, as I already mentioned
Mokry and Kostal were elected. The results of the election even worsened the
reputation of football movement in public. The result of the election allowed
many suspected and non-credit persons to stay at high positions in football
movement. Many people involved in football say that these methods of work
demonstrated in my paper are still used by officials, referees and delegates.
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Conclusion
I am aware of the fact, that the topic of my paper is not highly related to issues of
the Olympic movement. Football leagues are not administrated or financially
supported by Olympic Committees. On the other hand, football belongs to
Olympic sports for a very long time. The phenomenon of corruption has appeared many times in the Olympic movement and represents a persistent threat
for all sport organisations. The case of Czech football provided clear description
of how the system of corruption can work and what consequences it can have on
stakeholders. Currently in Europe and also in other parts of the world we can
meet many corruption scandals. The extremely high popularity of football causes
details of corruption scandals to appear in the media with a high frequency. As I
showed in the case of Czech football there was a direct impact of the scandal on
many stakeholders. Investigation uncovered strong connections between many
football officials and referees. Corruption behaviour became daily routine for
many people involved in football. On the other hand football is only one part of
society. The Czech Republic is constantly on the top of rankings of corruption
acts according to Transparency International. Corruption is not only a problem
of Football movement but the whole Czech society.
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OLYMPIC ETHICS AND THE 2008 BEIJING OLYMPICS
Xue Qiu (CHN)

Introduction
Since the first modern Olympic Games held in Athens in 1896, the Olympic
ethics has already accorded with these basic principles, such as tolerance, generosity, solidarity, friendship, non-discrimination and respect for others.
Traditional Chinese ethics also played a very important role in the daily life of
Chinese people. The basic elements of these ethics principles –tolerance, generosity, solidarity, friendship, non-discrimination– are already deeply rooted in
every Chinese ideology, philosophy and expression.

Traditional Chinese ethics
The understanding of traditional Chinese ethics goes beyond Kant’s approach, in
which it calls for actions whose effects should promote the permanence of a truly
humane life on earth. Kant’s ethics are based on the idea that there are moral
norms valid for every person, to which everybody must adhere freely.
According to traditional Chinese ethics, the core of these ethical principles
gives the first consideration to the need of people. In line with the “people-oriented” and “people-centered” ideas, the foundation of traditional Chinese ethics
can be understood.
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism are the three original thoughts of tradi313
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tional Chinese ethics. Confucius (Kong Zi, 551-479 B.C.), founder of Confucianism, stresses “Ren” (benevolence, love) and “Li” (rites), referring to respect for
the system of social hierarchy. He attaches importance to education and was a
pioneering advocate for private schools.
Taoism was created by Lao Zi (around the sixth century B.C.), whose masterpiece is “The Classic of the Virtue of the Tao.” He believes in the dialectical philosophy of non action.
Buddhism was created by Sakyamuni in India (around the 6th century B.C.),
who believed human life is miserable and spiritual emancipation is the highest
goal to seek. It was introduced into China through Central Asia around the time
Christ was born.
The relationship among the three has been marked by both contention and
complementation in our history, with Confucianism playing a more dominant
role. Meanwhile, at the long stream of civilization, Confucianism, Taoism and
Buddhism have not only become the basis of Chinese people’s lives, but also influence society as well.
For example, Chinese traditional thought advocates “take care of others”,
and suggests that “great virtues have a huge capacity to contain things” as well
as “to tolerate is a sign of greatness”.
The saying “all human beings within the four seas are brothers and sisters”,
“the people are my brothers; all creation is part of me” demonstrates the ideal of
human solidarity. These ideas also contribute to the spirit of tolerance which
modern society needs.
As the ancient saying goes, Chinese Buddhism advocates not only respect for
human life but also respect for all forms of life. These ideas contribute to internal
peace among humankind as well as harmony between humankind and nature.
Meanwhile, “respect the parent of others as we respect our parent, and take
care of the children of others as we take care of our children”, is totally consistent
with respect for others.
Traditional Chinese ethics recognize the importance of the family and view
the family as the foundation of society. Confucianism advocates: “love for one's
family members, then love for all people, then love for all things”, “cultivate the
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person, then regulate the family, then order well the state, then bring peace to
the whole world”.
Meanwhile, traditional Chinese ethics are opposed to violence and preach:
“stop killing” and “treasure life”. For example, “using violence against violence”
is not the right way; “the virtue of respect for life” is the great virtue.

The similarity
Adopting the principle of “seeking common grounds while recognizing differences”, for ethics, there are some identical points between traditional Chinese
ethics and Olympic ethics which include:
1. Equal rights between men and women.
2. Tolerance and a life of truthfulness.
3. Solidarity and non-discrimination.
4. Non-violence and respect for life.

The difference
On the contrary, ethics receive its meaning within the context of social and cultural expression. Thus, the autonomy of ethics is only relative in that it depends
on culture values in society in general. So, it is quite clear that the relationship
between ethics and expression is very close.
The difference of these two ethics lies in the different expression of different
cultural background. According to Chinese culture, the culture is so unique, not
only different from that in western countries, but also from some other Asian
countries such as Japan, India, Korea, Thailand and Mongolia.
In Chinese history, the people have set up their own cultural system, including its special square-shaped characters (more than 5000), music instruments
and music, painting, philosophy, medicine, architecture, cooking, etc. All of
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these are all totally different from the Western ones, and also make China culture
attractive and a little difficult to be understood by western people, especially the
different expression.
TABLE 1
Differences of western and eastern expression
Cultural Values &
Expression
Expression of Agreement
and Disagreement

Communication of
Information
The Individual

Conflict results

West (America & most
European countries)
More argumentative,
willing to express
disagreement verbally

East (The Chinese and
Most Asian cultures)
More difficult to say no
even if one means no,
disagreement expressed
nonverbally
Use of direct language
Use of indirect language
patterns
Has to have rights
Group duty
and greater need for autonomy
preservation
and individual
of harmony
achievement
Perception of two states:
Win-Win
win or lose
To lose is to win
Lose in order to win

Take “Thank you” as an example. In Chinese families, they rarely say
“Thank you” to other family members for receiving help or service. Neither will
we say so between good friends. It is such an unpopular response that if you say
it, the counterpart will think you are treating him as a stranger, otherwise you are
lacking intimacy. But in the Western culture, “thank you” is one of the most frequently used sentences. Teachers will thank a student for answering a question;
husbands will thank their wife for making a coffee. Under such circumstance, it is
really hard for western people to understand Chinese expression.
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The People’s Olympics
It is clear to see the different expression between Chinese people and western
ones. But as we know, globalization has already weakened the cultural collision
to some extent, considering especially the Olympics. In terms of culture the
Olympics have to be suitable for the world as it has developed nowadays.
Beijing has put forward three concepts of the 2008 Olympic Games: Green
Olympics, Hi-tech Olympics and People’s Olympics. According to Beijing
Olympic Committee Organization’s statement, People’s Olympics means taking
the hosting of the Olympic Games as an opportunity to popularize the Olympic
spirit, promote the traditional Chinese culture, showcase the history and development of Beijing as well as the friendliness and hospitality of its citizens.
Focusing on the cultural exchange and friendship among the peoples from
different countries, the concept of People’s Olympics provides a good social atmosphere for people to understand the Olympic ethics.
Meanwhile, besides identical points shared by Olympics ethics and traditional
Chinese ethics, some identical points also exist between the Olympics and Chinese activities. For instance, activities such as the torch relay are similar to the
traditional Chinese torch relay which was held in the Great Wall in ancient times
at the same time, the Chinese torch relay is not only the signal for an enemy invader, but also has the deep meaning of solidarity. Due to the identical points in
ethics and activities, compared to other western cultures, it isn’t hard for Chinese
people to understand and accept the Olympics and its ethical principles.

The volunteer work
The Olympic Volunteer work is the combination of Olympics ethics and activities
which is the most suitable for Chinese people to understand. The Volunteer work
will influence the expression of Chinese people to some extent.
Volunteer work contains the devotion and contribution which are Chinese
traditional ethics and virtues. In Chinese long history, the famous saying “near
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your neighbor you are better than near far relatives” can demonstrate the importance of volunteer work. Especially, in Chinese traditional houses which contain
so many families living in the same yard, it is these living conditions that make
people have a volunteer attitude towards others.
Although Chinese people have a volunteer attitude, such volunteer activities
often happen on a very small scale, such as neighbors, classmates, and often between Chinese people. Anther negative factor for Chinese people is communication. For an Olympics host country, English is the most important language for
people to communicate, especially for volunteer work; but in China, English language popularity is still a big problem.
According to Beijing Olympic Committee Organization’s volunteer project,
the main tasks of the project include popularizing the Olympic Movement and
the concept of volunteer service, boosting public recognition and involvement,
promoting the coordination of personal development with care for other people
and dedication to the society, improving the quality of the volunteer services, establishing mechanisms for mass participation in voluntary service activities, enhancing civic quality, building up Beijing's new image, and promoting harmonious social development.
At the same time, “Beijing 2008 Olympic Voluntary Publicity Team” and the
“Youth Olympic Voluntary Service Team” will organize some activities; the purpose of these activities is to build up the international image of openness and
progress for Beijing and China as well as improve the ability for communication.
Regarding these volunteer activities, the difficulty also lies in the expression,
for most of these volunteer activities need people to open their arms, to embrace
their friends and to talk with foreigners. It is quite challenging for people to
change their expression, but since China has opened its door to the world, the
western culture has already influenced the people’s ideology and expression.
The priority of volunteer work lies in the identical points with ethics and activities; volunteer work can be taken as a first step and example for Chinese people
to understand Olympics.
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Conclusion
Traditional Chinese ethics and Olympic ethics have some identical points, which
are peace, respect, solidarity, tolerance, non-violence as well as non-discrimination. The difference between Olympics ethics and traditional Chinese ethics lies
in the different cultural background, which is embodied as cultural expression.
The concept of People’s Olympics provides a good social atmosphere for
Chinese people to understand the Olympics, and Olympic Volunteer work is the
combination of Olympics ethics and activities which is the most suitable for Chinese people to understand.
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SOCCER FANS, LANGUAGE POLITICS, AND THE AMBIVALENCE
OF NATIONALISM IN GALICIA, SPAIN
Karen Warner (USA)

Introduction
This paper comes out of my larger dissertation project in Galicia, Spain. For this
submission I will explore the economics and meanings of soccer, and specifically
how soccer fandom is a refraction of larger aspirations, involving tensions of region and class. Soccer is a venue for the negotiation of people’s feelings, motivations, and identifications. A major part of soccer fandom includes acts and attitudes of collective and personal confrontation. In Galicia, the two biggest cities
and their respective clubs, Deportivo de A Coruña and Celta de Vigo, are
staunch rivals on many levels, and soccer is one of the key places where this opposition is played out. The twice-yearly league matches between Deportivo and
Celta are occasions that help keep alive divisions within Galicia. Rather than act
as passive reflections of Galician nationalism, I assert that soccer and language
–separately, but in tandem– actually contribute to making Galician national
identity a conflicted experience.
My dissertation project is based on 13 months of ethnographic fieldwork in
Vigo and A Coruña. Ethnography, as the central research process of Anthropology, is a primarily qualitative method that seeks deep understanding of a place
and the people who live there through intimate, long-term experience with them.
For my fieldwork I lived for over a year in Galicia, developing relationships with
people that went well beyond targeted interviews on my specific research topics.
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I interacted with people in their own languages (Spanish and Galician) and spent
time with them in different arenas of their lives – not just in the soccer stands but
also in more mundane activities like shopping for groceries, chatting with friends
at a café, running errands, and taking relatives to the doctor, among other things.
All of these extended ways of interacting are part of ethnographers’ attempts to
cultivate understanding and grasp the various webs of meanings behind individual events and details.

Spanish Context
I should start by explaining that I am discussing “regional nationalism” in Spain,
which is a concept not all readers may be familiar with. While I recognize the
primacy of nation-state boundaries, in some parts of Spain –as in the wider
European context– there are people who feel they are part of nations without
states, and they do not consider their nationality equivalent to the country they
live within. The three different political and cultural levels I am dealing with
here are the country, region, and nation. On the highest political level there is
the country of Spain. The country is made up of 17 autonomous administrative
regions. Three of these 17 regions (Galicia, Catalonia, and the Basque Country)
are recognized as “historic nationalities” because of their unique historical, cultural, and linguistic traditions. Along with Spanish, the languages of these three
regions are recognized as the four official languages of the Spanish state. Finally, as mentioned above, people’s conception of which nation or nations they
belong to may or may not correspond with the country or region in which they
live. For example, while I know some people who identify with both a Spanish
nationality and a specifically Galician nationality, for others these two national
identities are mutually exclusive, and their claim on a Galician nationality
equals a negation of Spanishness on certain levels. The existence of political violence in the Basque Country offers an extreme example of the power of regional nationalism in Spain; however, Galicia does not have this kind of tradition of violent activism.
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Nationalism in Galicia is conceived of as a continuum of gradations, from
an emphasis on typically “ethnic” concerns of cultural pride and language
rights to outright political independence. To Galician nationalists, their cause is
concerned with counteracting the negative, diminishing effects of a relationship with Spain they characterize as one of neglect and abuse. In general, Galician nationalists seek to build pride in Galicia, and to build a Galicia to be
proud of.
Spain’s experience with dictators and enforced Spanish nationalism has
helped shape the polarizations and conflicts over regional rights and roles that
exist today. The Civil War (1936-1939) and ensuing fascist dictatorship of Franco have continued to act as a backdrop to questions of identity, even after the
“transition to democracy” in 1975. In the 1960s Galician political nationalism reasserted itself as staunchly leftist, fighting colonialism, imperialism, sexism, and
the continued marginalized status of Galicia and its language. For example,
some contemporary nationalist soccer fans see their fandom as part of this progressive legacy and an ongoing effort to recuperate Galician history, and cultivate pride in a Galician identity.
On a wider scale in contemporary Spain, there are struggles over cultural sovereignty and debates about augmenting the degree of self-rule granted to the Autonomies. One recent example of the kinds of cultural, linguistic, and political
contestations involved can be seen in arguments surrounding the 1992
Barcelona Olympics (Hargreaves 2000, DiGiacomo 1999). Debates over the
construction of Catalan identity around the Games emphasized that efforts of
non-state nations to draw attention to their nationhood are easily challenged,
while the “imaginary community” (Anderson 1991[1983]) evoked in the state’s
nationalism is more readily seen as “natural” and “real.” 1

1. It is interesting to observe that in contemporary Spain “nationalism” refers almost exclusively to peripheral nationalisms, while Spanish nationalism goes generally uncommented upon and thus made more powerful by its invisibility and naturalization.
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National Language Ideologies
Language is central to issues of identity and nationalism in Spain, as in many
parts of Europe. The ability to claim a unique language can be the ultimate symbol of cultural legitimacy and authenticity for a people claiming the rights and
recognition that come with “national” status; therefore, a discussion of nationalism in Galicia must also address language issues. While over 90 percent of Galicians can speak the language (Instituto Galego de Estat›stica 1992), centuries of
banishment from high-status uses has marginalized and minoritized2 it, often
even in the minds of its own speakers. Today Galician is in the conflicted position of being at once evidence of Galician national identity and also proof of the
backwardness of the region.

Soccer and Identity
Because soccer necessarily involves competition between adversaries –which
may take place in an enclosed stadium, potentially witnessed by thousands of
spectators– it is an especially worthy vehicle for examining the creative negotiation of competing loyalties and notions of belonging. Soccer operates on multiple levels –as sport, public performance, entertainment, spectacle, business, and
play– making it a potentially rich space for political and ideological formation
and demonstration (Turner 1986). Also, soccer fandom may operate as a potent
ideological resource – a self-representational strategy. Anthropologists have described ways that soccer can act as a venue to affirm cultural bonds, demonstrate
solidarity, and help provide social cohesion (i.e., Lever 1983). Others have
shown that because it brings people together in a symbolic activity, soccer can
help create and reinforce nations (Archetti 1994, Armstrong and Mitchell 1999);
2. Àlvarez Cáccamo (1991:66) and Roseman (1995:23) use the term “minoritized” rather than the more common “minority” because a great majority of Galicians speak the language, so its speakers are not in the minority. Also, the term helps draw attention to how language and labels define and reinforce concepts and practices of hegemonic knowledge claims.
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serving to consolidate an identity and to challenge more powerful forces (Moorhouse 1996, Finn and Giulianotti 1998, Magazine 2000, Robson 2000).
Fundamental to the history of soccer in Spain is its role as a public space in
which ideological battles are symbolically condensed and contested (Fernández
Santander 1990, McFarland 2004, Duke and Crolley 1996). For much of the
twentieth century the dictator Francisco Franco used soccer in attempts to inculcate certain values and to forcefully unite Spain (London 1995 and 1996, Gonzalez Aja 1998), which encouraged the politicization of some of the soccer stadiums. Much recent work in Spain has demonstrated examples of soccer binding
people together behind regional identities, especially in Catalonia and the
Basque Country (Colomé 1997 and 1999, Hargreaves 2000, Burns 1999,
MacClancy 1996, Unzueta 1999). In Galicia, too, I found historical evidence that
sport –and especially soccer– had been used in the late 1800s and early 1900s as
a pedagogical and political instrument for constructing identity. Galicianists promoted sports participation and spectating as part of a broad range of endeavors
to foster cultural pride and political nationalism. These proto-nationalists recognized the individual potentials of both physical exercise and language practice as
sites where ideology and culture intersect and shape each other. As embodied
practices, they have significant symbolic capacity for creating “Galicians” (Bourdieu 1977, 1990, and 1991; Brownell 1995).

Symbolizing the Nation
For example, a 1924 article from a Galician-language nationalist newspaper emphasizes how sport had become an important aspect of efforts to develop a Galician identity, which is implicitly opposed to a Spanish identity. Soccer in this
case is one method used to cultivate within Galicians a sense of their existence as
a community – one with its own personality, history, and culture. Despite being a
relatively poor, uneducated, and geographically isolated region on the literal periphery of Spain, sport could encourage Galicians to think of themselves as equal
and deserving participants in the world. The author states:
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Only a short time ago no one thought to mention Nations like Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, or Egypt, among others. Today we see, thanks to the latest Olympic Games, that the names of these Nations are on the lips of people around the world who speak of them with pride. We too could –by
way of soccer– be known by the entire civilized world (Ramoza 1924:3).
The author sees in sport, and specifically in soccer, a vehicle to create renown
for Galicia on a world stage, and also a way to foster pride in Galicians themselves. At the time sporting cultures were growing in all the major urban areas of
Spain. The Spanish Olympic soccer team had won a Silver Medal in the 1920
Antwerp Games, and soccer was beginning to challenge bullfighting as the premier public spectacle (McFarland 2004).3 Sports were demonstrably effective vehicles for promoting Galicia to the world, and for creating physically stronger and
healthier Galicians at home. These early Galicianists believed sporting accomplishments recognized by others would help instill pride in this maligned region.
When I began my fieldwork in 2001 I believed I would find the same kind of
hopeful sentiment for a united, strong Galicia that the earlier quotation expresses. My previous experiences in Galicia, as well as what I knew about regional nationalism in Catalonia and the Basque Country, guided me toward an exploration of soccer as a binding force for Galicians. However, through my extended
fieldwork I realized that while soccer can work to join people together, this unity
may also be undercut by other forms of boundaries and cleavages. In Galicia,
though soccer can dramatize deep-seated conflicts on certain levels –for example, in opposition to Spanish political and cultural hegemony– it can also serve to
maintain local city-based identities at the cost of a regional national consciousness.4 In the next section I will present a description of some of the geographic
3. While I am attending the post-graduate seminar at the International Olympic Academy I plan to learn more
about the 1920 Antwerp and 1924 Paris Olympics and their importance for the growth of sport, and especially soccer, in Spain. Also, I am interested in the discussions and debates occurring in Spain during this time
regarding the country’s future, particularly relating to aspects of regional nationalism development.
4. For a few examples of soccer’s ability to unite and also divide, see Armstrong and Mitchell (2001), De Biasi and Lanfranchi (1997), Coelho (1998), Duke and Crolley (1996).
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and socioeconomic tensions which both drive and are exacerbated by national
movements in Galicia.

Issues of Modernity
Over the past 50 years the two coastal cities of Vigo and Coruña, the largest
cities in Galicia, have experienced tremendous growth triggered by industrial development and massive rural migration. As the traditional rural life ways recede,
so do the Romantic foundations of Galician nationalism, which are fundamentally based on images of land, language, and the nobility of rural living (Cabrera
1992, Renan 1994). Also, these two cities effectively maintain a severe competition with each other on multiple levels, and the way that they both act as dual
hubs of influence within the region is especially important to sustaining the enmity between them. Unlike in Catalonia, for example, which has in Barcelona a
cosmopolitan and powerful urban center to represent the region –even rivaling
the country’s capital, Madrid– many Galicians identify primarily with their local
city, rather than with the region as a whole.
Urbanization contributes in different ways to conflictedness over national
identity. As the traditional motifs for Galician national identity are fading due to
depopulation of the countryside and less Galician language use, many urban
dwellers –nationalist and otherwise– are progressively more disappointed in their
fellow Galicians. They blame these rural-dwellers for both endangering their cultural legitimacy as a nation, and at the same time for limiting the possibilities for
their city to become sufficiently or properly “modern.”
A brief excerpt from a conversation with Jaime, a native of Vigo and longtime sports journalist there, highlights ambivalence in Galicia toward its increasing urbanization. The quote that follows is a characteristic example of an urban
public discourse that demonstrates uneasiness with migrants from rural areas.
Reflecting on changes he has noticed in soccer in Vigo, Jaime sees weaknesses in
the Celta fandom, and he attributes them to various causes:
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KW: Has the atmosphere changed in [Celta’s stadium] Balaidos?

Jaime: Today the stadium is colder. Before people felt it more, and the players were from here. You felt the colors more. Today there are lots of foreigners. Back then the technical skill wasn’t most important – it was the effort, the
fight, the strength, and force. It’s not like before. Andalusia is different –
Betis, Sevilla. [Athletic] Bilbao, too, all the players are from there. People
blame the stands being far from the field, but that’s not really it. Vigo is a
floating city – people leave to go to their lands, work their potatoes.
Vigueses somos pocos (There’s not many of us native Vigoans) – only
150,000 of 300,000 residents. And it’s expensive to go watch Celta! You
could go on a nice vacation with that money.
In the highlighted portion above Jaime draws distinctions between full-time, fully-committed “Vigueses” and those “non-Vigueses” with rural ties who return to
their villages on weekends. After working during the week in Vigo, on Friday they
go back to their hometowns to cultivate their plots before returning with the harvest
on Sunday night. Jaime believes these people fail to properly fulfill their responsibilities to Vigo by taking advantage of the services and opportunities available in
the city, yet not contributing financially, socially, or sportingly. They pay their taxes
in their home villages where it’s cheaper, thus denying Vigo sufficient financial resources. They come back to the city Sunday night with their “potatoes taking up
the entire elevator,” and they do not contribute enough to the local economy. Also, they are not doing their part socially or sportingly to support the city’s chief
symbol, he believes, because they lack a sufficient commitment to the Celta soccer
team. To many, these people with strong rural ties are not being proper citizens.
Because the idea of “the city” corresponds to models of belonging that emphasize citizenship and modernity, it is an especially potent image. In the Galician context, where there is evident ambivalence toward identifying as “Galician” in certain situations, traditional soccer rivalries based on cities –but not the
nation– offer a compelling form of belonging. Accomplishments of a soccer team
provide ways to participate and belong in modern, global imaginaries. Whereas
joining together behind a Galician nation could be an effective way to campaign
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for Galician issues, in the eyes of many people the symbols of Galician identity
seem chiefly local, rural, and of the past. They seem to offer more ambiguous
and debatable benefits than modern urban life, with its guarantees of citizenship.
However, while Galician soccer generally operates within the limits of localist
prejudices, I believe there is potential for change, and one option involves the establishment of a Galician National Soccer Team for the region. Until 2005 Galicia was one of the few remaining Spanish regions without a “National Team.”
But changes in the regional government resulting from the 2005 elections finally
offered an opportunity for Galicians to establish a team. The newly formed Galician National Soccer Team defeated Uruguay in its first game in December
2005. I believe this team has the potential to re-frame how people experience
soccer and, thus, how they experience being Galician. Because it operates on a
larger, international scale, perhaps a Galician National Team could mitigate
some of the customary conflicts and oppositions based around local cities.

Conclusion
In this paper I have provided an introduction to some of the political and cultural
dynamics of regional autonomy in Spain, through my ethnographic study of
Galicia. As an inherently oppositional form, soccer fandom is useful in building
solidarity. It is a venue for confrontation with another, for uniting sympathizers,
and for symbolically performing identity. Historically, soccer has played at least a
limited part in nascent Galician nationalist efforts to cultivate a Galician identity
as a political project. Today, however, in Galicia soccer usually helps maintain
localist rivalries at the expense of recognizing a wider Galician identity. Challenges arising from relatively recent urbanization and large-scale migration have
also contributed to conflictedness over identifying as “Galician.” But the recent
establishment of a Galician National Soccer Team holds the possibility of emphasizing commonalities over divisions. A stronger Galician identity could be a
useful resource around which to rally and mobilize. Hopefully, over time, people
will work to ameliorate some of the conflicts depicted; I am looking forward to it.
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PHYSICALLY MODIFIED ATHLETES IN THE PARALYMPIC GAMES:
A NEW ETHICAL CHALLENGE OF TODAY'S SPORT
Leonardo Mataruna (BRA)

Paralympic History
Since primitive times disabled people were, unfortunately, restricted to the margins of society. The nomadic tribes, with difficulties in the displacement of such
people, would be accustomed to sacrifice its members that presented any physical, sensorial, mental or health limitations (Silva, 1987; Rocha, 1987; Carmo,
1989; Amaral, 1994; Bruns, 1997; Mecloy, 1974).
Physical activity for disabled people started in the 19th century as medical
gymnastics of the physical education system (DePauw and Gavron, 2005). However, organized sports practices for special needs people were initiated in Germany in 1918, formally, with a group of former-combatants proceeding from 1st
World War. In England in 1932, the “Golf Players Association for people with
just one arm” was established. However, only in 1944, in Aylesbury England,
the sport was consolidated in the European context. Through Ludwing
Guttmann’s initiative, a center for practical sports treatment was created for
medullar, physically and emotionally challenged people at Stoke Mandeville
(SM) hospital in England. At the same time in the USA, injured soldiers, playing
basketball in wheelchairs, promoted the sport throughout the country. In London
on July 28th 1948, Guttmann established the 1st SM Games creating a sports
competition for wheelchair athletes, involving veterans of the 2nd World War with
medullar injuries. Four years later, athletes from Holland were included in the
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SM games. Thus, the international movement known as the “Paralympics” was
conceived in the 1970s, but only used for the first time in the PG of 1984 (Ste-

fane, Mataruna e Silva, 2005).
The first games in the Olympic style for athletes with disabilities was organized for the first time in Rome in 1960. In Toronto 1976, other groups with disabilities were added, and this began the fusing of different groups of people with
disabilities for international sports competitions. In the same year, the Winter PG
had been carried out for the first time in Sweden (MNEC, 2004).
Although in 1982 the International Coordinating Committee of World
Sports Organizations for the Disabled (ICC) was established, in 1989 the different world organizations for sports, for people with disabilities felt that the ICC
should be replaced by a more democratic organization, the International Paralympics Committee (IPC). It was under the banner of this new committee, the
IPC, that the ideal formula was attained, suggesting a competitive format and
keeping the Olympic management strategies to promote the growth of the
event.
In 1992, in Barcelona, the functional classification of paralympians was introduced to officialize the foundation and action of the IPC promoting a more
competitive balance. The PG of Athens 2004 and Torino 2006 had demonstrated the outstanding preparation technique for the first placed delegations
in the final picture of medals, demonstrating the existence of planning and
preparation for the competition, as well as assistance to the athlete. It provides evidences to suppose that these facts would happen again, in a more intensive way in the next versions of Summer Games in Beijing 2008 and London 2012, as well as in the winter games in Vancouver in 2010. It also has
been expected that, beyond the competitiveness, there will be an increase in
the number of athletes and countries participating. These ideas could change
the perceptions about sports for disabled people from simply a leisure activity
providing medical and social benefits, to high performance sport participation.
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What is the definition PMA (Physically Modified Athletes)?
PMA is defined as any person, with or without a disability, that uses methods and

ways to fraud the Paralympic’s classification system in order to assure participation in the high performance sports, and/or to receive any revenue destined to
the athletes with deficiency. The illicit methods used to rank in the condition of
disability range from the simulation of the deficiency to the fraud of medical findings. They also include surgery or domestic amputations to “manufacture a paralympic athlete” or even the adjustment of an amputation or inversion of the
motor function of a person who already presents a deficiency but is not eligible
for competition. The auto-mutilation or destruction of the sensorial systems important to sports aims is another strategy to produce PMA. The obligatory mutilation –carried through criminal systems– by the principle of the reciprocity is part
of the repertoire of the evolution of PMA as well.

Aims and Methodology
This report tries to raise and construct the essential arguments for the discussion
of selected points related to the inclusion of “new produced athletes” in PG, aiming at providing a basis for future researches on the sociological problems and
ethical aspects of this biased sport situation. Also the present contribution highlights tasks related to android athletes versus Paralympic players in the competition using new technologies.
For the purpose of this study, a structuralist approach developed by LéviStrauss according to Lakatos and Marconi (1996) and Demon (1995) was used.
This methodological option starts from the review of a concrete phenomenon
(evolution of the competitiveness of the PG) by means of reported facts and investigation, raising itself to an abstract level (the PMA production), by means of a
model constitution that represents the object of study. Then, the approach returns later to the concrete level again (the impacts and the ethical dilemmas generated by PMA). At this time, the concrete level becomes a structuralized reality
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related to the social citizen experience. The transition between concrete and abstract levels and vice versa offers, in a second stage, a model to analyze and discuss the concrete reality of particular phenomena.

Understanding the origin of the problem
According to Mataruna (2005) “the Paralympics and its athletes are aging (...),
and if any renewal plan will be traced the games can be over” or be transformed
into a kind of Games of the Paralympics Ancients. This fact occurs because
many athletes who had competed in editions of Seoul 1988 and New
York/Stoke Mandeville 1984 still continue competing, as they did in Athens 2004
and, probably will do, in small numbers, in the PG of Beijing 2008. This means
some Paralympics athletes compete for over 20 years, phenomena rarely seen in
Olympic sports, which can serious consequences for their health.
Therefore, the necessity of a careful Paralympics renewal is proven. Formerly
the Sports Associations and National Paralympics Committees (NPC) selected
the people with deficiency identifying special sport skills in schools and hospitals.
Since 2000, the practice of an election of athletes with some deficiency proceeding from the “conventional sport” has also been observed (data from swimming,
judo and track and field technical reports obtained at Sydney and Athens’s PG,
not published yet).
The IPC, concerned about this renewal, initiated strategies to insert young
athletes and probably will develop new competitions. European and Pan-American countries have been improving their renewal strategies since 2003. Perhaps
a good suggestion to the NPC is to apply the evaluation methods to classify athletes following the process of initiation and formation of the new athletes because many disabilities can healthily be reversible with application of new therapies, or even a natural adaptation of the body itself. In these cases a Paralympic
athlete in formation can be classified as a deficient at the time of their initiation,
but this same athlete might wish to become a PMA during their career, especially
when the elements that determine their eligibility, disappear by any reason. At
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this moment it might be expected that the athlete will either carry through a simulation or restore incapability1.
Different to previous methods the current training of Paralympic athletes resembles the models used by able-bodied Olympic athletes in the majority of
sports modalities. Depending on the sport, they train with individuals without deficiency leading to an increase in performance, exchange of experiences and improvement of interpersonal relations within society.
With the arrival of some specific physical education professionals in the Paralympic community, many of them coming from Olympic sports, not only was the
competitiveness increased, but also the focus of the understanding of human diversity was modified. The potential of each individual, independent of his or her
disabilities and limitations, has been reached (Mataruna et al, 2005).
The PMA hypothesis is something still not thought by the sports specialists, but
it starts to surround the Paralympic world. Some strategies to get a PMA retrace
the “history of Frankenstein” cited by Miah (2004) in comparison to the GMA.
In contrast to GMA, that has already considered doping (WADA 2005), the
PMA as a possibility still are not inserted in any restriction of WADA or IPC Antidoping code (2006). The eligibility of the Paralympic athlete is derived from medical and functional examinations. The case of a non-deficient athlete found practicing the adapted sport is not considered doping. However, it involves the temporary elimination of the athlete, until a new international classification is carried
out, allowing a return to the sportive activities. Perhaps this is the reason for which
this case is not considered doping by the WADA, because in this determined moment the citizen is not deficient, but he can be a Para-athlete in the future.
The wild hunting for sports talent increased significantly, and consequently,
the search for classifications and reclassifications that determine the eligibility
and ineligibility of the athletes for the competition has been implemented. One
expects duplication in ordering for classifications with the arrival of the PMA. A
preservation strategy for the games regarding fair-play should act as a sportive
1. It is important to highlight that some people, such as paralympic athletes, do not opt for medical surgery
opportunities to correct their disabilities just because they don’t want to lose their sport and social eligibility.
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filtering of new athletes carried out primarily by NPC, preventing the PMA regression.
In search for urgent results because of the athletes’ lack, people with previous
deficiencies not observed or not taken into consideration and that had always
been in the sport for not-deficient people, are passing to be enlisted so as to occupy the vacant ranks immediately. This happens because they are ready for
performance and represent logical success in competition with deficient people.
The risk of this wild search for new athletes is the infraction of the rules and Fair
Play, exemplified when ineligible people compete with other eligible people, taking dishonest advantages. Some sports technicians suspect that this situation will
come true in the future with the arrival of the PMA to bring greater sanctions to
the country in the figure of the NPC, to the trainer, to the athlete, but unconditionally, to its financiers – the sponsors.

Functional Classification and PMA
The “Ethical Code of the IPC for the Medical-Functionary Classification”, presents that Athens 2004 PG’s, have been endorsed with rules that ensured the
commitment to the provision of classification services that represented the
biggest levels of honesty, integrity and dignity (CPE, 2004). Item 12.3 presents
the responsibilities of the athletes and trainers; attention deserves to be given to
points 12.3.3, that approach the act of “not to try to subvert the classification
process being left to make the things best possible during all the phases of the
classification” and the 12.3.4, in which it explains that “all players must be respected and to only make claims when an authentic doubt on the functional classification of a competitor” exists. The first item makes clear the existence of the
possibility to cheat the system. Probably a more adjusted complementary way
for classification is during the competitions (play or tests) preceding the Paralympic Games, in which the real performance of the athlete is more emphasized.
Regarding normative denunciations and possible reclassifications it should
have been better explored and argued with athletes who are uninformed about
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these possibilities. As indicated in the manual, the evaluations must precede the
competition, however in Athens 2004, some Cerebral Paralyzed Soccer, blind
Swimmers and Judo athletes had been reclassified during the competition, better
saying, before its end. These classifications should accord to the anti-doping control on the synchronism of the actions of punishment and in the subsequent actions to the case unconditionally, when cases of fraud are found.
The problem occurs when athletes used to competing in conventional sport,
but not the first sportsmen in their category of respective nations, opt to initiate a
competitive migration toward the PG, wholly exclusive for disabled people.
Some cases had already happened in Athens 2004, and these obviously presented discrete deficiencies, but very far from being similar to the impacting deficiencies seen in the Paralympic athletes. Nevertheless, the moment when the Paralympic community tried to find an equal space in which the disabilities that compose the PG can be respected, the level of competitiveness not only increased in
the function of the growth of the Paralympic movement, but also for the migration of athletes since it is another way to win and receive glory. The most frequent cases in this direction have been occurring in sports for the blind, mainly in
modalities where sub-normal vision athletes compete with blind people in the
same categories.
When the speech of fifth or sixth ranked Olympic athletes reveals that they
themselves would be capable of mutilating their body in order to compete in a
PG to conquer medals and come back to their nations with the recognition of a
national hero, it is clear that some ethical principles of sport such as harmonization and fair play can be violated. Such a violation could be compared with the
use of genetic technologies related to high performance and, therefore by not
guaranteeing the health of the athlete, it will be considered as an infraction in the
current code of doping (WADA, 2006). However, comments or recommendations on this possibility in relation to the Anti-doping Code have not been found
in WADA (2006), or in the IPC Code of Ethics (2006).
The following question is asked: how can we have the doping control of the
PMA? The gene therapy for health purposes has not been conceived with the
concern of being tracked (Ramirez and Ribeiro, 2005), but leaves signals of the
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vectors of the mutations that can be used in the detection of genetic doping; this
is the way in which WADA has guided its research (WADA, 2006). In the case of
PMA, the identification of the corrected sensorial deficiencies would only be possible in the after-competitive period, which would be impossible to monitor during the subsequent years. In relation to treating physical deficiencies, as provoked amputations, it fits much more to the ethical control of the NPC than the
WADA. However, at the time being there is no such instrument to gauge the occurrence of such deficiencies as previously mentioned.
How can it be really known that an injury provoked the loss of an individual’s
limb? How can it be sure that someone without the capacity to hear really can’t
hear? How can it be really known that someone with mental disability is deficient
of mental capacity? How can it be sure that someone is blind or has sub-normal
vision? It could be answered that the classification systems are responsible for
evaluating and attributing degrees to the athletes, but realistically, all the instruments known for the control have their processes of fragility. These facts provide
the potential for fraudulent processes by PMA and deserve greater attention from
WADA in an ampler relation with the commissions of sportive classification, in
the cases regarding PG.
In the case of the physical deficiencies provoked or constructed in the “androids athletes”, the difficulty of surveying the authenticity of an accidental cause
are much more complex that congenital ones, which can be mapped except when
occuring as an intrauterine modification or modification with embryonic stem cells
(ESC). This last hypothesis will be able to occur in the future in an attempt to elaborate an intrauterine super-athlete and the experiment for the successful GMA
fails. Considering the many cases of fraud that can happen the simulations of the
sensorial, psychological and psychiatric situations are problems of high gravity2.
2. In Sydney’ PG in 2000, the basketball team of mental deficients lost its gold medal after the publication of
a journalist’s article about cheating the classificatory system, thus showing its fragility and, after the discovery that only two of 12 athletes presented real determinants of eligibility (New York Times, 2000, 2001). The
request of re-insertion of this deficiency to the PG was carried through by the regulating institution (INAS) and
again the IPC denied it, but explained that when new safer methods of evaluation are presented, the process
will be reevaluated (Wilkens, 2006).
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When the PMA will be purposely blinded, it is possible that in the near future,
the same PMA can be regenerated, reconstructing the part affected by means of
gene therapy; this means, “using stem cell technology in the visual rectification”
(Charukamnoetkanok, 2006; Chiba et al, 2006; Limb et al, 2006; Li et al, 2006).
In the case of treating the motor affected and paraplegic they can also expect recovery with stem cells since human ESC may serve as a potentially endless
source of transplantable cells to treat various neurologic disorders (Ben-Hur,
2006) and some research conducted on paraplegia in rats has shown hopeful results (Zurita and Vaquero, 2006; Chen et al, 2001; Chopp and Li, 2002; Chopp
et al, 2000). Thus, in the future, the ESC therapy will be able to be performed after a PG competition of a PMA, or for the rehabilitation of athletes with some
kinds of disabilities, guaranteeing autonomy of the regular biomechanics of the
human body. It is also important to highlight that this perspective is just for some
cases of disabilities because technically the therapies have been developed for
tissue repair.
On the other hand, techniques of re-implants and robotics, for treating orthesis and prosthesis are advancing their research with lighter and more resistant
materials as well as with better anatomical adaptation, thus getting closer to the
perfect biomechanic function (Deville et al, 2006). Joukowsky III and Rothstein
(2002) comment on the advent of miniature wireless tech, electronic gadgets that
have stepped up their invasion in the body, conceiving the “bionic” man and
woman. Some new technologies have been used to engage the disabled people
with the world, so as to move and to communicate. But at the moment, there
have been significant advances in wheelchair design, orthotics, and prosthetics.
In part, these breakthroughs came about because of the demands by athletes
with disabilities for improved performance in elite competition, as well as by athletes with disabilities for recreational sports. The new wave in prosthesis utilizes
microprocessor embedded chips, paired with sophisticated sensors to radically
increase functionality. The immediate challenge is to create an artificial leg that
can manage balance, stability and comfort on its own. The work of some scientists and students who are laboring to devise adapted technologies represents, ultimately, a new definition of human which includes a whole range of biological340
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machine hybrids, including people with disabilities. The organic merging of machine, body, and mind may well signal another level of human existence.
Researchers of the University of Pennsylvania had developed a totally new
form to generate nervous structures in laboratories. Although it is still only one
demonstration of an innovative concept, the expectation is that these nerves can
be, in the future, another possibility for spinal cord injuries preventing the paralysis (Smith et al, 2006). More than gene therapy, the advance of nano-technology can be a new challenge for WADA, because the threat of PMA production is as
real for PG as for OG, since research points to the implantation of “nano-chips in
pain receptors and fatigue inhibitors” (FAPESP, 2006) theoretically undetectable
to anti doping controls.
Biomedical engineering (Lamsam et al, 1997; Martinek, Fu and Huard,
2000) has advanced in the studies of the stem cells and can reduce the number
of athletes with deficiency due to health gene therapy, as well as increase gene
doping in PG and OG. The next Games will show if chances will remain the same
in the competition for conventional athletes (Olympics) and former-deficient
(Paralympics and PMA rectified by stem cells). Moreover, in sport the status of
paralympic classification with the gene therapies loses its direction; therefore, it
can be camouflaged or improved preserving parts of athletes with real deficiencies and maximizing basic elements for the performance.
The possibility of production of PMA is unethical and we can even say, an unacceptable idea, but when we observe some historical cases in the search of a
disability condition in order to get some type of benefit, we come across a real
possibility of this happening in PG in the future. As it happened in many wars,
combatants with the wish to be repatriated and return home, leaving the front
line of combat, they would auto-mutilate in different ways, such as shooting one
of their own limbs (feet or hands) with the intention to be considered unfit for
combat. Throughout the working history, other cases have already been found
in which the illicit search for a disability was the solution found to get advantages. There are also cases where workers fake disabilities in order to receive
workers compensation. After the payment is received, they surgically have the
disability repaired (Viola, 2006).
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It is a great challenge to deal with sportsmen coming from countries where
the “value of the reciprocity” exists in their criminal system (Omena, 1989); this
means that the amputation of parts of the body is a crime, but this is allowed, so
a person without a disability can “acquire” a disability and become a Paralympic
athlete. The ethical concern in the case of criminal amputations is based on the
possibility of some delegations to have PMA only from “jail plants”; therefore,
countries that do not adopt this legal system of the application of amputation
penalty are in disadvantage for having greater difficulty in finding sports talents
through other strategies. Research has not found Bioethics reports on this subject
from the sports point of view nor studies involving the insertion of athletes with
law conflicts in the Paralympics.

Why some people want to become disabled
In countries with bigger social differences (social risk), many people look for
the NPC to obtain a classification as a disabled athlete in order to gain benefits
by practicing a suitable sporting activity. In the case of Brazil, Mexico, USA,
Canada and many countries of the European West, people with disabilities
have had priority access to health services and education guaranteed by law,
giving them advantages and possibilities that have never been mentioned before. The law guarantees benefits like retirement, scholarships and sport investment, and it makes people without a disability to long for a new life style, or a
new social label.
The Global Report of the International Organization of Labor (IOL) draws attention to the gravity of forced labor activity in the modern world. In accordance
with the IOL (2005), the kidnapping of people, emotional coercion, deceit or
false promises on types and conditions of work, physical violence against the
worker, sale and commercialization of slavery services are some conditions that
make the definition of “forced work”, which also includes forced labor under the
threat of physical punishment. It is questioned how much the production of the
PMA can be faced as a kind of forced work as defined by the IOL, when it is ma342
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nipulated by sport directors, coaches and institutions that come to get some type
of paid advantage or not; however, having cyborg athletes involves hurting the
physical integrity of the individual.
It’s known that in many nations homeless children are kidnapped, and have
their physical structures modified to get a deficient condition, so as to have an
appearance of individuals that need mercy. This physical manipulation has the
objective of the manufacture of beggars slaves, meaning a new group of people
who are part of an army of beggars in the traffic lights of great cities, buses and
train stations, among other public places. These people get their rights guaranteed in the PG, but they must be alerted that these actions should not become
the only way to make it to the games, because such actions inflict serious harm
on the person’s body integrity and health, and constitute a form of forced
sportive work, in the new formats of PMA.

The ethical problems
If the PMA are allowed to enter the PG, some ethical principles can be hurt and a
distortion of the Olympic ideals can be caused as pointed by Bohnstedt and
Muller (2005) arguing that the sports of high performance in children and
teenagers bring about the principle of sportive dependence. With the PMA how is
it possible to compete without some alteration? The principle of respect – to all
people (athletes, coaches and public) presupposes respect to oneself, but when
PMA are used it is a disrespect to everybody because there is no true physical
disability. The principle of equality is violated – the fact of the alteration of the
body to be successful already demonstrates the difference of the competitive
condition. The principle of justice is also threatened, since the auto-mutilation is
a simulation of a clinical picture – to dissimulate a disability. The production of
PMA with the objective of sport success represents a sportive injustice against
one’s proper health and the other people who enter the PG without tricks, and so
does the use of a lie in order to get public and private benefits. Those benefits
which were supposed to go to people with disability represent a social injustice
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that requires the analysis of other principles; the principle of trust in the team, the
other competitors and the anti-doping control; among other aspects we also
have the principle of participation, responsibility and accomplishment; the general principle of ethics of an integral body, the perfect physical integrity of the
body, applies perfectly to the combat of PMA.
Taking into consideration the thematic aspects that are involved in ethics for
Silva (2000) autonomy is the freedom of a person to act according to one’s values, priorities, desires and proper beliefs. In this direction the people who desire to
become a PMA have their exempt will guaranteed, but the Paralympic athletes
can refuse or even accept their participation in PG; beneficence means to act for
the well-being or to assist another to prevent or to alleviate evil and damage. It
must be understood as the obligation of the professionals of health and sport in
promoting the good of the athletes, by means of positive acts, including the use of
all strategies that can offer support and alleviate their suffering. It is also understood that prevention of auto-damage and the relation of the PMA with the deficient person should not harm the competitive environment. This last principle
goes along with the one of non-maleficence that implies not causing damage,
which is included in the obligations of sport and health professionals and involves
not to badly provoke any kind of damage to athletes and not to accept impostures, frauds and tricks in order to get an unreal classification. This principle is particularly important because of the therapeutical actions, or of PMA production,
that benefit people interested in healthful practice, but should not allow obtaining
illicit advantages, especially if they harm the continuity of fair play. The presentation of risks of damages, sometimes inevitable and irreparable, even if efficient
corrective therapies appear in the future, should be expected from sport and
health’s professionals.
This item must be analyzed in the context of the autonomy respect principle, but in case that it interferes with the ethics of human well-being preservation, it must be reconsidered, even from the point of view of the other people's
desire. Finally, the principle of justice implies it is the right of the people to
have access to the sport they need or desire in an equitable way. It also affects
the impartiality concept, that is, access of all existing possibilities and sportive
344
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manifestations, respecting the public for whom it is destined. Additionally the
justice principle establishes the ethical limits in relation to the autonomy of the
individual, that is, one’s limits will be determined by the respect to the dignity
and freedom of the other or the collective, which means that a decision or personal act, despite one’s independent status, should not cause damage, damage
to the others, or to the Paralympic sport. It is the task of the IPC, WADA,
Sportive Institutions for deficiency, and Commissions of Classification to establish the legal limits and the ways of sports eligibility so as to fit to the autonomy
of the individual, regulating, controlling and ethically generating the Paralympic fair play.

Final Considerations
The questions that were raised in this paper apparently seem to be absolutely
nonsense, but they echo a concern of many nations that act in accordance with
ethics and with the commitment to carry through a serious and fair task. Developing countries, where sport is one of the few ways to overcome social difficulties, tend to be the first countries to “produce” PMA, but this doesn’t mean that
developed countries will not apply more advanced and efficient technologies in
the production, recovery and rehabilitation of PMA athletes.
The ethical action of accepting a PMA athlete in the games is up to coaches,
clubs and sportive associations’ choices, which deal with genuinely disabled
athletes and must offer a good standard of quality, without exempting themselves of the responsibility relating to social interaction of the athlete due to his
disability. This system allows the reduction of the frauds that make it very difficult for the sport community to do its job with dignity and to have knowledge
of the congenital, acquired or produced pathological disabilities. The people
who make up a disability or its difficulties beyond reality but in fact present
some disability must have their sports benefits guaranteed, but they should
have their condition and classification reevaluated with greater severity and
constancy. The acceptance of the new selected athlete must involve the inter345
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ference of the NPC. This action should come personally, from the athlete and
from the group, in order to cover up the clubs and coaches commissions search
for their individual interests over the ones of the group involved in high performance sport; this must be thought about in future years. The certainties, values and moral principles of a person are influenced by the moral values of society and the historical moment one lives, resulting in further reflection needed
concerning the reasons that justify an action to be considered just or unjust,
good or bad, right or wrong. It is necessary to continue the questioning on what
leads people without a disability to allow their transformation into a PMA. This
prospect may be presented to individuals free of coercion or not, following
one’s voluntary actions or pre-determined ways, consciously or unconsciously;
however, the rational arguments and choices are based on an intention of a
better life, with better accomplishments and recognition, let alone the change in
one’s current social status. Another incentive among other possibilities, is the
existence of the ones that tend to offer greater benefits in a reduced space of
time, the ones who attract the valuation of the individual as an income athlete
and view the overcoming of new limits, less related to victory, and more to the
benefits of the new deficiency, thus contrasting the ethics of human being relationships in sportive activities.
If all Paralympic athletes are submitted to new therapies, with their motor and
sensorial functions recovered, they will have two possibilities: they will be redirected to the OG or they will be excluded indefinitely from the competitive system of high performances. This would justify the increase and the necessity of
PMA for the maintenance of the PG. However, the PMA has not been seen as an
ideal solution to gain headings, records and medals. Even though it is a possibility of the real continuity for the future of the PG, the PMA in short space of time is
a threat to fair play, as well as to PG and its athletes. Therefore, this situation
should be talked about and analyzed in order to have a strategy of research and
interventions in this phenomenon in the near future.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES
AND NATIONAL SPORT ORGANISATIONS IN PROVIDING SUPPORT
FOR ELITE ATHLETES
Caroline Ringuet (AUS)

Introduction
Elite sport is characterised by ongoing increases in globalisation, commercialisation, the number of events and competition, the demands of training schedules,
and the pressure for performance improvement and public entertainment. This
has created a hyper-competitive international environment in which athletes and
nations alike are seeking their glory on the world sport stage (Miller and Kerr,
2001). Tomlinson (2000) and Roberts (2004) suggest that the increased professionalisation and commercialization of sport has placed greater emphasis on success in contemporary elite sport. Therefore, high performance sport organisations are searching for more professional systems to improve athletic performances. This is transforming the way in which elite sport is both practiced and
managed today.
These changes have occurred with a concomitant increase in sport management research. Early studies of elite sport development systems identified factors
crucial to athlete success (for example, Moreland, 1998), and were instrumental
in the development of more sophisticated and better managed elite sport networks especially over the last decade. More recent research has studied the “homogenisation” of high performance sport and suggested that certain characteristics commonly underlie successful sport systems (Oakley and Green, 2001). For
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example, Oakley and Green (2001) suggest that successful sport systems are underpinned by simplicity of administration through co-terminus sporting and political boundaries, talent identification and monitoring systems, and the provision
of sport services to create a culture of excellence where all members of the support team interact. However, these studies are largely from the perspectives of
key personnel within sports organisations, and there has been little study of the
support services and resources required for the personal and performance development of elite athletes. No study has yet considered this from the athlete’s perspective.
Furthermore, while some work has provided an indication of the macrolevel of support systems and the structures required for athletes to achieve
high level performance, they have failed to consider how effectively the current support services and resources meet the needs of elite athletes in the contemporary sport environment. The majority of research in elite athlete development has considered the training and performance development perspective (for example, see Bayli (1996), Bayli and Hamilton (1996), Bloom
(1985), Bompa (1985), and Brown (2001)), or the personal development
perspective (for example, see Baillie and Danish (1992); Blackwell and
McCullagh (1990); Feigly (1984 and 1987); Gaudreau, Blondin and Lapierre
(2001)). Very little research has been done on how best to manage both these
components.
It is thought that competition in business, a ‘win at all costs’ attitude, and increased focus on revenue production, from an organisation’s viewpoint, can
lead to unethical actions and behaviours as well as indifference towards others
(Parkhouse, 2001). The greater emphasis placed on success in elite sport today
has meant that athletes generally experience intense expectations of winning
(for example, from the media, sponsors and spectators) (Pensgaard and
Roberts, 2000), and this is straining athletes’ physical, mental, social, and emotional well-being (Miller and Kerr, 2002). Therefore, staleness, burnout, and
overtraining syndrome are a significant concern today in elite sport (Henschen
and Straub, 1995; Smith, 1986; Hooper and Mackinnon et al, 2000). Despite
this, few sport organisations have practices in place to help athletes manage
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their demands. The notion that negative outcomes such as premature retirement may be considered a consequence of sport systems failing to effectively
manage the needs of elite athletes requires consideration. However, first the
needs of elite athletes must be identified. Only then can organisations effectively address these needs. Additionally, Kant’s categorical imperative theory of
ethics suggests that moral action would demonstrate respect for individuals (that
is, athletes are never treated simply as means to achieve organisational outcomes). Therefore, clearly identifying the needs of athletes may also assist in
understanding how individual rights could be balanced with broader organisational objectives (Tuleja, 1985).
This study was therefore designed to address this dearth of information on
the personal and performance needs of elite athletes and the support services
and resources required to meet these needs1. This was considered necessary
for several reasons including the protection of elite athlete health and welfare.

Research Objectives
This study was designed to better understand the interface between elite athlete
needs and the sport systems that support their development by addressing two
research aims. The first aim was to determine the needs of elite athletes from the
perspectives of the athletes themselves, and also from the perspectives of members of organisations operating in elite sport. The second aim was to determine if
similarity exists between athletes’ and members’ perspectives on the needs identified by the first aim.

1. For the purposes of this article, need is defined as a necessity for the presence or possession of something,
due to a condition of lacking or requiring some necessary thing, either physically or psychologically (The
New Shorter Oxford Dictionary, 1993).
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Method
Participants
This study relied on qualitative data collection through 76 semi-standardised, indepth interviews with elite athletes and members of sport organisations. Interviews were conducted with male and female elite athletes (N=35) who had
achieved a national representation in any team or individual sport at an Olympic
Games, World Championship or other international event in the last 4 years (28
Olympians and 7 national representatives), and were also able to communicate
comfortably in English. The twelve sports they represented were badminton, diving, fencing, gymnastics, hockey, judo, rowing, speed skating, swimming, track
and field, volleyball, and wrestling. Forty-one members of sport organisations including Olympic Committees (N=27), national governments (N=5), international and national sport federations (N=9) also participated in the study. This group
consisted of several types of key personnel including administrators, managers,
professionals (for example, coaches, and medical staff) and practitioners (for example, career advisors).
Eight countries were represented by the participants: Australia, Canada, England, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, and the United States of America. The
countries were selected by the major funding body of the study (The International Olympic Committee [IOC]) based on convenience and to provide a representation of different international societies and cultures. Snowball and convenience
sampling were used to recruit study participants from the eight countries (Taylor
and Bogdan, 1998). Both sampling methods were viable as the required participants were difficult to access; making up only a small percentage of the population.
Data collection and Analysis
Seventy-six semi-structured and in-depth interviews were conducted with the
participants; 71 were administered face-to-face and 5 were by telephone (due
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to time constraints). They were conducted in arranged settings, mainly in locations suitable to the participants including home, office, training venues or
sport centres. The interviews were between 20 and 90 minutes with an average of approximately 40 minutes. Interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim and then used in an inductive approach which involved a combination
of coding, constant comparative analysis, the generation of common themes,
and theory application (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Frequency analysis was
then used to quantify (percentage of the total number of participants) the responses of participants who cited a theme within the general categories.
Quantification of the data aimed to condense the results to make them easily
comprehensible and to allow the emergence of patterns (Mays and Pope,
1995).
To ensure that theoretical saturation had been reached a specific analysis
was conducted to refine, discard or elaborate on themes with theories used to
explain the data (see Taylor and Bogdan, 1998). The advantage of this ‘loose’
inductive approach was that the findings should have remained grounded in
the data rather than based on preconceived theories that may be irrelevant
(Bennis and Nanus, 1985). Participant validation was used to check for external
validation by providing research evidence back to participants to see if the
meaning or interpretation assigned was confirmed by those contributing it in the
first place.
Results and Discussion
To address the first aim of this study, 24 higher order themes were obtained
from the analysis. These were subsequently grouped in 9 general dimensions
or themes to describe the needs of elite athletes. These are presented in Table
1 in order of most commonly reported need to least commonly reported
need.
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TABLE 1
Needs of elite athletes reported by participants
Needs of elite athletes (in order of most commonly reported
need to least commonly reported need)
1. funding and 2. career/education
3. specialist support
4. facilities/resources
5. lifestyle/balance
6. social support
7. coaching
8. travel/competition
9. group/team training

This table provides the nine predominant needs of elite athletes but any
particular athlete may not be reflected in the table. Individual athlete needs
vary depending on many factors such as stage of development and level of
competition. Three of the 35 elite athletes made the following comments in reference to their needs during different stages of development and competitive
performance:
My belief in top level sport is that to keep the athlete happy you need to try
and tailor training, coaching, physiotherapy etc to whatever the athletes’
needs are at the time.
My needs have changed so much over the years compared to when 3
years ago I was first up here my needs were completely different to what
my needs are now.
Before my needs were that I needed a lot more encouragement and a lot
more development, I needed to be pushed hard, I needed to be really
made to have the hunger and I had everything here in order to be directed
to that, a lot of guidance and control of what I was doing. But now it’s
much more that I have the power and I say what I need now. I need the
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coaches to support me, its more psychological support now. I’ve got all the
basics and I now need the fine tuning.
The development cycle of the elite athlete therefore needs careful consideration when devising support programs centred on personal and performance
needs. Athletes with different levels of experience and knowledge of their sport,
and different familiarity with various support services will require different support programs. Athletes are also likely to have different needs depending on their
sport. For example, the professional status of the athlete’s sport may impact on
the athlete’s needs. One athlete commented:
...certainly over the last 3 years, there has been a complete metamorphosis
of how we train... in the past we were not ready to accept that we were full
time athletes and at that time we were part time athletes and the hockey
side of it wasn’t the priority, it was on an equal footing with 15 other things
in everybody else’s lives. What’s happened in the last 3 years is an acceptance of where we are as a hockey nation and where we need to be, and
what we need to do, to ensure funding continues. So what’s happening
now is that the dynamics in the team are changing and therefore our
needs are changing too. The role of the sports psychologist within the
team, and the role of a strong leadership group, a good captain within a
team etc I think is as powerful or as necessary as the whole tactical and
technical approach of the game.
A closer examination of the data revealed a difference between the two
groups (athletes and members) responses. Firstly, considering each of the nine
identified needs, athletes reported the first eight (ie funding, coaching, career/education, specialist support, facilities/resources, lifestyle/balance, travel/competition, and social support) as needed more often than members (Table 2). The difference in the number of times these items were reported as needs by athletes
compared with the number of times the same item was reported by members
was unexpected. For example, funding was reported as a need by all athletes
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compared with 71% of members, social support was reported as a need by almost all athletes compared with one third of the members, and specialist support
was reported as a need by almost all athletes (94%) compared with just over half
of the members (59%). The only similarity in reporting was for group/team training. Table 2 shows the distribution of responses presented as a percentage of
participants reporting each need in order of most commonly reported need to
least commonly reported need. These data are presented as percentages because as Mays and Pope (1995; 109-112) suggest, “the quantification is used
merely to condense [qualitative] study results to make them easily intelligible”
(Mays and Pope, 1995; 109-112).
TABLE 2
Needs of elite athletes reported by two groups of respondents
Percentage of participants reporting each need in order of most commonly
reported need to least commonly reported need
Athletes (N=35)
1. funding (100%)
2. career/education (94%)
3. specialist support (94%)
4. facilities/resources (94%)
5. social support (94%)
6. lifestyle/balance (86%)
7. travel/competition (71%)
8. coaching (66%)
9. group/team training (20%)

Members (N=41)
1. career/education (76%)
2. funding (71%)
3. specialist support (59%)
4. coaching (56%)
5. facilities/resources (49%)
6. lifestyle/balance (41%)
7. social support (34%)
8. travel/competition (32%)
9. group/team training (22%)

When the needs were divided into tangible and intangible needs, useful information was gained. Tangible needs are material or objective, able to be touched,
or having material form. They are physical assets that can be precisely measured
or valued. They can be economic (for example, money) or physical (for example, human resources or facilities and equipment). In this study the tangible
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needs were funding, coaching, career/education programs, specialist support, facilities and resources. Intangible needs are unable to be touched. For example, in
this study, lifestyle/balance and social support were considered intangible needs.
From this information it is clear that athletes reported the tangible and intangible
items as needs more often than members. This may be because athletes are likely to perceive an item (for example, service or resource) to be a need if there is
little or no availability or access to it (that is, a condition of lacking). For example,
one athlete commented:
I have some friends in synchronised swimming and it’s not the same...
my association pays for everything. Every single penny in the trip... we
don’t have to pay for anything. And I’ve been to school with synchronised swimmers and girls said that every penny that they have goes to
travel and their parents have to spend money because they don’t have
enough [are not funded enough].
A number of propositions may assist in explaining why the athletes and members reported needs differently. In discussing these propositions generalised inferences will be made and these do not necessarily represent the perceptions of
any particular participant in the study. Furthermore, broad social, cultural, political, and economic dimensions will have influenced response patterns and need
to be considered (Henderson, 1991; Snape and Spencer, 2003). Additionally,
relevant literature and theoretical underpinnings will assist in understanding the
differences between the two groups’ responses.
The reporting pattern of members may be explained largely by members
having a broad organisational or systems focus rather than an athlete focus. Further work is needed to determine the accuracy of this supposition as the current
data were not able to elucidate on the issue. The type of position held by members in the sport organisations may also be a factor as different levels of management may perceive the importance of different resources and services for athlete
development differently, and further they may have different degrees of understanding of athletes’ needs. In comparison with members, athletes are likely to
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have a narrow focus rather than an organisational or systems focus and they will
be readily conversant with their own daily needs.
The likelihood that members are focused on the needs of elite athletes from
an organisational viewpoint rather than an individual athlete viewpoint could be
expected. Further, members are likely to approach athlete development from a
service-delivery orientation which would explain why tangible needs are reported by members more often than intangible needs. Tangible items are also more
likely to be reported as needs than intangible items by members according to
their positions in sport organisations. For example, a member who holds a sport
science role in an organisation is more likely to report the tangible item of sport
science as a need, rather than the intangible item of lifestyle/balance. In this case,
athletes’ needs are perceived to be closely aligned to the services or resources offered by the member’s organisation and/or closely related to that member’s activity within the organisation.
Reid et al (2004) provide support for this in their work on the development of
multidisciplinary support teams. Their research demonstrated that service delivery personnel often work at cross-purposes with one another due to role conflict
or competition for resources within organisations. The individuals may be consciously or unconsciously trying to support their own individual positions or services and therefore would be more inclined to report their service as more important than another service. This may well have been an influence in the present
study. Unfortunately, the interviews did not provide information to either support or refute the theory.
The hierarchy of specialisations in support services in any participant’s organisation may also have influenced the perceived importance of various support
and resources and subsequently have influenced reporting patterns. For example, well-funded programs may be deemed more important than poorly funded
programs because of their perceived contribution to athlete performance. For example, a member from an organisation prioritising and appropriately funding
medical support is likely to perceive medical support as an important need of
elite athletes compared with a poorly funded service of that particular organisation (eg lifestyle/balance).
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Whatever the reason(s), it is of concern that a discrepancy in response patterns between athletes and members was demonstrated. Given that only 35% of
the members had been elite athletes (national representatives at Olympic
Games, World Championship or international tournament), the sample of members in this study may not have had the personal experience to well understand
the needs of elite athletes.
In this study, athletes’ responses may also have been influenced by perceived
organisational support. While most athletes were scholarship holders or members of multi-sport high performance training centres, some were in isolated
sports that they may have considered under-funded when compared to better
funded or more popular counterparts.2 For instance, an athlete in a resource deficient environment (for example, not a major revenue producing sport) would
be less likely to take a service or resource for granted because access to that service or resource is limited, than an athlete with access to a high quality and well
funded high performance program. This would result in athletes in resource deficient situations being more likely to report a service or resource that they have
limited access to, as a need. Thus it is fair to suggest that the adequacy of organisational support will significantly determine athletes’ perception of need.
The theory of equitable resource distributions can be used to support this
idea of “lacking” as an important influence of the athletes’ responses (Mahony
and Pastore, 1998; Mahony et al., 2005; Deutsch, 1985; Thornblom and Jonsson, 1985). Previous research using this theory suggests that individuals or
groups that contribute the most outcomes to an organisation, receive the greatest
distributions regardless of need (Deutsch, 1985). However, the need-based
proposition of this theory suggests that individuals or groups lacking necessary
resources are entitled to more than those not lacking necessary resources (Hums
and Chelladurai, 1994). Therefore, it would be likely that athletes who have no
or little access to certain resources would report these items as needs. Although
organisational members must often weigh the interests of a number of con2. Comparison of available resources and support services could be relatively easy for athletes in multi-sport
training institutes. Athletes in these environments are exposed to inequities more clearly than athletes training in a separate place to other sports.
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stituencies, including athletes, coaches, fans, media when making resource distributions to relevant groups, according to Cavanaugh’s (1984) model, ethical decision making should consider if resource distributions for athlete development
optimise benefits, respect the rights of those involved, and achieve fairness.

Conclusions
This study identified 9 distinct needs of elite athletes and suggests that the personal and performance development needs of athletes are reported differently by
members of sport organisations compared with the elite athletes they are supporting. This has several implications for theory and practice related to elite athlete development.
The finding that members of organisations and elite athletes perceive needs
differently may indicate that administrators lack an understanding of athletes’
needs. If this is the case then inadequate or inappropriate provision of services
and resources is likely and this ineffectiveness will affect athletes’ short- and longterm development. In particular, not covering their needs may increase athlete
stress and cause negative outcomes which may be seen as a lack of organisations
to appropriately manage the health and well being of their athletes. The lack of
inclusion of needs of an intangible nature by organisational members supports
this view. This study therefore indicates that the needs of elite athletes in the contemporary sport environment require much more careful consideration by sport
organisations. Better matching of elite athletes’ perceived needs with their organization’s support provision could be expected to assist in improving sport performances and reducing negative outcomes such as burnout.
Another benefit of better matching of athletes’ needs is the more effective use
of resources including tax-payers money supporting elite sport. The significant
public investment in sport should be used to maximise development and performance outcomes. For example, this study suggests that resources and services
for athlete development should be distributed on the basis of individual need.
The need-based proposition of equitable resource distribution theory has not yet
362
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been used in the elite sport context. The current data illustrate how the distribution of resources on the basis of actual need rather than what administrators
think might be needed could improve the equitable share of resources to better
meet athletes’ needs. Future research should consider this issue from the broader
base of stakeholders involved in elite sport. For example, the perceptions of
coaches may provide helpful information. This study provides new information
about elite athlete development which will advance the understanding of how
sport organisations provide support to athletes. The more efficient and effective
use of resources and support services will improve the overall development of
elite athletes and progress the management of elite sport in the future.
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“AN OLYMPIC PARADOX”
DISCURSIVE STRATEGIES FOR CANADIAN ATHLETES CONFRONTED
BY POLITICS
Jordan R. Koch (CAN)

This study investigates two questions: 1) What do high performance Canadian
athletes perceive as their agency and 2) Which discourses is/are influential in determining that agency. The impact of politics upon sporting experiences is inadequately represented in the existing historic literature. Through the use of media
sources, professional documents, biographies, scholarly books and articles, and
personal interviews, this study seeks to articulate how Canadian athletes experienced the Olympic Games in the 1970s and ‘80s. The social role(s) athletes describe (and are described) as fulfilling –their function and purpose relative to
Olympic principles, Canadian society and politics– will be the focus of this presentation. I adopt Naila Kabeer’s definition for agency, which states that “[it] is
the meaning, motivation and purpose which individuals bring to their activity,
their sense of agency, or the power within.”1 Sway adds that it reflects, “The
ever-present possibility of individuals to act in a way that generates feelings of
power and control, it is not something that people either do or do not possess ...
It is a creative capacity that is irreducible to structural conditions.”2 These parameters are well-suited to athletes’ descriptions of themselves and their sporting experiences.
1. Kabeer, N., Resources, Agency, Achievements: Reflections on the Measurement of Women's Empowerment. Development and Change, 1999. 30: p. 435-64.
2. Sway, S., Women Growing Older: Agency, Ethnicity and Culture. Sociology, 2003. 37(3): p. 511-527.
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I identify the 1970s as a pivotal period in the history of both Olympic and
Canadian sport. Historians generally consent that this decade marks an era in
which politics made a full frontal assault on Olympic sport. Success on the playing field was valued by governments as a reflection of culture and ideology. In a
Canadian context, developments were taking place to accommodate these perceptions. To paraphrase Donald Macintosh, sport increasingly became viewed as
a tool that could combat regional disparities, legitimise the government of the
day, and provide Canada with a much-needed shot of national pride.3
Interactions between Olympic and political agendas had a tremendous impact upon Canadian athletes. All parties (Olympic, political and athlete) induced
a social function for athletes based on their symbolic potential. According to
Olympic strategies, athletes symbolised amateur, non-partisan international
sport. To the government, athletes symbolised patriotism. They were federal investments and were expected to fulfill a political agenda.
This peculiar circumstance is not unique to Canada and has been previously
noted by sport historians. D.R. Quanz has documented the inconsistent relationships between Olympism, internationalism and patriotism in sport.4 German historian Hajo Bernett attributes an alleged crisis of Olympism to the “contradiction” between patriotism and internationalism.5 Established cultural historian
Richard Mandell claims that, from its very inception, the Olympic Games assumed a kind of paradox. He notes:
Another enduring, if dubious, contribution of Coubertin was the tenet that
might be called “the Olympic paradox.” This is the contradictory notion,
stated repeatedly by Coubertin and maintained by the priests of modern
3. Macintosh, D., T. Bedecki, and C.E.S. Franks, Sport and Politics in Canada: Federal Government Involvement since 1961. 1987, Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press.
4. D.R.; Civic Pacifism and Sports-based Internationalism: Framework for the founding of the International
Olympic Committee; Olympika: The international journal of Olympic studies (London, Ont.), 1993: 2 p. 1-23
5. Bernett, Hajo, “Innere Krise des Olympismus,” Lecture presented at the Deutsche Sporthochschule – Koln,
December 16, 1976. (In the private collection of D.R. Quanz). Translated by D.R. Quanz and found in Quanz,
D.R; Civic Pacifism and Sports-based Internationalism: Framework for the founding of the International
Olympic Committee; Olympika: The international journal of Olympic studies (London, Ont.), 1993: 2 p. 2.
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Olympism ever since, that international sporting competition both intensifies patriotism and prevents political friction owing to opposed nationalistic
ambitions – that, in other words, the mixing of patriotism and competition
will somehow further universal peace.6
Conflicts between governments, athletes and the IOC involving medal ceremonies, national flags and anthems, and disputes about Olympic host cities provide evidence that this paradox was escalating in the 1970s.
The 1980 Olympic boycott offers a quintessential example of political interactions with sport. My analysis will now shift to athlete interpretations of this affair
in an attempt to demonstrate their understanding of the political agenda and of
Olympic ideals.

Athlete Agency
Three months before the 1980 Summer Olympic Games, Canadian athletes
were informed that they would not be permitted to participate at the Games in
Moscow in protest of a Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The affair has since been
well documented by sport historians and does not require my attention here.
Pertinent to this investigation, however, are the resultant interactions of Canadian athletes.
Athlete engagement in political discourse revealed their recognition of its involvement in sport. A reality of power was that politics was the possessor. When
confronted by politics, many athletes recognised and accepted a subordinate role
to a political agenda. Interviewed by Olympic scholar Glynn Leyshon in the early
1990s about his reaction to the boycott, Olympic wrestler Mike Barry noted:
Interviewer: “Are you bitter about that?”
Mike Barry: “Initially, I wasn’t. Subsequently, I was. Initially my thoughts
6. Mandell, Richard, The First Modern Olympics. 1976, Berkeley: University of California Press, p. 72.
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were, the Canadian government with their funding program and scholarship program has provided me with opportunities that I would never be
able to afford or events. But, this point in time, I’m five or six years on the
national team, travelling the world. I have had adventures that young men
dream of and, you know, it was tough to sort of look back and say, like a
spoiled brat you disappoint me, I rebel.”7
The knowledge Barry articulates is an acceptance of the political agenda. His
discursive strategy reveals that federal support impacted strongly his perception
of high performance athletics. Financial assistance implicitly reduced his independence and made him more susceptible to the discipline of politics. Recognising a dependency, he submits to partisan desires. For rejection would be to admit, “Like a spoiled brat you [the Canadian government] disappoint me ... I
rebel.” Barry’s position is rooted in compulsion, rather than action. Though he
engages in politics, he is not discursively active in the promotion of a federal
agenda. Rather, he draws upon the discourse of economics in an effort to justify
an inferior position.
At a later point in the interview, Barry further describes the relationship between athlete and government. He exposes the important and under investigated relationships between how people talk and how they act – the relationship between discourse, performance and actions. Though he does not declare outright
that athletes experience performance obligations, much like his earlier comment,
he describes a commanding relationship.
Interviewer: Did you feel you owed something to the sport at this point? In
terms of you’ve been around so long, you know, taking funding and stuff.
Mike Barry: No. Notice I don’t hesitate.
Interviewer: Really.
Mike Barry: [...] I was out there by myself. Nobody could take me out of a
7. Barry, Mike. Interview by Terry (unknown). Transcribed tape recording. University of Western Ontario, London., (undated). Glynn Leyshon Collection, University of Western Ontario, Centre for Olympic Studies. 73.
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difficult situation. I felt no obligation to anybody. I killed myself to the program and Canada did well.8
Taken with his earlier comments, Barry’s statement is complex. In one instance he rejects performance as an obligation, and in another he acknowledges
Canada as a beneficiary of his success. He expresses knowledge that his body is
symbolic of the political agenda. Hard work had fulfilled any national obligations
that he may have felt. It suggests an almost employer/employee-type relationship
between athlete and government. Federal commitments were achieved through
success and a complacent reaction to political decisions. Having accommodated
these matters physically, Barry experienced no further discursive obligations to
the sport or to his employer. His discourse models a capitalist society in which
economic principles dictate one must work to earn and vice versa.
In a series of clips taken from CBC’s on-line archives, ‘in the moment’ audiovisual depictions of Canadian athletes are captured. In one clip, swimmer Dan
Thompson echoes Barry’s thoughts and notes, “Well, if our government says we
can’t go, I think we should obey what they say.”9 Words like ‘obey’ and the denunciation of ‘rebel’ reveal submissiveness associated with athletes’ perceptions
of politics. The issue is not for debate. Circumstances suggest that athletes experience obligation and responsibility, as opposed to maintaining a kind of active
political agenda. For many athletes, it became a matter of subjugation or acceptance – and to accept complacently maintained a sense of empathy and self-directed agency.
This strategy is shared by Swimmer Cheryl Gibson who states, “I don’t think
that Canadians had any choice. I guess we had to make a decision whether we
were going to stand behind the Russians or the Americans, and it had to be the
Americans.”10 Gibson’s comments show a culturally imbedded knowledge about
8. Ibid. 76.
9. Thompson, Dan. Canada Boycotts Moscow Olympics. Brian McDonald and Sheldon Turcott. The National. CBC. 22, April, 1980.
10. Gibson, Cheryl. Canada Boycotts Moscow Olympics. Brian McDonald and Sheldon Turcott. The National. CBC. 22, April, 1980.
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the partisan nature of high performance sport. In her view, participation would
emphatically condone Russian foreign policy. Her strategy reveals a detachment
from the non-partisan, internationalist agenda advocated by Olympic delegates.
Her view is tied to Western ideology and is partial to political determinacy.
These athletes engage in politics and acknowledge a partisan relationship. In
some ways, their actions align them with the political agenda. Yet, their verses
reflect but a portion of athlete interactions. Discrepancy is introduced when athletes engage in discussions that draw upon both political and Olympic discourses. When these strategies clash, a breakdown in identity occurs. It reveals with
transparency a duality that exists in the social worlds of athletes.
In a clip that has become somewhat known for her passionate reaction to
sport and politics, one of the more outspoken Canadian athletes, pentathlete
Diane Jones Konihowski, demonstrates:
I feel very strongly about politics – I hate them. I love sport. I think that all
sports people realise that we want to keep the Olympic movement alive.
We want to keep sport alive and, therefore, we really dislike all of this political talk that is taking place ... I think it’s going to harm the outlook of
sports in the minds of the youngsters of Canada. Many youngsters have
Olympic heroes. And many youngsters in Canada ... want to represent
their country at the Olympics. If that is gone then what have we done to
the young athletes of Canada? I mean any country, if they don’t have a
goal to work towards, if we wipe out that Olympic ideal for them, I think
it’s going to be very harmful for them if they don’t have that goal to work
towards.11
As Konihowski demonstrates, discursive strategies for Canadian athletes are
multifaceted. The nostalgic non-partisan ideal associated with Olympic sport resonates deeply. Utterances reveal their identity to be linked ambiguously to the
11. Konihowski, Diane. Diane Jones Konihowski: Olympic boycott a ‘tragedy’. Tom Leach. Newsmagazine.
CBC. 22 April, 1980.
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concepts of Olympism and patriotism. To understand their role in society in the
face of politics, athletes draw upon concepts of Olympism. Intriguingly, these
athletes personify the Olympic paradox described in sporting literature.
On the 25th and 26th of April 1980, twenty-four Canadian athletes representing 19 sports disciplines were invited by the Canadian Olympic Association to deliberate and express their views on the boycott. This gathering was
one of the first times that Canadian amateur athletes from diverse-sporting
backgrounds got together and discussed their status as athletes. Interestingly,
the gathering was organised by sporting officials and not by the athletes themselves. It reflects an era in which athlete discourse seemed to require permission prior to public construction. As Olympic swimmer Bill Sawchuk describes:
Interviewer (Jordan Koch): You were pretty liberal about [expressing your
disapproval of the boycott] at that time?
Bill Sawchuk: Yeah (thinking), I was. But, you know, there wasn’t a lot of
people asking...12
On behalf of Canadian athletes, track and field competitor Bruce Simpson
presented the COA with their official position. A line acknowledging, “sport and
politics have been inseparable” showed the reality that most athletes had come
to accept.13 That said, athletes insisted “It is absolutely imperative that the International Olympic Committee and the National Olympic Committees address
themselves immediately to resolving the extreme intrusion of politics into the
Olympic Games in the 1980s.”14 Let me now focus on another statement in the
report that introduces a peculiar contradiction:

12. Sawchuk, Bill. Interview by Jordan Koch. Transcribed tape recording. University of Calgary, Alberta,
June 9th, 2006. p. 12. Bill Sawchuck competed in the 1976 Summer Olympic Games in Montreal and had
qualified to compete on the Canadian Olympic Team in Moscow in 1980.
13. Simpson, Bruce. Athletes Presentation to the Canadian Olympic Association. 25-26 April 1980.
14. Ibid.
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Based on our understanding of the government’s position on the boycott issue at this time, a 2/3 majority are against boycotting the Moscow Olympics.
If the strength and consistency which we feel should be part of our government’s boycott position, both here at home and abroad, were in evidence
along the lines of [the government brief stating that the strongest possible
stance must be taken against the USSR’s action and its refusal to withdraw
from Afghanistan] then a majority would support a boycott stand.15
The contradiction is in the outright rejection of political intrusion followed by
its conditional acceptance. While athletes shared theoretical values with Olympism, discursive inconsistencies reveal the nature of political influences.
In a series of interviews conducted by Jane Crossman and Ron Lappage it was
found that none of the athletes felt governments should use sport for political
gains.16 Their study discovered a similar conditional acceptance of politics in sport:
Indeed, several athletes said they would have been more supportive of the
boycott if it had been used along with other sanctions that affected most
segments of Canadian society. Had the athletes competed in the Moscow
Games, they would have had the opportunity of displaying disapproval by
other means, such as a refusal to participate in the opening ceremony.17
In the last sentence, the researchers note that athletes proposed to reduce patriotism as a form of protest. Therein lays the depth of the paradox. Participation does
not condone politics. Rather, it is the nature and incorporation of patriotism that is
the acknowledged constituent. Most athletes resisted discursively their sacrifice of
autonomy. They engaged in politics as much as it could be exercised through the
Olympic venue. That is, national patriotism was permitted and was thus an agenda
promoted by athletes. This enmeshed them deeply in Mandell’s Olympic paradox.
15. Ibid.
16. Crossman and Lappage; Canadian Athletes’ Perceptions of the 1980 Olympic Boycott; Sociology of
Sport Journal (Champaign, Ill.), Dec. 1992: 9(4). 354-371.
17. Ibid. 370.
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Conclusion
Discursive utterances reveal athlete agency to be complex. Athletes draw upon
seemingly contradictory discourses and, as such, they construct ambiguous identities. The opposition occurs at the level of speech and statement. Assertions
about the agency of Olympic athletes are inconsistent with one another. Both
government and Olympic officials force a unique agenda upon Canadian athletes. They advocate publicly the roles they view athletes as fulfilling and the objectives their performances satisfy. This places athletes in a unique position.
Crossman and Lappage note, “Clearly, elite Canadian athletes are in a vulnerable position. On the one hand they accept funding from the government, and for
this reason the government may feel justified in involving athletes in boycotts.
On the other hand they want less government interference and more self-direction.”18 I argue that the acceptance of federal finances and the increased social
prominence of high performance athletes made them susceptible to political manipulations. Yet, these were not the only factors contributing to their vulnerable
status. Performance obligations and nationalistic displays enabled athletes to become complacent with a federal agenda. Mike Barry notes, “I was very proud of
myself. Very proud to be a Canadian. I have the uniform today and being an
Olympic athlete was a very positive thing for me.”19 As Barry demonstrates, the
nostalgic representation of Canada is an embodied representation of the political
agenda. These sorts of indulgences reveal that politics were highly influential upon the Olympic experience. That being said, many athletes combated flagrant
political happenings by spouting Olympic rhetoric and advocating a separation
between politics and sport. This demonstrates that athlete identity was multi-constructed. Their agency was linked to two agendas which they actively had to balance – internationalism and patriotism. Athletes acknowledged both discourses
and, intriguingly, they personified both agendas.

18. Ibid. 370.
19. Barry, Mike. Interview by Terry (unknown). Transcribed tape recording. University of Western Ontario,
London., (undated). Glynn Leyshon Collection, University of Western Ontario, Centre for Olympic Studies.
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BEYOND THE PHYSICAL: INDIVIDUAL POLITICAL EXPRESSIONS
IN THE OLYMPIC GAMES
Callie Batts (USA)

Introduction
Speaking in defense of his haunting masterpiece Guernica (1937), Pablo Picasso
once described the inherent links between art, politics, and expression:
What do you think an artist is? An imbecile who has only eyes if he is a
painter, or ears if he is a musician, or a lyre in every chamber of his heart if
he is a poet, or even, if he is a boxer, just his muscles? Far from it. At the
same time, he is also a political being, constantly aware of the heartbreaking, passionate, or delightful things that happen in the world, shaping himself completely in their image (quoted in Martin, 2002).
Accused of using the painting as a propaganda tool to denigrate Spanish fascism, Picasso did not refute the charges of incorporating politics into his art. Instead, he recognized that cultural forms hold an immense power to impart ideas,
express discontent, and catalyze change. Whether the cultural form is painting,
poetry, music, or boxing, the artist is molded by the immediate world and responds by capturing the spirit of that world.
The mere fact that Picasso included an athlete in his analysis of the artist indicates that the potential for creative expression lies in a wide variety of cultural
forms. The stereotypical representation of the modern athlete does not, howev375
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er, allow for such individual expression. Critics argue that the dominant discourse of sport celebrates the physical achievement of the body but stifles the development of other facets of being – the intellectual, spiritual, and political, for
example (Sage, 1990 and Donnelly, 1988). This “dehumanization of the jock”
suggests that individual athletes should not attempt to express themselves beyond the physical, that they should remain silent behind the inviolable curtain of
sportsmanship (Lipsky, 1985: 71). Within this depiction, the athlete plays no part
in the production, challenge, or negotiation of cultural values and social mores.
Yet according to Picasso, the boxer is just as valuable in this process as is the
painter. How can this discrepancy be explained and understood?
By taking a critical approach to the dominant discourse of modern sport, this
study attempts to understand the connections between sport, politics, and the individual. The adage that “sports and politics do not mix” has become a tattered
cliché, but its sentiment remains a vital part of the ruling discourse of sport. The
intersection of sport and politics operates on many levels, ranging from broad
acts of international diplomacy to narrow articulations of individual beliefs, but
the reigning discourse exalts sport as existing outside of politics and all other elements of society. In this view, sport is a separate sphere unsullied by such social
ills as racism, commercialism, and gender discrimination.
This particular discourse holds the capacity to be oppressive and exploitative,
but the overarching nature of sport has the potential for empowerment and liberation. The tension between tyranny and freedom imbues sport with relevance
and intrigue, making it an arena rich with human drama and cultural significance. But is it an arena amenable to outward political gestures? Do individual
acts of moral conscience, presented in the guise of political protest, have a place
in sport? Can athletes truly exist as political beings, as Picasso suggests, or does
the idealized discourse of sport confine them to the role of detached entertainer?
In the quest to answer these questions and understand the potential of sport,
it is most fruitful “to turn to history to decide whether and in what sense sport
opens up or closes down possibilities for human expression” (Morgan, 1994: 7273). Perhaps the most intriguing historical case is that of Tommie Smith and
John Carlos, American sprinters who gained notoriety after raising their black376
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gloved fists skywards while standing upon the awards podium during the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico City. With their overtly political gesture, Smith and
Carlos spoke out against the endemic racism and social inequities that plagued
America. At the same time, they challenged the idealized discourse of sport by
engaging in expression beyond the physical. The reaction of the sports establishment against Smith and Carlos upheld the idealized discourse and reinforced the
dominant belief that politics and sport should not mix. By placing their story
within a critical framework, it is possible to gain insights into the relationship between sport and politics, the ability of individual athletes to engage in political
gestures, and the capacity of sport to embrace all types of personal expression.
Do modern athletes, like Picasso’s boxer, have the potential to be dynamic cultural actors?

Theoretical Frameworks
In order to examine the role of the politicized athlete in sport, it is essential to
construct a guiding theoretical framework. These ideas provide structure to historical investigation and serve as points of reference for critical analysis.
First amongst the theoretical themes, and of paramount importance, is the
recognition that sport and politics can, and indeed often do, mix. The existence
of the politicized athlete is essentially denied if the basic relationship between
sport and politics is deemed an imaginary fiction. This interconnection between
sport and politics operates on various levels and involves a diverse set of actors
ranging from the individual athlete to entire state governments.
Perhaps the most crucial distinction to make when examining the links between politics and sport is the difference between large and small-scale political
statements. Scholar John J. MacAloon identifies two levels of politicized international sport, that of the “epic” and the “lyric” (1988: 290). Epic examples of political statements through sport include national boycotts, specific sport-based
diplomacy, the construction of national identity via sport, and the deliberate connection of sport and political ideology. Such macro-level examples are well rep377
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resented in the canon of sports literature and retain a certain mysterious allure
that add credence to their place in history. Events such as Olympic boycotts, the
ping-pong diplomacy employed by the United States in its relations with China,
and the murder of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympic Games have become
iconic statements of the political use of sport.
A trickier question, however, is politicized sport at the lyric level, the use of
sport as an arena for the personal expression of moral conscience and political
beliefs by individual athletes. This micro-level matter is the subject of very little
academic research, but it certainly does not suffer from a lack of cogent and
important examples. At the lyric level, politics is defined by the individual
rather than by the nation-state, but the individual often comes to represent a
larger set of cultural values and moral beliefs beyond the self (MacAloon,
1988: 290). For example, Jesse Owens gained the adoration of the democratic
world simply by winning races at the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin and debasing the racial doctrine of the Nazi regime. Without necessarily meaning to,
he made a political statement suffused with western, democratic values. His
body encapsulated a political ideology at direct odds with the fascist sporting
culture omnipresent in Berlin. Similarly, Billie Jean King’s defeat of Bobby Riggs in their 1973 tennis match signaled a victory for feminists struggling to secure equal rights for women, a political battle in which a singular sporting
event spawned increased awareness and activism. Certainly, the actions of
Smith and Carlos in 1968 epitomized the influence of the individual athlete on
the lyric level of politicized sport. Theirs was an overtly political gesture, yet it
resonated with elegance and thoughtfulness. The combination of the political
and the physical imbued their gesture with a cultural significance that still persists today.
A second theme revolves around the question of sport’s intrinsic relation to
wider society. Although most contemporary observers accept the fact that sport
cannot be separated from politics, there persists a dogged idealized discourse of
sport that seeks to defend the sanctity of sport. For many observers and participants, sport is both ahistorical and apolitical in nature, a bastion of purity in
which to seek refuge from an often confusing and upsetting world. The inherent
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link between sport and politics has long been ignored because of this global inclination to view sport as situated within its own insular context, detached from the
multitude of other societal features. In his explication of American sport, George
H. Sage (1990) addresses this curious discourse by stating:
The traditional tendency to separate sport from the rest of society, treating
it and its participants as isolated from the rest of the social world and as existing in a value-free and ideologically pristine environment is erroneous –
its presumes that there are no links between sport and our other social institutions and cultural practices (vi).
In his study of the 1968 Olympic boycott movement, Douglas Hartmann
(2003) relies on the notion of an idealized discourse of sport to explain the
harsh treatment of athletes who make political statements on the lyric level. In
Hartmann’s view, this discourse is grounded in the simplistic assumption that
sport always acts as a positive social force. The myths of purity and integrity
cloud realities of inequality and oppression. The quasi-religious nature of sporting rituals provide sport with an “imagery of the sacred” (76) and perpetuate
the belief that sport exists beyond the reach of wider society. This “sacriliged”
discourse of sport thus spawns the belief that “the sanctity and integrity of athletic competition could not be compromised or disrupted by the presence of activist-athletes” (73). However, if it truly was nothing more than a secularized
sanctuary, sport could not contribute to the creation and negotiation of cultural
values.
A final theoretical perspective is the issue of human rights in sport. Proponents of athletes’ rights invoke humanist theory to argue that athletes are denied
a sense of personal empowerment, leaving them unable to exercise their rights to
freedom of thought and expression. When athletes do exert their full rights, they
are often sanctioned heavily by the sport establishment and suffer lasting consequences. For such politicized athletes, a disturbing irony permeates their actions;
by attempting to secure rights for others, they are simultaneously denied their
own empowerment, liberty, and expression.
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From the perspective of humanism, the problem centers on the denial of independence, equality, and empowerment to the individual athlete. In an early
examination of the subject, Sage (1974) argues that the central aspect of humanist theory is the capacity of the individual to exercise autonomy, free choice, and
self-determination. In critiquing sport through the lens of humanism, he remarks
that the rigid organizational hierarchy and strict collectivist ideology of sport prevent the individual from utilizing free choice (420). In humanism, the goal of
sport is to produce increasing individual uniqueness and independence, thereby
adding vitality and meaning to the collective.
Paulo David (2005) elaborates on the interconnection between sport and humanism by emphasizing the empowerment of individual athletes. Like Sage, he
argues that the traditional sports environment renders the concept of empowerment marginal and insignificant. To explain this lack of empowerment, David offers insights into the ways in which sports authorities perpetuate the dominant
discourse of idealized sport. He writes:
Within their rigid sporting environment, athletes are tacitly requested to refrain from any political or social statements. The sport establishment perceives all forms of extra-sporting empowerment –especially political– as a
threat to the entire system, and still forcefully promotes the illusion that it
can function in total independence and is free from politics and social
problems (190).
As the case of Smith and Carlos reveals, it is still possible for athletes to exercise their rights within an otherwise stifling sporting environment. While using
their gesture to highlight the lack of civil and human rights in their own social
context, they simultaneously exposed the lack of freedom that athletes have to
express their individual whole selves beyond the physical performance of the
body. By speaking for the rights of others, they effectively spoke to uphold their
own rights and those of all athletes.
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Tommie Smith and John Carlos
In 1968, Tommie Smith and John Carlos represented the United States at the
Olympic Games in Mexico City as members of the track and field team. Talented
sprinters, they were both expected to do well during the Games. On October 16,
they took to the starting blocks for the finals of the 200-meter dash, fuelled by rivalry and the desire to capture victory. The race itself was spectacular. Smith
crossed the line in first place with a world-record time of 19.83 seconds. Australian Peter Norman snatched silver right at the line, edging out Carlos who settled for bronze. It was the fastest 200-meter race in the history of the modern
Olympics, and Smith’s world record stood for eleven years (Bass, 2002: 239).
Rather than being remembered for this incredible race, Smith and Carlos are
instead remembered for their Black Power salute atop the awards podium, a gesture filled with evocative symbolism and political protest. Upon mounting the
dais, their bodies spoke for them. Each wore black socks with no shoes to represent American black poverty. Smith had a knotted black scarf wrapped around
his neck, a potent symbol of black lynchings. The two athletes shared a pair of
black gloves, Smith with the right and Carlos with the left, to encase their fists in
a mark of Black Power (Mackay, 2001: 22). Norman, the white Australian silver
medalist, joined in solidarity by wearing a human rights badge on his jacket. As
the flags were raised and the anthem played, Smith and Carlos raised their
black-gloved fists into the air and bowed their heads. Remaining perfectly still for
the duration of the anthem, they raised their heads when the music stopped and
marched out of the stadium to the sounds of catcalls and booing from the crowd
(Bass, 2002: 240). It was a shocking and powerful moment, and it has become a
vibrant image of political activism and resistance.
For all of its contemporary resonance, the gesture was met initially with derision and anger. In 1968, amidst the swirl of student demonstrations, civil rights
marches, and anti-war protests, Smith and Carlos dared to introduce politics into
the sanctuary of sport. Their actions were personal choices made to express their
own beliefs and morality. Yet, they also acted as part of a wider collective, becoming icons that transcended the narrow world of athletics. By using sport as
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their platform of political expression, Smith and Carlos deliberately challenged
the idealized discourse of sport and manipulated the global reach of the Olympic
Games to raise awareness of America’s racial strife.
Smith and Carlos’s salute on the awards podium represented a culmination
of ideas and activities that had long been stewing amongst black athletes and
their communities. With their raised fists, the two sprinters became icons of a
larger movement aimed at using sport as a means to draw attention to inequality, injustice, and pervasive racism in American society. As the athletes fully understood, their talents often supported the economic fabric of universities and
professional franchises. Owners, administrators, and coaches exploited the talent
of the black athlete but often gave nothing but oppression and racism in return
(Scott, 1971: 80-85). According to Smith, Carlos, and other black activist athletes, sport could be harnessed to counter this cycle and become a vehicle for
personal empowerment and social justice. Beyond just simply playing games,
athletes must honor their social responsibilities by utilizing “the endemic political,
social and economic aspects of sports for the greater and more profound purposes of freedom, justice, and equality for oppressed humanity” (Edwards, 1969:
191). Sport was not merely entertainment, but a powerful medium for social
change.
After making their stand, Smith and Carlos faced the task of defending it. Before they had a chance to fully explain themselves, the two athletes faced immediate disciplinary action from the United States Olympic Committee (USOC) and
the International Olympic Committee (IOC). The president of the IOC, Avery
Brundage, was angered by the two athletes’ blatant exhibition of political protest
and sought swift punishment and atonement. The day after the protest, he expressed his disgust in his official Olympic journal:
One of the basic principles of the Olympic Games is that politics play no
part whatsoever in them... Yesterday US athletes in a victory ceremony
deliberately violated this universally accepted principle by using the occasion to advertise their domestic political views (quoted in Hartmann, 2003:
155-156).
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Clearly, Brundage held the USOC responsible for not controlling its athletes
and allowing Smith and Carlos to embarrass the Olympic institution by disrespecting its basic philosophical tenets. Feeling obligated to respond, the USOC
offered a formal apology to the IOC for Smith and Carlos’s actions. Included in
this statement were warnings to other athletes against subsequent acts of political
agitation. At this initial juncture, the USOC decided not to punish Smith and Carlos, arguing that it was an isolated incident and that their behavior on the podium was simply immature, not inflammatory (Bass, 2002: 246-247). Furious at
the USOC’s failure to discipline the athletes, Brundage pressured the USOC to
suspend Smith and Carlos from the team and send them home. Yielding to this
pressure, the USOC issued a statement on October 18 indicating that Smith and
Carlos had been suspended from the track and field team, removed from the
Olympic Village, and ordered to return to the United States immediately. In a
conciliatory concession, they were allowed to retain their medals (Hartmann,
2003: 156-157). Just two days after their Black Power salute on the podium,
Smith and Carlos were sports outcasts and political martyrs.
Because the disciplinary measures were so quick, Smith and Carlos had little
chance to comment on their gesture before being sent home to face a hostile
press and a skeptical public. Upon returning home, they received hate letters and
death threats amidst a sporadic show of amity. Smith was refused entry into the
Army, and Carlos attempted an unsuccessful career in professional football
(Moore, 1991b: 63). Due to the lingering political overtones, the 1968 United
States Olympic team was not invited to the White House for the customary visit
with the president, the first team not to be extended the honor (Hartmann, 2003:
170). To a public unaccustomed to athletes taking social and political stands, the
actions of Smith and Carlos seemed curious and threatening. For Americans, the
idealized discourse of sport was a common sense assumption. Even for black
Americans aware of endemic racism, sport represented an arena of opportunity
and purity. Many people thus viewed Smith and Carlos’s protest as a negative
action that dishonored both the country and the sanctity of sport.
To counter the claims of dishonor and disrespect, Smith explained that the
protest was steeped in non-violent, conscientious concern:
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It had to be silent –to solve the language problem– strong, prayerful, and
imposing. I cherish life so much that what I did couldn’t be militant, not violent. We had to be heard, forcefully heard, because we represented what
others didn’t want to believe (Moore, 1991a: 71).
With their silent, peaceful, and powerful gesture, Smith and Carlos made an
unforgettable appeal for social justice. They used their moment of personal glory
to speak for the rights of others. Deemed treasonous by the ruling sports establishment, Smith and Carlos embodied the sense of individual empowerment that
was so often denied to athletes. Indeed, they represented what others did not
want to believe on many levels – the unfulfilled promises of American egalitarianism, the manipulation of sport for political ends, and the existence of empowered athletes who refused to idly support the dominant system.

Conclusion
The story of Smith and Carlos is a vibrant chapter in Olympic history, but it transcends mere sport. The significance of the story lies in the ways in which sport
was used, manipulated, and interpreted to serve disparate ends. For the athletes,
sport was a medium through which to engage in resistance, challenge the dominant apolitical establishment, and articulate their freedom of expression. For the
ruling authorities, sport was an isolated arena shielded from wider social and political influences. Ultimately, this story is relevant not only to a critical reading of
sport, but also to the broad context of culture in general.
But what role do politicized athletes hold in the current world of international
sport? For contemporary professional athletes, issues such as sponsorship, union
protection, and job security occupy their thoughts as much as training techniques
and competition schedules. The transnational commercialization of sport has effectively strengthened the discourse of silence that Smith and Carlos challenged.
Today, athletes are rarely willing to risk the loss of their paychecks and social status to speak out against social injustices (Leonard, 2004: paragraph 10). The
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changing economics of sport, and the subsequent shift in sporting values, has
contributed to the decline of political consciousness amongst athletes. As one author noted:
Black male athletes do not perceive sports as a vehicle for addressing political issues like their forefathers Smith and Carlos did. Sports are a means
to making large sums of money, accumulating material goods, and attracting women. This contemporary situation is far from the vision that all those
involved saw back in 1968. (Harrison, 2000: 71).
Perhaps the discourse of modern sport is simply shifting away from idealization to commercialization, all the while denying the capacity for social change
and holistic expression.
These issues of globalization and corporatism need to be examined in greater
depth in order to understand the role of politicized athletes in contemporary society. Within the context of transnational sport and its changing economies, the
definition of political activism used in this study might prove to be irrelevant.
Whereas the Black Power salute symbolized protest against domestic social injustices, many athletes today make stands of corporate loyalty. Instead of supporting abstract ideals of human rights and freedom, they support concrete dollar
signs and global branding. In response to Michael Jordan’s expression of loyalty
to Nike on the victory podium at the 1992 Olympic Games, author David
Leonard invoked the legacy of Smith and Carlos by suggesting:
In twenty-four years, the image had gone from athletes risking their careers, even their lives, in the name of principles and politics, to silence and
compliance in the name of global capitalism and endorsement deals
(2004: paragraph 2).
Can the adoption of such a loyal stance to corporate entities be considered a
political act? Are athletes who refuse to participate in an event due to sponsorship conflicts truly politicized? Future research needs to address such questions in
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order to craft a thorough analysis of the links between contemporary politics and
individual athletes. Additional work should also examine athletes who support
the dominant political status quo, a twist on the argument that politicized athletes
only make progressive statements against existing situations. Political action
should not be merely defined by those who call for social change; those who
seek to maintain the status quo can be politically engaged as well.
As a cultural form, sport has the potential to offer multiple layers of empowerment. Yet it also has the ability to stifle individuality. Within the discourse of
modern sport, oppression exists simultaneously with empowerment, acquiescence with resistance, and silence with expression. The intertwining dynamism of
these dichotomies infuses sport with a distinct sense of cultural significance. Cognizant of this significance, athletes who make political statements help to maintain the relevance of sport by stirring debate and discussion. Individual political
acts within sport are variously interpreted as inappropriate exploits, immature
outbursts, or brave stands, but they always represent the power of individual expression. Through the expression of individual empowerment, athletes can experience the emancipatory potential of sport and truly celebrate their whole selves.
Without this potential, sport would simply lose its meaning.
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Olympism and Olympic education
It is a well known fact that Pierre de Coubertin was inspired to renew the
Olympic Games mainly by pedagogical ambitions. During the 8th Olympic
Congress in Prague in 1925, he declared, “I believe ... that the future of civilization depends on which way education will go ... The stubborn mistakes of contemporary education have driven today’s generations into dead ends of narrow
specialization. This will only lead to darkness and divisiveness.” Another quote
from the above-mentioned congress: “Time has come to build a temple to pedagogy whose architecture would be better suited to contemporary needs. Sports
have developed in the womb of a society which the passion for money now
threatens to erode to the bone.”
Coubertin considered the concepts of olympism and education as virtually
identical. His life goal was a reform of the school education of the young generation. He firmly believed that the new peaceful world can arise from a radical education reform.
He considered sports to be an ideal tool but only if the sporting activity develops within the spirit of calocagathia and its ideals of harmony of the physical and
spiritual beauty, as well as within the modern principle of fair play and the general moral principles. We are certainly living in a different world, in a different
moral environment and in different sports coordinates than the founder of the
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modern Olympic Games. However, development means not only to suppress
but also to maintain permanent matters, and the concepts of olympism and education are still considered as coherent and identical concepts. (Grexa, 2006)
ñ Coubertin has created a form that doesn’t need to be broken or discarded or filled with a new content.
The purpose of olympism should be the development of man, not his reduction to a sports machine. Olympism means overcoming the routine – man isn’t
only what he is, but also what he can be. Homo olympicus means not only competing and winning but also the journey which perfects the athlete in on overall
sense. Olympism is thus the privilege of the spiritual aristocracy and elite.
ñ Olympic education is a process which has its own specific kinetic and
perceptual content in which we apply selected motion and non-motion tools to the overall development of a man’s personality, not only
to the improvement of his performance.
The entire Olympic movement is linked with education, and thus all the negative aspects of olympism and the games counteract education and discredit the
entire movement in the eyes of the general public. That’s why Olympic education cannot be an exclusive task of delimited institutions of the movement, for
example only of the national Olympic academies, and by the same token it cannot target the youth only either. Successful education is guaranteed by the positive effort of a complex chain: athlete – family – school – environment – coaches
and the whole implementation teams – judges – authorities – media – public (audience).
ñ Olympism requires an ethical behaviour and correct action of all
those involved in the athletic practice, athletic organizations and athletic politics.
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There is no doubt that in the current so called post-modern (post-industrial)
world the individual and the society need to be humanized due to the moral decay caused by the contradictory development of civilization.
ñ Sport can contribute to the process of the humanization of the world
only if its activities improve man not only physically but also spiritually because since the time of Hellenistic calocagathia the quality of life
has been understood as harmony. The sport under the Olympic circles
must rest on three basic pillars – the ancient Greek calocagathia, the
modern principle of fair play and the Olympic philosophy defined by
the Olympic Charter.
The basic goals of Olympic education are as follows:
1. To identify the knowledge of olympism.
2. To spread this knowledge inside the Olympic movement as well as beyond
the movement among the general public.
3. To involve the largest possible number of children and youth, as well as
adults in sports and motor activities, to help to improve their health, increase their physical, motion and sports performance, psychological, intellectual, moral and social development.
4. To achieve a balance between top level sports and popular sports, to not
consider sports for everybody just as a service for top level sports but as
a tool of the individual self-realization of each person.

The Content of Olympic Education in the Slovak Olympic Academy
a) T h e o r e t i c a l education and publicity:
lectures, seminars, conferences, quizzes and arts competitions, promotion of
olympism in a periodical and non-periodical press, books, anthologies, newsletters and methodical manuals, exhibitions, presentation of sports postal stamps,
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rubber stamps, brochures and commemorative letters, discussions, meetings with
Olympians, Olympic topics for A level written exams, theses and dissertations,
teaching the subject of Olympism at selected universities, scientific research.
b) P r a c t i c a l education:
sports competitions, the Olympic Day Run, Sports Days, Olympic Education
Award giving ceremony, cooperation at National Days of Sports Fields Cleanliness, the International Children’s Olympic Camp, touring the Summer and Winter Olympic Games venues.
All the above mentioned activities were targeted mainly at elementary and
high school youth and university students and partly also at teachers. Even though
there is a lack of reliable sociological research, it is obvious that there is a smaller
impact as far as active Olympians, their coaches and implementation teams, sports
functionaries and the adult population as a whole is concerned. However, it is
hard to expect a deeper impact of Olympic education among the general public if
it is underestimated even by the sportsmen, active athletes, coaches and functionaries themselves. The ideas of the 22nd Olympic Congress in 1994 have
reached the public of the Olympic movement to a limited extent for its members to
support more actively ethical, cultural and educational values of olympism or to
exert an effort to increase participation in sports events. (Grexa, 2006)
The Olympic movement and its leaders should do more for the education of
athletes because an athlete should be a good example for the youth. The best
defence for an athlete against a variety of dangers is represented on the one
hand by education in which family, school and other educational institutions
play an important role, and on the other hand it is the quality of his performance
and the environment, mainly his coach. (Grexa, 2006)
In addition to compulsory physical education which at the present time cannot at all satisfy a child’s biological needs, it is imperative to involve the youth in
extracurricular activities where the physical education specialist (the teacher, the
instructor, the coach) has at his disposal a wide variety of tools of Olympic education:
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ñ First of all, it is the school Olympic Games and we suggest that they include in addition to sporting activities also quizzes in both literature and
arts. An example is the International Children’s Olympic Camp organized
every other year by the Slovak Olympic Academy for elementary school
pupils. After the opening ceremony which is a simplified version of the
opening ceremony of the Olympic Games (a line-up of teams, the Olympic
anthem, lighting the Olympic flame, hoisting the Olympic flag, welcome
speeches, the athletes’ and judges’ Olympic oath), the Slovak participants
take part in a quiz on olympism and together with overseas participants
they take part in non-traditional sports events according to their age and
sex. All the participants compete in an art contest on the topic of sports.
ñ Very successful forms of Olympic education in Slovakia are regular quizzes
on olympism for elementary schools, high schools and the universities. Unfortunately, except for the elementary schools, we have not so far managed to strictly apply the idea of calocagathia that is to combine the intellectual and sporting activities into one organizational format. At the present
stage of the development of information and communication technology
and the introduction of the Internet in schools, we see a lot of options for
Olympic education by using these tools as well.
Olympism, as a philosophy of life combines body, will and mind and tries to
blend sport with culture and education. Olympic education should be based on
some important values and ethical principles. Those are education in the sense
of physical training and drill but also mental education. Every parent, teacher,
coach or another tutor is responsible for the physical and mental growing up of
the child. And it is not only muscles but also mind and good will.
The best didactic example is the teacher or parent himself. That is why not
only the children but also their coaches, teachers and parents should be well educated in the matter of Olympic values.
We already know what Olympic education is and we even know why it is
good to teach it. But the problem still is how to perform it. What is the best way
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of teaching Olympic values? We should find some natural and easy forms. Theory is very important but more important is the way, how we present it. There are
many ways of enlightenment that can be used for this purpose. Every responsible person might find some ways how to do it. In the educational process both
students and teachers should be involved.
The primary goals of Olympic education at school:
– to promote olympism as a way of life
– making students/children aware of the issues of multiculturalism, equality
and truce
– promoting understanding of the ideals of Olympism and its educational values: fair play, positive attitude, avoiding any prejudices, doping...
– enhancing the quality and efficiency of physical education
– providing information about current Olympic and Paralympic Games
I will offer some options about how to promote Olympic education in
the frame of sport activity:
A teacher of physical education can influence the personality of a student directly by many various games and then by special evaluating and summarising.
They can organise some special mini Olympics with all the procedures as it was
already mentioned before.
An interesting idea can also be an integration of disabled or handicapped
children into normal PE lessons. It can help the children to be one team, to help
each other and to understand what it is like to be a disabled. It will create knowledge and awareness of disability of children toward sports. It will change the attitudes of youth without a disability toward people with a disability.
In winter time the school curriculum could also include a ski training week in
the mountains. There are also some possibilities to promote Olympic education
by means of games. In the end of the course the special ski trail of slalom will be
built up and all the competition will be evaluated as a mini Olympics with all the
honours and respects. The winner can be considered as an Olympic winner, he
can be awarded the Olympic crown and Olympic diploma.
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It is always better to teach by games and joyful activities outside than sitting
for a long time somewhere in the classroom. At the universities of physical education except ski courses water outdoor activities or paddling in the river can also
be included. There are also possibilities to organise “Olympic Games” with fair
play rules and without any cheating. By teaching we have to show that it is always more valuable to show respect to the opponent and shake his hand when
he is better than us.
As a post graduate student I work at the “Department of outdoor sports and
swimming” and I am sure that all this practises are possible to perform when
there is an outdoor course outside. At that time the students are always relaxed
and they like to compete or cooperate with each other in the games. And moreover, on these occasions they fix their relationships and sometimes become forever friends.
Teachers or coaches of swimming can also organise similar competitions with
regard of Olympic values and by this promote the Olympic education at schools
or in the swimming clubs.
During summer season I also work as a rafting and canyoning instructor for
one Slovak adrenalin travel agency. There I teach or instruct mostly adults than
children, but there are also some ways to influence people in their attitude toward each other and to show their respect to each other.
Rafting is an ideal sport where we can build up an Olympic spirit. Crew people on the raft should be one without any prejudices and enjoy competitive
sport, combined with the Olympic spirit.
When there are more rafts on the river we try to organise some competitions
so that everybody can have fun and build up team spirit. By rafting and canyoning activities we can support love and respect toward the nature and environment. We always show to the people why it is good and necessary to preserve
and protect nature.
I, as the only rafting and canyoning woman instructor at that travel agency,
have always been confronted by my male colleagues and I always show them
that girls are also good enough to do it, to instruct the people, to save them, to
steer the raft – a big boat and to work with hard wet ropes when doing
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canyoning. By this I try to show to my beloved colleagues and to our clients
that any form of gender discrimination is nonsense. And I am happy to say
that it really works and many times our clients have demanded to be guided
just by me.
I think that everybody can find some very interesting way to promote
Olympic education. It is always good to publish books or any other materials but
we have also to take into consideration that the best didactic instrument is the
personality of the teacher himself.
And that is why we have to start from ourselves and become good
“Olympians” as a good example so as to create our peaceful world where everybody can be equal, free and happy.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES: A WAY TO IMPROVE HEALTH
IN ECUADOR’S ORGANIZATIONS
Denisse Na′ cer Fabiani (ECU)

The introduction of Physical Education programs in Ecuador has been focused
to guarantee the human body development and the toughness of students’
health throughout different physical sports activities, physical qualities, and hygiene habits that will lead their lifestyles, build positive traits in their personalities,
roughness of their willpower, honesty, courage, decision making; as a consequence all these factors guarantee the instruction of the professional with high
physical and mental standards given by the society.
The current Physical Education programs in Ecuador have not fully guaranteed
students’ proper formation. As a result, there have been many difficulties mostly
found in their organization, like the implementation of different physical sports activities as a subject (Physical Ecudation), which mediates in the professional
growth process. Such activities must fulfill the purpose of integrating them as a
whole that encourages not only a physical and mental state, but also the development of the professional characteristics that are demanded in their future jobs.
There is no preparation focused on the creation of a culture toward the employees’ illnesses. The application of a program scheme including the prevention
of physical diseases, sicknesses and aches of the worker, knowledge of the main
ailments and the way to fight them back has become a need for society that we
can not put off if you take into account the factors mentioned above.
Most people do not have the real picture of what having an inappropriate
posture for long periods of time in front of a computer means; they ignore the
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most frequent illnesses and how to counterattack them. A good number of people do not know any therapeutic and relaxation exercises to do whenever they
are necessary.
Physical Education as a subject is centered toward the development of students in their biological, mental and social facets helping to create healthy scholars with a good level of health that guarantees their harmonic growth and a better lifestyle.
People’s attention on sports, physical education and recreation activities
everywhere in society has been connected to the interests and political wishes of
some government leaders.
The proposal of a curricular strategy starts after considering if the professional
formation process and the role of physical education is the same. This curricular
strategy is planned so as to make sure that all the people in this society (Ecuador)
can get to know what is the relationship between physical education and health.
This strategy can not be accomplished during the first two years of one’s career;
in addition to that, it requires planning throughout the whole course. As a consequence, it does not only guarantee the achievement of the procedures that are
involved in the Physical Education curriculum, but the complementation of all
the exercises that can be done at work or any pastime activities as well.
Technology makes the world move faster, which obliges the people to be well
prepared for its challenges. Therefore, the relationship that is established between
men and technology brings as a consequence the disease risk of the people’s tissues and organs such as their hearts, eyes and lungs. On the other hand, we need
to have quality results with fighting back a group of diseases that are associated to
the stress experienced in offices by employees, like the adoption of bad postures.
In spite of some disagreements amid doctors, almost nobody doubts that the
repetitive movements and the misuse of computers is the main cause for several
orthopedic pathologies, which are very often seen among computer programmers, designers and all the people that spend too much time near a computer.
The need to improve the process of teaching physical education professors so
that they can prevent the people using computers every day from adopting an
incorrect position whenever they work at the office is extremely important.
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Physical and sportive activity in contemporary society has become one of the
most important standards being able to assure the steady advance of life quality
for the population, consequently its great share from the social point of view.
However, there are many occasions where reasons such as a lack of principles produce discouragement from this activity only focusing from the narrowest
perspective, judging basically from the results obtained by one or many sports,
even if they are not relevant.
On the contrary, the physical and sportive activity or physical culture, as truly
known, goes one step further. The usage itself of the latter term indicates the different activities that are developed in this field.
Physical exercise improves the mental function, the independence, the memory, the alertness, the body shape and the sensation of well-being by producing stability in the personality characterized by optimism, euphoria and mental flexibility.
Physical education programs must offer relaxation, resistance, muscular
strength and flexibility. When the body and movement interact with the space
and time, much human being learning is built. This process is done as a successive repetition of educational experiences promoted through the exploration,
practice and consciousness.
It is estimated that between a nine and sixteen percent of deaths in developed
countries may be connected to a sedentary lifestyle. When referring to the health
of a person this is an important factor which combines with others such as genes
provenance, age, nutritional situation, hygiene, healthiness, stress and tobacco.
Every person has physical capacities like strength, endurance, flexibility, coordination and velocity. These basic qualities are formed in different ways according to each person’s effort that must be done as a daily routine or in their
sportive activities. This basic qualities’ status is the one that determines an athlete’s physical condition.
His physical condition is determined by the complete set of individual
strength, coordination, endurance, flexibility and velocity, which could be improved through training.
The decrease of strength as a consequence of age could be postponed
through a special training or even it could be stopped completely. The en399
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durance capacity could be kept for a considerably longer time. It is not about
running a marathon, but precisely this kind of training applied correctly to an
elderly person contributes significantly to his well-being. Also the flexibility of the
joints and the capacity of stretching the muscles could be well kept and improved
for a bigger proportion of the population.
The physical activity and the practice of sports have acquired a popular
meaning among the people; from the individual point of view, it is a benefit for
the body shape and esthetics; from the general one, it has become a lucrative
business thanks to the technological advances, the media and the marketing.
Physical inactivity is a habit by which ones stops using the body to satisfy the
demand of its life system. It is a behavior that goes against man’s nature that brings
as a consequence the weaknesses and fatigue of the human body in a fast way for
example in activities that take place when someone is seated behind a desk.
The lack of physical activities takes:
ñ The increase of weight as a misbalance between the input and outcome of
calories that could reach levels categorized as obesity.
ñ The decline of elasticity and joints mobility, muscular handicap, reduction
of the ability and capacity of reaction.
ñ The lowliness of blood circulation with the result of heaviness sensation
and edemas, and the appearance of varicose veins.
ñ Backache, spine affections and bad postures due to the low development
of the muscular tone from their respective tissues.
ñ Tendency to sicknesses such as high blood pressure, diabetes, and colon
cancer.
ñ Frequent strong tiredness sensation, depression, uneasiness, low self-esteem related to the body shape, etc.
The practice of sporting activity in a systematic and regular way should be
taken as a significant element in the prevention, development and rehabilitation
of health. Generally, the benefits of the physical activities could be seen in the
following aspects:
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ñ Organic: the increase of elasticity and joints mobility.
ñ Major coordination, ability and capacity reaction.
ñ Gaining muscular mass that transforms in increasing the metabolism,
which produces a decrease in the fatty tissues. (prevention of obesity and
its consequences)
ñ Enhance the endurance to body fatigue (tiredness).
ñ Referring to the heart, a raise in the organic resistance is noticed, as well as
blood circulation improvement, pulse stability and diminution of blood
pressure.
ñ Referring to the lungs, an improvement of the lung capacity and therefore
a better oxygenation is perceived.
ñ Development of the muscular strength that is closely related to the increase
of the bone force (increase of the bone-mineral density) that prevents Osteoporosis.
ñ Improvement of the body posture throughout the lumbar muscles
strength.
ñ Avoiding diseases such as high blood pressure, diabetes, colon cancer and
backaches.
Older age has traditionally been viewed as a time of inevitable disease and
frailty; however, the current view of the aging process distinguishes true aging-related decline in function from that which is secondary to other factors known to
decline in older age- especially, physical activity. Ample data now exist that
demonstrate that even the frailest sectors of the older population can respond
favourably to exercise. Therefore, physical activity and fitness remain vitally important in older age with regard to maintaining a functional and independent
lifestyle.
Understanding the role of physical activity changes in health and function has
important public health implications for meeting the needs of the ever-growing
population of older adults.
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Mandatory vs. Facultative Aging
To further accelerate this compression of morbidity, we need to improve our
ability to distinguish between the aging-related decline that is mandatory and
that which is facultative. Mandatory aging is that over which we have no control.
In the absence of disease or injury, biological cells, systems, and organs undergo
a process of irreversible decline. The underlying basis for mandatory (i.e., biological) aging has been debated for decades and there are two general classes of hypotheses that attempt to define it (Dice, 1993). Briefly, the first of these hypotheses proposes that random environmental events such as oxygen free radical
damage, somatic cell gene mutation, or cross-linkage among macromolecules
render the cell incapable of functioning normally.
Normal function would require the cell to transfer information from DNA to
RNA to the synthesis of protein, thereby allowing the cell to contribute to tissue
homeostasis. The consequence of this error build-up is that the genetic foundation of the cell becomes altered and the expression of essential protein is either
limited or cannot proceed at all. Individual cell loss is not catastrophic to tissue or
organ function until a significant complement of cells in the tissue or organ fails.
Aging is therefore the consequence of a progressive accumulation of errors in
the makeup of the cell due to the inability of the cell’s repair processes to keep
up. The second of the hypotheses proposes that the aging process is actively programmed by the cell’s genetic machinery. In the case of programmed cell death,
there is some valid evidence of the death of certain cell lines during development
and maturation; however, the relevance of this process to the aging of the organism has not been established.
Facultative aging, on the other hand, is that over which we do have control
and comprises factors at the community (e.g., quality of health care), as well as
at the individual (e.g., lifestyle) level. Physiological function and resiliency decline with aging – even among the most robust sectors of the older adult population. The degree to which this decline is due to true biological aging and the degree to which it is related to changes in social or lifestyle factors that also accompany older age –particularly physical activity or disuse– is a primary focus of this
402
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paper. To sum up, the aging process has traditionally been viewed as an inevitable decline in health and function.
Although many physiological functions are known to decline with age, the
emerging view of the aging process distinguishes the decline in function and
resiliency due to biological aging from that due to disuse. Bortz (1982) was an
early proponent of the theory that inactivity causes much of the functional loss
attributed to aging, from the cellular and molecular to tissue and organ systems. He noted that many of the physiological changes commonly ascribed to
aging are similar to those induced by enforced inactivity, such as during prolonged bed rest or during space flight. He also proposed that the decline in
function due to disuse could be attenuated, and perhaps reversed, by exercise
and stated that this prospect holds much promise for what we now have
termed successful aging. This attenuation in functional decline with exercise in
older age is extremely important, as closing the “fitness gap” between active
and inactive older people can prolong the time to the disability threshold – often independent of actual improvements in muscle strength, balance, or bone
strength.

Physiological changes occurring with aging
As mentioned previously, normal physiological function begins to decline in advancing age as a number of systems become less pliant and less resilient to environmental stressors. One of the most noticeable and clinically relevant changes
occurring with aging is the loss of lean mass. Longitudinal evidence suggests that
during older age, muscle mass decreases about 3 to 6% per decade. This loss of
muscle mass, with the accompanied rise in the proportion of body fat, has negative consequences for maintaining resting metabolic rate and metabolic resiliency, as well as for maintaining reaction time, strength, flexibility, and balance – all
important variables for maintaining an active and independent lifestyle in older
age. Another important functional change accompanying older age is the loss of
cardiovascular plasticity resulting in a decline in maximal heart rate, cardiac out403
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put, stroke volume, and arteriovenous O2 difference (American College of
Sports Medicine, 1998; Lakatta, 1993).
These decrements in cardiorespiratory function (along with the loss of lean
mass) contribute substantially to the age-associated decline in maximal aerobic
capacity - an important physiologic indicator of functional capacity in older age.
Indeed, maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max) declines between 5 and 15%
per decade after age 25 (Heath, 1981; Dempsey & Seals, 1995).
Accompanying the decline in the aforementioned physical capabilities is the
decline in sensory function. Effects in vision and hearing may increase the psychological stress associated with common daily interactions with the environment (e.g., walking to the store, going to the Senior Center). As older people feel
less confident in their abilities to venture safely outside the home, these interactions with the environment will decrease, thereby compounding the disuse-functional decline cycle.
While a genetic predisposition toward the loss of lean tissue and cardiovascular plasticity is important, disuse is also a significant contributor. For instance,
many of these physiological changes are similar to transient responses observed
after long periods of bed rest or space flight. The common element among these
three conditions (aging, bed rest, and spaceflight) is microgravity, and disuse
(sedentary behaviour) is a form of micro-, if not hypogravity.
It is important to remember, however, that bed rest and space flight are of
short duration compared to the life span of humans, and in the case of the former two conditions, decrements in function are usually reversible within short
periods of time. This is not the case with older people who may have been inactive for the majority of their middle- and older age. Indeed, the effect of disuse of
function will vary by age with greater impairment in older age due to less resiliency and longer duration of disuse. This has important implications with regard to doses of exercise necessary to reverse an existing functional defect (e.g.,
insulin resistance) in older people.
Nonetheless, ample data have demonstrated the benefits of physical activity
in delaying and attenuating substantially aging-related functional decline, even
among the least robust members of the older population.
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Available evidence (see ACSM, 1998 and DiPietro, 2001 for reviews) indicates that older people (even those in their 9th and 10th decades) can respond
favourably to both endurance and strength training. Endurance training can
maintain and even improve several indicators of cardiorespiratory function –
most notably, submaximal work performance, which accounts for the majority of
day-to-day physical activity. Strength training is very effective in modulating the
loss of lean mass and accompanying decline in muscle strength and metabolic
function. In addition, both endurance and strength training have demonstrated
their effectiveness in improving bone health, postural stability, flexibility, and in
some cases, depressive symptoms and cognitive function in older people (ACSM,
1998). This has important consequences for delaying or reducing the risk associated with heart disease, diabetes, osteoporosis, and falling and for increasing life
expectancy and quality of life in older age. Thus, it appears as though it is never
too late in life to achieve the benefits of increased physical activity.

Dimensions of Physical Activity and their Relation to Health and Function
in Aging
The inverse association between physical activity and disease or functional decline is consistently strong, graded, and independent, and is biologically plausible and specific – thereby meeting most criteria for inferring a causal relation.
The challenge often encountered in epidemiologic research in aging –especially
when relying on self-reported measures of physical activity– is that of establishing
temporal sequencing (i.e., does sedentary behaviour truly precede the onset of
functional decline).
It is difficult to determine the characteristics of physical activity related most
specifically to different aspects of health, since there are several dimensions of
physical activity behaviours. These dimensions, which are neither exclusive to
any one type of activity nor to each other, include aerobic intensity, energy expenditure, weight bearing, flexibility, and muscle strength. Certainly, these dimensions are interrelated since, for example, activities that increase aerobic ca405
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pacity also require energy expenditure. Any sustained weight-bearing activity
will also expend energy, and if done vigorously enough will increase aerobic capacity.
It is important to consider that the relative importance and specificity of each
of these dimensions to health shifts with age. For example, among adolescent
girls and younger women, dimensions of physical activity related to muscle and
bone growth may be of primary interest, whereas among middle-aged people,
the influence of energy expenditure on weight regulation or of aerobic intensity
on cardiovascular health becomes more important.
Among older adults, the influence of weight-bearing, strength, and flexibility
aspects of activity on bone and lean mass preservation and balance assumes
highest priority with regard to maintaining functional ability and independence.
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COMPOSITION OF AN OLYMPICS TEXTBOOK
FOR THE JAPANESE OLYMPIC EDUCATION
Kim A Hyoung (JPN)

For the purpose of hosting the Olympics in Japan in 2016, for the kids that will
be adults these days, in July 2006, professor Sanada and professor Saga, in the
Olympic research lab of Tsukuba University, are preparing an Olympic textbook.
This time we will introduce Olympic education of Japan and explain the features
of the Olympic textbook of Tsukuba University.

Japanese school and Olympic education
The 18th Tokyo Olympic in 1964 was held with the cooperation of the General
Affair Department, JOC, the Office of Education and private associations. The
whole country participated in the Olympic movement including Olympic Exhibitions, Olympic documentary movies, and Olympic education. The Office of
Education set a motto for students and distributed Olympic manuals to each
school to enhance the spirit of Olympics, awaken consciousness of Japanese
youth, enhance the attitude of national prestige and world peace. In Chiyoda
Ward the educational committee in Tokyo set the goal for Olympic education
as:
1. Prepare the foundation to enhance national prestige and contribute to
world peace.
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2. Concepts and attitude to respect human being, self consciousness and
pride of Japanese.
3. History and meaning of the Olympics, understanding of the Olympic Spirit.
4. Arouse interest in Olympic sports and encourage the attitude of participation.
The educational committee recommended the above 4 purposes to students.
Also each textbook proposed how to proceed with Olympic education in detail.
In 1972 Saporo Winter Olympics, some schools exchanged activities with foreign schools on the experience of Tokyo Olympic Games. In 1988 Nagano Winter Olympics, the city of Nagano promoted exchange activities through the 1
school 1 country movement and the 1 company 1 country movement. Olympic
education was promoted around the Olympic hosting cities in Japan but most
activities ended with the end of the Olympic Games. Currently Olympic education is slightly included in the elementary social studies textbook and high school
physical education textbook. The Olympic movement is to relay and educate
Olympic concepts to students that require certain regular classes. From this point
of view, what Europe announced in October 2003, that is introducing Olympic
education to elementary and middle school students [Athens Announcement]
needs to be respected and imported.

JOA and Olympic Education
JOA expects to introduce Olympic education to school curriculums. In 1996, for
the anniversary of 100 years of Olympism, JOA aggressively tried to include

Olympic education in school curriculums with the theme of Japanese Olympic
Education. JOA already applied to related authorized offices. As a result of these
efforts, a new organization to research the hosting of Olympic Games was established in 2002 within the Elementary School practical social study classes. Also
the concept of Olympic Games or doping related problems etc were included in
High School physical education classes from 2003.
408
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About the Olympic textbook made in the University of Tsukuba
As it was mentioned earlier, meetings and workshops are held every week in the
University of Tsukuba with professor Sanada, professor Saga and laboratory students. Each participant chose key words from the Olympic Flame relay, Olympic
rings, medals, Olympic history, mascots, Olympic episode etc and researched to
create appropriate interest by students. During the research they decided to
make a textbook in quizzes rather than providing simple information. I will introduce detailed information about the Mascot which I am responsible for.
1. Introductory question: The picture and the name of 2008 Beijing
Olympic Mascot is shown on the left. Various meanings of the mascot are written
on the right. Carefully see the picture and read the meanings to connect corresponding meanings to each picture. As you can see above, the questions have
pictures along with text to attract visual attention of students simply and easily as
well as provide information about the Olympic mascot.
Jingjing makes children smile – and that's why he
brings the blessing of happiness wherever he goes. –
..........Jingjing is charmingly naïve and optimistic. He is
an athlete noted for strength who represents the black
Olympic ring.
In China's traditional culture and art, the fish and water
designs are symbols of prosperity and harvest. And so
Beibei carries the blessing of prosperity. ............. Strong in
water sports, she reflects the blue Olympic ring.
Nini's figure is drawn from this grand tradition of flying designs. Her golden wings symbolize the infinite sky and spread
good-luck as a blessing wherever she flies. .............. She is
strong in gymnastics and represents the green Olympic ring.
409
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Yingying is fast and agile and can swiftly cover great
stretches of land as he races across the earth. A symbol of
the vastness of China's landscape, the antelope carries the
blessing of health, the strength of body that comes from
harmony with nature. – a syncope – Yingying is a quick-witted and agile boy who represents the yellow Olympic ring.
He is a child of fire, symbolizing the Olympic Flame
and passion is the blessing he bestows. – a syncope.
Huanhuan is outgoing and enthusiastic. He excels at
all the ball games and represents the red Olympic ring.

2. Advanced questions: In advanced questions, we decided to make questions that require experiences and presentations in order to provide Olympic
mascot information.
1) Do you know what is this mascot in the picture? These cute friends are
named Snowrats and gave glory to the 1988 Nagano Olympics. It is designed
after the owls that live in the forests of Nagano. They are a total of four friends.
Let me introduce who they are. First of all, Ski likes fire that is passionate and
unique. Next is Noki who likes wind and is always curious about everything.
Noki has many friends but sometimes he makes fun of his friends. Reki likes
ground (soil). He has very peaceful personality. He takes time to think carefully on everything. Lastly, Tski likes water. He is a romantic person who likes
music very much. He likes to sing or dance. There are messages that all of
these four friends want to convey to the people in the world. They are saying,
“We want to be friends with winter and meet with everybody.” Do you see
similarities between Beijing Olympic mascots at the beginning of the book and
Nagano Olympic mascots? Yes, you are right. Each Olympic mascot is born
with a unique meaning. They are not only cute and beautiful but they contain
messages or symbols each Olympics want to introduce. Ok everyone, let’s
410
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make a mascot for the 2016 Olympics to wish for the hosting of the 2016
Olympic in Japan. Also let’s present why you made this mascot in front of
everyone.

In advanced questions, we ask students to make and present an Olympic
mascot for education or information purposes. We are very curious to see what
kind of mascots are going to be made. We can even expect the creation of the
actual mascot. Let’s go to our next step intensive question.
3. Intensive questions: In intensive questions, we added a research project
for students to obtain more in depth knowledge. It will be significantly effective
after gathering the interest of students with introductory and advanced questions.
I guess you have obtained a good deal of information about Olympic mascots
with the introductory and advanced questions. Now we can see more pictures of
mascots. But we cannot see the meanings of mascots. In this section, you will
have to research names and meanings of these mascots. You can research from
books about the Olympics or in the Internet. Use various ways to find out when
and where these mascots were used and also the meanings of these mascots.
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This is a part/section of the student textbook. We are planning to make textbooks for students and teachers separately so that we can provide additional information and answers for questions in the teacher’s textbook. Also, we will provide information of related books or Internet sites. At the beginning, we planned
to put the answers on the student’s textbooks but we decided to remove the answers for students to think more liberally.
This is a section of what we made for an Olympic textbook. We expect the
production of this textbook will contribute significantly for Japan to host the
Olympic Games. Additionally, it is a good opportunity for Japanese students to
be interested in the Olympics. There are still a lot to add and adjust but we have
put a lot of effort in it and we will continue to put more effort into this project. If
you have any suggestions for the textbook you are always welcome. This is all
for my presentation today.
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INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION IN OLYMPIC SPIRIT
Cristian Mihail Rus (ROM)

The Olympic Games are one of the most important sporting events that exist currently. The Games possess many symbols of positive human relations: peace,
harmony, love between people, and competition. These symbols praise human
physical and moral qualities in the spirit of fair-play, friendship, and generosity.
Within society today there is a trend towards globalization. This transition is
occurring at the political, economic and cultural levels with no prospect of returning to the former way of global interaction. With these changes, it is a challenge
to find a balance between different cultures. ‘Culture’ is defined as an assembly
of values and competencies; it is a way of being. If there is compatibility among
cultures, a great amount of resources are needed in order to make it work. The
Olympic Games are one form of culture that can release the necessary energies
in order to potentially have more fluid intercultural communication. The purpose
of this paper is to examine the ideas of the Olympic Movement and provide an
example of how these ideals can be integrated into the education system.
The first Olympic Games took place in Athens in 1896 and take place every
four years. After five Olympic Games, the Olympics of 1916 in Berlin, Germany
were cancelled because of the Great War. After World War I, the Games restarted and five more editions unfolded until 1936 in Berlin. The Olympics were halted again during World War II. After a twelve year pause, thirteen subsequent
Olympic Games took place.
Unfortunately, a fight between two political systems –capitalism and communism– had an influence on the Olympic Games and they became a field of per414
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manent struggle. These struggles aimed at promoting the superiority of one system over the other system. This often overshadowed the emphasis of the Games
being on the athletes and their individual achievements. The boycotts of the
1980 Moscow Games and 1984 Los Angeles Games represented the peak of the
confrontation between the two political powers. These boycotts proved to be a
hard blow for the concept of ‘olympism’. However, the idea of olympism inspired athletes to surpass the political struggles of their nations. In Romania,
many people were proud of their Olympic sporting history as the country has not
boycotted Games since 1924. This is an extraordinary occurrence considering
the fact that Romania was a communist, Eastern bloc country.
In addition to the boycotts, the idea of ‘winning-at-all-costs’ gives another blow
to the aim for purity of athletic endeavour in the Olympic Movement. Because of
the introduction of stimulants and doping procedures, physical training became
tainted with efforts to chemically alter one’s performance. Furthermore, the chance
of damaging one’s health was exchanged for the opportunity for athletic superiority.
Although the promoters of the Games hope to create a safe environment of
peace, some unfortunate events have occurred over the years that countered this
dream. For example, at the 1972 Munich Games the delegation of sportsmen
from Israel were the victims of Moslem terrorist attacks that cost them their lives.
Considering the facts, can we speak of fair-play, noble ideals and purity in
sports? Can we promote this through the education of the body and mind? Yes,
we can because no matter the obstacles, the Olympic spirit overcame all difficulties, being perfectly represented by Coubertin words: “Taking part and not winning is the most important thing, as in life the fight is more important than the triumph.” (Banciulescu V. 1964)
The Olympic Games represent more than a sporting event. As the symbol of
the Olympic rings suggest, the Games are something more. They are about
friendship between people and a system of deep human values. Even after the
Games are complete, the Olympic flame continues to burn in each person’s
heart. So, what can we understand through the examination of the Olympic spirit? The following example is self-evident and it is as old as the ancient Olympic
Games. When the Persian official Tigranes found out that the prize of winning is
415
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not simply about money, he exclaimed: “God, what kind of people are these
that we are competing with? Money is not in their interest, but the glory of winning?”(Matei I.1985) The Olympic spirit has lasted over one century, through
many decades of change in the world. Under a single Olympic flame, it remains
a venue to unite peoples of different nations and cultures.

The intercultural aspect of the Olympic Games
The people who enjoy the Olympics come from different cultures, but amidst the
many differences, there are commonalities that exist among the people. Individual values come from our religions, countries, ethnic groups, political and social
systems, and our families. We are close but distant, similar but different and we
all have equal potential.
With this in mind, what does it mean to be yourself, but at the same time, to
learn to live with others? It means living!
I would like to discuss 3 terms: different, equal and similar. In society there
are differences in opinion but individuals must learn to accept differing views.
The intercultural aspects have this meaning: above all things, the respect of what
is different. It is surely a positive thing, but it is not enough to learn to live together. You celebrate in one way, we do it differently! Yes, we are different! In the
Olympic Games each country competes under the colors of its flag and the
sportsmen are dressed in traditional costumes that represent their national personalities. People are different but they come together at this meeting under the
values of Olympism as symbolized by the five rings. Each country has its flag in
its traditional colors, but it is symbolically important to note that at least one of
the national colors finds itself in the colors of the Olympic rings.
Being different does not mean being inequal. For example, in your country
you celebrate New Year in a certain manner. We celebrate it differently. Taking
part in the Olympic Games means to know and to respect the host country, the
people that do their best to make you feel at home for 14 days; to know the
neighbors from the Olympic village, to respect their customs and desires.
416
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We can learn, know and understand the things that bind us, that make us
similar, that draw us near: “We celebrate the Olympic Games too”. The Opening
and Closing Ceremonies are unique and are experienced by everyone. At the
Games, athletes from over 200 National Olympic Committees gather at the beginning of the competition and at the end of the Games. The Closing ceremony
represents the Olympic family and the Olympic spirit that guides the sportsmen,
coaches, technicians, volunteers and spectators every four years.
As a conclusion, we are different, but this does not mean one of us is better
than the other. The Games are about different cultures, but differences appear
between groups, families and people too. Although there are ethnic, cultural and
linguistic differences in the world, the same aspirations for peace and prosperity
are shared at the Olympic Games.

The Olympic phenomenon at a smaller scale
The future generation of teachers and professors in Romania are for an education of the young generation within the Olympic spirit. How can we do this thing
better than involving the youth without simply having them take part as volunteers or spectators?
It is well known that the main purpose of the Olympic education consists of
children’s education in an Olympic spirit, in the guidance of olympism’s humanistic ideals (understanding, cooperation, respect, the protection of the environment, tolerance, peace, cultural traditions), towards spiritual and moral ideals
and values (to be better, to respect the rules, to help the colleagues). Otherwise
we cannot speak of an Olympic education, without a strong connection between
sports, physical education, literature, music, painting, and sculpture.
Education through sport – there is a piece of advice taken into consideration
more and more by the educational system. Sports represent an integrated part of
education that contributes to a harmonious growth and development of the body;
it strengthens one’s health, and it contributes to the personality’s development.
417
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In addition to this we can speak of physical education which has as main goals a
harmonious physical growth, the development of motor qualities and skills and the
maintenance of a proper health. The influence of physical education and sports
are visible from the physical development point of view, but we also have to mention the unquestionable beneficial influences from an intellectual, moral and aesthetic point of view. There is also a great influence on the development of intellectual qualities and features, such as attentiveness, memory, perceptive faculty,
imagination, creativity, and fast thinking. We emphasize the building up of some
skills and a correct behavioral habit during competition that can easily be transferred in everyday life, respect towards everyone taking part in the competition,
cooperation (in order to work out the given tasks), labor discipline, respect towards the common assets. From the an aesthetic point of view, sports contribute
by improving one’s taste in beauty, providing a correct and harmonious body development, as well as the development of rhythmicity and body expressivity.
The young participant trains only one year in order to acquire the necessary
theoretical and practical knowledge to be able to take part in a competition of
Olympic Games at a grassroots level.
The programme the youths adopt in attending a sportive life has several main
aims:
ñ The development of the psychophysical capacity of manifestation. The
positive influence on the child’s behavior and character, personality stimulation;
ñ Children’s initiation in sport practice;
ñ Providing a fundamental knowledge system having as main subject sports
history and the history of the Olympic Games with all its rituals and symbols;
ñ Promoting fair-play, honesty and a correct behavior through sports practice;
ñ Acquiring a habit of an active life from an early age;
ñ Character, individual and group discipline development, socialization and
team spirit.
418
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The content is structured and adjusted according to age particularities and it
is illustrated as follows:
ñ Information regarding the Ancient Olympic Games, the Modern Olympic
Games, symbols and Olympic customs;
ñ Information regarding the Olympic values:
1. human development – the price of sport for a better life, joy, satisfaction
and perseverance;
2. correctness – honesty and fair-play, respect;
3. friendship – a good example and responsibility;
4. peace – understanding the unity and the harmony.
Examples of fair-play are:
The role tolerance and cooperation play in sports, the respect of the regulations, sports self-governing (we play by oneself), environment protection (we
plant trees in order to breathe fresh air).
The benefits of sport practice (what we dress with, where we practice sports, the
parts of the body, sports influence on the health, body and sport equipment hygiene).

The Youth Olympic contest content
Opening ceremony – team parade; Olympics symbol parade; opening speeches;
sacrament of referee; sport demonstration (gymnastics and martial arts).
The unfolding of the contest: sportive events, an event of Olympic culture,
team artistic event
Closing ceremony – awarding of prizes

Conclusions
Everyone has the right to grow, to develop his spirit, his soul, body and heart.
We only have to teach them to live together, to live one with the others, with different people.
419
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The cultural contexts bring up many questions, meanings and different interpretation:
ñ Is there a spirit of Olympics or simply the sport of the Olympics Games?
ñ Is there peace or just an Olympic truce?
ñ Is there tolerance or fair-play deeds?
We find the answer every four years: we are different but we find ourselves
gathered in the Olympic family under the Olympic rings for the competition’s
success and for the wish for it to continue. This is the institution of the Olympic
Games.
The Olympic example, a sportive phenomenon of great proportions, having
as symbols the peace, understanding, emulation, needs to be appropriated by
other competitions too, because this example remains a praise to the human
physical and moral qualities, in the spirit of fair-play and friendship.
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MUSLIM WOMEN IN THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT
(BY THE EXAMPLE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TAJIKISTAN)
Marina Grabarenko (TJK)

Introduction
The so-called “female problem” occupies today the leading place in the most of
different scientific areas: History, Sociology, Psychology, and Ethnology and,
particularly in Physical Culture and Sport. The most important aspect of this
problem is represented by Muslim Women and the priority questions in this connection are: the role of Muslim Women in the International Olympic Movement;
their right to be engaged in traditionally male sports; the opportunity of Muslim
Women to occupy the managing posts in both National and International Sport
Federations and National and International Olympic Committees; the expansion
of the female Olympic program in general.
Before considering this problem within Sport I am to turn to the History of
Human Existence in the World and try to find the social reasons of such an unjust treatment of women.
It’s a well-known fact that human history abounds with innumerable examples of oppressions, perpetrated by the powerful tyrants in the ratio of destitute
and wretched people (especially women in Muslim Countries). Historically, it has
been understood that the “natural order of the universe” consisted of man at the
marketplace, woman at home with her family, woman – the mistress of a domesticity, man – the master of all else, man – the rational thinker, woman – the
guardian of morals, man – dominant and woman – subordinate. The injection of
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equality between the two genders challenged the foundation of the social order.
Moreover, Muslim Woman, be she a daughter of a father, a wife of a husband,
or in dependence on her brother (in comparison with the man) did not occupy
the appropriate place, and more often appeared as a weak, beaten and paltry
being. And at the best she was worthy nothing but pity and as a rule nobody
thanked her for her generosity and selflessness. In various communities and civilizations in different stages of their history such an attitude to woman was either
aggravated or weakened, but, unfortunately, it is impossible to deny that it took
place always and everywhere.
That perception of women in all the Muslim Countries has lasted long centuries, but in the course of time women have evolved, they’ve become stronger,
wiser and more sensible. They started realizing their minor and poor social status; they refused to put up with it. As a result, today’s Muslim Women are longing for their social rights and freedoms. And the sphere of Sport is not an exception.
The aspiration to overcome the stereotypes of “the limited opportunities of a
weaker sex”, to correct the social status had been seriously expressed in the end
of XIX and at the beginning of XX centuries among other social problems in the
active interest of Muslim Women to participate in various kinds of sport practice.
As the corporal image of a woman was transformed in that period of time, so her
attitude to the sport activity in general and to the potential participation in the International Sport Competitions and in the Olympic Movement transformed as
well.
In the given paper I am about to present and describe the problem of “Muslim Women in the Olympic Movement” directly by the numerous examples of
my own country as far as Tajikistan is a “Muslim Country”. I am about to
demonstrate how the sportswomen of my country contended for the position
they do occupy today, how they struggled against prejudices for their freedom
and idea and what measures were taken by the country and its government in
order to help them.
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I. TAJIKISTAN – ISLAMIC OR MUSLIM?
The Republic of Tajikistan is
a sovereign, democratic, lawgoverned, secular, and unitary
state.
Tajikistan is a social state; its
policy is aimed at providing relevant living conditions for
everybody.
The state language of Tajikistan is Tajik.
Russian is a language of communication between the nationalities.
All nationalities and peoples living on the territory of the republic are entitled
freely to use their mother tongue. The capital of Tajikistan is the city of Dushanbe.
General Information
Total Land Area:
Land boundaries:
Coastline:
Capital:
Other Large Cities:
Official Language:
National Currency Unit:
National Day:

142,500 km2
3,651 km
0 km (Landlocked)
Dushanbe
Khudjand, Kulob, Kurgan-tyube
Tajik
Somoni (TJS)
September 9

Location and Geography
Tajikistan is located between Kyrgyz Republic and Uzbekistan to the North and
West, Afghanistan to the South, and China to the East. Tajikistan is home to
423
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some of the highest mountains in the world including parts of the Kunlun, Himalayan, Tien-shan and Pamir Ranges. Earthquakes of varying degrees are frequent. The massive mountain ranges are cut by hundreds of canyons and gorges
at the bottom of which run streams. Flooding sometimes occurs during the annual spring thaw. Ninety three percent of the country is mountainous, out of the remaining 7%, 60% are agricultural arable land and pastures. Cotton, wheat, potatoes, fruits and vegetables are the main agricultural products. Tajikistan’s climate
varies depending on the altitude. The summers are hot and dry.
Demography
Population:
Crude Birth Rate:
Crude Death Rate:
Infant Mortality Rate:
Life Expectancy:
Urban Population:
Adult Literacy:

6.43 million (2004)
23 per thousand people (2003)
7 per thousand people (2003)
92 per thousand (2003)
Male: 63 years, Female: 69 years (2003)
28.0 percent (2003)
99.50 percent (2003)

I.1. Gender Roles in Tajik Society
Unlike its neighbors in the Kyrgyz Republic and Kazakhstan, with their nomadic
way of life, Tajikistan had an urban culture, and many of the cities were famous
as centers of Muslim scholarship. The focal point of the social and religious life of
the community was the mosque and traditional customs were inextricably intermingled with Islamic practices.
Large extended families were the norm. Marriages were arranged by close
relatives in accordance with the rules of Islamic law and often neither party had
any say in the choice of their future spouse. Large differences in age between
husband and wife were common as men had to wait to marry until they had accumulated sufficient wealth to afford the payment of the “bride price” (kalym).
Girl children were considered as only temporary members of their own family
and upon marriage women became members of their husband’s family. The sta424
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tus within the family of newly married daughter-in-laws was very low; and the
only way to raise this status was through childbearing, preferably bearing sons
who would become permanent members of the household.
At the lower end of the social scale, women did not have much autonomy. However, it is clear that among the ruling elite women did enjoy a greater degree of freedom. By the early twentieth century, there were some educational facilities for girls, primarily religious schools run by the wives of the local mullah. There is also evidence that
in some regions women who were skilled artisans, such as the potters in the mountains
of Tajikistan, could acquire a certain degree of autonomy. However prior to the twentieth century, the majority of women were illiterate and excluded from public life.
I.2.Changes Brought About by the Soviet System
Most of modern-day practices in Tajikistan had been brought about under the
Russian rule at the end of the nineteenth century. Under Soviet rule, Tajikistan
underwent an intensive process of modernization. From the outset, the “emancipation” of women was a strategic priority. In part this was a response to the perceived “enslavement” of women, but perhaps more importantly it also acted to
aid the war against religion, and to supplement the labour force by bringing
women into socialized production.
Following the October Revolution and subsequent civil war, Tajik society was
secularized.
Islamic legal and educational institutions were closed and traditional culture
was pushed underground and confined to the private sphere. Between 1921 and
1923 laws were passed banning traditional Islamic practices such as polygamy,
the payment of kalym, and marriage without the consent of the bride. The minimum age for marriage was set at 16 for girls and 18 for boys. In 1927 the emancipation campaign intensified with the mass unveiling of central Asian women.
Special privileges were given to women who discarded the veil, while the husbands of those who did not ran the risk of fines or imprisonment. By the mid1930s it was increasingly rare to see a full-veiled woman, although women, especially in rural areas, continue until the present day to cover their heads with
brightly colored headscarves.
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Another priority of the Soviet period was education, both for men and
women. In the early 1920s literacy among the Tajiks was just over 2 percent, and
for women it was scarcely above 1 per cent. Primary schooling was made compulsory for both boys and girls around 1930, and by independence in 1989 literacy was 93 percent, with the majority of the illiterate aged over 60.
Efforts were also made to involve women in the political and administrative
process.
Women’s unions were set up and female delegates were elected (appointed)
to represent their communities at all levels. This process was accelerated by a
quota system, under which women were allocated approximately a third of the
posts in government. However, they were rarely appointed to senior positions.
Women were also increasingly involved in all spheres of economic life, but most
notably in the agriculture and social sectors.
However, although the Soviet period resulted in a dramatic improvement in the
participation of women in public life, in the private sphere traditional patterns of behavior continued to dominate gender relations. Some aspects of Soviet culture actually served to reinforce traditional norms, most notably the focus on women’s reproductive role. The crude birth rate was already high in Central Asia. High fertility was then
underwritten by the Soviet pro-natalist system of allowances and incentives. There
were one-off payments on the birth of each child, generous child allowances that rose
disproportionately with each additional child, statutory maternity benefits, and entitlement to unpaid maternity leave for up to three years. In addition, the state provided a
wide range of other supports, including nurseries, kindergartens, and after-school programs, which allowed women to combine their productive and reproductive roles.
I.3. The Changing Status of Women in Transition - The Shifting
Balance Between Tradition and Modernity
Since independence traditional cultural and social values have enjoyed a renaissance.
Although Tajikistan remains a secular state, there has been a revival of Islamic practices. It is too early to assess the impact of this on gender roles. However,
as we shall see there has been a marked withdrawal of women from political life
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and the balance between women’s roles in the public and private spheres
achieved during the Soviet period appears to be changing.
An increasing number of young women, particularly outside the main cities,
have begun to wear the hejab (Muslim headscarf), although it is very rare to see
women fully veiled. There is also a growing tendency for men to impose their view
of Islamic norms on women. A number of young women in Dushanbe stated that
they cover their heads due to fear of abuse from young men. Women are now
more vulnerable, both because the protection offered by the State is now much
weaker, and also because in most cases women do not know their rights in Islamic
law and as such are unable to argue their case on these grounds. Another indication of the shift in values is a greater readiness to admit to the existence of
polygamy. Although still illegal, there is a growing recognition of the practice and in
some circles it is regarded as an acceptable informal coping strategy to deal with the
increase in the number of young childless widows that resulted from the civil war.
I.4. Violence Against Women
The UN Declaration on Violence Against Women adopted in 1993 defines violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is
likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women,
including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivations of liberty,
whether occurring in public or private life.”
Violence against women and threats against women is a major barrier to the
empowerment of women and their equal participation in society. Gender-based
violence of all forms is a serious violation of the human rights of women and girls
and can have a lasting impact on mental and physical health. However, such violence often goes unrecognized and unreported and therefore unaddressed.
Despite the official rhetoric of gender equality during the Soviet period there
was a notable silence concerning violence against women. Although undocumented, it is likely that violence was not unknown, if not commonplace. The
changes triggered during transition can be expected to have increased the levels
of stress, insecurity, and violence in society in general, and women’s safety in the
home, workplace and community is likely to have been seriously affected.
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Any discussion of violence and its impact upon women during transition in
Tajikistan is complicated by the fact that, following Independence in 1992, the
country experienced a brutal civil war and an extended period of civil unrest,
which only ended with the signing of the peace agreement between the government and the United Tajik Opposition (UTO) in June 1997. The violence that
took place during the civil war in 1992-93 must be distinguished both from the
climate of fear and intimidation that pervaded Tajik society in the period following the war, and from gender-based violence within Tajik society more generally.
There are also real problems with data (or lack thereof) concerning violence
both during the war and after and difficulties in defining what is meant by violence. Some forms of violence are clear, such as rape, however as we shall see
other forms such as domestic violence and emotional abuse are more difficult to
define and may be viewed differently by men and women.
I.5. Violence During the War
By definition, violence against all citizens within Tajikistan was intensified beyond all reason during the civil war in 1992-1993. While the vast majority of
deaths were to men, women were also subject to pernicious forms of violence,
including rape, torture, and verbal abuse.
In a number of conflicts around the world rape has changed from a side-effect of war to an offensive weapon employed to create an atmosphere of terror,
destroying dignity and pride and undermining community bonds. Although rape
as a war crime was not as widespread in Tajikistan as has been the case in the
former Yugoslavia, there were numerous reports of armed bands looking for
women to rape in the kishlaqs (villages). Tales of atrocities that focused on
crimes against women were used by both sides to fuel the fighting and to exacerbate guilt on the opposing side.
There are no estimates of the number of women raped during the 1992-93
conflict. However, the trauma of wartime rape does not end with the conflict.
The consequences are both longlasting and life-changing. Women face immediate reproductive health risks associated with unwanted pregnancy, gynaecological problems and sexually transmitted diseases. Abortion may result in longer
428
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physical health problems, and there are also attendant risks to the woman’s
mental health associated with depression, fear, anxiety, and low self-esteem.
Women who have been raped have difficulty in returning to normal life and
are often rejected by their own community. Rape during war also impacts upon
the wider society. Families may be shunned within the community, and villages
that have been unable to protect their women may lose their sense of community.
In view of all the stated above one thing is to be added – Modern Tajik
women are influenced both by the recent Soviet experience, with its strong emphasis on gender equality in the public sphere, and traditional Tajik values
where women played a central role in the private sphere of the family.
As it had been already mentioned, before the 1991 (the period of the USSR
collapse), the womens’ participation in political, cultural and social life of Tajikistan had been highly aroused; the huge number of women occupying the ruling
posts in most of governmental structures, were widely indulged in scientific areas
and so on. And the sphere of Sport hadn’t been an exception - today’s Tajikistan
is proud of its famous athletes, such as Zebuniso Rustamova (World Champion,
silver medalist of Olympic Games, archery), Erica Shiller (World Champion on
gymnastics) and many others. These names indicate and prove that Tajikistan
had a good basis for preparation of sportswomen, and even now has a great potential and all the necessary resources for sport bringing up, which can bring
good results not only within the Republic, but also abroad.
Because of the collapse of the USSR in 1991 and the long Civil War in Tajikistan (1992-1996) all the population had been deprived of the normal and stable
life. Both these phenomena had brought the greatest financial, political and social slump. Being once one of the proudest constituent countries of the Soviet
Union Tajikistan started falling apart like a house of cards after its collapse – first
politics, than economics and finally social activity. So, as a result of all those cataclysms today’s Tajikistan is a “Third World country” with the lowest level of
economic development.
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II. THE TAJIK WOMAN AND SPORTS / TODAY’S SITUATION
OF FEMALE SPORTS
II.1. Governmental Program
Low activity of the Tajik Women in the social life of the country after the phenomena that were mentioned above persuaded the governmental authorities of
the necessity of elaboration and creation a special program for their engagement
in the given fields.
According to the “Governmental Program” that had been proposed by the
Government and approved by the Parliament of Tajikistan in 1998, there is a
certain quota of subsidies that annually evolves for the attraction of women into the different structures of social life. First and foremost the given program is
devoted to the providing the Tajik girls from distant country regions with the
opportunity to get higher education (in all the specializations they like) and
with the possibility to be employed after their graduation from educational institutions.
Within the frameworks of that program lots of measures had been taken
(wide media propaganda, women sport commissions in all the regions and districts of Tajikistan) in order to raise firstly the interest of the population in the
problem of female sport and to attract definitely womens’ attention to sport as
the main means of a healthy way of life and physical improvement.
Owing to that program the interest of female population in sport has widely
risen; and again, like it was in the past, the Sport Education has become very
popular and prestigious; all the Tajik women are able now to be professionally
engaged in it.
II.2. The 5th Central Asian Games, Dushanbe 14th -20th October, 2003
As a result of the successful “Governmental Program’s” implementation and for
the continuation of Sport propaganda the Tajik Government in cooperation with
the NOC of Tajikistan decided to host the 5th Central Asian Games that were
held in Dushanbe from the 14th to the 20th of October, 2003. To organize any
serious sport competition in Tajikistan after all mentioned cataclysms and the
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greatest financial and social difficulties was the “big jump” both for the government and the population of Tajikistan.
Five of the Central-Asian countries (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan itself) had taken part in the given arrangement. The
general program included competitions in 10 different sport events (Judo,
Wrestling, Greco-Roman Wrestling, Taekwon-do, Boxing, Athletics, Shooting,
Basketball, Volleyball and Tennis). But it’s deplorable to mention that the female
teams were included just only in three of them (Taekwon-do, Tennis, and Athletics). So, in spite of the greatest efforts of officials and residents those games had
been still far from perfection and had shown once again the problems of financing, shortage of sport equipment and facilities, conditions of sport venues, absence of a certain stable sport program. But despite the numerous disadvantages
that arrangement was the great foundation for the beginning of a new sport era
in Tajikistan because since that time sport officials had much to think of.
II.3. National Federations’ contribution into the development of the female sport
As far as the National Sport Federations is concerned there has been till now a
great lack of initiatives and that is one of the reasons why ever fewer and fewer
women are involved in sports.
Before 1994 the situation had been quite different: there existed numerous
programs for the young generation’s attraction to different sport clubs and sections – after the Civil War (1994-1996) everything turned upside down and the
organizations concerned just do not care in a proper way for the improvement of
this weak point.
But, in this regard, among numerous weak points there are positive cases that
are also worthy to be mentioned: the traditionally advanced female sports in Tajikistan are hockey on a grass and archery and the main training venues of the
mentioned sports are under their reconstruction now and the Federations concerned are working now for the creation of a new up-to-date program.
It is necessary to organize more tournaments, competitions among the
women, to create more team sports, which would weld the women.
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II.4. The specific national attitude: traditions, education, social aspects.
Islam is a traditionally wide-spread religion in Tajikistan – 90% of the population
are Muslims and for sure the influence of religion is quite noticeable. Most Tajik
women are far from “freedom of actions” and moreover – they are afraid of it.
Yes, they are afraid to be condemned by others and consider home to be the only place in the world created especially for women!!! “Sport!!!” – “...What for?!
We have not time for it – we are to bring up children, to watch the domesticity.
Oh no, let men go in for it”. “But what about health?” – one might ask, “God will
send” – will be reply. No, Islam actually doesn’t contain any definite doctrines
against participation in this or that non-religion arrangement, but it does contain
a certain number of “Taboos” that should be strictly followed by all the “real believers”. This religion boom is closely connected with illiteracy and ignorance of
the people; most part of the population is living in the distant regions and
oblasts, where the education (to say it softly) leaves much to be desired. None is
eager to work as a teacher in the distant areas because of the small salary and
wretched conditions, all good specialists are in the capital city. And that was
namely a reason for the creation of a “Governmental Program”, that was to help
people from the distant areas get an opportunity to study like all the residents in
the city centre.
But the most curious is that even this side of the problem is not as bad as it
may seem to be. For 14 years of Tajik independence women had actively taken
part in the Women Games of Islamic Countries, where they had shown good results, for instance Tehran and Islamabad.
In our Republic the question of creation (not only in the large cities, but in all
the regions) of sports venues for female sports clubs, with a smaller complex of
services, had been raised.
In general it is necessary to mention that today’s sport involvement in Tajikistan is passing in a new socio-economic stage of its improvement. The great
number of projects had been already planned including the implementation of
modern technologies, equipment and facilities, the numerous competitive programs are in the process of their completion, and the whole of all these factors
still requires deep study.
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Sport is not only a maximum of achievement, but also a realization of dreams
and longings of people who are going in for it, it is a guide to the healthy way of
life and body recovering. Everyday more and more women are involved in it, increasing the number of female sport professionals all over the world and the
amount of competitive disciplines. More and more male sports are beginning to
be accessible. In the 50s, for instance, the female hockey was forbidden, and
now it is in the program of the Olympic Games. Despite all difficulties everything
is possible – people should just make themselves start treating it much more seriously.
II.5. Healthy Woman – The strong nation
Tajikistan was authorized to organize women’s competitions every 2 years. In
2007 it is planned to hold the 2nd Women’s Competitions, which will take place
in three stages among sportswomen from different regions and areas of the
Republic. The final part will take place in Dushanbe in April - May, 2007. The
participation of more than 10000 sportswomen is planned. The competition is
organized under the direction of the Committee on physical culture and sports
RT. NOC of Tajikistan is going to take part in the organization of this competition.
In connection with a low economic situation in the Republic the important role is
played by the stimulation of our sportsmen. The different financial grants and
other material bonuses will help to encourage women in sports.
NOC of Tajikistan has decided to create the Association of Female Sports
(AFS), which will be engaged in the problems mentioned above more closely. It
will carry out Seminars for the Tajik sportswomen in accordance with the IOC
programs on women and sport. There is a set of non-governmental female organizations in Tajikistan, but unfortunately none of them are considering the
problems of the physical health of women. Not only medicine is needed to obtain physical health, but also sports are playing an important role to maintain a
good physical condition for every person. Unfortunately, our republic has passed
through civil war, and most of the women have suffered during and after these
terrible events in which they lost their husbands and children. The war together
with heavy economic situation have promoted stresses, nervous illnesses, de433
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pressions for the women. Now it is rare that any woman gives birth to a healthy
child. The key to this problem is not only in the solving of their material situation,
but also the organization of pleasant leisure, restoration of health through involvement in sports in professional and in amateur levels.
II.6. The National Initiatives
One more problem that is extremely important: how can one leave professional
sport without losing one’s health?
The sportsman engaged in professional sports for a long period of time and
suddenly finishing acting is similar to an astronaut who has come back on
ground from a long flight. All this requires a special system of rehabilitation, both
physical and psychological. The sudden cessation of the sport career can bring
serious consequences on the woman’s body as well and scientists are to create
the special program for the rehabilitation of women.
Another problem is that sportswomen have to give themselves to the professional sports and when the time comes to quit for various reasons they are often
left with no options. The reason of this problem is that women are not educated
in a proper way to overcome these obstacles and it’s necessary to create a program of prequalification.

CÔnclusion
The process of integration of Muslim Women all over the world in the International Sport Movement was slow and difficult. Initially Muslim Sportswomen
competed in not numerous traditionally “female sports” behind the frameworks
of the official Olympic program. The limited quota of the women-participants
has completely reflected the tendencies of gender skewness; all the sportswomen
stemmed from privileged strata of society and were for the most part, the representatives of the European race. And the inclusion of some sports in the list of
competitions (to which the women were yet admitted) was preceded by the impetuous actions of feminist movement.
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However, Muslim Women did not give up hopes and efforts to occupy a worthy place on the International Competitions and Olympic Arena;
They organized their own sport societies and federations, participated in various competitions, tried to find original techniques of physical education for
young women generation.
They have chosen the right way because their success and victory over that
injustice are no longer a dream as it was before – it is a reality!
What is to be done in Tajikistan...
Creation of sport clubs at high schools and universities would help to develop
new and improve already existing sports, as well as to bring up a healthy generation and indulge young-aged women in sport activities. It will persuade them with
the thought that only physically fit (healthy) woman can give birth to a healthy
child. It’s an axiom examined by real life that Sport is one of the most productive
means, for the preservation and strengthening of health in all society layers.
“The stage we are currently living in our dear country is a historic stage,
because it is the stage for building the edifice of our modern country and
securing happiness and upgrading to our ambitious youth, and there is no
other way to achieve this target in the required manner except for giving
the utmost care and patronage to our youth as such to secure the best spiritual, mental, moral and religious formation because they represent our
object of hope for the advancement of our country and its stability.”
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Conclusions

The conclusions are being published here in the form
they were presented during the closing ceremony of the
seminar.
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SIGHTSEEING ON OUR WAY TO OLYMPIA

Athens
After leaving the Holiday Inn after a filling breakfast and loading up the coach
we all headed across the city to our first stop of the day to visit the well known
and one of the most beautiful archaeological places in Greece, the Acropolis. As
we traveled across the city our guide pointed out places of interest and important
places in the capital city.

The Acropolis
The Acropolis is made up of several different buildings each with their own significance and importance. The Acropolis hill, so called the “Sacred Rock” of Athens, is
the most important site in the city. During Perikles' Golden Age, ancient Greek civilization was represented in an ideal way on the hill and some of the architectural masterpieces of the period were erected on its ground. The first habitation remains on the
Acropolis date from the Neolithic period. Over the centuries, the rocky hill was continuously used either as a cult place or as a residential area or both. The inscriptions on
the numerous and precious offerings to the sanctuary of Athena indicate that the cult
of the city's patron goddess was established in the Archaic period (650-480 B.C.).
We climbed up to the entrance and entered the Acropolis; the Parthenon was
the first stop we made. As we were climbing to the entrance we met soldiers of
the Greek Army descending the Acropolis. They were in the process of completing their daily task of raising the Greek flag, so that it flies over the Acropolis and
the City throughout the day.
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1. The Parthenon
The Parthenon is a temple that was dedicated to the goddess Athena who protected her beloved city-state. Surprisingly it only took nine years to construct
the temple (447-438 B.C.), which is astounding when you consider the weight
of the stone and the hill where it had to be transported up. Transporting the
stone up the hill to the top to be able to build the temple would have been
done by the ancient construction workers, a concept that today seems unfathomable. The architects, Iktinus and Kallikratis worked together with Pheidias,
the sculptor that until 432 B.C. created the pediments of the temple. In reality,
Pheidias was the one who conceived the idea of unique architectural style of
the Parthenon. One of his most famous statues was the very impressive chryselephantine statue of Athena, which was situated inside the Parthenon. The
Doric style temple of the classical period was not the first one which the Athenians built on the Acropolis hill; it was actually the third to be built on the site.
This is known to be true, as we know that a temple existed already in the
Mycenaean period on this site. Pericles, one of the greatest politicians of the
ancient time, was also important for his construction programme for Athens. In
this programme he used the rebuilding of the Parthenon as a means of political
propaganda to show favourably Athens’ power. As the Parthenon stands now,
it can be dated back to the first half of the 5th Century B.C., after the Persian
Wars. The two pediments of the temple are decorated with mythological
scenes: the east, above the building's main entrance, shows the birth of
Athena, and the west, the fight between Athena and Poseidon for the name of
the city of Athens.
2. The Temple of Athena Nike
This temple was constructed in 420 B.C. by the architect Kallikrates. The relief
frieze on the upper section of the walls depicts the conference of gods on the east
side, and scenes from battles on the other three. A marble parapet decorated
with the relief representation of Nikae (Victories), protected the edge of the Bastion on which the temple was erected.
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3. The Theatre of Dionysos
On the south slope of the Acropolis lies the oldest and most important ancient
theatre which can be dated back to the late fourth century, about 330 B.C. The
theatre was rebuilt a few times during the ancient periods and its latest form, as it
is seen today, belongs to the 5th century A.D. Within the theatre the world famous tragedies of Euripides, Aeschylus and Sophocles have been performed. In
the Roman period the theatre found an alternative use, it became a pool in
which the game of naval battle was played.
4. The Roman Theatre of Herodes Atticus
The Romans added to the site of the Acropolis and built the Roman Theatre of
Herodes Atticus. This theatre is located also in the south slope of the Acropolis
and was built by Herodes Atticus. This music hall can be dated back to the 2nd
century between 161-174 A.D. Herodes gave the order for the theatres construction in order to honour his wife, Rigilla. When it was built the theatre was famous
for its imposing wooden roof which provided spectacular acoustics for the audience. The acoustics of the monument are still exceptional and the theatre plays
host to many theatrical and musical performances each year.
5. The Acropolis Museum
Currently there is a new museum under construction at the bottom of the Acropolis, which will be able to show thousands of artefacts that have been discovered
from the Ancient Greek world. As this is still some time away from completion our
group visited the current museum which is located on the Acropolis. Currently,
this museum exhibits many artefacts of great importance from the Acropolis site.

Panathinaikon Stadium
The stadium was initially built in the 4th century B.C. Throughout the centuries
natural and human catastrophes caused the final destruction of the monument. It
was only in the 19th century A.D. that the stadium was excavated and reused for
441
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the first Modern Olympic Games in 1896. The seats for spectators were not really made from marble until its reconstruction, since in antiquity they either used to
make them from wood or simply sat on grass. As the Panathinaikon stadium was
the first that our team visited, we had the opportunity to learn which sport events
took place in such places during the ancient games.

Zappeion Megaron
The construction of the Zappeion began in 1874 and was financed by the brothers
Evangelos and Konstantinos Zappas. The building was finally finished in 1888, under the supervision and direction of the architect E. Ziller. During the 1896
Olympiad, the Zappeion Hall was used as the Olympic village and it also housed
some cultural activities connected with the Games at which the Greek Royal family
were in attendance. Today the building is used exclusively as a Congress Hall. The
most important moment in Modern Greek history to happen at the Zappeion was
when Konstantinos Karamanlis (the country’s prime minister at the time) signed the
declaration by which Greece became a member of the European Union in 1979.

National and Archaeological Museum of Athens
The National Archaeological Museum of Athens contains some of the most important artefacts of the Ancient Greek period. Artefacts from the Neolithic period
(9000-3000 B.C.) to the late Roman period (early 4th century A.D.) can be found
in the museum in the form of potteries, sculptures, paintings, jewellery, weaponry, grave artefacts, and other types of art.

The Archaeological Site of Nemea
Whilst in Nemea we visited a number of different sights:
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1. Museum
We started our tour at the museum in which many artefacts from the archaeological site are on show. Many tablets depicting scenes of ancient athletic contests
can be seen here.
2. Temple of Zeus
In this temple the Zeus was worshipped. Built in the mid 6th century B.C., it is
probably one of the oldest examples of Doric style architecture in Ancient
Greece. Today the temple is in a bad state of repair due to time and natural destruction due to mainly earthquakes.
3. The Stadium of Nemea
The stadium of Nemea is one of the most important ones in Greece. The Nemean Games were held here. These Games were one of the four greatest festivals of ancient time. The other three were the Pythian Games, the Isthmian
Games and, most importantly, the Olympic Games at Olympia. One important
feature of the stadium is the tunnel from which the athletes entered the stadium.
Unfortunately we were unable to enter the stadium in this way and were unable
to see the ancient graffiti that adorns the walls. The ancient graffiti, usually
names or short notes, are said to have been made by athletes as they waited to
enter the stadium.
After a very long day of travelling, sightseeing and after nearly reaching our
saturation point for information, we reached the town of Nafplion and the
Amalia hotel, just in time for a shower before dinner and then a well deserved relaxing night.

Saturday travelling across the Peloponnese
After breakfast and again loading up the coach with all our belongings we set off
for across Nafplion, but it wasn’t long before our first stop.
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Nafplion
We stopped at the Acronafplia, a Venetian castle which overlooks the city of Nafplion. This castle during the Greek Revolution of 1821 against the Ottomans,
was used as a prison. As the castle was used as a battlement in the revolution we
could all see the importance of its positioning while enjoying the wonderful view
across the city and the Argolic gulf.

Epidaurus
On the way to Epidaurus we had the chance to see a Mycenaean bridge. Once at
Epidaurus our tour started from the Museum. The museum houses many findings from the site which relate to both the theater and the Ancient Sanctuary.
After the museum we moved on to the Ancient Sanctuary where Dr Lee and Dr
Wacker provided us with many thoughtful insights into the ancient stadium, the
temple of Asclepius and the houses of spectators and people seeking medical
treatment. The next part of the site we visited was the Ancient Theatre, which for
many was the highlight of the day. Our guide Anna demonstrated to us the
acoustics of the theater by clapping to illustrate how the noise changed as she
moved towards the audience. In modern times one of the most important performances in this theatre was that of Maria Callas as Medea, which is an ancient
Greek play.

Mycenae
After that we made our way to Mycenae, where we quickly climbed to the top of
the Acropolis of Mycenae settlement to take in the view. Then it was on to our
last stop, this was the beehive tomb of Atreus, who was a great King of the Mycenean period. From here we headed for Olympia and our final homes for the next
month.
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On Sunday, July 9 we began the day with the Opening Ceremony of the International Seminar on Olympic Studies for Postgraduate Students. Professor Dr
Kostas Georgiadis, after presenting the history of the International Olympic
Academy, recalled to us the values of education of Olympism. The official ceremony continued with a commemoration for Pierre de Coubertin who revived the
Olympic Games, and for John Ketseas and Carl Diem, the founders of the
Olympic Academy.
The lecture presented by Dr Hugh Lee was about the Greek Olympic stadiums and athletic installations during antiquity. He gave a theoretical return on
some definitions like “stadion” or “dromos”. He defined the different running
events and the different kinds of contests, illustrating his talk with a film that reconstructed an ancient running contest. This lecture was particularly interesting
for us as it gave a theoretical explication on the archaeological sites that we have
visited during the first days, such as Nemea and Mycenae. Moreover, he presented the stadium of Olympia, introducing the new visit.
The evening lecture was given by Dr Christian Wacker, and he proposed to
look at the (foot) ball games in Ancient Cultures. He presented the practices that
took place in ancient Egypt, Greece, Italy and Mezzo America in a kind of nonexhaustive illustrated inventory. He noted an Italian football game of the sixteenth century: the Calcio. In conclusion, he described a distinct difference between ancient ball games and modern football sport. While the ancient games
were non-competitive and connected with religion, modern sport is defined by
agon.
445
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On Monday, July 10, we made a group visit to the archaeological site of ancient Olympia led by Dr Lee and Dr Wacker. The sanctuary of Olympia extends
over the south-west foot of the wooded hill of Kronion. For a long time the territory of Olympia was covered by stone and sand of up to eight meters. However,
in 1766, Richard Chandler from England discovered the area and developed an
interest to excavate it. The first official expedition began in 1828/1829, almost
50 years after Chandler first arrived in the area. Then in 1875, over a period of
six years, a group of Germans excavated the site using hundreds of workers.
They did not have an interest in restoring or reconstructing the area, but had a
greater desire to remove much gold and silver which created problems for later
archaeologists. However, a treaty between the Germans and Greeks was established in 1874 to retain excavated material in Greece.
The monuments of the area included Heraion (the temple of Hera), the Treasuries (small temples that housed valuable votives), the Pelopion (the shrine of
Pelops), the Prytaneion (the officials headquarters), the Great Altar of Zeus and
the Temple of Zeus, the Chryselephantine statue of Zeus (inside the Temple of
Zeus) created by Pheidias (sculptor of the Parthenon and one of the greatest
sculptors ever), the Stadium (which was simple in form and had no proper embankments), the Baths, the Hippodrome (for the horse and chariot races), the
Philippeion, the marble Nike (the work of Paeonius) which stood in front of the
east facade of the Temple of Zeus, and the Palaestra (wrestling school).
In the afternoon, Dr Wacker presented a lecture on the theme of ancient
sport, specifically regarding the terminology used to describe ancient philosophical concepts. Dr Wacker identified terms such as agon (competition to be the
best), arete (excellence), and kalokagathia (physical beauty and spiritual goodness). These ideas of ancient Greek culture helped to form the foundation of
modern sport. We also explored the questions of whether or not the agonistic
ideal is a tool for democracy, and if this is ideal is unique to Greek antiquity or if
it is found in other ancient cultures.
After a fortifying breakfast on Tuesday morning, we headed to the lecture hall
to hear Dr Lee explain the ancient Greek long jump. Through the course of his
lecture, Dr Lee described the general characteristics of the long jump and identi446
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fied the various theories surrounding its specific details. For example, we know
that the long jump was held only as part of the pentathlon, but we have no concrete evidence to declare whether it was always a running or a standing jump.
Similarly, we must continue to wonder how many jumps constituted the event
(double, triple, quintuple) and whether the aesthetic beauty of the jump was considered by the judges.
We then trekked into the village of Olympia for a visit to the Museum of the
History of the Ancient Olympic Games. Dr Wacker explained the various phases
of construction in ancient Olympia, allowing us to better understand the enormity of the site and its significance to ancient Greek cultural and religious life. The
many artifacts on display also helped to create a holistic picture of antiquity, giving a real sense of the humanity that populated the area so many centuries ago.
Particular highlights of the Museum included a pair of halteres used for the long
jump and several black figure vases depicting such events as wrestling, footraces,
and the discus throw.
Our knowledge of ancient sport increased even more on Wednesday, July
12. From the lecture that was given to us by Dr Lee, we found that the sport of
boxing was very popular in the ancient Olympic Games. During the boxing competitions all the participants were divided into the following age-categories:
Paides (boys), Ageneioi (young men), and Andres (men). In accordance with
these categories there existed different kinds of victory awards.
In addition, there were five different kinds of boxing gloves for specialized
techniques of boxing; for instance, the use of the palms for the blocking of
punches. Also interesting is the fact that the raised athlete’s finger symbolized
“giving up.” We also learned that shadow-boxing fights with music had been
widely used as a training technique.
A practical demonstration of the ancient pentathlon was held later on Wednesday morning at the football ground. The main organizer of the competition
was Arnaud Waquet from France. He played the role of ancient judge hellanodikai together with a few other selected students. The rest of the seminar participants took part in the competitions. The first competition of the pentathlon was the
javelin throw. Dr Wacker gave a short explanation about the throwing technique
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of athletes for competition. The second discipline of the pentathlon was the long
jump. The participants had lots of information about the ancient long jump after
the interesting lesson of Dr Lee the day before. After a discussion between Dr
Lee and Dr Wacker, we decided to do the triple jump with stones in hands as it
was usual in the ancient Olympic Games. The pentathlon continued with the discus throw. The right throwing technique was explained and demonstrated by the
main organizer Arnaud. The rules of the ancient pentathlon said that a winner
could be known after three disciplines if a single athlete had won all of the first
three disciplines. It was not the case of our pentathlon. The fourth discipline was
a run for 200 meters. The athletes ran in one moment and had to turn around
the stick on the opposite side of stadium. In addition, all athletes were divided into two halves and met in the moment of turning. That caused many accidents in
both competitions. The final of both the women’s and men’s competitions had to
be decided by wrestling. Before the wrestling, the hellanodikais had to determine
the finalists and they decided to make a competition of the game “rock, paper,
scissors”. The finalists struggled in the wrestling circle with the aim to lay their opponent down on the ground or get him/her out of the circle. The winners of the
women’s and men’s competitions received an olive wreath. The organizing of
the competition allowed all of the participants to better understand the disciplines of the ancient pentathlon and to compare them with current forms.
Dr Wacker gave the morning lecture on Thursday, July 13 on several topics
that related to both the ancient and modern Olympic Games. In his discussion of
the ancient torch run, Dr Wacker mentioned that the flame was always in front of
a temple. The lighting of the flame was, and continues to be, connected with ceremony. Even today, the torch always comes from Olympia to the Acropolis in
Athens. We then explored the idea of internationalism, in which we learned that
the ancient Games were inclusive of all people who practiced Greek culture and
spoke the Greek language, but all other populations were excluded from participating. The next topic was ekecheiria, literally meaning “to put the hands
down.” This term is connected to the Olympic Truce and meant that all athletes
and spectators were guaranteed safe passage to and from Olympia for the ancient Olympic Games. Finally, we learned that there are many literature sources
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proving the participation of women in special competitions dedicated to the goddess Hera.
Dr Lee continued with a lecture on the criticisms of ancient Greek athletes
and athletics. Like many modern athletes, ancient athletes were criticized for
cheating, lacking intellectual strength, and not contributing to wider society. Ancient poets and writers chronicled these criticisms, and philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle added to the debate of whether or not competitive athletics contributed to the care of the body and the mind.
The final lectures of the week on Friday, July 14 concerned the end of the ancient Olympic Games and the multi-faceted efforts to revive them. Dr Lee spoke
about Heronymus Mercurialis and the revival of Greek gymnastics in the Italian
Renaissance. Dr Lee showed us pictures of frescos, in which Italians are depicted
competing in the same sport events (discus, pankration, chariot races, wrestling)
as the ancient Greeks did. This can be an evidence of the fact that all ancient
Greek sport events had been widely used in the European civilizations and
proves once again the internationalism of the Olympic ideals.
Dr Georgiadis expounded on the theme of revival by describing the philosophical basis of the Olympic ideals and why the ancient ideas are relevant to
modern society. In particular, we discussed the concepts of agon and arete and
explored ways in which they can inspire individuals to become better human beings. To end the week on an appropriate note, we re-visited the tale of Diagoras
and concluded that his story represented generational connection, respect, the
cycle of youth, renewal, and the achievements of community engagement. We
can all relate to these ideas, and it was a suitable way to wrap up our first full
week at the International Olympic Academy.
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MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES

This presentation focuses on the second week of the 14th International Postgraduate Seminar July 17-21, 2006. During the second week of the seminar
we listened to the lectures of Assoc. Prof. Dr Kostas Georgiadis (GRE), Prof. Dr
Thierry Terret (FRA) and Assoc. Prof. Dr Supranee Kwanboochan (THA). The
main topics of that week were the history of the modern Olympic Games and
Olympic movement in Asia. We learned about the Zappas ‘Olympic Games’
in Greece in the 19th century, the Olympic movement in England, the institutive congress of the IOC (Paris 1894), Pierre de Coubertins educational and
ethical principles of his Olympic ideals, the organization of the first International Olympic Games in 1896, national lobbying for the winter Olympic
Games, the connections between the Olympics and war, and about the conflicts involved in preparing the Olympic Games in modern times. The other
main topic of that week involved sport in Thailand, the Thai Olympic movement and the Asian Games – with preparation for the 24th Universiade in
Bangkok 2007.
On Monday the 17th of July, the day began with an excellent lecture from Dr
Kostas Georgiadis. It was titled “The idea of competition in modern Greek tradition”. We discussed the end of the ancient Olympic games and the revival of the
modern Games as well as the important contribution of Mr. Zappas. A few of the
reasons for the end of the ancient Games, include natural (earthquakes), political, economic and moral reasons. Considering these different factors shows us
how sport and Olympic competitions were not based solely upon religious factors. They also involved broader, more universal factors.
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During the middle Ages, types of physical activities continued in Byzantium.
The rationale for reviving the Olympic Games in modern times was partially
rooted in the desire of some Greeks to reunite Greek people who live abroad.
So, the first initiative of the 19th century developed for political and not sporting
reasons.
Following the lecture, Dr Thierry Terret of France presented a very brief introduction about Olympic ethics and the challenges with which the Olympic Movement is faced. Meanwhile, the lecture “national lobbying and invention of the
winter Olympic Games” was wonderful. The research related to Olympic studies
and had a special focus on the summer Olympic Games. The winter Olympic
Games also played a very important role in the history of the Olympic movement. We learned that, much like the summer Games, the winter Games were
initiated for political reasons. An influential figure for these Games was Gustav
Balack from Sweden. He started the so called Nordic games in 1901 in Stockholm. The first united winter Olympic Games was held in Chamonix in 1924.
In the afternoon, brief presentations were made by two French participants.
The first was titled “Football and ethics in the Olympic games of Paris 1924.”
The second was “The idea of Olympic hero of the 1924 games in French Literature,” by Julie Gaucher.
On July 18th, the first morning lecture was presented by Dr Kostas Georgiadis. It was titled “Olympic Revival. Evangelis Zappas, William Penny Brookes
and the revival of the Modern Olympic Games.” Prof. Georgiadis explained to
us the importance of a meeting held on the 18th of June 1894. This was the first
committee to discuss the question of amateurism and the possibilities of reviving
the Olympic Games. The definition of amateurism was also discussed at this
meeting. At the end of his lecture, he described Coubertin’s achievements and
noted that the labourers were not excluded. A decision was made to revive the
Games, make them an international affair, and to host them every four years in
different cities and countries.
The second morning lecture was by Dr Thierry Terret. He presented us with a
topic entitled “The Olympics and the war: The Inter-allied Games of 1919.” The
Inter-allied Games were organized with great help from the American organiza451
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tion YMCA (xxx). The YMCA regarded sporting activities as a very useful means
to discipline soldiers following the First World War. Many parties experienced
doubt that the Games would continue following the war. With collaboration between the IOC and the YMCA the Games managed to survive. The leader of
American YMCA, Brown, suggested to Coubertin that the IOC should organize
sport competitions for elite athletes and that the YMCA should be responsible for
organizing sport events for all. The purposes of sports for the military were to
train soldiers. Sport was used for military purposes since the Spanish Civil War in
1898. In the American newspaper (stars and trip, Sporting news) war was reported similarly to a sporting event. The other purposes were to celebrate fraternity
among people and to better manage the energy of the soldiers.
In the afternoon session, we listened to student presentations. Yoav Veichselfish presented his paper entitled “Israel and the Olympic Boycott of 1919”.
The second presentation was given by Weiming Wang and was entitled “The
Sporting legacy of Hosting the 2008 Olympic Sailing Regatta in Qingdao.”
On July 19th, the morning lecture was presented by Dr Supranee Kwanboonchan (Thailand). The lecture was about the “History and influences of the
Olympic movement in Thailand”. Sports and physical education have been used
for entertainment (football, croquet, cycling), for preparing soldiers for war
(Muay Thai, Krabi-Krabong) and for enhancing physical endurance and
strength. The sport era began in Thailand when King Rama V started playing
football and croquet with his comrades. From 1925-1932, the purpose of physical education and sports was to improve body, mind and emotion. By 1928, the
International Olympic Committee sent three papers to King Rama inviting Thailand to participate in the Olympic Games. Specifically, the first effort was an invitation for Thailand to attend the next Olympic Games; the second one regarded
winter sports in St. Moritz, and the third regarded the role of the members’ conference. Unfortunately, King Rama V refused Thailand’s participation due to instability of the political system. Thailand did not take part in the Olympic Games
until 1952 (Helsinki). When they finally participated, national unity was enforced
and the Thai Olympic movement grew.
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The second lecture of the morning was by Dr Thierry Terret. The lecture was
about “Conflicts in preparing the Games; the example of the Olympic facilities in
Paris 1924”. The candidature of Paris by the French Olympic Committee (COF)
had not been clear in regards to the charges and expenses. After many conflicts between the COF leaders, the division of Parisian councilors and the lobby of economic and environmental groups, it had been decided that the Games in 1926 would be
held in the city of Colombes. Three matters had emerged. The first regarded the stadium Pershing, which was not appropriate for use in the Olympic Games; the second involved the stadium of Colombes, and the third conflict involved the swimming pool in Tourelles. The third conflict proved to be the most threatening.
The third lecture was presented by Dr Konstantinos Georgiadis. The lecture
was about Olympism. We were divided into four groups and were made to focus
on 4 different principles of Olympism: personal (pride, respect to oneself, mental
condition), social (tolerance, understanding, co-operation, team spirit, fair play,
solidarity), cultural (universalism, cultural awareness, lack of discriminations) and
ecumenical (peace, friendship, education of Olympism).
In the afternoon session, we listened to two presentations. The first was presented by Rebecca Sueur and was entitled “Swiss Candidatures to the Olympic
Winter Games: Why so many failures?” The second presentation was by Nikos
Choutas, entitled “The impact of the Olympic movement on the evolution of the
international understanding and peace from 1894 until 2004.” A third lecture
was presented by Megan Popovic and was entitled “Altered Destiny or Natural
Evolution? Trends and Transitions within Snowboarding Culture.”
On July 20th, the morning lecture was presented by Dr Thierry Terret. He
presented the topic: “The Olympic Games, the IOC and Nationalism: Paris
1924.” After the discussion we understood more clearly the Olympic Games in
Paris 1924 and the political situation and economic situation of Europe. We also
discussed a few case studies, such as the case between the Italian Puliti sabres
and the Hungarian referee and about how this conflict continued after the
games. We discussed the important role of “Honour Jury”. This was a very good
example of how nationalism is manifested during the Olympic Games.
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The second lecture was presented by Dr Supranee Kwanboonchan from
Thailand. She presented the “History of Asian Games and SEA Games.” During
the presentation, there was a lot of questions about the Asian Games (1948 Dr
Soudhi-India proposed games for Asian peoples; first Asian Games were in 1950
in New Delhi). The presentation revealed a lot of information about the particularity of this part of the world and the Olympic Movement.
In the afternoon session there were three student presentations. Ms
Bronikowska Eugeniusz presented her paper entitled “Piasecki’s view on professional Sport and Olympics.” Athinos Konstantinidis presented his paper entitled
“Olympism in education”. Lastly, Igor Maksymenko presented his paper entitled
“Olympic education in the Lugansk Region of Ukraine”.
On July 21st, the morning lectures were delivered by Dr Supranee and Dr
Therry Terret. The first was about Asian Women and Sport (AWS) Organization.
This is an informal, flexible and voluntary-based network that was formed in
2001 in an effort to increase sporting opportunities for women and girls in Asian
countries. Based on an awareness of the benefits sport can provide to participants, the group seeks to guarantee equal opportunities for women at all levels –
playing, coaching, and decision-making. Among the proudest accomplishments
of this international collaboration are the three conferences it has organized. The
first was in Japan in 2001, followed by Quatar in 2003, and Yemen in 2005. The
Qatar conference is especially notable because the representatives from 38 participating countries passed the “Doha Conference Resolutions” and outlined
some specific goals for the group. One of the primary aims of the AWS involves
compliance with the IOC’s goal to have women fill 20 percent of all positions and
at all levels of decision-making structures.
Dr Therry Terret’s lecture about the economic impacts of the Grenoble Winter Olympic Games in 1968 provided an examination of the expectations, goals,
and assumptions involved in hosting the Games. Some of the most salient conclusions regarded the importance of a historical analysis of the economic impacts
in Grenoble. This was intended to contrast the self-congratulatory optimism that
immediately followed the Games. Professor Terret presented evidence that the
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benefits enjoyed by much of the winter sports industry following these Games
cannot be attributed to the planners. Rather, companies such as Rossignol and
Salomon, which became world leaders in their fields, had actually introduced
strategic long-term plans that did not completely depend upon the Games. Finally, it is important to note that economic impacts are but one of the many considerations that a city or state has to consider when hosting a Games event; cultural
and political concerns may actually outweigh the potential economic shortcomings which result from hosting the Games.
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SOCIO-CULTURAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS
OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES

The third week of the 14th International seminar on Olympic Studies for Postgraduate Students began on Monday, 24 July 2006. This third week exhibited a
great deal of diversity in terms of the subject matter of the lectures and student
presentations. The first lecturer was Dr Mike McNamee from the University of
Wales, Swansea, which is located in the United Kingdom. Dr McNamee is a
philosopher, and his presentations were focused on the ethics of sport. Dr Leigh
Robinson from Loughborough University (also of the United Kingdom) gave presentations dealing with the nature and structure of organizations, especially of
Olympic Sports Organizations. Dr David-Claude Kemo Keimbou, a native of
Cameroon, is a professor at the University of Paris. His lectures were focused on
the use of the Olympic movement as a means for European powers to maintain
control over their former colonies on the African continent. The fourth professor
to give talks during this week was Dr Benoit Seguin of the University of Ottawa in
Canada. Dr Seguin’s interest is Olympic marketing, especially the new area of
so-called “ambush marketing.” Clearly, the interests of these four professors are
very different from each other, yet they all deal with the Olympic movement.
On Monday, Dr McNamee gave the first talk of the third week. His presentation was an introduction to basic ideas of philosophy and ethics. He spent time
drawing distinctions between ideas like deontology, utilitarianism, and virtue
ethics. He is concerned primarily with ethics as moral philosophy, a set of
guidelines for how an individual should act in a given situation. He explained
that ethics is the systematic study of the rules, values, norms, and regulations
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that govern conduct and character. This first lecture was intended as the foundation for more in-depth ethical discussions later in the week. The second lecture was given by Dr Robinson, who used this opportunity to introduce the students to some basic concepts and facts about the nature of organizations. She
defined an organization as “a collection of people working together to achieve
an end goal,” and she went on to explain the various factors that shape any organization. With this basic knowledge in mind, the students would be able to
think critically about the nature of any organization, from the IOC to NOC’s to
local sports clubs. After Dr Robinson had finished, Dr Seguin began his introduction to the basic concepts of marketing. He dealt with the history of Olympic
marketing from the first modern Games of 1896 to the true birth of marketing in
1912 and beyond. Particularly interesting was his discussion of the evolution of
the purchase of Olympic broadcasting rights and notions of sponsorship. These
professors would expand on these introductory lectures throughout the course
of the week.
Monday afternoon saw the first student presentations of the third week of
the seminar. First to give his paper was Thomas Bjoerner from Denmark, the title of which was “The Olympic Games Broadcast as Interactive Television –
New Media, New Games?” Thomas utilized research data collected in his native
country in order to draw conclusions about the future of the Olympic Games as
consumed through the medium of interactive television. The new viewing options available might seriously affect the way in which people watch Olympic
events from their homes. After Thomas, Sununta Srisiri from Thailand presented her paper entitled “Media and the Olympic Movement in Thailand.” The
main focus of her paper was to determine how much viewing time and how
many written reports were devoted to the Olympic movement in Thailand. Her
conclusion was that Thailand “could do more to promote Olympism” than it
has been doing, and she suggested several ways in which the government could
accomplish this goal, including advertising the values of Olympism and building
a public policy on Olympism. The next presentation was given by Rachmat Kasmad from Indonesia. The title of his talk was “Sports Education Values and Influences on Society,” and it dealt with the use of sports as a means to foster
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growth and progress in developing nations. Rachmat clearly advocated the importance of sports education in fostering the development of character and
morality.
Tuesday’s first lecturer was again Dr McNamee, who continued his discussion
of ethics in sport. His presentation was structured as a pedagogical exercise, with
the room divided between those students in favor of and opposed to doping in
sport. Dr McNamee proved through this exercise the importance of using good
arguments to defend positions. He managed to discredit the positions of students
based on the logical process of thought, and thereby he was able to illustrate the
necessity for presenting well-reasoned positions on ethical issues. After Dr
McNamee had finished his first lecture, Dr David-Claude Kemo Keimbou gave
his introductory presentation on the Olympic movement in Africa. He dealt with
Pierre de Coubertin’s attempts to spread the ideals of Olympism to Africa and
with the fact that Olympic sport could be used as a means for former colonial
masters to maintain an influence in newly independent African states. The next
lecture was from Dr Seguin, and it dealt primarily with television and the
Olympics and the rise of IOC power in making marketing decisions regarding the
Games. He discussed the TOP program, revenue distribution, Olympic brand
protection and other such terms and subjects.
In the afternoon, Dr Robinson continued her discussion of organizations by
dealing primarily with the governance of Olympic Sport Organizations. She explained that it is important to ensure openness, probity, and accountability in the
governance of organizations. Likewise, factors such as conflict of interest, failure
to manage risks, and director or board inexperience can lead to poor governance. After Dr Robinson’s presentation, Boerge Medberg Oftedal gave his paper on Olympic boxing, the title of which was “Should Boxing be an Olympic
Sport? Ethical Considerations.” Using an interesting interactive technique, Boerge attempted to place the participants of the seminar in the shoes of the boxer.
Every person in the room was encouraged to feel the adrenaline and flow of energy which a boxer experiences as he steps in the ring. Boerge then made the
point that boxing with knock out is designed specifically to harm or kill another
human being and should therefore not be included in the Olympic program. In
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his opinion, this desire to harm is inconsistent with the values of Olympism. This
presentation concluded the second day of the third week.
Dr McNamee was again the first lecturer on Wednesday. His topic of that
morning was “Olympism, moral development, and Ethnocentricity.” He made a
straightforward and convincing argument that the values of Olympism can be
considered universal, even if the Olympic movement itself is not. The lecture
highlighted the fact that many cultures, although quite different, do share common concepts of virtue. Dr Kemo Keimbou gave a presentation on the “Olympic
Movement and Decolonization” in which he focused on the use of the Olympics
by the former colonial powers as a means of maintaining control in Africa. The
final lecture of the morning was given by Dr Robinson and was entitled “Managing Expectations of Olympic Sports Organizations.” In this lecture, Dr Robinson
made it clear that the key to success for an OSO was to control the expectations
of stakeholders by ensuring that they are precise, explicit, and realistic. All three
lectures built on the foundation of the previous presentations.
In the afternoon, three students presented their papers to the group. Pavel Landa gave his paper on “Consequences of Corruption scandal on stakeholders –
Case of Czech Football” in which he explained corruption scandals among soccer
teams and officials in the Czech Republic. In analyzing the situation, Pavel pointed
out the root causes of the problems, and evaluated the efficacy of measures taken
to reduce corruption. His conclusions pointed out the many problems in the organizations, especially in light of Dr Robinson’s lectures. After Pavel, Xue Qiu presented his paper on “Olympic Ethics and the 2008 Beijing Olympics,” in which he discussed the effects and the import of the games for China. He also compared and
contrasted traditional Chinese philosophies like Confucianism, Buddhism, and
Taoism with the values of the Olympics. After Qiu had presented, Karen Warner
presented her paper on “Soccer Fans, Language, Politics, and the Ambivalence of
Nationalism in Galicia, Spain.” This paper contained material from Karen’s doctoral dissertation, and in her presentation she examined the influence of soccer on the
regional nationalism of Galicia in Northwestern Spain. She outlined a contrast between Galicia and the Catalan and Basque regions, and she pointed specifically to
how soccer had both fostered and limited nationalism in Galicia.
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On Thursday, Dr McNamee gave his final lecture, “Biotechnology, normality
and the body: understanding the moral limits of sports medicine and sports performance.” In this lecture, issues such as therapy versus enhancement and the
lack of governance in elite sports medicine were addressed. Dr Kemo Keimbou
continued his lecture from the day before, emphasizing that the Olympic movement is political in nature. He mentioned that France desired to maintain its influence over newly independent states, while the Russians sought to extend the
influence of communism to Africa. Dr Seguin then gave a presentation on the
Olympic brand. He defined brand as “a name, term, sign, symbol or design
which is intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or different sellers
and to differentiate them from those of competitors,” and he applied this definition to the Olympics.
In the afternoon, Leonardo Mataruna presented his paper, “Physically Modified Athletes in the Paralympic Games: a New Ethical Challenge of Today’s
Sport” in which he discussed the possibility and ramifications of producing
physically modified athletes. Caroline Ringuet presented her paper, “Ethical
Considerations for National Olympic Committees and National Sport Organizations in Providing Support for Elite Athletes.” The focus of this paper was the
extent to which high performance sport organizations provided resources or
support service in accordance with the personal and performance needs of athletes. After Caroline’s presentation, Laura Fishburn gave her paper on “Spectatorship and the Olympics,” and she focused on notions of direct and indirect
spectatorship.
The final day’s first lecture was given by Dr Robinson, who addressed issues
of performance management, including objectives, plans, operations, and evaluations. After Dr Robinson’s presentation, Dr Kemo Keimbou gave his last lecture,
“Security, Geopolitical Stakes and International Relations: The Social Construction of Fear and its Implications at Athens 2004.” He focused on the excessive
cost of security at the Athens Olympics and the reasons behind such a massive
expenditure. Dr Seguin gave the final lecture of the week, “Leveraging the
Olympic Brand by Reconciling Corporate and Consumers’ Views.” In this lecture, he discussed ideas such as brand equity and ambush marketing. After such
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an intense week of presentations and lectures, every participant had the opportunity to consider the Olympic movement from multifarious perspectives. Each
participant gained significant knowledge of sport ethics, Olympic marketing,
structure and management of organizations, and the Olympic movement in postcolonial Africa.
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Can a National lottery be a way to finance sport for all? The case of Norway
In Norway the sports for all activities are funded by a lottery arranged by the
government. The voluntary sport movement in Norway receives every year
about 100 million euro (which has increased every year), and the resources are
mainly used to organize activities for children and youth. In Brazil, however, the
money from the lottery goes to the elite sports, with the Paralympics receiving 15
percent of these funds. In Indonesia a lottery is forbidden for religious reasons,
while in Poland the unstable political situation makes it difficult to have continuity in sport activities organized by the government.
Is a lottery morally good or bad, and could it be possible to organize lotteries by
the government in all countries?
In Norway there have been great ethical discussions about the lottery, but as
long as the profit goes to activate kids in a good way, Norwegians seem to have
good conscience about their lottery participation. There have been ethical discussions concerning people that get addicted to gambling and desperately try to
win back their lost money from previous lottery games. These victims use all their
money in hopes of catching the million dollar check. There have been considerable discussions about slot machines in Norway, and many shopping centres
now have removed them, out of respect for the problem. But the National lottery
seems not to have the same problems as the slot machines, and it is still going
strong in Norway.
The problem of organizing a lottery in countries that are politically unstable
makes it easy for those in power to keep the money for themselves and make
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way for corruption. Thus, it could be possible to found an independent sport organization that is politically independent, with the task of organizing the lottery.
Conclusion
Lottery as a way to finance sport for all in Norway has been a great success. A
national lottery organized by an independent National federation as a way to finance sport for all could be a good way to develop sport activities in other countries, as well.

Olympism in conjunction with society and education
Sport and leisure activities can be utilized for positive individual growth and
community development. On Tuesday, August 1st the lectures were based on
the idea of Olympism in conjunction with society and education. In his lecture titled “Olympic Education and Sport for Children in Situations of Vulnerability”,
Prof. Filho provided the class with a solid description of the link between sport
policies and Olympism, and utilized three case studies from Brazil. He discussed
how sport policies can be used to promote social inclusion and why the promotion of human excellence and virtues through the concept of Olympism is a positive platform to build on. In all three examples, Project Navegar, Project Vila Fatima, and Project Open School, Prof. Filho emphasized the importance of providing a link between various levels of government, governmental policies, and
the empowerment of those within the communities.
Prof. Henry gave the class an overview of the program for Olympic Solidarity
from several theoretical frameworks. During his lecture titled “Competing Accounts of Development of Olympic Solidarity”, the following theories were covered: modernization theory, cultural imperialism, dependency theory, and globalization theory. Olympic Solidarity is the program established post-World War II
that utilizes funds from the media rights at the Games. These funds are directed
towards the national and international levels of sporting governance and used
for the propagation of sport.
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One of the challenges for Olympic Solidarity and other initiatives that strive
for human betterment is the struggle to obtain the financial means to pursue the
program while at the same time attempting to the embrace and embodiment of
the values that are being promoted. For instance, while establishing the Olympic
Solidarity fund, several IOC members were found to have expressed racist statements and possessed underlying political motives for their humanistic efforts.
This is contradictory to the concept of Olympism that is championed by the organization and promoters of the Olympic Movement. Another challenge for programs of social inclusion is the necessity to respect and honour the voices of
those being aided. If there is the monetary support and governmental plans to
put the plan into action, it is imperative to include those individuals who are at
the grassroots level. Top-down planning is efficient, however the real action often takes place on the soccer pitches, in the community halls, and in the neighborhoods of the common person.

Sport Policy: (a) Positions on multiculturalism; (b) Evaluating impacts of Athens
2004
ñ Sport and Multiculturalism: a European Perspective
Prof. Dr Ian Henry discussed three topics about multiculturalism and sports policy in Europe: First, a discussion of the concepts of multiculturalism / interculturalism, nationality, and citizenship. Second, he asked ‘how can we conceptualise
the benefits of sports programmes for cultural minorities.’ And, finally, he urged
us to have a look at gender, sport and multiculturalism in an IOC study on Muslim women.
1) There are four models of National Identity and Citizenship linked to
sport policy; they include: The French Republican Model, The German Model
of Ethno-nationalism, The Anglo-Saxon Liberal Individualist Model, and the
Emerging Models in the Acceding States – the example of Poland. Each model
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reflects tendencies and policies in each country toward either “integration” or
“assimilation” through sport and cultural policies. For example, Greece emphasizes concepts of “assimilation policies” for minorities into mainstream parties (i.e. sport as a vehicle for tackling problems of general social exclusion or
urban renewal).
2) Using the three examples of Algerian Society in Nottingham, Derby Bosnia-Herzegovina Community Association, and the Madeley Community Project
(Kurdish Refugees), Dr Henry demonstrated how we can conceptualise the benefits of sports programmes for cultural minorities. Through these examples we
can see the benefits of sport programmes, especially in areas of personal and social capital.
3) An IOC Women & Leadership Study sought to evaluate the positions of
Muslim women in sport. Muslim women are less well represented in leadership
roles, though it may be misleading to blame this fact on religion. Also, there are
such different types of approaches and responses to Muslim women and
Olympic sport that one should not generalise the situation of “Muslim women.”
Rather than seeing irreconcilable differences between Muslim and Western sports
policy regarding women, it is more helpful to recognise our common humanity
by building of consensus (i.e. using sport as an arena of shared, negotiated, limited consensus).
ñ Selectivity in evaluating the impacts of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games
Dr Eleni Theodoraki explained frameworks for conceptualising, capturing and
disseminating information on the impact of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games.
She addressed what the Athens Bid Committee presented in 1997 as intended
legacies/impacts of the Athens Games, and discussed measures of impact used
by ATHOC to present impact/legacies to the public immediately after the Athens
2004 Games. She emphasized that the IOC research framework is not objective
in that it is customised to suit the objectives of those who requires specific information.
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Sport Policies for Large Cities
Today’s last lecture “Sport policies for large cities: Current situation and perspectives” was presented by Alberto Reppold. As Mr Reppold comes from Brazil, his
lecture showed the case of a Brazilian town. One main question was asked in
term of sport policies for large cities: “How can we use globalisation for inclusion?” To answer, two ways were proposed.
First, addressing some of the major factors of globalisation affecting urban
policies for sports in large cities (e.g rapid urbanisation, increasing life expectancy and an aging population, large proportion of low-income population, increasing number of people engaging in sport and leisure activities, authoritarian and
bureaucratic tradition). Secondly, he presented an actual case study of policy
making in large Brazilian city - Porto Alegre.
In conclusion, after a study of the influence of globalisation and the case studies of several towns in Brazil, several important observations can be made: that
sport and leisure are not important topics on the agenda of community and social movements, that the population views urban policies with distrust and scepticism, that some civil servants resist the idea of participative planning, and that
there are conflicting interests amongst social groups regarding the use of public
areas (for examples and more details, please see the PowerPoint presentation).
To take advantage of the internationalism of the seminar, the discussion
brought out details of other nations and cities. For Australia, Caroline told us that
the federal government has developed an initiative to promote club-based sport
participation to increase social cohesion among different members of the community. For France, Arnaud told us that at this time the government tries to promote
social cohesion through sport, but the population views these sport policies, especially in the suburb of big cities, with scepticism. As we were able to see in the end
of 2005, with riots in the suburbs of big cities where the minorities live in crowded
communities, integration is a difficult problem. Only with the FIFA world cup, that
is to say the French victory in 1998 and the appearance in the final of 2006, we
can see an integration of the minorities because of the media coverage of “black,
blanc, beur” French team (“black, white, muslim” people team).
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ADDRESS
on behalf of the Participants
by Dr Leonardo Mataruna (BRA)

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Good Morning,
In the name of all the students of the 14th Postgraduate Seminar, I would like
to say to the IOA: Thanks very much for this opportunity to learn about Olympic
Studies. After four weeks, we can leave with powerful knowledge to exchange in
our countries and to improve new researches on the Olympics with an excellent
framework acquired from this experience in the Academy.
We hope that new students can continue to have a similar opportunity to experience growth together. Thank you to all the people that worked so that the
seminar is a success, and specially the Dean, Dr Kostas, our coordinator Mr Junod, the Professors, the friends from the secretariat, the library, the audiovisual
department, the food service staff, the security and everyone else who has made
this beautiful place work.
It has been our pleasure to be here. We wish you health, glory and love.
Thank you!
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ADDRESS
by the Coordinator,
Thomas Junod (SUI)

«We are on fire!». Some of you know this sentence because it is written on the
bracelet I gave you the other day. This was the motto of the Swiss Olympic Team
in Torino this winter. I like this sentence a lot, because it describes pretty well the
passion which is in me, and I hope in you too, after these four weeks at the International Olympic Academy.
Every second year, the Olympic flame is enlightened a few meters away from
here. This is the beginning of the Torch Relay. During this relay, the Olympic
Flame will go through many countries before reaching the City which has the honour to host an edition of the Olympic Games.
For me, there is not just one flame but many flames that are enlightened here
each year. The International Olympic Academy enlightens our passion for the
Olympic Games and the Olympic Spirit. We will all bring back the Olympic fire
in our respective countries and I hope we will be able to transmit the flame, our
passion for Olympism, to many other people.
After four weeks together, we will be physically separated on Sunday. But the
fire we lit together will not be switched off. I still feel the flame enlightened here
last year: this flame is made of friendship and days after days, this flame is kept
alive through e-mails, letters, phone calls, physical meetings when we are lucky
but also pictures and nice memories.
You are now a part of the Olympic fire burning in me. Through your friendship, your help, our discussions, you contributed to make this flame bigger. As the
Coordinator of your group, I hope I could help you to enlighten your own flame.
470
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For me, it was an extraordinary luck to be able to come back here for another month. I could meet new friends, gain new knowledge and see again all the
amazing sites we visited. I would like to address a big big thanks to Professor Georgiadis, my dear Kostas, and to the International Olympic Academy for the invitation.
It was a great honour for me to be the Coordinator this year. I would like to
thank all the people who helped me in my work and who contributed to the success of this Seminar: all the girls from the secretariat, the technical staff, the crew
from the library, the team of the cafeteria but also all the people I don’t really
know but who contribute to transform this place into a real paradise. I thank also
the gardeners, the guards and the ladies who clean our rooms everyday and are
responsible for the laundry. I hope you are aware that they do a great job and I
would like, that we do such a strong applause right now so they are all able to
hear us.
I would also like to thank all the Professors for the knowledge they shared
with us. And of course, I would also like to thank all of you for your help, your
ideas, your motivation and your friendship. It was a real pleasure to be here with
you. I would like to address a special thank for those who took some responsibilities, for instance: for the organization of the sport activities, for the social
evenings, for the trip to Zakynthos and for the Greek lessons.
I would like to conclude these few words by an invitation. As you know, if the
whole story of the Olympic Games started here in Olympia, Lausanne is now
called the «Olympic Capital». Of course, Lausanne is not as magical as Olympia
but I can only recommend you to go there and to visit the IOC headquarters, the
Olympic Museum and its amazing library. As I told you already, I can provide
you the accommodation for a few days or even a few weeks if you have some research to do there. The solidarity and the friendship we built here must be preserved. We must help one another to achieve our goals and dreams. We must
keep our Olympic flames alive.
«We are on fire»!
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ADDRESS AND CLOSING
of the Works of the Seminar
by the Honorary Dean of the International Olympic Academy,
Assoc. Prof. Konstantinos Georgiadis

During the time we were together, you had the opportunity to live and feel the
meaning of Olympism. In addition to furthering your education, which was the real aim of the seminar, you should also experience the philosophy of Olympism.
Olympism is what you have lived, what you have felt, what you have learned driven by your own personal interests, and what you have created during your time
here in ancient Olympia, as well as the daily training of the mind and the body for
personal uplift but also in order to become useful citizens to the world society. You
met fellow students from other continents and other countries; you discussed your
way of life, your culture, and your customs and traditions with each other. You had
the opportunity to hear, to understand and to have a clear conception of the differences that exist between you, to overcome prejudices and to see that those things
that unite us as human beings are far greater than those that separate us.
We must remember that between acceptance and rejection there is a large
space for discussion, tolerance and exchange of thoughts and ideas. That is the
aim of the IOA. It is a free forum for the exchange of ideas about the Olympic
movement and the humanity. These ideas come to life through the program of
the IOA, but on the other hand, the way these ideas are developed depends on
you. Differences between us definitely exist, and a Seminar such as this one certainly won’t eliminate them. However, the willingness and the eagerness of each
one of us really shows that you understood the true meaning of Olympism.
I will not speak of the scientific subjects because you had the opportunity to dis472
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cuss and analyze them with your excellent professors who directed the studies of
the seminar. From personal discussions that I have had with you, I know that you
are satisfied with the scholarly level of the presentations. However, we must not remain strictly on an academic level. The role of knowledge is deeper than that.
The first and basic aim of each science is to use knowledge to mould individuals into better human beings and to contribute to the making of a better and
more peaceful world.
The Olympic philosophy and its aspirations have also been implemented by
your attitudes and actions. The students, whose native language is English,
helped the others as much as they could in every aspect.
It is always a pleasure for me to work with an international group of young
students of such high scholarly standards. You were a very able group that engaged the full energy of the supervising professors as scholars as well as teachers.
Of course, it is not coincidental that 21 students took part in the examinations we
organize together with the Loughborough University.
I would also like to point out that almost half of the supervising Professors first
came at the IOA as students participating in the Postgraduate Seminar. I hope
that in the future many of you will return at this place as Professors.
The days were so pleasant and enjoyable that they passed without us realizing it. Shortly each one of us must return to his or her everyday life.
Let me especially thank Dr Henry and Dr Theodorakis for conducting the
Loughborough examination. I would also like to thank Thomas and the Secretariat, Roula, Alexandra, Antonia and Gina for their assistance. Behind the
scenes they have done a lot of work and they were always available to you. I
would also like to thank Mr Themis Lainis and the staff of the library, the staff of
the technical department and the cleaners, for the valuable services they offered.
Finally, I would like to thank you on behalf of the president of the IOA, Mr Minos
X. Kyriakou and the Ephoria of the IOA for your participation and to ask you to convey the message you have received from here to your countries and professions.
Think that “the beginning of the future lies on the past”. I believe that you
have made here a new beginning.
Thank you.
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